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1 Alabama 

1.1 Misc Code Member Class Code 
ERSA04 

ERSB10 

ERSC11 

ERSD12 

To calculate the Full Time Units for the ERS report, the process needs to be able to distinguish between normal pay periods and other pay 
periods.  That is, if the standard pay cycle is biweekly there will be 2 (occasionally 3) normal pay periods during a month and any number of 
other supplemental pay periods.  The process needs to be able to distinguish between these 2 (or 3) normal biweekly pay periods and all others.  
Code the first 4 characters of the Code field of the Period Definitions with "NORM" for normal pay periods and something else for all other 
periods.  For examples, Codes NORMAL and NORM ABC would be considered normal pay periods.  

 

1.2 Payroll Retirement Reporting for Alabama 
Both the ERS Monthly Contributions report/magnetic media file and the RSA-1 Monthly Deferrals report/magnetic media file are available via 
process PYRERRALRR.  The process will ask for 1) the month and year of the report, 2) whether just the ERS report, the RSA report or both 
reports are to be produced and 3) whether unpaid history items are to be included.  The flat files required for subto the appropriate authorities 
are located in the $HOME/data directory and are named Euuummyy.ret (ERS file) or Euuum(RSA file) where uuu is the Unit Code assigned by 
ERS and mmyy is the month and year of the report.  
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1.3 Required Common Code: Common code PYFG/780AL01 
Refer to the Common Code user guide for complete setup information.  

 

1.4 Required Database Items 
ERS and RSA deductions and/or contributions must be coded with ERSA, ERSB, ERSC, ERSD or RSA1 in miscellaneous code 1 of the CDH 
definition.  ERS CDHs will be reported with the corresponding Member Classification Code as shown below.   

 

1.5 ALABAMA Quarterly Wage Report 

1.5.1 OVERVIEW 
This process will produce the standard Alabama Quarterly Wage Report and file as defined in the specifications for task 246816.   

 

1.5.2 SETUP 
All employees that were paid during the reporting quarter will appear on the report and file.   Earnings to be reported must affect the SUI pay 
base (plus/minus in Screen 2 of the Hour Definition, mask PYUPHH).    
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1.5.3 PROCESSING 
Use mask PYRESRALQW to produce the report and file. 

The user will need to enter the year and quarter number to be reported by replying to the run-time questions: 

Enter a four-digit tax year: 

and 

Enter a one-digit quarter number: 

The employee data is retrieved from employee accumulators.  These should be up-to-date through the end of the quarter to be reported.  To 
ensure accuracy, it is advisable to re-compute accumulators by running mask PYUTRA for the entire tax year. 

The name(s) of the file(s) created depend on the reply to the question: 

Please enter the name of the magnetic media output file: 

and if the OUTPUT parameter in common code PYFG PY781AL is specified.  See below for an explanation of this common code.  If the user 
does not enter a reply to this question, but simply presses enter or return, the program will name the file QTRWAGES if only one file is 
produced or QTRWG## (where ## is a sequential number starting from 01) if multiple files are produced. 

After this process is completed, the file(s) can be copied (use file transfer if running from a PC under Reflection) to diskette(s) or tape for 
submission to the appropriate agency.  

 

1.5.4 COMMON CODE SETUP 
Use common code PYFG PY781AL to customize some aspects of this process.  If more than five of the parameters described below need to be 
entered, common codes PYFG PY781AL1 through PYFG PY781AL9 may be used, sequentially, as needed. 

Short Description: Reserved for SPS use 
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Medium Description: Not used 

Long Description: Not used 

Associated Value, Codes & Descriptions: The word(s) entered in the CODES field determine what should be entered in the NUMERIC 
VALUE and/or DESCRIPTION fields on the same line. 

CODE NUMERIC VALUE and / or DESCRIPTION 

 

COMPUTER 

Enter the name of the computer used for processing in the DESCRIPTIONS field of this parameter 
line.  This value will be moved to the COMPUTER field of the 'B' record, positions 15 through 22. 

 

FEDERAL ID 

If the Federal EIN can be found in one of the four FID fields of the Entity Definition screen, enter 
1, 2, 3 or 4 in the NUMERIC VALUES field of this parameter line to indicate which one to use.  
Or enter the actual Federal EIN to be used in the DESCRIPTION field of this parameter line.  If 
this parameter is omitted, the program defaults to using the first FID field of the Entity Definition. 

 

STATE ID 

If the DIR Account Number can be found in one of the four SID fields of the Entity Definition 
screen, enter the 1, 2, 3 or 4 in the NUMERIC VALUES field of this parameter line to indicate 
which one should be used.  Or enter the actual DIR Account Number to be used in the 
DESCRIPTION field of this parameter line.  If this parameter is omitted, the program defaults to 
using the first SID field of the Entity Definition. 

 

MULTIPLE E 

Enter this parameter only if employees are to be reported for multiple entities.  If all employees are 
to be reported with the information found in the ROOT entity, this parameter should be omitted.  
If the MULTIPLE E parameter is entered, the FID and SID fields for the entity specified for each 
employee will be used in the E and S records of the file generated. 

 

LINES/PAGE 

In the NUMERIC VALUE field of this parameter line enter the number of lines (including 
headings) to be printed per page of the report.  If this parameter is omitted, the default is 40 lines 
per page. 
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OUTPUT 

If the file produced by this process is to be copied to diskette AND more records than can be 
contained on one diskette are generated, this parameter can be used to limit the number of records 
in one file.  Multiple files will be generated, each with the maximum number of records specified 
by this parameter.  These can then be individually copied to diskettes.   

Enter the maximum number of records per file in the NUMERIC VALUE field of this parameter 
line.  When this parameter is used, multiple files are generated, named QTRWG01 through 
QTRWG99, sequentially as needed.  The tailsheet of this process will show the names of all files 
produced.  This parameter MUST be used when the size of the file generated exceeds the capacity 
of on diskette. 

NOTE: when this parameter is used, do NOT enter a response to the run-time question Please 
enter the name of the magnetic media output file.  Responding with a file name to this question 
overrides the OUTPUT parameter and only one file will be produced. 

 

SORT 

If this parameter is not used, employees will be sorted in name sequence, or if the MULTIPLE E 
parameter is specified, into name within entity sequence.  If the report and file need to be 
produced in a different sequence, the following values may be entered in the DESCRIPTIONS 
field of this parameter line (separated by commas): ID, SSN, DEPT, ENTITY, or NAME, in the 
sorting order desired. 

1.6 General Information 
This section includes information that pertains to more than one state.  

1.6.1 Common Code Control of State SUI Reports 
State SUI reports use a common program for all states.  This common program gathers data which is then reported by a separate state specific 
program.  This brief document describes the common codes needed to control the common program.   

Common Code PYFG/PY622C 

Medium Description: Controls the sort of the report.  Allowable values are: 
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SORT-BY-NAME Sort by Name within Entity 

SORT-BY-SSN Sort by SSN within Entity 

SORT-BY-ID Sort by ID within Entity 

SORT-BY-CLAT-NAME Sort by Name within specified Cluster/Attribute 
(see Associated Description 5) within Entity 

SORT-BY-CLAT-SSN Sort by SSN within specified Cluster/Attribute (see 
Associated Description 5) within Entity 

SORT-BY-CLAT-ID Sort by ID within specified Cluster/Attribute (see 
Associated Description 5) within Entity 

SORT-BY-EMPLR-
NAME 

Sort by Name within Employer Account 

SORT-BY-EMPLR-SSN Sort by SSN within Employer Account 

SORT-BY-EMPLR-ID Sort by ID within Employer Account 

Associated Value 1:  Set to the SUI paybase number (of the form 60nn) for SUI taxable wages.  Leave blank if SUI Taxable wages are not 
reported. 

Associated Value 2:  Set to the SIT paybase number (of the form 60nn) for SIT taxable wages.  Leave blank if SIT Taxable wages are not 
reported. 

Associated Value 3:  Set to the Gross paybase number (of the form 60nn) for Gross taxable wages.  Leave blank if Gross wages are not 
reported. 

Associated Value 4:  Set to the CIT paybase number (of the form 60nn) for CIT taxable wages.  Leave blank if CIT Taxable wages are not 
reported. 
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Associated Value5:  Set to the SUI hours worked hourbase number (of the form 70nn) for hours worked.  Leave blank if hours worked is not 
reported. 

Associated Code 5:  If an employee can be reported under multiple employers and the employer is defined by one of the eight background parts 
associated with the Organization Key (e.g., Fund) within the paystring, set this field to the defining Organization Key background part number.  
(Programmer note:  the “employer” is passed in the SPEC-CD field.) 

Associated Description 5:  Set to the cluster attribute to be used for sorting/reporting (e.g., EMPM.SEL2).  Only required if a “sort by 
cluster/attribute” type sort is selected.   

Common Code PYFG/PY622C01 

Associated Value 1:  If a SUI taxable wages limit is to be calculated by the program, set this value to the limit. 

Associated Value 2:   Set to the paybase number (of the form 60nn) (usually the gross paybase number) to be used to determine if an employee 
worked on the 12th of the month.  Leave blank if employee's working on the 12th of the month are not reported. 

Associated Value 3:  If Associated Value 1 has a paybase specified and an employee is to be reported as working on the 12th only if the 
employee earns more than a threshold value, set this field to the threshold value.  Leave this field blank if your state has no threshold value 
(that is, your state requires reporting if the employee has any pay activity at all, no matter how small). 

Associated Value 4:  Set this field to 13.00000 to limit the weeks work reported to 13 (Note:  Some quarters actually have 14 work weeks). 

Associated Code 1:  The report normally uses the calendar year/quarter/month in the period definition (PYUPPR) to define periods to be 
included in the report.  Set this field to  “USE TAX YEAR” to use the tax year/quarter/month instead. 

Associated Description 1:  This value can be used to select a subset of employee paid history based on the period definition.  Possible values 
are “PERIOD CODE = xxxxxxxxx”, “FREQUENCY CODE = xx”, or “CYCLE = xx” where x…x is the Period Code, Frequency Code or 
Cycle to be matched.  For example, to restrict SUI reporting to only cycle two employees, set this value to “CYCLE = 02”.   

1.6.2 Payroll New Hire Reporting 
This report is used for reporting in the following states:  Arkansas, Arizona, Florida, Georgia, Indiana, Kentucky, Minnesota, New Mexico, 
Ohio, Virginia, West Virginia, and Wyoming.    
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Obtaining the New Hire Report/File 

The New Hire report is available via mask PYRESRxxNH where xx is the appropriate state code.  Questions asked by the process include: 

Please enter the report start date:  Supply the earliest hire date for reporting employees. 

Please enter the report end date:  Supply the latest hire date for reporting employees. 

Enter the name of the file to be created: Provide the name of the file that will be sent to the state authority requiring the New Hire report.  This 
file will be created in directory data (UNIX) or group DATA (MPE). 

How would you like employees selected? This question and any following questions are standard questions asked by Financials Payroll.  

Special Note 

A situation can arise where a new employee that should be included on the New Hire report does not get entered into the system until after the 
New Hire report has been generated and sent off.  For example, a new employee is accidentally overlooked during a payroll run, the New Hire 
report is generated, then the employee calls the payroll office and asks what happened to their payroll check.  Naturally a special check run is 
done for the overlooked employee.  Unfortunately the next New Hire report run will not include this employee as the specified earliest New 
Hire date to be reported is after this employee was hired. 

Only a limited number of options are available to avoid penalties from the state authority for not reporting the new hire.  One option is to make 
a special New Hire report run using the selection criteria to select only the overlooked employee.  The disadvantage to this option is that the 
payroll department must remember to do a special New Hire report run.  The best option is to over report new hires (that is, report new hires 
more than once) if over reporting is allowed by the state authority. Here's how this works:  1)  Contact the state authority, explain the problem 
of potentially not reporting overlooked employees, and ask if over reporting of new hires is acceptable.  2)  If over reporting is acceptable, 
specify an earliest hire date one pay period back when the New Hire report process asks the question “Please enter the report start date”.  This 
way, most new hires get reported twice on two separate runs…but, overlooked employees get picked up automatically.  

Employment Gap Notes 

When the employment gap option is selected, an employment gap period is specified (e.g., “1 MONTH”) via common code PYFG 
PY780XX01.  The employment gap option will consider reporting an employee as a new hire if the employee received a check in the date 
range specified when the report is run.  If a check was received in the date range and either 2) there is no prior check in history (that is, this is 
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the first check ever for the employee) or b) the difference in dates between the current check and the prior check date is greater than the 
employment gap.  Note that when using the Employment Gap option, the New Hire Report must be run every pay period.   

Prerequisites 

Common code PYFG/780XX01 must be set up prior to running the New Hire report process.  Following is a sample of this common code: 

Associated Value (1) - Set this to the number of the FID as shown on the Entity Definition screen for reporting the employer FEIN.  If no value 
is supplied, the New Hire Report process will use 1.00000 as the default value. 

Associated Code (1) - Set this value to the two character state abbreviation to be reported. 

Associated Description (1) - Set this value to “ALL ROOT” if all employees are to be reported as if their employer is ROOT.  That is, the 
Entity field in the Employee Definition screen is treated as if it contained the value “ROOT” for all employees and all employees will be 
reported as working for ROOT. 

Associated Description (2) - Set this to USE BEGIN DATE if the reporting determination is to be based on a combination of the employee's 
hire date and begin date.  If this option is set, the employees begin date will be used as the “current” hire date if the employee's begin date is 
greater than the employee's hire date.  If the begin date is blank or less then the hire date (this second condition is a data error!), then the 
employee's hire date will be used as the current hire date. 

Associated Description (3) - Set this to “PROCESS EMPLOYMENT GAP” if gaps in the dates between payroll checks are to be used to 
determine new hire reporting. 

Associated Description (4) - Set this to the employment gap amount.  The field consists of a number followed by a space followed by DAY, 
DAYS, WEEK, WEEKS, MONTH or MONTHS.  Examples: 

30 DAYS, 1 MONTH, 4 WEEKS.   
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2 Alaska 

2.1 Retirement Processing for the State of Alaska 
The entire suite of processes for handling PERS/TRS consists of the Triad AKRETIRE screen used to centralize control of various available 
plans, retirement CDH assignments, etc. and three payroll processes used to 1) extract retirement data from the payroll database, 2) allow direct 
user update of extracted retirement data and 3) report retirement data and prepare a file for submission to the state.  This section documents 
only the three payroll processes. 

The three payroll processes are available via mask PYRERRAK.  Runtime questions for these processes are not unusual, for examples, input of 
the normal selection criteria and input of the pay period to be processed.  The report process asks for the name of the output file which can 
consist of up to eight characters consisting of the letters A-Z and numbers 0-9. 

The extract process can be run repeatedly until the desired results are obtained.  

 

2.1.1 Specifying the Period Number at Runtime 
For the extract process, if a “main” period number is input, the process will include the main period and all paid supplemental periods.  If a 
supplemental period is input, the extract process will include only the supplemental period. 

For the update process, one can update all records for the main period and supplemental periods regardless of whether or not a main period or a 
supplemental period is input.  If a new record is added, the record will be tagged with the period number input at runtime. 

For the report/file generation process, if a main period is input all records will be processed.  If a supplemental period is input, only records 
extracted or new records added via the update process with the runtime period question matching the input supplemental period will be 
processed. 

Here's how this might work:  The extract process and the report/file generation process are run for a main period that may include some paid 
supplemental periods and the file is submitted to the state.  Later another supplemental payroll is run for some reason.  Naturally, these 
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employees were not included in the file submission.  The extract and report/file generation processes can be run using this additional 
supplemental period number and 1) the report and file will include only those employees in the supplemental run and 2) the Payroll Records 
will be flagged as a payroll adjustment rather than a normal current payroll.  

 

2.1.2 CDH Setup 
A particular miscellaneous code number, e.g., miscellaneous code 5, must be specified via common codes to identify retirement related CDHs.  
The value of this “retirement” miscellaneous code will determine the type of processing as follows: 

Misc Code 
Value 

 
Description 

R01 Used for all hour codes that will add to the hours worked and amount subject to retirement. 

R02 Used for Indebt Payment Post-tax 

R03 Used for Employee Contribution 

R04 Used for Employee Voluntary/Supplemental 

R05 Used for Employer Contribution 

R06 Used for Employer HRA 

R07 Used for Employer Retiree Medical 

R08 Used for Employer ODD 

R09 Used for Indebt Payment Pre-tax 

R10 Used for Additional Employee Contribution Pre-tax 
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R11 Used for Additional Employee Contribution Post-tax 

R12 Used for Employer DBUL 

For example, suppose the common code is set so retirement defining miscellaneous codes are to be put in miscellaneous code 5 of the CDH 
definition.  To define hour codes that will contribute to retirement hours and amounts, enter “R01” in miscellaneous code 5 of each of these 
hour codes.  Enter “R03” in miscellaneous code 5 of the deduction(s) used for the employee's contribution to retirement, etc.   

2.1.3 Debug Source of Value 
Often questions arise as to how the extract process derives some of the values.  A “debug source of value” setting can be made in common code 
PYFG 268AK which causes the tailsheet to display how it derived the values reported.  This is an important analysis tool and should be used 
before calling the Help Desk.  Note this capability generates a lot of information on the tailsheet so it should be used on only a small set of 
employees and should be turned off before a production run.  

2.1.4 Business Rules 

Qualifying Employees for Inclusion in the Retirement Extract 

The extract process first qualifies employees as subject to retirement.  Note that, even if an employee is subject to retirement, the employee 
may not generate any retirement data (nothing is generated if there is nothing to report).  An employee 1) must have a pay cycle that matches 
the pay cycle of the period being processed and 2) the employee must have a record in Triad's AKRETIRE screen to qualify for processing.  

Determination of Events 

There can be more then one event reported in any particular period, e.g., a STAT and a TERM event are possible in the same period.  The 
following table lists the events and what triggers the event: 

Event Trigger 

HIRE The employee has never been reported or the last event reported was HIRE and the employee has a 
retirement contribution or deduction assignment starting in the current period. 
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TERM The employee has a retirement contribution or deduction ending in the current period and has no other 
retirement contribution or deduction assignments active beyond the current period. 

LWP or ALWP The employee has missed a number of days of work continuously without charging to an hour code with 
R01 in the retirement miscellaneous code. 

STAT An employee has charged to an hour code with R01 in the retirement miscellaneous code and had been 
previously reported with a LWP/AWLP event. 

The employee has a PM pay assignment starting in the current period and the last event reported was 
TSE. 

The employee's occupation code or status has changed. 

TSE The employee has a PM pay assignment ending in the current period and does not have another PM pay 
assignment starting one day later. 

2.1.5 Common Code Documentation 

Retirement Extract Common Code 

 Code Category: PYFG 

 Code Value: 268AK 

 General Description: Used to control the Alaska Retirement Extract Program 

 Special Notes:  

 Is this Client Specific? No 

 Short Description: Set to DEBUGSOV to show the derivation of values on the tailsheet. 

 Medium Description:  
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 Long Description: Enter your organization name here. 

Associated Codes:  Various “key” values can be input to any one of the five Associated Codes.  The corresponding Associated Value or 
Associated Description may be required to clarify the key value.  The following table indicates the possible key values and any requirements 
for the associated value/description: 

Assoc. Value Assoc. Code Assoc. Description 

 USER DEBUG If DEBUGSOV is set, set this value to your user ID you 
use when you log into IFAS.  Note you will get the 
source of value debug display on your tailsheet but 
others will not. 

 PAY PERIOD Set this to either YYCCSNN or YYCCNNS to match 
your pay period numbering scheme where: 

YY = Year 
CC = Pay Cycle 

NN = Pay Period Number 

S = Supplemental Number 

Use YYCCSNN if your supplemental number falls in 
the third to last position of your pay period number.  
Use YYCCNNS if your supplemental number is the last 
digit of your pay period number. 
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Set this to the number of days an employee 
needs to be LWOP before being reported 
LWOP.  E.g., a value of 20.00000 means an 
employee must be LWOP for 20 or more 
continuous days in a row before being 
reported as LWOP for retirement reporting.  
The LWOP event will be reported on the 20th 
day. 

EMPLYMENT 
GAP 

 

Mask PYRERRAKUP: Screen view/update of data 

The screen depicted above is a sample of the output of mask PYRERRAKUP.  When the mask is invoked, a Pay period is requested.  Only 
previously extracted data from this period will be shown.  If the user wishes to change the data being displayed/updated to a different pay 
period, enter that period in the Period box in the lower right-hand corner of the screen, press [ENTER], and then use F5 or F6 to retrieve the 
previous or next data, respectively, available for that period.  Employee data is browsed in Name sequence for the selected period.  Simply 
typing over the current information shown on the screen will change the data kept on file and printed on subsequent reports. 

To find data for a specific ID or Name within the currently selected Pay Period, enter that Id/Name in the appropriate fields at the bottom of the 
screen and press [ENTER].   

Retirement Edit/Update Common Code 

 Code Category: PYFG 

 Code Value: 368AK 

 General Description: Used to control the Alaska Retirement Edit/Update Program 

 Special Notes:  

 Is this Client Specific? No 

 Short Description: Set to DEBUG to show program flow and various values 

Note: since this is an interactive (screen driver) program, debug statements are written to a file name DBG368AK, created in the data directory 
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 Medium Description: Enter your organization's code (MATSU, SPS, etc.) here 

 Long Description: Enter your organization's name here. 

Associated Codes: Various keyword values may be entered in any one of the five Associated Codes lines. 

The corresponding Associated Value or Associated Description may be required to clarify the keyword value.  Unless otherwise indicated, 
keywords may be entered in any order. 

The following table indicates the possible keyword values and any requirements for the Associated Value and/or Description     

Assoc. Value Assoc. Code Assoc. Description 

 USER DEBUG ID Enter the ID of the individual user who wants to see debug statements.  Only this 
user will see debug statements if the word DEBUG is entered in the Short 
Description field of this common code.  Normally set by SBI with their login Id. 

 STARTUP MODE Enter BROWSE or COLLECT 

   

 Code Category:  

 Code Value:  

 General Description:  

 Special Notes:  

 Is this Client Specific?  

 Short Description:  

 Medium Description:  

 Long Description:  
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 Assoc. Value (1):  

 Assoc. Value (2):  

 Assoc. Value (3):  

 Assoc. Value (4):  

 Assoc. Value (5):  

 Assoc. Code (1):  

 Assoc. Code (2):  

 Assoc. Code (3):  

 Assoc. Code (4):  

 Assoc. Code (5):  

 Assoc. Desc (1):  

 Assoc. Desc (2):  

 Assoc. Desc (3):  

 Assoc. Desc (4):  

 Assoc. Desc (5):  

2.1.6 CDD Reporting 
The retirement processing uses the PYRE_EMP_LVL_DTL table to store employee specific information, e.g. fund code, while the 
PYRW_WORK_DTL dataset is used to store pay period history detail information.  Both tables are “keyed” by employee ID and extract date 
(which is the pay period ending date).  There will be one and only one PYRW_WORK_DTL record per employee per pay period. 
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If there is a PYRW-WORK-DTL record for an employee for a period, there can be a number of PYRE_EMP_LVL_DTL records.  There will 
always be one “BASIC INFO” record where PYRE_REC_ID = “BASIC INFO”.  There may also be any number of “EVENT” records, one for 
each EVENT, where PYRE_REC_ID = “EVENT”. 

The following map maps table field names to the values pertinent to Alaska Retirement: 

PYRE_EMP_LVL_DTL table - BASIC INFO record 

Table Column Name Content 

HR_PE_ID Employee ID 

PYRE_EXTRACT_DT Period End Date 

PYRE_REC_ID “BASIC INFO” 

PYRE_FLAG01 Status (“F” = full time, etc.) 

PYRE_FLAG02 Fund Code (“P” for PERS, etc.) 

PYRE_FLAG03 Occupation Code (“A”, “D”, etc.) 

PYRE_ALPHA01 Action Code (<blank>,“NEW”, 
“CHG”,”NAME”) 

PYRE_ALPHA02 Plan Code (“DB” OR “DC”) 

PYRE_EMP_LVL_DTL table - EVENT INFO record 

PYRE_EMP_ID Employee ID 

PYRE_EXTRACT_DT Period End Date 

PYRE_REC_ID “EVENT” 

PYRE_ALPHA01 Event (“HIRE”, “STAT”, etc.) 
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PYRE_DATE01 Event Date 

 

PYRW_WORK_DTL table 

Table Column Name Content 

HR_PE_ID Employee ID 

PYRW_EXTRACT_DT Period End Date 

PYRW_RPT_PERIOD Period number specified at run time 

PYRW_WAGE_AMT01 Earnings Amount 

PYRW_WAGE_HRS01 Hours Worked 

PYRW_CD_AMT01 Indebt Payment Post-tax 

PYRW_CD_AMT02 Employee Contribution 

PYRW_CD_AMT03 Employee Voluntary/Supplemental 

PYRW_CD_AMT04 Employer Contribution 

PYRW_CD_AMT05 Employer HRA 

PYRW_CD_AMT06 Employer Retiree Medical 

PYRW_CD_AMT07 Employer ODD 

PYRW_CD_AMT08 Indebt Payment Pre-Tax 

PYRW_CD_AMT09 Additional Employee Contribution Pre-Tax 
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PYRW_CD_AMT10 Additional Employee Contribution Post-Tax 

PYRW_CD_AMT11 Employer DBUL 
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3 Arizona 

3.1 Payroll Unemployment Tax and Wage Report/File for Arizona 
Obtaining the Unemployment Tax and Wage Report/File 

The New Hire report is available via mask PYRESRAZUI.  Questions asked by the process include: 

Enter a four-digit tax year:  Enter the tax year for the report. 
Enter a one-digit quarter number: Enter the quarter for the report. 

Enter the name of the file to be created: Provide the name of the file that will be sent to the state authority requiring the Unemployment Tax 
and Wage report.  This file will be created in directory data (UNIX) or group DATA (MPE).  

How would you like employees selected? This question and any following questions are standard questions asked by Financials Payroll. 

The process generates a file, a detail listing of employees, and a summary page.  The summary page will print on the specified forms printer 
and will print directly on the state supplied blank summary page.  The process is designed to allow the user to control the print contents and 
print positions of the summary page.  It is somewhat tedious to set up this print control information so it would be nice if, once set up, it did not 
have to be changed very often.  Unfortunately, SunGard Public Sector  (SPS) immediately noticed forms differences during the preparation of 
the process!  The specification for the process included one UC-018 form plus instructions on how to visit the state web site and 
download/print additional forms.  SPS downloaded and printed additional forms and the format of the downloaded forms differed from the 
format of the form included with the specification, even though they both had the same revision date (01/01)! 

Further, as of this date, the state supplied form that is sent to employers quarterly includes a sticky back label affixed to the form.  SPS does not 
recommend printing on any form with affixed sticky back labels as there is too much chance of  the label coming off in its travels through the 
laser printer.  Therefore, SPS recommends downloading the state form and printing a number of copies for use in the quarterly reporting.  
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3.1.1 Prerequisites 
A number of common codes need to be set up prior to running the process. 

Refer to the Common Code user guide for specific setup information. 

Common Code PYFG/PY622C 

Common Code PYFG/780AZ00 

Common Code PYFG/780AZ01 

Common Code PYFG/780AZ02 

Common Codes PYFG/780AZS01 - PYFG/780AZS09 

Common codes PYFG/780AZS01 to PYFG/780AZS09 (control the formatting of the summary page.)   

 

3.1.2 Reserved Words 
Some of the reserved words include a "-ND" as a suffix where "ND" stands for No Decimal.  If these reserved words are used, the appropriate 
value will be printed with a blank character in place of the normal decimal place.  For example, 100.00 would print as 100  00. 

The following table lists the reserved words: 

RESERVED WORD MEANING 

WAGES-PAID Line 1 

WAGES-PAID-ND   Line 1 

EXCESS-WAGES Line 2 
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EXCESS-WAGES-ND Line 2 

TAXABLE-WAGES Line 3 

TAXABLE-WAGES-ND Line 3 

TAX-DUE Line 4 

TAX-DUE-ND Line 4 

INTEREST-DUE Line 5 

INTEREST-DUE-ND Line 5 

LATE-PENALTY Line 6 

LATE-PENALTY-ND Line 6 

JOB-TRAINING-TAX Line 7 

JOB-TRAINING-TAX-ND Line 7 

TOTAL-DUE Line 8 

TOTAL-DUE-ND Line 8 

AMOUNT-PAID Line 9 

AMOUNT-PAID-ND Line 9 

TAX-RATE Line 4 tax rate 

MONTH1-EMPLOYEES Number of employees who worked or received UI wages during month 1 of the quarter 

MONTH2-EMPLOYEES Number of employees who worked or received UI wages during month 1 of the quarter 
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QTR-ENDING-DATE Number of employees who worked or received UI wages during month 1 of the quarter 

BAR-CODE Bar code:  Note that the BAR-CODE reserved word, if used, must be the last print control item 
specified.  That is, once the process encounters BAR-CODE, the bar code is printed and the 
program exits. 

 

 

3.2 Retirement Reporting 

3.2.1 Overview 
This process produces the State of Arizona Retirement Report and File. 

There is one mask involved in this process: 

PYRERRAZ extracts applicable data from Payroll History creating a temporary flat-file.  The extracted data is used to create a Retire Report of 
transactions for the period by department .  It is followed by the Retirement Purchased Service Report by department.  The final step in the 
process is to create a mag-media file named "ASRSFILE" for the creation of a diskette, which is to be sent to the state office.   

 

3.2.2 Report and File 
To create a floppy from the "ASRSFILE", use the transfer file selection in a Reflection screen. 

Be sure to give the A drive file name an extension of  ".dat" , as that is an ASRS requirement.             
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3.2.3 General Set-Up 
The ASRS reporting system has been set up to handle employees that have multiple pay assignments and assignments in more than one 
category.  The categories of "Certified" or "Classified"  are  tied to employee assignments through pay class.  All applicable pay classes must  
be set up in screen , PYUPPY, with either "CERT"  for certified employee assignment or "CLAS" for classified assignment in Misc. code 2. 

All contribution and deduction CDH's  that relate to ASRS reporting must be set up with "ASRS" in Misc. code 1. 

 There are three types of transaction codes which are entered in Misc. code 2. 

1. "REG" for  regular transaction types 

2. "SP40" or "SP41" for Service Purchased  transaction types (The 40 signifies a Service Purchase under eligible PLAN categories, and   
     41 signifies a 7% buy-in of additional contributions for System members only.) 

3. "ADJ" for making adjustments. 

LTD reporting assignments must be set up with "LTD" in Misc. code 1.  There are two  transaction codes  in Misc. code 2 for LTD 
contributions and deductions. 

1. "REG" for regular transactions. 

2. "ADJ" for making adjustments. 

LTD reporting is not included in any mag-media reporting to ASRS.   The standard ASRS report prints LTD totals only by department number.  
There is selection criteria that  will give you the option to include detailed LTD transactions on the ASRS report .   

 

3.2.4 Employee Setup 
All members of the ASRS must have ASRS and LTD related CDH numbers assigned to them in  the employee contribution (PYUPEC) and 
deduction (PYUPED) screens. 
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3.2.5 Common Codes 
Use common code PYFG PY781AZ to define client specific codes. 

Use common code PYFG PY781AZ1 to define ASRS control numbers. 

Refer to the Common Code user guide for specific setup information.   

3.2.6 ASRS Reporting  - Error Message List 
Mask - PYRERRAZ  Programs: PY050 & PY781AZ 

Duplicate or overlapping CDH's for: +0500 ***WARNING*** 

The program initially searches through all the hour definitions to create a table of hour codes that hit the specified retirement paybase in 
associate-value (1) of the common code. If it finds duplicate Hour Definitions with no End/Beg dates or with overlapping End/Beg dates,  it 
will give this message.  The Beg/End dates of the Hour Definition must span the Beg/End dates of the pay period being reported.  The program 
will use the first valid hour definition of any duplicate it finds, then flag the warning.  It may not be critical to fix the warned CDH numbers, 
but they should be checked for validity. 

**WARNING EMPLOYEE NO: 554232581  MISSING CODE IN PAY CLASS ASSIGNMENT FOR ARSR REPORTING 

The employee is in a pay class that is missing the "CERT" or "CLAS" misc code of the Pay Class definition, PYUPPY. 

**WARNING EMPTY EXTRACT FILE 

The Extract file is not getting built.  There are a variety of reasons that could cause this.  Double check all common code fields in 
PYFGPY781AZ.  Make sure that the appropriate pay classes have a "CERT" OR "CLAS"  code placed in the chosen misc code field .  
Associated-value (2) in the common code  sets the misc-code field position to be used in the PYUPPY screen.  Be sure that a valid pay period 
is being used. Make sure that all retirement or LTD contribution or deduction definitions have the proper identifying codes in Misc Code 1 & 2, 
and that the employees are each assigned a CDH number for each possible retirement and LTD contribution/deducEach employee is identified 
as CERT or CLAS through his assigned pay class. 

**WARNING** ASSOC-VAL1 IS MISSING PB VALUE 
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The Associated Value (1) in the PYFGPY781AZ common code is missing a valid pay base number. 

A 6000 series PB number can be used, or a number between 1 and 42. It must be entered in 5 decimal, 6,007.00000 or 7.00000 ......  .06007 or 
.00007 will not work. The PB number identifies the Retirement Gross Wage Pay Base that is to be used for reporting purposes. 

**  WARNING  **  Employee has an invalid pay assignment num-code. 

This means that the num-code assigned to the employee is not a valid num-code in the pay-string master file.  Look in screen PYUPAC to 
verify the problem. 

**WARN CDH NUMBER: nnnn MISSING TRANSACTION CODE 40 OR 41 

Any Contribution or Deduction definition using SP in MISC CODE2 must also include the tran code of 40 or 41.  The Misc Code2 value 
should be "SP40" or "SP41". 

** WARNING ** Period Number yyccnnn is undefined. 

The pay period entered in selection criteria can not be found in the pay period master, PYUPPY.    
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4 California 

4.1 SACS 
SACS is the acronym for the "Standard Accounting Code Structure" for the State of California Department of Education.  It is the accounting 
standards that California K-12 schools are required to use in all state reporting.  In order to assist our clients in complying with SACS reporting 
requirements, SunGard Public Sector has developed utilities for extracting data from our system in a useful format, and a rule-based utility to 
ensure that data will not be entered that doesn't conform to the SACS requirement and that it cannot be entered into the system.  Using the 
SACS utilities in Financials requires creating common codes as explained in the common codes section of this guide.      

4.2 Financials has two general processes that relate to SACS 
A process to take information from the Financials GL and convert it into a format that can be loaded into the State's reporting software.  

A process that takes the accounting rules imposed by the state and loads them into an Financials rule database.  These rules are then checked in 
real-time as users enter information into Financials.  If a user tries to use an accounting combination that is not allowed the software will block 
or show a warning.   

4.3 SACS Allowable Combinations and Financials 
The state of California supplies a set of tables of allowable code combinations. SunGard Public Sector  has written some utilities to allow you 
to take these files from the state's web site and load them into the Rule Logic (GLUPRU) of Financials.  This will cause Financials to validate 
transactions against these tables in real time so that no invalid combination will be entered.  This document shows how to use these utilities. 

The goal here was to keep it as simple as possible and yet be flexible enough to accommodate changes that the state may make in the future.  
There are many common codes that need to be setup for this to work properly.  SunGard Public Sector  will supply a rootroll file that contains 
the basic common codes that need to be set up.  They may need to be modified to match your particular account structure.  This document will 
use the following account structure four character codes: 

FUND - Fund 
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FUNC - Function 

RESR - Resource 

GOAL - Goal 

SACS - SACS Object 

If your 4 character codes differ for these five codes then you will need to update the common codes.  These codes will be shown in detail at the 
end of this document.  See sample GLUPGN key and object definitions below: 
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4.4 Allowable Combinations 
You'll need to download the tables of allowable combinations for state reporting purposes.  The state's download can be accessed at the 
following link: 

http://www.cde.ca.gov/fg/ac/ac/allowablecombs.asp 

The start and dates for valid combinations are given in Fiscal Year (FY). For state purposes, the FY is expressed as the first year of a pair. For 
example fiscal year 2003 represents the school year 2003/2004, fiscal year 2004 represents the school year 2004/2005. 

Code combinations flagged with a start of 2003 are considered valid from July 1, 2003 onward. A code combination flagged with an end date 
of 2002 means that the combination is not valid after June 30, 2003; that is, not valid for FY 2003. 

Questions: Financial Accountability & Information Services | sacsinfo@cde.ca.gov | 916-322-1770 

If you follow the instructions to download the files you will get a file called vtables.exe.  After executing the file it will unzip them into several 
.txt files.  It is suggested that you place these all in one directory used specifically for this purpose.  This example uses N:\SACS Matrix\State 
Downloads 

Once you have downloaded and unzipped the state's file you should have the above files. As you can see the state supplies you with seven 
cross-reference files: 

1) FunctionxObject.txt -Valid Function and Object Combinations 

2) FundxGoal.txt-Valid Fund and Goal Combinations 

3) FundxFunction.txt-Valid Fund and Function Combinations 

4) FundxObject.txt -Valid Fund and Object Combinations 

5) FundxResource.txt-Valid Fund and Resource Combinations 

6) GoalxFunction.txt -Valid Goal and Function Combinations 
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7) ResourcexObject.txt-Valid Resource and Object Combinations 

The other files are not relevant to this document and will not be discussed. 

These seven files need to be: 

1) Transferred to your Unix host computer's ../sacs directory 

2) Delete Previously Loaded Rules 

3) Loaded into the Financials rules table using mask GLUTCSLR 

The following describes this process in detail. 

1) Transferring Files to Unix Host: You can do this using any number of protocols available.  This document will use FTP as an exambut you 
can use any process that will do an ASCII file transfer from one computer to another.  Open a window on your PC to get to the DOS command 
prompt.  User entered items will be underlined and in italics.  Again this is just an example.  You can you can use any method you have 
available to transfer the files from your PC to your Unix host. 

Microsoft Windows 2000 [Version 5.00.2195] 

(C) Copyright 1985-2000 Microsoft Corp. 

C:\>n: 

N:\>cd sacs matrix 

N:\SACS Matrix>cd state downloads 

N:\SACS Matrix\State Downloads>dir 
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N:\SACS Matrix\State Downloads>ftp dgdev(The Name or IP address of your Unix computer.) 

Connected to dgdev.inside.bi-tech.com. 

220 dgdev FTP server (DG/UX Release R4.20MU06) ready. 
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User (dgdev.inside.bi-tech.com:(none)): rayn  (Your Unix User ID) 

331 Password required for rayn. 

Password:  (Your Password) 

230-User rayn: working directory set to /devl/bsi. 

230 User rayn logged in. No account needed. 

ftp> cd sacs (For GLUTCSLR to work you must place these files in the ../sacs directory.) 

250 CWD command okay. 

ftp> prompt 

Interactive mode Off . 

ftp> mput *x*.txt (Transfer all file that contain an x with the extension.txt) 

200 PORT command okay. 

150 Opening data connection for FunctionxObject.txt 

226 Transfer complete. 

ftp: 135828 bytes sent in 0.16Seconds 848.92Kbytes/sec. 

200 PORT command okay. 

150 Opening data connection for FundxFunction.txt 

226 Transfer complete. 

ftp: 24612 bytes sent in 0.01Seconds 2461.20Kbytes/sec. 

200 PORT command okay. 
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150 Opening data connection for FundxGoal.txt 

226 Transfer complete. 

ftp: 12432 bytes sent in 0.01Seconds 1243.20Kbytes/sec. 

200 PORT command okay. 

150 Opening data connection for FundxObject.txt 

226 Transfer complete. 

ftp: 107226 bytes sent in 0.11Seconds 974.78Kbytes/sec. 

200 PORT command okay. 

150 Opening data connection for FundxResource.txt 

226 Transfer complete. 

ftp: 46998 bytes sent in 0.02Seconds 2349.90Kbytes/sec. 

200 PORT command okay. 

150 Opening data connection for GoalxFunction.txt 

226 Transfer complete. 

ftp: 9618 bytes sent in 0.01Seconds 961.80Kbytes/sec. 

200 PORT command okay. 

150 Opening data connection for ResourcexObject.txt 

226 Transfer complete. 

ftp: 319830 bytes sent in 0.30Seconds 1066.10Kbytes/sec. 
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ftp> quit(Get out of FTP mode.) 

221 Goodbye. 

N:\SACS Matrix\State Downloads>exit(Close the DOS command prompt window.) 

2)Delete Previously Loaded Rules 

Currently you must use SQL to delete any SACS rules you have already loaded before running the next step.  The following will delete all 
SACS rules: 

delete from glr_rule_dtl 

where  (glr_org_part='FCOB' or 

             glr_org_part='FDFC' or 

             glr_org_part='FDGL' or 

             glr_org_part='FDOB' or 

             glr_org_part='FDRS' or 

             glr_org_part='GLFC' or 

             glr_org_part='RSOB') 

and glr_ledger='GL' 

and (glr_end_dt is null or glr_end_dt >= 'mm/dd/yyyy'); 

Where mm/dd/yyyy is the start date of  the fiscal year you are updating.  You should also be able to use the GLUTSUPR to delete rules. 

(Note:  Replace GL with whatever ledger you are using.) 

3)Load into the Financials rules table using mask GLUTCSLR 
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(Note:  There are some one time Common Codes that need to be setup for this process.  There is information on the required common codes at 
the end of this document.  This step will not work without the common codes in place.  Also, should the state ever change their file format or 
create new files you will need to update the common codes.) 

GLUTCSLR will do the following for you: 

1) Make a copy of the .txt files in the ../sacs directory with only eight character names. 

2) Pad the files to 40 bytes. 

3) Load each set of rules into the Financials rules table.  (GLUPRU - glr_rule_dtl) 

Note:  If you have loaded the files into some other directory than ../sacs then you will need to update the JCL for mask GLUTCSLR. 

This step will need to be done only once for each type of entity that you need rules for:  District, County, and/or JPA. For example if you have 
30 districts that all need the same set of district rules you can load the rules into one district's ledger and then have the other districts look to 
that one ledger to get the applicable rules.  This will save you from having to have a copy of the same rules 30 times.  More will be discussed 
later on how to set up each ledger so they can share rules.  Again, you only need to load the rules for each type once. 

Here is an example of running GLUTCSLR: 

Enter Start Date; RETURN=07/01/2004: (Enter the start date of the fiscal year that you want valid dates to be loaded.) 

Enter End Date; RETURN=06/30/2005: (Enter the end date of the fiscal year that you want valid dates to be loaded.) 

Enter the type of entity.  (RETURN=DI) 

CO County                               DI District 

JP JPA 

(Enter the appropriate code for the type of entity.) 

Test mode only? (Y/N): 

(If you answer Yes then you will only get a report of the rules that would be loaded.  Answer No if you want the rules to actually be loaded.) 
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Line Printer Copies, Name, Pri., & Option: 01TERMINAL01 

(Enter the printer you want the report printed.  Be aware that this will print a lot of pages.  It is recommended that you defer the printing of the 
report and look at GLUPRU to see what rules were loaded.  This will save a lot of paper.) 

Sample page from the report:. 

Test Account   TEST  Rule Logic Loaded From File      RESRSACS.SACS.BSI                                        Page 152 

TUE, NOV 16, 2004, 10:39 AM -req: BSIOUSD-leg: GL -loc: ONSITE-job: 475131 #S017-prog: GL900 <1.03>-report id: GLUTRILR 

                                                                                                                                    

Rule Ledger: GL     Rule COE Element: RSOB   Rule Code Value: 6406      RESR (Resource X SACS Object) 

                                                                                                                                     

             COE      Relational                       Logical                                                                                  

Ledger  Element  Operator      Value         Operator       Priority                                        

  ==     ====       ==      ==========      ====         ========                                            

  GL     SACS       =        8590                                     00000010                                                                    

  GL     SACS       =        8660                                      00000020                                                                    

  GL     SACS       =        8662                         00000030                                                                    

  GL     SACS       =        8677                         00000040                                                                    

  GL     SACS       =        8699                         00000050                                                                    

  GL     SACS       =        8980                         00000060                                                                    

  GL     SACS       =        8990                         00000070                                                                    
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  GL     SACS       =        9110                         00000080                                                                    

  GL     SACS       =        9111                         00000090                                                                    

  GL     SACS       =        9140                         00000100                                                                    

  GL     SACS       =        9200                         00000110                                                                    

  GL     SACS       =        9290                         00000120                                                                    

  GL     SACS       =        9310                         00000130                                                                    

  GL     SACS       =        9500                         00000140                                                                    

  GL     SACS       =        9590                         00000150                                                                    

  GL     SACS       =        9610                         00000160                                                                    

  GL     SACS       =        9650                         00000170                                                                    

  GL     SACS       =        9775                         00000180                                                                    

                                                                                                                                   

                                                                                                                                   

Rule Ledger: GL   Rule COE Element: RSOB   Rule Code Value: 6415      RESR (Resource X SACS Object)                           

                                                                                                                                   

  GL     SACS       =        8590                         00000010                                                                    

  GL     SACS       =        8660                         00000020                                                                    

  GL     SACS       =        8662                        00000030                                                                    

  GL     SACS       =        8699                         00000040                                                                    
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  GL     SACS       =        8980                        00000050                                                                    

  GL     SACS       =        8990                         00000060                                                                    

  GL     SACS       =        9110                         00000070                                                                    

  GL     SACS       =        9200                         00000080                                                                    

  GL     SACS       =        9290                         00000090                                                                    

  GL     SACS       =        9310                         00000100                                                                    

  GL     SACS       =        9500                         00000110                                                                    

  GL     SACS       =        9590                         00000120                                                                    

  GL     SACS       =        9610                         00000130                                                                    

  GL     SACS       =        9650                         00000140 

                                                                                                                                                                                            

 

4.5 Changes to Rule checking logic to accommodate SACS Matrix 
Several changes have been made to SunGard's Rule checking to allow for process in the the SACS Matrix.  Usually a set of rules is created for 
a given GL segment and value.  For Example FUND 10 may have a rule that it can only be used with Function (FUNC) 2000, 3000, or 4000.  
That is fine as long as there is only one set of rules for a given account segment and value.  But to accommodate the SACS Matrix the software 
needed to be able to accommodate multiple rules for a given GL segment and value.  For example in addition to the restrictions by FUNC 
placed on FUND 10 we may also have restrictions by GOAL, Resource (RESR), and SACS Object code.  And each of these rules is 
independent of the others. 

To do this we have created special categories for each file that will be downloaded from the state.  The GLRU MORE#### common code tells 
the system that these extra rule categories exist and need to be checked.  The new categories are defined by using a unique four character 
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identifier that is placed in the COA Element of the GLUPRU screen.  The following list shows each new COA Element we are using for these 
new categories.  Note:  If you have four character Key parts or Object groups that match any of these you will need to update the GLRU 
MORE####  & GLRL xxxxxxxx common codes to reflect some unique four character code for this purpose. 

 

Another benefit of doing this allows these rule that have been downloaded to be kept separate from any additional rules that users may wish to 
place in GLUPRU for their own purposes.  This also allows us the ability to identify what the state's rule are so that when we reload the 
information we can clear out any old rules without affecting any client specific rules. 

Here is a list of all common codes needed followed by detailed screen shots and descriptions of each common code.  Remember that SunGard 
Public Sector  will supply these common codes in a rootroll that can be loaded onto your system.  You only need to make changes if your four 
character codes do not match the following: 

FUND - Fund 

FUNC - Function 

RESR - Resource 
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GOAL - Goal 

SACS - SACS Object 

 

The following common codes are used to define where the information is located in each of the state's files and how they map to what needs to 
loaded into GLUPRU. (The GLRL xxxx00 common code contains general information and tells the system that the codes to follow identify 
how to load the file into GLUPRU.  The other three common codes 01, 02, & D define what is in the first & second item of the file and where 
the dates are in the file.  Note: The GLRL xxxxD common codes are ledger specific.  Since the dates are in different location depending on 
what type of entity we are processing: District, County, or JPA.  You can create up to three of them dependon what types of entities you have. 

GLRL @@ FCOB00   Function X SACS Object SACS Matrix Definition             

GLRL @@ FCOB01 

GLRL @@ FCOB02 

GLRL CO FCOBD 

GLRL @@ FDFC00   Fund X Function SACS Matrix Definition                     

GLRL @@ FDFC01                                                                                                         
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GLRL @@ FDFC02                                                                                                          

GLRL CO FDFCD 

GLRL @@ FDGL00   Fund X Goal SACS Matrix Definition                         

GLRL @@ FDGL01                                                                                                          

GLRL @@ FDGL02                                                                                                          

GLRL CO FDGLD                                                                                                           

GLRL @@ FDOB00   Fund X SACS Object SACS Matrix Definition                  

GLRL @@ FDOB01 

GLRL @@ FDOB02 

GLRL CO FDOBD                                                                                                          

GLRL @@ FDRS00   Fund X Resource SACS Matrix Definition                     

GLRL @@ FDRS01 

GLRL @@ FDRS02 

GLRL CO FDRSD                                                                                                           

GLRL @@ GLFC00   Goal X Function SACS Matrix Definition                     

GLRL @@ GLFC01                                                                                                          

GLRL @@ GLFC02                                                                                                         

GLRL CO GLFCD                                                                                                           

GLRL @@ RSOB00   Resource X SACS Object SACS Matrix Definition              
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GLRL @@ RSOB01                                                                                                         

GLRL @@ RSOB02                                                                                                       

GLRL CO RSOBD   

 

4.6 Common Codes to Activate Rule checking 
The common code category: GLRU  code: OPTIONS is used to determine if rules are to be checked.  If this common code does not exists then, 
by default, all appropriate rules will be checked by all job masks in Financials.  Using this common code (GLRU OPTIONS) in conjunction 
with category: GLRU  code: [mask] (where [mask] is equal to an Financials job mask.  Example: GLUPKY) will allow the entity to turn on/off 
rule checking by mask.  It also allow you to determine whether a rule violation on a particular job mask is a block or a just a warning.   The 
following shows all the options available: 

Common Code Category: GLRU    Code: OPTIONS 

Short Description:  OFF - Treat this common code as if it did not exist. 

WARN- Default all rule checking to be a warning instead of a block 

BLOCK- The rule checking for this mask to be a block even if GLRU OPTIONS directed rule checking to warn. 

Anything other values in the short description will default all rule violations to be treated as a block. 

Associated code one:MASK - If 'MASK' is entered in the first associated code then rules will only be checked for Financials job masks that 
have been defined by common code category: GLRU code: [mask] (where [mask] is equal to an Financials job mask) - see definition below. 

Note:  Financials job masks run from GLUTDI will always check rules.  I.E. the rule checking utilities; GLUTDIRS (Verify Rules for 
Structures) and GLUTDIRT (Verify Rules for Transactions) will always check the rules.  That is the whole function of those two processes. 

SKIP - Skip all rules checking for this ledger or if @@ is the ledger used then skip checking rules for all ledgers. 

Any other value in the first associated code will default to all appropriate masks having rules checked. 
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Associated code two:[ledger] - Enter any two character ledger code in the second associated code to use as the alternate ledger to lookup the 
rules.  This allows entities with multiple ledgers that use the same rules to store those rules once under the ledger code entered here instead of 
defining the same rules multiple times for each ledger. 

Common Code Category: GLRU    Code: [mask] (where [mask] is any Financials job mask) 

Code:[mask] -  Any Financials job mask.  Examples would be GLUPKY, GLBUUP, APOHBTUB, POUPPR, etc. 

Short Description:  OFF - Treat this common code as if it did not exist. 

WARN- The rule violations for this mask to be considered a warning even if GLRU OPTIONS says to block rule violations. 

BLOCK- The rule checking for this mask to be a block even if GLRU OPTIONS directed rule checking to warn. 

Anything other values in the short description will default all rule violations to be treated as a block. 

Associated code one:SKIP- Skip the rule checking for this mask.  If a ledger code other that @@ is specified then the checking of the rule will 
only be skipped for that specific ledger. 

Any other value in the first associated code will default to all appropriate masks having rules checked. 

Common Code Category: GLRU    Code: CKRULE 

Short Description:  OFF - Treat this common code as if it did not exist. 

BLOCK- All rule violations to be treated as a block. 

WARN- All rule violations to be only warnings. 

Note:  This common code is only used if no BLOCK or WARN is defined in the GLRU OPTIONS  or GLRU [mask] common codes.  It is still 
checked for backward compatibility but need not be used if GLRU OPTIONS is in place.  GLRU OPTIONS and GLRU [mask] will override 
anything defined in GLRU CKRULE. 

Common Code Category: GLRU    Code: OBJTYPE 

Short Description:  OFF - Treat this common code as if it did not exist. 
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Assoc. description one:[list of object types] - If you want to limit all of your rule checking to specific object types then list them in the first 
associated description.  Example:  If you only want the rules to be checked when entering transactions against revenue and expense account 
then enter:  'RV,XP' here.  Do not include more than one space between each type. 'RV, XP' or 'RVXP' is OK but 'RV, XP' will only check 
rules for revenues.  Case does not matter - 'rv, xp' will work. Is it important to note that this needs to be entered in the first associated 
description and not the first associated code.  

 

4.7 Allowing for locally defined codes 
Many districts have locally define codes that will not be reported to the state.  Those codes can be accommodated by setting up a map to a state 
defined code.  The following is an example of a locally defined resource that will map to the state's resource 0000.  This is not limited to 
resource but any of the background parts/groups that you use for state reporting. 

First of all you must setup a common code that says that you will be doing rule conversions: 

Category: GLRC (General Ledger Rule Conversion) 

Code: CONVERT 

The existence of the above common code tells the system that we must look for rule conversions.  This allows the rule checking process to skip 
over this step if you have no locally defined codes and thus save some database IO and processing time. 

To do a rule conversion for use the following format for setting up the common code: 

Category: GLRC 

Code: XXXXLLLL 

Associated Code 1: NNNN 

Where XXXX is the four character part name as defined in your general ledger setup.  See GLUPGN for detail of your account setup on your 
system.  LLLL is the locally defined code & NNNN is the code to report to the state. 
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For example if you have a locally defined resource of 9345 that will be reported to the state as 0000 the you would setup the following common 
code: 

Category: GLRC 

Code: RESR9345 

Associated Code 1:0000 

Note:  If you use less than four characters to define the code value you still need to use four spaces in the common code value.  For example:  If 
your resource is defined as RES then your common code would look like this: 

Category: GLRC 

Code: RES 9345 

Associated Code 1: 0000 

The GLRC category can be used for any Key, Key Part, Select code, Misc Code, Object, and/or Object Group.  Select codes and Miscellaneous 
codes use #S or #M followed by the position of the code.  Example: #S6 would be select code six.  If you were mapping Miscellaneous code 
one with a value of 1234 to a value of 4321 you would use the following: 

Category: GLRC 

Code:#M1 1234 

Associated Code 1: 4321 

Again note that there is a space between #M1 and 1234 because #M1 only uses up three characters.   
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4.8 RDF files for each Reporting Period 
Each "Reporting Period" must have a Report Definition File (RDF) that defines the format of the Stream of Data file and how to calculate the 
"Column" amounts to be included in the Stream of Data.  They can optionally define exception conditions to help the user find any problem 
areas in the data. These files must reside in the ../rdf directory (UNIX) or RDF group (MPE) for your Financials "admin" login. Included in the 
initial installation of the software are the following RDF files: 

SACSBD1, SACSBD2, SACSBS1, SACSA, SACSI1, SACSI2, SACSI3 

These files can be updated by using the standard RDF editing software (Mask: SYRD) to customize each site (if necessary) and to be altered as 
reporting requirements change. 

Note: These RDF files are to maintained by the client after the initial installation. 

Common Codes needed: 

a)  Define the CDS code for each ledger: 

Each ledger will need to have it's 7-digit CDS code defined in the following common code: 

Category:"GLCD" 

Code:"CDS" 

Ledger:Ledger (district) of CDS code to be defined 

First Associated Code:The CDS code for this ledger (district). 

All other items on the screen can be used for documentation purposes. 

For example: The long description might have "CDS code for Long Beach School District". 

b)  Define some basic information about where the data is for calculating "Working Capital". 

Category:"GLFG" 
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Code:"GL943C" 

Ledger:@@ 

First Associated Code:Four character code to tell us what Key background part is the Fund 

Default: FUND 

Second Associated Code:Four character code to tell us what Key background part is the Resource 

Default: RESR 

Third Associated Code:Four character code to tell us what Object background group is the SACS code 

Default: SACS 

Fourth Associated Code:Working Capital SACS Code.  Default: 9110 

c)  Define how each Reporting Period and Column should be calculated: 

Each Reporting Period has specific Columns that need to calculated from the data on the system.  For example: Reporting Period: A 
(Unaudited Actual) contains one Column labeled BA (Unaudited Actual).  This information is defined in the RDF file.  If the user wishes to 
over-ride the calculation in the RDF file the following common code will need to be defined for each Reporting Period and Column.  A good 
example of when you might do this is with Reporting Period BD2 (Dual budget Process, Sept.).  The RDF will contain the definition for 
Columns BB (Budget) and BE (Estimated Actual).  The requirements for BD@ allow BE to be replaced by BA (Unaudited Actual).  You could 
define a common code to define how BA is calculated for BD2. 

Category:"SACS" 

Code:Reporting Period and Column ("BD2BA" for the above example.) 

Ledger:@@ 

First Associated Code:Two character calculation code follow by an optional two character budget version followed by an optional three 
character prior year indicator. 

Valid Calculation Codes: YA - YTD Actual 
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FB - Full Year (Annual) Budget 

Budget Version:Any two character budget version 

code as defined in GLUPGN screen five.  If left blank the default working version will be used. 

Prior Year Indicator:Enter "PRI" if you want prior year information. Leave blank for current year information. 

Example: "FBRQ" would give you the Annual Requested Budget for the fiscal year of the report date.  "YA  PRI" give the YTD Actual from 
the prior fiscal year of the report date. 

Note: The report date is entered by the user at the time the Stream of Data is requested.  If you wanted to extract data for fiscal year 1997/98 
you would enter 06/03/1998 as the report date. 

Rootroll file: 

Mask: GLUTCSES 

Questions: GL62, GL66, GSG8 

GSG7,GLE@ 

Heading:GLSACS@ 

Copylib:GLSEL 

Programs:GL801C, GL825C, GL111 

GL110C, GL504C, GL554C, GL594C, GL943C 

SACS Common Codes 

This common code tells the system that there will be an additional COA Element of FCOB (Code 1) on the GLUPRU screen to accommodate 
the 'Function X SACS Object ' allowable combinations.  Code 2  indicates that the first account segment is Key Part FUNC and code 3 
indicates that the second account segment is Object Group SACS.  In addition the XP in  the first description indicates that these rules will only 
apply to Expense type transactions. 
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Note:  It is very IMPORTANT that you do not fill in anything in the five numeric values, codes, or descriptions other than what are used here.  
If you want to put in additional comment place them in the Long Description. 

Also note that the Ledger code is @@.  Don't make this ledger specific unless you want to define these for every ledger on your system. 

This common code tells the system that there will be an additional COA Element of FDFC (Code 1) on the GLUPRU screen to accommodate 
the 'Fund X Function' allowable combinations.  Code 2 indicates that the first account segment is Key Part FUND and code 3 indicates that the 
second account segment is Key Part FUNC. 

This common code tells the system that there will be an additional COA Element of FDGL (Code 1) on the GLUPRU screen to accommodate 
the 'Fund X Goal' allowable combinations.  Code 2 indicates that the first account segment is Key Part FUND and code 3 indicates that the 
second account segment is Key Part GOAL. 

This common code tells the system that there will be an additional COA Element of FDOB (Code 1) on the GLUPRU screen to accommodate 
the 'Fund X SACS Object' allowable combinations.  Code 2 indicates that the first account segment is Key Part FUND and code 3 indicates that 
the second account segment is Object Group SACS. 

This common code tells the system that there will be an additional COA Element of FDRC (Code 1) on the GLUPRU screen to accommodate 
the 'Fund X Resource' allowable combinations.  Code 2 indicates that the first account segment is Key Part FUNC and code 3 indicates that the 
second account segment is Key Part RSRC. 

This common code tells the system that there will be an additional COA Element of GLFC (Code 1) on the GLUPRU screen to accommodate 
the 'Goal X Function' allowable combinations.  Code 2 indicates that the first account segment is Key Part GOAL and code 3 indicates that the 
second account segment is Key Part FUNC.  In addition the XP in  the first description indicates that these rules will only apply to Expense 
type transactions.  Also the 1@, 4@, 5@ in the 3rd description indicates that these rules will only apply to Function that start with 1, 4, or 5. 

This common code tells the system that there will be an additional COA Element of RSOB (Code 1) on the GLUPRU screen to accommodate 
the 'Resource X SACS Object' allowable combinations.  Code 2 indicates that the first account segment is Key Part RSRC and code 3 indicates 
that the second account segment is Object Group SACS.  In addition the RV, AS, LI, FB in the first description indicates that these rules will 
only apply to Revenue or Balance Sheet type transactions.   
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4.9 SACS Stream of Data Utility 

4.9.1 How to run Stream of Data utility 
From the Financials main menu type : GLUTCSES 

The following questions will then be asked: (Italicized items are examples of what the user might enter.) 

Enter the Ledger Side (RETURN=GL) 

GL GL Side - General Ledger         JL JL Side - Job Ledger 

GL (Enter the ledger side this is to be run on.  If you don't have a JL side this question will not appear.) 

Enter the TYPE of Selection Criteria separated by commas; RETURN=00 

00 No Criteria; Select ALL              01 GL - Organization Key 

02 GL - Object Code                     08 GL - Fully Qualified Acct# 

(Enter selection criteria if you wish ) 

Enter GL Ledger Codes: 28,43 (This is a multi-ledger (district) process.  If you only want to run this for a subset of ledgers then enter them 
separated by commas. The default is to run for all ledgers.) 

Please enter the Report Date; RETURN = 07/31/1998: 06/30/1998 

Enter the Reporting Period ID: 

A   Unaudited Actual                   

BD1 Dual Budget process, July 

BD2 Dual Budget process, September     

BS1 Single Budget process, July 
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I1  First Interim                      

I2  Second Interim 

I3  Third Interim 

A 

Enter the column code(s) separated by commas: RETURN=00 

00 All columns                          BA Unaudited Actuals 

 (Hit return to use columns as defined in the RDF file.  See more about the RDF file coming up in this document.) 

Enter the Name of the Stream of Data file to be created:SACSFILE 

Line Printer Copies, Name, Pri., & Option: 01TERMINAL01 

A summary of your job request is given below: 

Current Ledger Code(s):  GL / JL                     

General Ledger Function:  Utilities                    

Client Specific Utilities:  Export SACS Stream of Data   

Ledger Side:  GL Side - Operational Ledger 

Type of Selection Criteria:  00                           

GL Ledger(s):  @                            

Report Date:  06/30/1998                   

Reporting Period ID:  Dual Budget process, July    

Column Code(s):  00                           
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SACS Stream of Data File Name:  SACSFILE                     

LP Copies, Name, Pri, & Option:  01TERMINAL01                 

Estimated Run Time:  1 to 2 minutes               

Job Queue:  CS                           

Job Echo(Y/N), Code(R/I/Y/M/N/O/S) & Priority(01-12): YR08   

 

4.10 California-Independent Contractor Reporting (DE542) 
This program locates contractors that meet the DE542 requirements and prints them to a report.  The result is an electronic file that is used for 
filing DE542 with the EDD. 

 

 

4.11 Introduction 
In order to identify independent contractors who have accumulated at least $600 in payments for the calendar year or have entered into 
contracts valued at least $600, a new Financials report was initially provided on the 0012 HFS release (task T46159).  An updated version of 
the report was released on 7.4 (task 216606).  This report will locate and print the information necessary to file the DE542 paper form with the 
EDD as well as create a magnetic file. 
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4.12 Running the Report 
The new report is executed using mask APOHCS42.  The user will be given the following prompts: 

Enter the 'as of' Date; RETURN=10/17/2000: 

The as-of date controls the latest date for transactions to be considered for each payee.  For example, if the report is run with an as-of date of 
10/17/00, then the report will only examine AP transactions in the date range of 1/1/00 through 10/17/00.  The report always begins with the 
calendar year and ends with the specified as-of date.  The default date for this question is the current system date. 

Include PEIDs already reported by this process? (Y/N) 

When the report is run in update mode, each reported payee is marked with a PE association code that will prevent them from being reported a 
second time within the same calendar year.  By default the report skips payees who have already been reported.  By responding to this question 
with a "Y", the report will show a payee even if they have already been reported for the calendar year.  Payees who have been reported will 
have their report date shown in the last column of the report.  By responding to this question with a "N" (the default response), the report will 
skip payees who have already been reported. 

Would you like the report only (no updates)? (Y/N) 

By default, the report runs in "report only" mode, meaning no updates are made.  This is the recommended mode for testing and verifying the 
selected payees before running the process in update mode.  By responding to this question with a "Y" (the default response), the process will 
report the qualified payees, but will not create the PE association code entries.  By responding with a "N", the process will update each payee 
that appears on the report and has not been previously reported as well as create the magnetic file. 

How would you like the report sorted?  RETURN = NM 

ID By Person/Entity ID        NM By Person/Entity Name 

This question allows the user to choose how the report should be sorted.  By choosing "NM" (the default response), the report will be sorted by 
PE name.  By choosing "ID", the report will be sorted by PEID. 

Which databases would you like to include for processing? BO 

BO Both OHDB and PODB           OH OHDB Only (Excludes all PODB) 
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PO PODB Only (Excludes all OHDB) 

This question allows the user to select on one type of information to be considered for reporting.  Previous payments to independent contractors 
are read from Accounts Payable (Open Hold) and contracts are read from Purchasing.  By responding to this question with "BO" (the default 
response), the report will read and consider both payments and contracts.  This is the recommended option. 

Enter OH Selection Criteria, separated by commas; RETURN = 00 

This question allows the user to process only selected AP transactions.  By default, the report will process all payees, looking for payments 
within the calendar year (up to the as-of date), that are qualified for reporting.  Typically there is no need to specify any selection criteria.  By 
accepting the default response of "00", all transactions for all payees will be examined. 

Enter selection criteria, separated by commas;  RETURN = 00 

This question allows the user to process only selected POs.  By default, the report will process all vendors, looking for contracts within the 
calendar year (up to the as-of date), that are qualified for reporting.  Typically there is no need to specify any selection criteria.  By accepting 
the default response of "00", all POs for all vendors will be examined. 

Enter optional reporting override amount (RETURN=NONE): 

The threshold for reporting payments or contracts with an independent contractor is normally $600, but can be specified on the APCS DE542.1 
common code.  This question allows the user to override the reporting threshold for one run of the report only.  By responding "NONE" to this 
question (the default response), the report will use a threshold as defined on the common code, or $600 if not defined. 

Line Printer Copies, Name, Pri., & Option: 

This question allows the user to specify the printer to receive the report.   

 

4.12.1 How the Report Determines Qualified Payees & Payments (AP) 
The DE542 report uses the same criteria as the 1099-MISC process for determining which payees and transactions (payments) are considered 
"qualified for reporting".  The only difference is that the DE542 report only considers payments that would be reportable as non-employee 
compensation (box 7 on the 1099-MISC form) and medical & healthcare payments (box 6). 
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For each PEID paid in Accounts Payable, the process will first determine if the PEID should be processed or not.  This decision is made by 
looking for an ICRSKIP association code, the 1099 flag for the PEID, and whether or not the PEID has already been reported.  If the 1099 flag 
is a "D", or the PEID has an association code of ICRSKIP, or the PEID has already been reported (and the user requested to ignore previously 
reported PEIDs), then the process will skip the payee and proceed to the next one. 

Once it is determined a PEID should be processed, the report will examine the AP transactions for the payee.  In order for a transaction to be 
considered "qualified", it must meet all of the following criteria: 

1.  The check date must be within January 1 through December 31 for the calendar year being processed.  The calendar year is determined by 
the as-of date. 

2.  The check date must not be after the as-of date. 

3.  The status of the transaction must be "PD" (paid). 

4.  If an exclude relate code is defined for the 1099 process, the transaction must not have that code in either relate-to code field. 

5.  The transaction must be considered 1099 reportable as non-employee compensation (CC) or medical and healthcare payments (MH).  This 
is determined by the relate-to code on the transaction or the default code if the payee's 1099 flag is set to "Y". 

6.  The transaction must pass the user-specified selection criteria (if any). 

Each qualifying payment is accumulated and the payee will be reported if the total accumulated meets or exceeds the reporting threshold 
(defined in the configuration section below). 

 

4.12.2 How the Report Determines Qualified Vendors & Contracts (PO) 
The DE542 report first examines each vendor that has been used in the Purchasing module.  For a vendor to qualify for reporting, they must 
meet the same criteria as required for Accounts Payable payees.  If the vendor has a PE association code of ICRSKIP, a 1099 flag of "D", or 
has already been reported in this calendar year, then they will not be processed. 

Once a PEID has been determined as qualified for potential DE542 reporting, the report will examine the POs for the vendor.  In order for a PO 
to be considered "qualified", it must meet all of the following criteria: 
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1.  The status must be PO, PP, FP, or DE. 

2.  The PO must pass the user-specified selection criteria (if any). 

3.  The PO must have at least one qualified item. 

4.  All items on the PO must be assigned the same ledger code and this ledger code must match the code of the user running the report. 

5.  If the first item of the PO contains the association code ICRSKIP, then the entire PO will be skipped. 

6.  The PO must have either a PO print date or an override contract start date (as specified by an ICRSTART association code on the first item) 
and this date must fall between January 1 and December 31 of the report's calendar year. 

7.  The PO print date or contract start date must not be after the as-of date.   

 

4.12.3 Evaluating Qualified Payments and Contracts 
Once an independent contractor's qualified payments and contracts have been established, the report will sort them by date so the first 
occurrence of payments or contracts can be identified.  The earlier of payments meeting or exceeding the reporting threshold or exceeding the 
reporting threshold will be selected for the report. 

What is Updated by the Process 

When a payee qualifies for reporting and the process is run in update mode, the system will add a PE association code record for the PEID.  
This record indicates the PEID has already appeared on the DE542 report and will not be reported again.  The PE association code (second 
screen of PEUPPE) has three fields that will be populated with the following values: 

Code ID: This value will depend on whether or not the "BYLEDGER" option has been selected.  If the "BYLEDGER" option has not been 
selected (the default), then the code will be ICRyyyy, where "yyyy" is the calendar year in which the PEID appeared on the DE542 report.  For 
example, if the payee was reported in 2001, the Code ID would be ICR2001.  ("ICR" stands for Independent Contract Reporting)  If the 
"BYLEDGER" option was selected, then the code will be ICyyyyxx, where "yyyy" is the calendar year and "xx" is the user's GL ledger code.  
Since each value used in the Code ID field must be previously defined, the system will check for this definition in the PEAS common codes.  If 
the definition is not found, the system will create the definition with a medium description of "Reported on Calif DE542" and a ledger code of 
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"@@".  If the user wishes to have the common code defined under a specific ledger code, it should be manually defined before the process is 
run. 

Code Value: The Financials job number that created this record will be recorded in this field in the format "JOB: nnnnnnnn", where 
"nnnnnnnn" is the job number. This number can be used to "undo" the flagging of PEIDs by the DE542 report.  The undo process for the report 
is APOHUTU5. 

Code Description: The current date and most recent qualified date will be recorded in this field.  They will be stored using the format 
"mm/dd/yy (Qualify on mm/dd/yy)", where the first date is the current system date and the second is the date of either the payment or contract 
that met the reporting threshold. 

If a payee is reported on a DE542 before appearing on this report, a manual entry should be made on the PE association screen.  This will 
prevent the payee from appearing on the DE542 report for the same calendar year.  When making this manual entry, the Code ID must be of the 
format "ICRyyyy" or "ICyyyyxx" as described above.  The date the DE542 was filed should appear left justified in the Code Description field 
in the "mm/dd/yy" format.  This is the date that is reported when the user requests to see payees who have already been reported.  Other values 
and fields are optional. 

Magnetic Filing 

When the process is run in update mode and there are contractors to report, a file is created.  This file can be placed on a diskette and mailed to 
EDD in place of paper forms.  The file will be placed in the user's default data directory (typically /Financials/admin/data/) and will be named 
according to the following format: PPPYMMDD. "PPP" is a prefix of up to 3 characters as defined in the short description of the APCS 
DE542.01 common code.  This prefix can be any 3 letters or numbers, but must begin with a letter (A-Z). "Y" is the last digit of the current 
year, and "MMDD" is the current month and day.  A file created on 1/9/2004 with a prefix of "ICR" would be named "ICR40109". 

If the DE542 process is executed more than once on the same day, subsequent runs will be appended to the original file.  This allows sites with 
multiple reporting agencies to combine their contractors into one file and make one submission to the EDD. 

What is Shown on the Report 

The tail sheet for the DE542 job will display the basic settings used for the process.  See the configuration section below if you would like to 
change any of these settings.  The tail sheet will appear similar to the following: 
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The report will provide the information necessary to manually complete the DE542 form.  An example of the report is shown here: 
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The report contains the following columns: 

PEID: the ID of the independent contractor as defined in the PE module. 

Service Provider Name & Address: The name and address of the independent contractor.  Because the form and magnetic reporting file only 
allow for two address lines, the last two lines of address are shown. To locate the address printed on the report, the system first looks to see if 
the PEID has a default 1099 address code defined on the PE association screen.  If not, then the system will use the address code from the most 
recent qualifying payment or contract.  If either of these address codes is not found, the system will fall back to the default AP or PO address 
hierarchy. 

SSN: the social security number of the independent contractor.  If no SSN has been defined for this PEID, <NO SSN> will be shown instead.  
Note that the contractor should still be reported and will still appear in the magnetic file. 

TIN: the independent contractor's federal tax ID (if any).  This is provided to help determine whether or not a PEID should be included in the 
DE542 reporting. 
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Start Dt: If the contractor is reported because of payments, this column will show the date of the earliest payment (check) that met or exceeded 
the threshold.  If the contractor is reported because of contracts, this column will show the starting date of the contract. The contract start date is 
taken from the PO print date, unless the first item has an association code of ICRSTART 

End Dt: If the contractor is reported because of contracts meeting or exceeding the threshold, this column will show the contract end date (if 
any).  The end date is taken from the PO expiration date unless the first item has an association code of ICREND. If the contractor is reported 
because of payments, no end date will be shown. 

YTD Amount: This column shows the dollar amount the contractor was paid or contracted for that met or exceeded the reporting threshold.  
This amount does not include any additional payments or contracts that occurred after the one that met the reporting limit. 

On: This column shows the "ongoing" contract flag as required by the DE542 form.  If the contractor is reported because of payments, the 
ongoing flag is always "Y".  If the contractor is reported because of contracts, the ongoing flag is only set if the PO was flagged with an 
association code of ICRONG on the first item or if the PO does not have an expiration date. 

Reported: This column will show the date the contractor was previously reported on this report.  This will only show when the user has selected 
to include PEIDs already reported. 

Ty: This column identifies whether the contractor was qualified by Open Hold payments (OH) or Purchasing contracts (PO). 

Check/PO: This column shows the AP check or PO# that put the contractor over the reporting limit. 

Parameters & Configuration 

The DE542 report process uses the following configuration defaults.  If changes are made to the 1099-related settings, make sure the changes 
do not interfere with the standard 1099-MISC reporting process.  Some of these values are not changeable by the user, but are listed here to 
clarify how the process works. 

1.  If the user does not specify an as-of date, the report will use the current system date.  This cannot be changed. 

2.  The calendar year will always be determined as January 1 through December 31 for the year referenced in the as-of date. 

3.  The default AP address hierarchy is taken from the short description of the APAH ADDRESS common code (NUUPCD).  If not defined, 
the system will not use any default address hierarchy.  Likewise, the default address code for POs is taken from the POAH ADDRESS common 
code. 
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4.  The relate-to code representing non-employee compensation is taken from the 1099 settings on common code CK99 RELATE02, associated 
code (2).  If this value is not defined the system will use a default value of "CC". 

5.  The relate-to code representing medical and healthcare payments is taken from the 1099 settings on common code CK99 RELATE02, 
associated code (1).  If this value is not defined the system will use a default value of "MH". 

6.  The exclude relate-to code is taken from the 1099 settings on common code CK99 RELATE03, associated code (4).  If this setting is not 
defined, the system will not use an exclude code. 

7.  The reporting limit is defined on common code APCS DE542.01 in the first numeric value field.  If not defined, the system will use a limit 
of $600.00. 

Common Codes 

The following common codes are used by the DE542 report: 

APAH ADDRESS - read to locate the address hierarchy for AP 

POAH ADDRESS - read to locate the address hierarchy for PO 

CK99 RELATE02 - read to locate the relate-to codes for boxes 6 & 7 of form 1099-MISC 

CK99 RELATE03 - read to locate the relate-to code for exclusion from the 1099 process 

APCS DE542.01 - read to retrieve the default values to be used for the report.  The following fields are used: 

Short Desc: 1-3 characters to be used as the magnetic file name 

Assoc Value(1): override reporting limit (threshold).  If not specified, the report will use $600. 

Assoc Code(1): "L" or "F" to indicate whether the PE Names should appear first name first, or last name first.  If not specified, the report will 
default to "L". 

Assoc Code(2): if "BYLEDGER", then the system will use the current GL ledger code to name the magnetic file and to flag PEIDs that appear 
on the report. 
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Assoc Desc(1): the PEID of the service recipient.  This is used to locate the name, address, and phone number of the recipient and will be 
written to the magnetic file. 

Assoc Desc(2): the service recipient's account number with EDD. 

PEAS xxxxxxxx - the report will create PEAS common codes for the purpose of flagging PEIDs as reported.  Each PEAS common code 
created by the report will have a medium description of "Reported on Calif DE542" and a long description of "This common code was created 
by APOHCS42". 

PE Association Codes 

The DE542 report will look for the following  PE association codes for each PEID: 

ICRyyyy - created by the report to indicate the PEID has already been reported for calendar year "yyyy" when the BYLEDGER comcode 
option is NOT selected. 

ICyyyyxx - created by the report to indicate the PEID has already been reported for calendar year "yyyy" and ledger "xx" when the 
BYLEDGER common code option IS selected. 

ICRSKIP - used to flag a PEID to be skipped by the DE542 reporting process. 

1099DFLT - used to specify the default 1099 relate-to code for 1099-MISc reporting. 

1099ADDR - used to specify which address should be used for 10990-MISC and DE542 reporting. 

1099SOLE - used to specify an alternate name for 1099-MISC and DE542 reporting. 

ICRNAME - used to specify an alternate name for DE542 reporting only. 

PO Association Codes 

The DE542 report will look for the following PO association codes for each PO: 

ICRSKIP - when present on the first item of the PO, indicates the entire PO should be skipped for DE542 reporting purposes. 

ICRSTART - when present on the first item of the PO, indicates the date to use as contract start instead of the PO print date.  The date should 
be in the code value field with the format MM/DD/YYYY. 
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ICREND - when present on the first item of the PO, indicates the date to use as contract end instead of the PO expiration date. The date should 
be in the code value field with the format MM/DD/YYYY. 

ICRONG - when present on the first item of the PO, indicates the contract is ongoing. 

ICRCONT - when present on any item of the PO, indicates the item should be included in DE542 reporting. 

ICREX - when present on any item of the PO, indicates the item should be excluded from DE542 reporting.   

 

4.12.4 Magnetic Reporting Differences between the PO and AP subsystems 
Date of contract: The check date will be used when reporting from the AP subsystem. When reporting from the PO subsystem the PO print date 
will be used unless item 0001 has an association code of "ICRSTART". In this case the date entered from the associated value field will be 
used. The date in the associated value field must be entered in "mm/dd/ccyy" format. 

Contract Expiration Date: This field will be left blank when reporting from the AP subsystem. When reporting from the PO subsystem the PO 
expiration date will be used unless item 0001 has an association code of "ICREND". In this case the date entered from the associated value 
field will be used. The date in the associated value field must be entered in "mm/dd/ccyy" format. 

Ongoing Contract: This field will always be "Y" when reporting from the AP subsystem. When reporting from the PO subsystem this field will 
be blank unless item 0001 has an association code of "ICRONG". In this case a value of "Y" will be used.   

 

4.13 DE6 Quarterly Wage & Withholding Reporting for CALIFORNIA 
PY Payroll 

RE Reporting 

SR State Specific 
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CA California 

D6DE6  Quarterly Report 

This process generates a Quarterly Wage & Withholding File and Report that meets the specifications as set forth in EDD booklet DE 8300, 
Revision 2 (01-99).  Any of the plans defined in the EDD document may be produced. 

The file generated is in ICESA format and the report is a listing of the information placed in the file.  Users should be aware that when 
magnetic media is used to report wages/withholding to the EDD, a printed report must NOT be submitted as this could result in double posting. 

A common code with Category 'PYD6' and Value of the Entity Code to be reported is read by this process to determine which plans are to be 
included.  Each plan is defined on one line of the five available lines at the bottom of the common codes screen (mask NUUPCD).  The 
numeric value contains the number of the pay base to use for Gross Pay.  The code field contains the Wage Plan Code and the description field 
contains the SID account numbers to be used for the wage plan. 

Changes to the DE-6 formatting were made in 1998 so we rewrote much of the DE6 program.  When we tried to complete the programming for 
some of the more obscure wage plan codes, Bi-Tech was informed that other changes affecting the magnetic media formats were in process.  
We have finally received the latest documentation for these changes and has an open task to update the DE6 program once again, including 
new documentation. 

If you need a program that handles a wage plan code other than S,A,J or P contact us. 

If a single entity needs to report under more than one wage plan, you must run the program for each wage plan and change the PYD6 common 
code in between each run (this will be changed when the open DE6 task is completed). 

In the meantime, this document will aid in setting up the common codes needed for DE6 processing.  System-wide, common code 
PYFG/PY603C is required. 

Refer to the Common Code guide for specific setup information. 

 

4.14 DE6 Set-up and Processing 
At the present time DE-6 reporting and common code set-up is under review for changes (Sept 20, 1999). 
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Common Codes PYFG/PY603C and PYD6/xxxx where xxxx is the client specific Entity Code need to be set-up.  At the present time we 
support wage plan codes S,A,J and P.  If the client needs to program other wage plans, contact us.  An explanation of each of these wage plan 
codes is attached. 

If the client needs to report under more than one wage plan, you must run the program for each wage plan and change the PYD6 common code 
in between each run (this will change when the open DE6 task is completed).  

 

4.15 Common Codes 
Code Category:  PYFG 

Code Value:        PY603C 

Short Description: Entering “DEBUG” in this field will cause debug information to be displayed.  This is for  diagnostic use only. 

Medium Description: Used to describe the Common Code 

Long Description: Used to describe the Common Code 

Numeric Values (1-5): Not required 

Codes (1-5): Not required 

Description 1: Enter either DISKETTE-FORMAT or TAPE-FORMAT, which indicates the method of magnetic media reporting. 

Description (2-5): Not required 

Code Category:  PYD6 

Code Value:  Enter the client specific Entity Code (i.e., ROOT) 

If client has multiple entities a common code must be set-up for each one. 
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Short Description: Used to describe the Common Code 

Medium Description: Used to describe the Common Code 

Long Description: Used to describe the Common Code 

Numeric Value 1: The Paybase number for the “gross wages”, e.g., SUI taxable, SIT taxable, etc. 

 Numeric Values (2-5): Under development.  When complete the codes will be the same as Numeric code 1. 

Code 1: Enter wage plan codes S,J,A or P. 

Codes (2-5): Under development.  When complete the codes will be the same as Code 1. 

Description 1: Enter the entity State ID number with dashes as shown above.  If the client has a second State ID number enter this number 
without dashes after the first State ID number separated  by a “ , ”. 

Description (2-5): Under development.  When complete the codes will be the same as Description 1. 

Report:  To generate this report type PYRESRCAD6 from the main menu.  You will be prompted for the tax year, quarter number, wage code 
and tape file.  

Quarterly DE 6 Wage Plan Codes 

The Plan Code indicates the type of coverage an employee has and is correlated with your state employer account number. 

S = Employee is covered under a State Plan for both Unemployment Insurance and Disability Insurance. 

J =  Employee is covered under the State Plan for Disability Insurance only (exempt from Unemployment Insurance). 

A = Employee is covered under the State Plan for Unemployment Insurance.  This applies only too public entity employees. 

P = Employee is covered for Personal Income Tax Withholding purposes only.  
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4.16 California STRS 
For California STRS clients, there is now functionality on the EMPPAY screen that, with the proper setup, will fill various fields on EMPPAY 
with the STRS rate and rate type information.  Once this information is on EMPPAY, it can be sent to Payroll along with the employee's pay 
assignment via the SENDPAY utility. (NOTE: this functionality does not exist on PAYALT.) 

 

4.16.1 Functionality Description 
On EMPPAY, when the user tabs through the 'Indx' field, the system goes through the following steps: 

1) The system first checks to see if Common Code PYFG/PY269C has been set up (see Setup below for more detail).  It will also check that 
Codes 1 and 2 of that Common Code contain valid EMPPAY fields.  If this Common Code is not set up, the system will not fill any fields on 
EMPPAY with STRS information (e.g. no more checking or processing will be done in regard to this functionality).  If this common code does 
exist, but is set up incorrectly, the user will be given an error message indicating this and no more checking or prowill be done in regard to this 
functionality. 

2) If the PYFG/PY269C common code is set up, the system will get the following information from it: 

a.Which field on EMPPAY into which it should write the STRS Rate Type 

(Code 1 - Field choices are spec_cd01 thru 08 or misc_01 thru 05); 

b.Which field on EMPPAY into which it should write the STRS Rate 

(Code 2 - Field choices are num_01 thru num_05); 

c.Which field on EMPPAY into which it should write the word 'STRS' (this is optional) (Code 3 - Field choices are spec_cd01 thru 08 or 
misc_01 thru 05); 

3) The system will then read the RETIRECA screen to see if the current employee has a STRS entry.   If the employee has an entry in 
RETIRECA with a STRS Membership Code of 1 thru 5, then it does the following to determine the Reportable STRS Code: 

a. If Membership Code = 1, then the first part of the Reportable STRS Code 
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will be 1. 

If Membership Code = 2,3, or 5, then the first part of the Reportable STRS 

Code will be 2. 

If Membership Code = 4, then the first part of the Reportable STRS Code 

will be 4. 

b. It then selects the STRS Code field from PCNTBLE based on the PCN/Position on the EMPPAY record.  This STRS  Code from PCNTBLE 
becomes the second part of the Reportable STRS Code. 

Example: 

If the RETIRECA membership code was 1 and the PCNTBLE STRS code 

was 57, then the Reportable STRS Code would be 157. 

4) The Reportable STRS Code is then used to do a look up from a second Common Code to determine the Rate Type that should be calfor that 
Reportable STRS Code.  This Common Code has a Code Category of SRET and the Coded Value will be the ReportSTRS Code determined 
above.  So in our example above, the Reportable STRS Code was calculated to be 157.  Therefore, when it does a look up for the Rate Type, it 
will look for Common Code SRET/157.   Here is a list of the various rate types that can be set up in this Common Code: 

a. Annual (0 in Code 1); 

b. Per Period (any combination of 1, 2, and/or 3 in Code 1); 

c. Daily (8 in Code 1); 

d. Hourly (4 in Code 1); 

e. Hourly or Daily (4,8 in Code 1); 

After determining the Rate Type, the appropriate BASE amount from EMPPAY is used as the Initial STRS Rate.  For example, if Rate Type 
was determined to be Annual, then BASE Annual would be used as the Initial STRS Rate. 
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5) Next the system looks to see if the employee has any applicable ADDLCONT records that should be added to this Initial STRS Rate.  
Applicable ADDLCONT records must have creditable CDHs associated with them. A creditable ADDLCONT CDH is determined by checking 
the Contribution Definition screen 1 (mask PYUPCC). Creditable ADDLCONT entries have the code 'ADDL' in the Relate to Code 8 field and 
a code of 'ST1x', 'ST3x', 'ST5x', or 'ST6x' in any of the Miscellaneous Code fields (x being any other character).  Also, when determining 
applicable ADDLCONT records, the "Add to PCN/ID" field on ADDLCONT is taken into account. Only ADDLrecords that calculate for an 
EMPPAY record will be included in the STRS rate.  If no applicable ADDLCONT entries are found for employee, the sum of applicable 
ADDLCONT amounts will be 0. 

5)The system then combines the Initial STRS rate with the applicable summed ADDLCONT amounts to determine the Total STRS Rate for the 
pay assignment. The Total STRS Rate, Rate Type (A, P, D, or H) and a label of 'STRS' (the writing of the label 'STRS' is optional, see Setup 
below) will be written to the EMPPAY screen. 

 

 

4.16.2 Overriding the Total STRS Rate on EMPPAY 
The Total STRS Rate may be overridden for any EMPPAY record by entering 'OVR' in the field on EMPPAY designated to contain the Rate 
Type (in Common Code 

PYFG/PY269C). Example: if a pay assignment had a Total STRS Rate of 40,000 and a Rate Type of 'A', then to enter an override rate of 
42,000, enter the 42,000 in the Total STRS Rate field, and a code of 'A*OVR' in the STRS rate type field. Note the 'A' refers to an annual rate, 
the * means that the values between the 'A' and 'OVR' can be anything (DO NOT ENTER THE *) and the 'OVR' means that this is an override 
rate. 

E.g. 

If spec_cd02 is the STRS Rate Type field, then a code of 'AOVR' would be entered because it's a char(4) field. 

If misc_02 is the STRS Rate Type field, then codes of 'AOVR' (no spaces), 'A OVR' (1 space), 'A  OVR' (2 spaces),  'A   OVR' (3 spaces) or 'A    
OVR' (4 spaces) may be entered because it's a char(8) field. 

The presence of 'OVR' in the STRS Rate Type field will cause the STRS Rate NOT 
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to be recalculated.   

 

4.16.3 Setup 
1) Common Code PYFG/PY269C: 

Code Category: Must be 'PYFG'. 

Code Value: Must be 'PY269C'. 

Ledger: @@ 

S/M/L Descriptions: Not used by this HR functionality. 

Numeric Values 1-5: Not used by this HR functionality. 

Codes 1: Enter the EMPPAY field name that will have the STRS Rate 

Type (Annual - A, Per Period - P, Daily - D, Hourly - H) written to it. Field choices are: spec_cd01 thru spec_cd08 and misc_01 thru misc_05. 
(required) 

Codes 2: Enter the EMPPAY field name that will have the Total STRS 

Rate written to it.  Field choices are num_01 thru num_05. (Note: fields num_01, num_03, and num_04 have 5 decimal point accuracy and can 
store a maximum number of 9999.99999 while fields num_02 and num_05 have two decimal point accuracy and can store a maximum number 
of 9999999.99). (required) 

Codes 3: Enter the EMPPAY field name that will have the text 'STRS' 

Written to it (optional).  If nothing is entered here, then the text 'STRS' will NOT be written to the EMPPAY screen. 

Codes 4-5: Not used by this HR functionality. 

Description 1: RATE TYPE 
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Description 2: RATE 

Description 3: 'STRS' LABEL 

Description 4-5: May be used by other functionality. 

2)Common Code SRET/(Reportable STRS Code): 

Code Category: Must be 'SRET' 

Code Value: Enter the Reportable STRS Code. 

Ledger: @@ 

S/M/L Descriptions: Enter any desired descriptive text. 

Numeric Values: Not used. 

Codes 1: Enter the rate type for the STRS code. 

0 Annual 

1-3 Per Period 

8 Daily 

4 Hourly 

4,8 Hourly or Daily 

(Note: The Per Period rate entry could be 1,2,3 or just 1 or 

any other combination of 1 and 2 and 3) 

(Note 2: If a STRS code has 4,8 (a 4 then a comma then an 8) as the rate type, then the system will read the Reg Rate field on EMPPAY to 
determine which to send.  If the Reg Rate field contains an H, then the system will use the BASE hourly rate. If it contains a D, then the system 
will use the BASE daily rate. 
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Codes 2-5: Not used. 

Descriptions 1-5: Enter any desired descriptive text. 

Note: An entry in common codes must be made for each reportable STRS code. 

OVERVIEW 

The Financials STRS software creates the California State Teacher Retirement System reports and data files for submission to the state.  The 
reporting process is broken down into five modules, as outlined below: 

EXTRACT & MERGE (Programs PY269CA and PY979CA) Mask PYRERRCASE: 

This module extracts payroll history data from the Payroll database, using a date range and other selection criteria specified by the user.  The 
data is extracted using parameters defined in the payroll set-up and various common code definitions and placed into a file (called STRSEXTR) 
that meets the layout requirements for STRS submission.  At this point, the file could be sent directly to the state; how the user would have had 
no opportunity to proof and/or edit the information prior to submission.  The data in this file is merged into the STRS data set of the PY 
database. 

MERGE (Program PY979CA) Mask PYRERRCASM: 

This process distributes the data from a STRS file (created either from the EXTRACT or some other process, i.e. another district) into the 
STRS data set within the Payroll database.  An edit list is generated (by program PY569CA) of all items that do not pass the requirements of 
the STRS error-checking matrix. 

UPDATE(Program PY369CA) Mask PYRERRCASU: 

This module allows the user to view the data in the STRS data set and make additions, modifications and deletions, as needed. When viewing 
the records, warning messages will be displayed when the information contained in the record does not pass the requirements of the STRS 
error-checking matrix.  If no matrix checking is desired when making changes or additions to the STRS data set, the user may enter the words 
"NO MATRIX CHECK" (without the quotes) in the long description of common code PYFG PY369C to bypass these error checks.  Matrix 
checking is still done when running an edit list, however. 

All additions to STRS data will have the letter 'a' attached to the record and will be displayed on the edit list as an added record.  Records that 
have been modified will have the letter 'u' attached to them and will appear on the edit list as updated records. Security may be imposed at the 
Bargaining Unit level. 
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REPORT(Program PY569CA) Masks PYRERRCASL (edit list only) and PYRERRCAST (report and file): 

Both an edit list and a final report are generated based on user selection criteria.  The edit list displays only records which do not pass the STRS 
error checking matrix as well as those records which have been added/updated in the STRS UPDATE process.  The final report will not display 
any errors, even if some of the records still do not pass the STRS error-checking matrix.  The final report option will produce the F496 report 
(detailed by employee), the C-118 report (summarized with employer contributions included), and the STRS file for submission to the state. 

DELETE(Program PY969CA) Mask PYRERRCASD: 

This module is used when records need to be erased from the STRS data set within the Payroll database.  You can delete all of the records in 
the STRS data set, or all of the records within a specified period of time, or all of the records within a specific batch.  Batches are originally 
created by the merge procedure described above, and have a name that consists of the letter "S", the District/Unit Code, and the report date in 
YYYYMM format.   

 

4.16.4 Payroll Set-Up 
The following information is required to run the Financials STRS process. 

Calendar Definitions (PYUPCA) - The calendar definitions for each employee paid on a daily basis (reported to STRS with a pay code of 8) 
need to accurately reflect the number of hours in a workday. 

Grade/Step Definitions (PYUPGD) - If the payroll salary tables are being used they need to be current.  If the Use Salary Table (switch #7) flag 
is blank or set to an 'N' on  Entity Definition Screen 2 (PYUPGN) the system will use pay rates from an employee's pay assignments. 

Contribution/Deduction/Hour Definitions (PYUPCC, PYUPDD, PYUPHH) - Each CDH that is applicable to STRS will need to be flagged 
using the miscellaneous codes. (Common code definition STRSMISC determines which miscellaneous code (1-8) to use.)   

 

4.16.5 Contribution Definitions (PYUPCC) 
STEM  Identifies the employer contribution, paid by the employer to STRS. 
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ST1C  The employee share, paid by the employer (a.k.a., pickup) to STRS. 

ST2C  Flags adjustments to employer paid contributions for prior periods.  A separate contribution needs to be defined and assigned to track 
these adjustments. 

 

4.16.6 Deduction Definitions (PYUPDD) 
ST1D The employee share, paid by the employee to STRS. 

ST2D Flags adjustments to employee paid deductions for prior periods.  A separate deduction needs to be defined and assigned to track these 
adjustments. 

Hour Definitions (PYUPHH) - some of these items can be set up as contributions, the coding requirements are the same no matter how they are 
set up. 

ST1E Current earnings 

ST1A Current stipends and/or allowances (these also affect an employee's pay rate) 

ST1X Additional earnings that add to earnings but not the pay rate. 

ST3E Adjustments to salary earnings for prior periods (a separate hour or contribution needs to be defined and assigned to track these 
adjustments) 

ST3A Adjustments to stipends and/or allowances for prior periods (a separate hour or contribution needs to be defined and assigned to track 
these adjustments) 

ST3X Adjustments to additional earnings from a prior period that add to earnings but not to the pay rate (a separate hour or contribution needs 
to be defined and assigned to track these adjustments) 

ST4E Receivable deduction 

ST5E Retroactive pay is flagged with this code (a separate hour or contribution needs to be defined and assigned to track these adjustments) 
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ST6E Special compensation 

ST8E Special earnings (45/55) 

ST9E Non-creditable earnings 

Additionally, the switch screen (PYUPHH-Hours Definition Screen 3), needs to be updated for all Hour Definitions to reflect the valid STRS 
Pay Codes.  Place one of the following codes in Switch #17 (Retirement Pay Code): 

A: Designates Annual or Pay Code 0 

D: Designates Daily or Pay Code 8 

H: Designates Hourly or Pay Code 4 

M Designates Monthly, the pay code of 1, 2, 3, or 7 is determined by examining the employee misc. value 

If current salary earnings need to be tracked, separate hours must be defined for each of the above codes, each with a miscellaneous code of 
ST1E. 

Employee Definitions (PYUPEM) - The STRS status must be designated for each employee in the system.  Switch #4 (Employee Master 
Definition Screen 2) should have one of the following values: 

M: STRS member (1 may be used in place of M) 

N: Non-member but still reported to STRS  (2 may be used in place of N) 

3: Non-member retiree 

4: Reduced workload 

blank: Non-member NOT reported to STRS 

If the employee receives pay under STRS Pay Code #1, 2, or 3 (earnings flagged with an 'M' on switch 17 of the Hour Definitions screen 3) the 
selected employee miscellaneous value on the employee definition will need to be specified as follows: 

In employee Miscellaneous Value (2), place the number of months worked. 
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In employee Miscellaneous Value (4), place the number of months paid. 

This is standard Triad HR setup and should already be in place, coming from HR to PY.  

 

4.16.7 ·Common Code Set-Up (NUUPCD) 
Code Category: STRS 

Code Value: MISC 

NOTE: Underlined values are the preferred (standard) or default option used in STRS processing. 

Short Description: May be used to describe the common code. 

Medium Description: May be used to describe the common code. 

Long Description: May be used to describe the common code. 

Numeric Value (1): Source (county) code. 

Numeric Value (2): Indicates the miscellaneous code box (1-8, in CDH definitions) contains the STRS codes.  If the value is 0, the CDH Code 
Field is be used to determine the necessary STRS codes (this option is provided to make this process backward compatible for long-time 
Financials users). 

Numeric Values (3-5): These values are only needed if Code (4), described below, contains the value FREQB#. 

Code (1): Designates the STRS unit code.  If only reporting for one district, the actual STRS district/unit code may be entered here.  Other 
valid entries are: 

ENTITY  Unit will be taken from the Entity field in the employee master record (mask PYUPEM) 

UNIT Unit will be taken from the bargaining unit field of the employee master record (mask PYUPEM) 

###Unit number to be assigned all employees 
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Code (2): Identifies whether the salary table hourly amounts represent 'HOURLY' or 'DAILY' rates.  This applies to all positions and steps on 
the system. 

Code (3): Indicates where the STRS assignment code is stored.  Valid entries are: 

POSITION  Assignment code will be in the TP field of the Job/Position definition (mask PYUPJB) 

PAYCLASS  Assignment code will be found in the Miscellaneous Code box indicated by Numeric Value (2), above, of screen PYUPPY.  The 
pay class is taken from the employee's pay assignment. 

EMPMISC# Where # is a number between 1 and 4 

EMPSEL# Where # is either 1 or 2 

EMPCDH  Enter the 4 digit primary STRS ded/cont number in the last 4 characters of this field. 

Code (4): Indicates where the 10/11/12 month flag will be stored.  Valid entries are: 

EMP-TYPE Months worked and months paid will be found in the TYPE field of the employee master record (mask PYUPEM) in the format 
WWPP, where WW is the number of months worked in a year and PP is the number of months paid 

EMPMISC# Where # is number from 1 through 4 indicating miscellaneous values (mask PYUPEM). 

Code (5): Designates where the member status is stored.   Valid entries are: STRS1DED  Member status is stored in the employee assigned 
deduction EMPSW4 Switch 4 of the employee screen (mask PYUPEM) 

EMPMISC#  # is number from 1 through 4 indicating the member status is stored in one of the miscellaneous values on the employee (mask 
PYUPEM) 

Description (1): Enter "S" (without the quotes) if the Salary Grade table is to be used to retrieve pay rates, otherwise, enter "ATHC" to retrieve 
pay rates from pay assignments, timecards, or history. 

Description (2): Enter "USE EFFORT" if the effort field in the employee's pay assignments is to be used in the calculation of pay rates. 

Description (3): Enter "USE FTE" if the FTE field in the employee master record is to be used in the calculation of pay rates. 
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Description (4): Enter "TIMECARDS" if the client is using the mask PYTCDTUK (program PY385) to enter timecard data.   This mask gives 
the user the ability to enter prior period service dates in timecards.  The word TIMECARDS in this entry tells the program to use the System 
Time Card batch for the period being processed to retrieve prior period service dates. 

Description (5): Enter EPAY.MSCNUM(2) if the user is employing EMPPAY and ADDLCONT in the TRIAD module to populate the actual 
pay rate in the second MISC NUM and STR fields of employee pay assignments.  The program will use these fields for pay rates instead of the 
regular Salary/Rate fields of the pay assignments.  See separate TRIAD documentation on the setup and use of the TRAID module. 

Code Category: PYSR 

Code Value: INFO 

Short Description: May be used to describe the common code. 

Medium Description: May be used to describe the common code. 

Long Description: May be used to describe the common code. 

Numeric Values (1-5): Not used. 

Codes (1-5): Not used. 

Description (1): The current employer contribution rate. 

Description (2): The source (county) code. 

Description (3): Description of Error Message Switch. 

Description (4-5): Not used. 

Code Category: STRS 

Code Value: RATE###.  There should be a common code for each year that the STRS rates change, starting with RATE001 and increasing by 
one each time a change in rates occurs. 

Short Description: Designates the range of periods to be affected by these rates.  The range is specified in the following format: YYMM-
YYMM 
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Where YY is the last 2 digits of the tax year, and MM is the 2 digits tax month. 

Medium Description: May be used to describe the common code. 

Long Description: May be used to describe the common code. 

Numeric Value (1): The member paid contribution rate (corresponds to the employee deduction ST1D). 

Numeric Value (2): The employer paid member contribution rate (corresponds to the employee share paid by the employer contribution ST1C, 
a.k.a. pickup). 

Numeric Value (3): The employer paid rate (corresponds to the employer contribution STEM). 

Numeric Value (4): The 34/36 rate.  Positions with association codes of 34 and 36 qualify for the 34/36 rate. 

Numeric Value (5): The 37 rate.  Positions with association codes of 37 qualify for the 37 rate. 

Codes (1-5): Not used at this time. 

Descriptions (1-5): Not used at this time. 

Code Category: RETI 

Code Value: DTRANGE: This common code is used when reporting for a district that uses an alternate date range when processing their 
monthly payroll, for example, when a payroll covers the period from the 16th of one month through the 15th of the following month. 

Short Description: May be used to describe the common code 

Medium Description: May be used to describe the common code 

Long Description: May be used to describe the common code 

Numeric Value 1: District number 

Numeric Values (2-5): Not used 

Code 1: The beginning day of the alternate date payroll 
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Codes (2-5): Not used 

Description 1: The ending date of the alternate date payroll 

Descriptions (2-5): Not used 

Code Category: STRS 

Code Value: maac - a number from 1351 through 2645, these entries create the STRS matrix table.  This number is comprised of the 
following: 

m is a number which indicates member (1) or non-member(2) 

aa is a two digit number which corresponds to the STRS assignment code 

c is a number which identifies the type of contribution.. 

There will need to be an entry for each unique combination of codes as they appear on the STRS matrix-checking chart (Let's Get it Right) 
issued by the State of California. 

Short Description: Not used 

Medium Description: If the pay rate is required 'REQ' should be placed here.  If not the pay rate will be set equal to the earnings. 

Long Description: Designates the STRS pay codes (0,1,2,3,4, and/or 8) that are valid for this entry. 

Numeric Value (1): Not used 

Numeric Value (2): Contribution rate 

Numeric Values (3-5): Not used 

Code (1): Indicates whether the EARNINGS for this code must be positive (+), negative (-), or blank (0).  Commas are used to separate 
multiple indicators. 

Code (2): Designates whether the CONTRIBUTION RATE for this code must be present (PERCENT) or may be blank (0). 
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Code (3): Indicates whether the CONTRIBUTION AMOUNT for this code must be positive (+), negative (-), or blank (0).  Commas are used 
to separate multiple indicators. 

Code (4): Designates the MONTHLY SERVICE PERIOD BEGIN for this code: either 'CURR' for current or 'PRIOR' for prior month.  
Commas are used to separate multiple indicators. Or, for entries that become valid as of a certain date, enter '>yyyymmdd', where yyyyymmdd 
is the date after which this entry will be valid.  Any entry with a date earlier than the date entered will be flagged as invalid.  For entries that 
become invalid as of a certain date, enter '<yyyymmdd', where yyyymmdd is the date when the this entry becomes invalid.  Valid entries will 
have a date prior to this date. 

Code (5): Designates the MONTHLY SERVICE PERIOD END for this code: either 'CURR' for current or 'PRIOR' for prior month.  Commas 
are used to separate multiple indicators. For entries that become valid as of a certain date, enter '>yyyymmdd', where yyyyymmdd is the date 
after which this entry will be valid.  Any entry with a date earlier than the date entered will be flagged as invalid.  For entries that become 
invalid as of a certain date, enter '<yyyymmdd', where yyyymmdd is the date when the this entry becomes invalid.  Valid entries will have a 
date prior to this date. 

Description (1): Earnings, used to describe Code 1. 

Description (2): Contribution Rate, used to describe Code 2. 

Description (3): Contribution Amount, used to describe Code 3. 

Description (4): Beginning of Service Period, used to describe Code 4. 

Description (5): End of Service Period, used to describe Code 5. 

 

 

4.16.8 Processing STRS 
After payroll information has been set up so that it will work with the Financials STRS software, there are 5 steps that need to be performed to 
create the STRS reports and flat file. 

1. To run the EXTRACT process, key in PYRERRCASE and press 'RETURN'.  The following prompts will appear: 
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Please enter the report start date (RETURN = 01/01/1995): 

Enter the start date of the report. 

Please enter the report end date (RETURN = 01/31/1995): 

Enter the end date of the report. 

How would you like employees selected? RETURN = SC 

 ID Select by ID                         SC Select by Selection Criteria 

Choosing SC causes the system to prompt for selection criteria numbers.  Enter the selection criteria and press 'RETURN' to run the report. 

Choosing ID causes the system to prompt for the list of employee ID's for which to search.  After entering the list of employee ID's (up to six 
are allowed),  press 'RETURN' to run the report. 

Do you want to include information from UNPAID history records (Y/N)? 

If the user wants to do a trial or test extract, and the information to be extracted has not been paid at the time of the extract, a reply of Y will 
include this unpaid data in the extract.  NOTE: after the period is paid, data previously extracted from this period should be deleted from the 
STRS data set (mask PYRERRCASD) and then re-extracted, replying N to this question in the final extract for the period. 

After running the EXTRACT process, the system will automatically run the MERGE process.  An EDIT LIST of all items which do not meet 
the STRS matrix checking criteria will be produced. 

2.  (Note: This is an optional step) To MERGE additional files into the existing data (e.g., from other districts), key in PYRERRCASM and 
press 'RETURN', the following prompts will appear: 

Please enter the name of the tape file to be merged into the database: 

Enter either the name of a file from an outside district.  Although it is possible to load the same information twice, the system will flag records 
as duplicates as they are loaded, and this will appear in the error message column of the edit list as "possible dup". 

Enter a four-digit report year:   i.e., 1995 

Enter the month number:  i.e., 01 (calendar month) 
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This option will merge records into the STRS data set in the Financials payroll database from a flat file.  Although this option runs automatafter 
the extract, it can also be run independently.  This is useful when a report is needed for data that is provided on magnetic media from sources 
outside of Financials.  After running the MERGE process, the system will automatically produce an EDIT LIST of all items that do not meet 
the STRS matrix-checking criteria. 

3. Once all the data has been merged into the STRS datasets, the Edit Lists should be proofed.  The UPDATE process is used to add, modify, 
and delete records as needed. 

Records that do not pass the STRS error-checking matrix will display warning messages at the bottom of the screen when the 'ENTER' key is 
pressed.  NOTE:  When browsing Previous (f5) and Next (f6) the warning messages are not displayed.  Security can be set up so that users can 
only see their own district's records when in the update screen. All additions will have the letter 'a' attached to the record and will be displayed 
on the edit list as an added record.  Records that have been modified will have the letter 'u' attached to them and will appear on the edit list as 
updated records. 

To UPDATE records, key in PYRERRCASU and press 'RETURN'.  The following screen will appear: 

SSN: Social Security Number (REQ) 

Last Name: Employee's last name (REQ) 

FNAME/ID: First Name or Employee ID.  If the district uses an employee number, use the last 6 positions of the first name field, leave the 
first two positions blank, and use the initial field for the first and middle initials.  (REQ) 

MI:  Middle initial, or first and middle initial if using Employee ID in the name field. 

Report yyyy/mm: Year and month of report (REQ) 

SRC: Source (county) code.  This code is filled with a default county code value. (REQ) 

UNIT:  Unit (district) code. (REQ) 

Note: Of the above fields, only the name fields may be changed in BROWSE mode. 

MC:  Membership code 

AC:  Assignment code 
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Pay Rate: Pay rate 

PC:  Pay code 

Earnings:  Earnings for the period 

MBR CD: Member contribution code 

MBR Amounts: Retirement contribution amount paid by employee 

EPMC Rate: Rate used to calculate retirement amount 

EPMC Amounts: Retirement contribution amount paid by employer 

Beg Date: Beginning date (MMDD if current year, YYMM if previous year) of service period. 

End date: Ending date (MMDD if current year, YYMM if previous year) of service period. 

CR: Creditable earnings indicator.  This field should contain an '*' if the earnings qualify as creditable earnings. 

Note:  The requirements of these fields are very specific to what is entered in other fields.  For example, the pay code depends on the 
combination of the member code, assignment code and contribution code.  Only certain contribution codes apply to certain assignment codes 
and/or member codes.  It is not our intent to train users how STRS works, as they should have a thorough knowledge of STRS prior to using 
the software.  The error checking process in the update is based on an error checking matrix in the STRS "Lets Get it Right" manual. 

4.To run an EDIT LIST to proof all updates, enter PYRERRCASL and press 'RETURN'.  The following prompts will appear: 

Please enter the report start date (RETURN = 01/01/1995): 

Enter the start date of the report. 

Please enter the report end date (RETURN = 01/31/1995): 

Enter the end date of the report. 

5. After proofing the edit list, the FINAL REPORT may be run by keying in PYRERRCAST and pressing the 'RETURN' key. 
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This option creates a flat file that meets STRS requirements as well as the STRS F-496 (prelist) report and the C-118 (summary) report.   This 
option will not show any error messages on the report, even if there are still errors.  Use PYRERRSL to get an edit list of errors.  The following 
prompts will appear: 

Enter a four-digit report year: 

Enter the report period year. 

Enter the month number: 

Enter the report period month. 

Enter the tape output file name: 

This will be the name of the file you will be sending to STRS. 

Enter selected district number or RETURN for ALL districts: 

To select a district to report on, enter a three-digit number.  For example, enter district 7 as  '007'. 

6. Database Maintenance 

Records may be deleted from the STRS dataset within the Payroll DataBase.  A batch name is automatically associated with each record when 
the merge program and the update program are run.  Records are deleted by referencing either a specific batch name or a specific reporting 
period. 

The batch name is 8 characters.  If a record is added to the database while running the merge option, the batch name might look like this 
'S001200301'.  The batch will always start with the letter 'S', (for STRS), the next 3 characters is the unit (district) code and the last 6 characters 
are the year and month of the reporting period.  If the record was added in the update screen, the batch name is automatically created based on 
the report date and district entered on the screen. 

To DELETE batches, key in PYRERRCASD and press the 'RETURN' key. The following prompts will appear: 

Please enter the batch identifier of the records you wish to delete (@@ for all): 

Enter the 8-character batch name of the records you wish to delete or @@ for all. 
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Which service period do you wish to delete (YYMM or @@ for all): 

Enter the service period as YYMM to delete all of the batches in that service period, @@ to delete all batches in the system (you will also need 
to indicate @@ in the first prompt), or leave blank if you have entered a specific batch name at the first prompt. 

Note:  If you leave both prompts blank, nothing will be deleted from the STRS sets. 

After the report has run, the following message will appear on your screen or tail sheet: 

Total number of records deleted for batch: +000000000. 

 

 

4.17 CalPERS Processing and Reporting 
The California PERS Processing and Reporting programs are designed to: 

Extract pay and contribution information from Check History as it relates to PERS and as designated through special coding of CDHs and 
control information in common codes.  Extracted data is automatically merged in to the PERS dataset for further processing. 

Allow merging of data produced by other than the Financials Payroll System in to the PERS dataset (if the data to be merged is presented in the 
proper format). 

Allow the user to view, alter, add, and delete information from the PERS dataset 

List the merged data and provide error and warning messages pertaining to questionable or erroneous information. 

Generate a report and file to fulfill those obligations required by CalPERS. 

OUTLINE: 

These are the general steps to follow to set up and customize the PERS process: 
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1. Set aside and define 4 pay bases to use for PERS (pay base 7 has already been reserved for normal retirement calculations).  See 
documentation for common code PYPB in the Personnel manual.  Also refer to common code PERS PAYBASES in Section B.1 of this 
document. 

2. Define PERS coverage groups in common code PERS COVKEYxx as instructed in Section B.2 of this document.  Assign a coverage group 
to each employee.  Some users will have this information ported from their HR system to payroll. 

3. Define Contributions, Deductions, and Hours (CDHs) which are PERS applicable and code them as instructed here.  Note that Hours (pay) 
should only add to one of the 4 PERS pay bases and there must be a contribution and/or deduction that computes against each of the pay bases 
reserved for PERS.  Some users may need to define multiple contribution/deductions for different types of employees, for instance, safety and 
regular employees may use different calculation methods to determine their PERS contributions.  

4. Assign each employee the applicable contributions and deductions defined in step 3.  Each member must have a Unit Code and Coverage 
Group.  These may be assigned globally or individually.  See common code PYFG PY268C for various methods of assigning these codes.  
Also, each line item reported to CalPERS must have a Pay Code and Work Schedule Code.  These may be assigned at the member level 
through values in various fields of the employee master or at the individual line item level.  

5. Define/customize common codes PYFG PY268C, PYFG PY268CNT, and PYFG PY568C.  In addition, common codes PERS LIMITS, 
PERS VARIANCE and RETR UNITMAPx may be set up to control certain editing aspects of the PERS process. 

6. Set up, where applicable, EPMC reporting as described in Appendix A of this document. 

7. Once a payroll has been paid and distributed, it is ready to have applicable information extracted and the CalPERS Report/File generated.  

 

4.17.1 Running PERS Software 

4.18 The PERS software consists of six options as outlined below 
1.  EXTRACT  (Mask: PYRERRCAPE)  The extract procedure will isolate payroll history data from the payroll database, based on a report 
date range entered by the user.  The user may focus the extract procedure by supplying employee ID(s) or by using selection crito limit which 
employees will be processed. 
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The data extracted is based on the set-up of CDHs, employee information and common codes.  The extract will create a file of this data that 
will be automatically merged into the PERS dataset. 

Note: the beginning and ending dates entered at the start of the EXTRACT procedure determine which paid payroll periods will be considered. 
Only those periods whose end date is within the date range specified by the user will be considered.  As an option, the user may have the check 
date instead of the end date in a Pay Period Definition used to determine inclusion/exclusion by entering 'EXTRACT BY CHECK DATE' in 
the Medium Description of common code PYFG PY268C. 

If a merge of information into the PERS dataset is attempted for a reporting period that has already been processed, the PERS program will 
detect a conflict and will NOT overwrite the existing data.  This is to safeguard against the unintentional deletion or replacement of existing 
PERS data. 

In the case of a conflict during the merge process, if the user did not intend to overwrite the existing PERS data, no intervention is needed the 
previously extracted PERS records will not be affected.  If the user wants to discard the previously extracted PERS information and replace it 
with current data, the previously extracted data must be deleted (using mask PYRERRCAPD) before running the extract for the same reporting 
period. Refer to the PERS delete option described below. 

2.  EDIT LIST  (Mask: PYRERRCAPL) This procedure will review data in the PERS dataset as directed by user input criteria and produces an 
edit list of all records that do not pass the requirements of the PERS error checking matrix. 

3.  UPDATE  (Mask: PYRERRCAPU) The update procedure allows the user to view previously extracted data in the PERS dataset and to 
make additions, corrections and deletions, as necessary.  This option will display warnings when criteria in the record being viewed do not pass 
the specifications of the error-checking matrix. 

4.  FILE/REPORT  (Mask: PYRERRCAPT) This procedure will generate the file to be sent to CalPERS.  It will also generate a report showing 
the information contained in the file.  The report produced will not display any errors in the associated data.  It is assumed that the PERS 
dataset at this point contains accurate or intended data.  The user will be asked enter the file name to be created.  When this process completes 
the file can be copied to diskette or tape for submission to PERS. 

5.  DELETE  (Mask: PYRERRCAPD) This procedure will delete records from the PERS dataset as directed by user input criteria. 

The user will be asked to enter a reporting period to identify the PERS data records targeted for deletion by providing either a particular 
reporting period in the format YYYYMM or a wildcard response of "@@" which will address data related to all service periods. 

The user will then be asked to provide a PERS frequency code to further limit the deletion operation.  Enter either a particular PERS frequency 
code or a wildcard response (-1) which will address data related to any PERS frequency code within the year and month specified. 
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When running this mask in interactive mode the user will be requested to confirm the data to be deleted.  This is a safeguard to prevent 
unintentional deletion of the wrong PERS records. 

6.  MERGE  (Mask: PYRERRCAPM) This procedure will merge data from a file supplied by the user that conforms to the CalPERS file 
format, into the PERS dataset. The user will be prompted for the name of the file and the associated service period, month and year.  This 
procedure will only be used by sites who receive PERS data from other, non-Financials sites, to be included in the PERS processing described 
in this document. 

B. System Setup 

1.  Define common code PERS PAYBASES: These Pay Bases are used in payroll calculations for different types of earnings that are subject to 
PERS.  If this common code is not defined or nothing is entered in one of the Numeric Value fields the default is Pay Base 7 in each case. 

Short Description: Not used 

Med. Description: Enter EPMC OPTION 1, EMPC OPTION 2 or EPMC OPTION 3, depending on which EPMC reporting option of 
"compensation earnable" is desired, if applicable.  

Long Description: Not used 

Numeric Value 1:  The Pay Base used to accumulate Normal Earnings (PR01, PR11) 

Numeric Value 2:  The Pay Base used for accumulation of Earnings Adjustments (PR03, PR13) 

Numeric Value 3:  Not used                                                 

Numeric Value 4:  The Pay Base used for Retroactive Salary Adjustments (PR05, PR15) 

Numeric Value 5:  The Pay Base used to accumulate Special Compensation (PR06, PR16) 

Codes (1-5):  Not used 

Descriptions (1-4):  Not used 

Description (5):  May contain CDH 4-digit numbers if one of the EPMC OPTIONs as described in APPENDIX A is to be used. 
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Specifying PERS reportable earnings.  Place a "+" or "-" in the retirement pay base (as indicated in Numeric Value 1 of this common code) in 
Hour Definition screen 2 for any hour that is to add to PERS normal reportable earnings.  Some contributions are also PERS reportable 
earnings (for instance, longevity pay) and should add to the normal reportable earnings pay base by having a "+" in the appropriate pay base in 
Contribution Definition screen 2. 

Place a "+" in the appropriate pay base for each type of pay (Special Compensation, Retro, etc.,) when defining the various types of PERS 
reportable earnings.  For instance, if there is Special Compensation (PR06/PR16) to be paid (perhaps through a contribution or an hour) for 
clothing allowance, that CDHs definition should have a "+" in the Special Compensation Pay Base (specified in Numeric Value 5, above).  
Subsequent contributions and/or deductions will use the value accumulated for this pay base to compute the amount of the employee's PERS 
deduction amount and/or employer's PERS amount of contribution for this special compensation. 

2.  Define Common Code PERS COVKEY01...COVKEYxx.    This common code defines the employer and employee rate associated with a 
coverage group (or Unit within a coverage group).   Rate(s) entered here are used in the summary calculations at the end of the PERS report to 
determine the actual amount owed to PERS by the employer for the period being reported.  The first (or only) common code in this series must 
be PERS COVKEY01.  If more than one common code is needed because more than 5 entries have to be made, these must follow sequentially 
by the two digits following COVKEY in the code value field. 

Short Description: Not used 

Med. Description: Used to indicate the format of the 5 associated description lines: 

C or blank Description contains only Coverage Group 

C/U Description contains Coverage Group and Unit 

C/A/E Description contains Coverage Group, Agency and/or Entity 

Long Description: Not used 

Numeric Values (1-5): Employer paid rate associated with coverage group/unit in corresponding description, e.g., if 7.1%, enter "7.1". 

Codes (1-5): Employee paid rate associated with coverage group/unit in corresponding description, e.g., if 7.1%, enter "07100". 

Descriptions (1-5): Coverage Group is in the first 5 positions of this field. 
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Some employers may have multiple Units within a coverage group and the employer and/or employee rate differs for the various Units.  When 
this is the case, enter a separate line for each Coverage Group/Unit and place the applicable 3-digit Unit number in positions 7-9 of the 
description field (use code C/U in Medium Description, described above).  If ALL Units within a coverage group have the same employer and 
employee rates, leave positions 7-9 blank. 

In the example below, coverage group 70001 has two units, 542 and 543, which have different employer rates of 4.5 and 5.0.  Coverage group 
70002 has several Units but they all have the same employer and employee rates.  The entries to describe this example will look like this: ): 

If the description field is to contain the Coverage Group, Agency and Entity, enter the 3 values separated by slash (/).  The literal C/A/E must 
appear in the Medium Description of this common code when this format is used.  Employees will be assigned the appropriate agency 
(employer id) when both the coverage group and entity match the employee's values.   If the entity is left blank in the common code, then all 
employees that have a matching coverage group will be assigned to that agency. 

If all employees do not share the same Coverage Group, then the appropriate Coverage Group must be specified on an employee-by-employee 
basis by utilizing Employee Definition Associated Codes (screen 3 of Employee Master Definition).  For every PERS reportable employee, 
place the key phrase "PERSCOV" in the Association Code field and the coverage group five-digit numeric value into the Association Code 
Description field. 

3. Define PERS Contributions, Deductions and Hours.  The values shown below are the Financials PERS values that need to be placed in 
one of the Miscellaneous Code fields of the CDH definitions for all CalPERS related pay, contributions and deductions.  Those contributions 
that are defined for the purpose of calculating the employers' contribution to CalPERS, however, do not require any code. 
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4.18.1 Definitions and Miscellaneous Information 
Financials:  CalPERS considers everything contributions.  In Financials, the employer pays contributions and the employee pays deductions. 

CDH means a Contribution, Deduction or Hour definition or assignment. 

PERS Codes are PR01, PR02, PRSC, etc., placed in the selected Miscellaneous Code field of the CDH definition.  Which one of the eight 
available Miscellaneous Code fields will contain the appropriate code is specified by Numeric Value (1) of common code PYFG PY268C 
(refer to the definition of common code PYFG PY268C, below).  Refer to the "Payroll Reporting Elements" section in the CalPERS manual 
specifically addressing the "Contribution Code", for an explanation of the two-digit code used to identify each type of PERS transaction. 

Earnings:  PERS pay is coded through the Hour Definition and in through Contribution Definitions.  In order for contributions and deductions 
to be calculated against the proper earnings when a payroll is computed, a separate pay base must be used for accumulating each type of pay.  
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For example, the normal Retirement Pay Base (7) can be used to accumulate all pay that is used to compute the 'normal' contribution for each 
PERS member. An additional pay base must be reserved to accumulate Special Compensation, another for Prior Period Earnings Adjustments, 
and another for Retroactive Pay.  These pay bases are then used (in calculation code formulas during normal payroll processing) to compute the 
corresponding member and employer contributions (the employer contribution is calculated by adding all these pay bases and multiplying by 
the applicable percent).    Note that a separate pay base and separate contributions and deductions must be used for these four distinctive types 
of pay that CalPers requires be reported individually for members. 

Additional Pay: Certain types of earnings (longevity pay, for example) are sometimes paid as direct contributions (they add to the employee's 
pay).  When reporting this type of pay to PERS, the employee's pay rate must also be increased by the amount of additional earnings.  To 
accomplish this, put a 'Y' in Switch 20, Count-as-Salary, of screen 3 of the CDH definition using mask PYUPCC.  These contributions should 
also have the PERS Code (PR01, PR11) described above, in the appropriate Miscellaneous Code field. 

CalPERS Rates: Contribution rates for an employer or employee may differ between various types or groups of personnel (such as between 
safety personnel and other employees).  The calculation code associated with a contribution or deduction must be able to differentiate between 
these groups of employees and apply the appropriate rate.  One method is to use the employee's Coverage Group to determine the rate to be 
applied.  Another may be where the Unit Code or Entity segregates employees into the desired group. 

Employee Set Up.  Assign each PERS member employee the applicable contributions and deductions defined in Section A.3, above.  Some 
users will do this through their HR system.  In addition, the following information must be provided for each employee: 

Specify the Employee's Unit Code.   The Unit Code is used to identify a group or unit of employees.  Refer to the "Payroll Reporting 
Elements" section in the CalPERS manual specifically addressing the "Unit Code", for further explanation on how Unit Code is used to 
segregate employees.  The source of this Unit Code is specified through the use of Numeric Value (2) and Code (2) of common code PYFG 
PY268C, as described above. 

Specify the Employee's Pay Code.    The Pay Code designates the wage base on which a member is paid, that is, hourly, daily or monthly.  
Use common code PYFG PY268C, Numeric Value (3) and Code (3) to specify the source of this code. 

Specify the Employee's PERS Coverage Group.    The Coverage Group is a five-digit, PERS assigned, numerical code that identifies a 
specific group of employees within an agency.  If all employees share the same Coverage Group, then the appropriate Coverage Group should 
be specified in Description (1) of the PERS COVKEY01 Common Code and the key word "GINCC" placed into Code (4) of the PYFG 
PY268C Common Code.  Refer to the description of common codes PYFG PY268C and PERS COVKEYxx. 

Specify the Employee's Work Schedule Code.    The Work Schedule Code designates the hour base on which a member is paid. For example, 
hourly employees may have a 37.5-hour workweek and will show a Work Schedule code of 375 on the PERS report; 40-hour per week 
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employees will have a Work Schedule code of 400. Monthly employees may have a Work Schedule code of 173 or 183, etc., depending on the 
number of days worked per year. Use common code PYFG PY268C, Numeric Value (5) and Associated Code (5) to specify the source of this 
code.  If you have special employees "173" Reduced work load employees that need to be identified separately and have their default work 
schedules and paycodes overridden use common code PERS WRKSCHED to set this up. 

Common Codes:   This section shows how to customize various parts of the PERS process through the use of common codes PYFG/PY268C, 
PYFG/PY268CNT, PYFG/PY268EXC, PYFG/PY568C, PERS/WRKSCHED, PERS/LIMITS, PERS/VARIANCE and RETR/UNITMAP.   

 

4.18.2 Define Common Code PYFG PY268C 
This common code is used to define employer name, ID, office code, and pointers to the locations of required values (PERS contribution codes, 
employee Unit code, Pay Schedule code and Work Schedule code and the source of the employee's Coverage Group). 

Short Description: Reserved for  use. 

Med. Description: Enter "EXTRACT BY CHECK DATE" (without quotes) to use the Check Date in the period definition to determine if data 
from a particular pay period is to be included in the extract.  If this field contains any other value or is blank, the Period End Date will be used 
instead. 

Long Description: Employer name to appear on the PERS report.  The SPS-assigned client  code (COE,  BENICIA, CALCO, FHA, etc.) must 
be typed into the last twelve positions of this description.  In certain cases, this will activate client-specific options in the extract process. 

 Numeric Value (1): A value between 1 and 8, pointing to the appropriate box of a CDH definition where the related PERS contribucode (e.g., 
PR01, PR05...) is entered.  Default index is 1. 

Numeric Value (2): Used in conjunction with Associated Code (2) to indicate the source of UNIT code for an employee. 

Numeric Value (3): Used in conjunction with Associated Code (3) to indicated the source of Pay Code for each employee line on the PERS 
report. 

Numeric Value (4): Not used 

Numeric Value (5): Used in conjunction with Associated Code (5) to indicate the source of an employee's Work Schedule Code. 
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Code (1): Four-digit employer ID and three digit office code separated by a "/", e.g.,  "1234/567" would assign an employer code of 1234 and 
an office code of 567. 

Code (2): Indicate the source of employee UNIT CODE (the preferred option is UNIT).  Enter one of the following Code Value options and a 
Numeric Value, if needed: 

Code (3): Indicate the source of an employees' Pay Code (the preferred option is H17), enter one of the following Code Value options, and, if 
necessary, the appropriate 
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Numeric Value(1-5): not used 

1 through 10 N/A 

1 through 81 or 21 through 5 N/A 

Code Value EDUCHOURHRDESCH17PAY CLASSSELECTSKILLWORKSCHED 

Source of PAY CODE 

One of the five Educ Code fields of the Employee Master 

First 2 characters of the Hour Definition Code field 

First 2 characters in one of the 10 Description  fields of the Hour Definition 
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Switch 17 in the 3rd screen of the Hour Definition 

One of 8 Miscellaneous Codes in the Pay Class Definition 

One of 2 Selection Code fields of the Employee Master 

One of 5 Skill Code fields in the Employee Master Derive from the Work Schedule code: Work Schedule > 200, then Pay code is 4 Work 
Schedule < 100, then Pay code is 8 

Otherwise Pay Code is 1 

Pay codes may be entered as: 

1 or S or M for Monthly pay rate 

4 or H for Hourly pay rate 

8 or D for Daily Pay Rate 

9 for special compensation (pay rate will equal earnings) 

**Note:  If HOUR, HRDESC or H17 are used, then ALL hours must have the proper coding. 

Code (4): Enter "GINCC" if all employees share the same PERS coverage group.  This will cause the coverage group for all employees to be 
that specified in Description (1) of the PERS COVKEY01 common code.  If GINCC is not used, the PERS extract program assumes that every 
employee will have their own Coverage Key specified in the Employee Assoc Codes screen (screen 3 of mask PYUPEM) with a code of 
PERSCOV and the actual 5-digit key in the description field. 

Code (5): Source of the member's Work Schedule Code.  Use the applicable option in the Code Value column and, if needed, enter the 
appropriate value in Numeric Value (5): 
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Numeric Value1 through 5: not used. 

Code Value 1-4: CALPA CALSKILL EDUC ASSIGN Source of WORK SCHEDULE CODE Derived from the Calendar Definition 
associated with the employee.  Daily, Weekly or Monthly hours are converted to proper PERS code depending on Pay Code Derived from the 
Calendar Definition associated with an employee pay assignment One of the 5 Skill Code fields in the Employee Master One of the five Educ 
Code fields of the Employee Master Contribution/Deduction assignments will have the code in one of 4 Special Code fields 

Descriptions (1-2): Not used. 

Description (3): Enter one of the following to indicate the source of Prior Service Period date(s) for Contribution Adjustments (02, 12), 
Earnings Adjustments (03, 13), Retroactive Pay (05, 15), or Survivor Contribution Adjustments (07): 

CDH ASSIGNMENTS: d,f 

CDH DEFINITIONS: g,h 

The values d,f above indicate which 2 of the 4 Special Codes available in the CDH Assignments contain the Service Date (in MMYY format) 
and Frequency Code.  If d,f are not specified 3 and 4 are the defaults. 
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The values g,h indicate which of the 10 Values in CDH Definitions, contain the Service Date and Frequency (g) and the format of the field. If h 
is 1, the format is 0000.mmyyf, if h is 2 the format is mmyy.f. 

Description (4): Enter the word TIMECARDS in this description field.  This option is only available with HFS 7.2 and higher.   The mask 
PYTCDTUB (program py385) must be used to enter timecards.  This mask gives the user the ability to enter prior period dates for applicable 
hour entries.  See the document "K12 Timecard Entry" for a detailed explanation. 

Description (5): Not used. 

 

 

4.18.3 Define Common Code PYFG PY268CNT 
This common code contains miscellaneous control information for the PERS extract process. 

Short Description: If the words SHOW SKIPS are entered in this field employees who have PERS reportable pay, but have no PERS 
contribution or deduction assignments, will be displayed on the tail sheet of the EXTRACT process with the amount of earnings.  Only use this 
option if ALL employees should be reported to PERS and the pay bases from the pre-list of a period do not balance to the earnings from the 
PERS report. 

Med. Description: If the words USE CONSTANT RATES are entered in this field, then hours which have a Rate Type of C will provide the 
pay rate to be reported to CalPERS.  If these words are not used, pay rates will come from the normal sources (Salary Grade Tables, Pay 
Assignments or Check History). 

Long Description: Allows the user to suppress "No Coverage Group" warning for selected types of employees or all employees.  Warnings 
will appear for employees encountered during the extract process that do not have Coverage Groups specified.   Suppression of these warnings 
can be achieved at an "Employee Type" level by listing the employee type(s) in the Long Description.   For example, if temporary employees 
(Type = TEMP) are not PERS reportable, and do not have coverage groups specified, the "No Coverage Group" warning may be suppressed by 
listing "TEMP" in the Long Description.  Up to eight (8) employee types may be specified separated by commas (,).  Do not use quotes.  ALL 
coverage group warnings can be suppressed by entering the phrase "SKIP ALL COVERAGE GROUP WARNINGS" (without quotes) in this 
field. 

Numeric Values (1-4): Not used 
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Numeric Value (5): Pay base to be used when computing FLSA hourly pay rate; default is 9. 

Code (1): Enter "YES" (without quotes) to use the Salary Grade Table to derive employee pay rates. 

Code (2): Enter "YES" (without quotes) to use the employee's FTE in the computation of pay rates. 

Code (3): Enter "YES" (without quotes) to use an employee's EFFORT from a pay assignment when computing pay rate when NOT using the 
Salary Grade tables. 

Code (4): Enter "YES" (without quotes) to use the hourly or daily pay rates from the employee's Check History entries instead of either Salary 
Grade Table or Pay Assignments.  Monthly/Period pay rates will still come from the Salary Grade Table or Pay Assignments. 

Code (5): If the legend FLSA is entered in this field the hourly pay rates are computed by dividing the value in the FLSA pay base designated 
in Numeric Value 5 (default is 9) by the FLSA hour base entered in Description 5 (default is 6). 

If the legend FLSA ADJ is entered in this field, the hourly pay rate adjustment is computed by dividing the FLSA pay base designated in 
Numeric value 5 (default is 9) by the FLSA hour base (default is 6) entered in Description 5.  This adjustment amount is then added to the 
normal pay rate retrieved from an employee's pay assignment. 

Descriptions (1-4): Not used 

Description (5): Enter HB=x, where x is the hour base to use when computing FLSA hourly pay rates.  The default hour base is 6 if nothing is 
entered here.   

 

4.18.4 Define Common Code PYFG PY268EXC 
This common code contains miscellaneous exclusionary information for the PERS extract process. 

PYFG 

PY268EXEC 

Short Description: Not used 
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Med. Description: Not used 

Long Description: Allows the user to suppress warnings that may appear when a pay line Numeric Code in history cannot be located in the 
employee's pay assignment. (This is not applicable when using the Salary Grade table as there will be no attempt to locate the pay line Numeric 
Code in the employee pay line assignment).  Up to 14 CDH numbers may be entered in the long description, separated by commas.  If the 
employee's history contains any of the specified CDH numbers, no warning will be printed in the event the Numeric Code in history does not 
exist in the employee's pay assignments. 

Numeric Values (1-5): Not used 

Codes (1-5): Not used 

Descriptions (1-5): Not used   

 

4.18.5 Define Common Code PYFG PY568C 
This common code defines certain setup options for the PERS report. 

PYFG 

PY568C 

Short Description: Reserved for internal use. 

Med. Description: Not used 

Long Description: Not used 

Numeric Value (1): Maximum number of lines per page on PERS Report. 

Numeric Values (2-5): Not used 

Codes (1): Not used 
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Codes (2): Enter the word YES to leave a blank line between employees 

Codes (3): Enter "UNIT=xxx", where xxx is the unit number to be used for ALL employees being reported (that is, override unit number). 

Codes (4): Enter "NEW PAGE" if it is desired to start each UNIT on a new page 

Codes (5): Not used 

Descriptions (1-5): Not used  

 

4.18.6 Miscellaneous PERS Set Up 
Employer Contributions that add to earnings.    For employer contributions that must be considered as earnings, place a "+" in the appropriate 
pay base of the contribution definition (screen 2).  This will cause the amount computed for the contribution to be added to the earnings 
reported.  If these earnings must also add to the pay rate reported to PERS, put a 'Y' in switch 20, of screen 3 of the CDH definition using mask 
PYUPCC.  This switch is labeled 'Count as Salary'. 

Survivor Contributions for the Current Service Period.    These should contain the key phrase "PRSC" in the appropriate CDH definition 
(screen 1) where the contribution code is located (as specified in Common Code PYFG PY268C, Numeric Value 1).  This will identify that this 
CDH is a survivor contribution attributable to the current period.  Those CDHs that are survivor contribution adjustments for prior periods have 
their own unique Contribution Code and the key phrase "PRSC", plus additional information as described below. 

Specifying Prior Service Periods.    Some of the PERS contribution types are designed to apply to prior periods.  These include contribution 
adjustments, earnings adjustments, retroactive salary adjustments, prior period survivor contribution adjustments and in some cases, special 
compensation. 

These PERS contributions need to be associated with a service period prior to the currently processed service period.  There are four methods 
by which the prior service period may be specified: 

If the number of employees affected is small, you may wish to process the employee(s) as normal.  This will associate the contribution with the 
current period.  Once the PERS data has been extracted from history and placed into the PERS dataset, the PERS update screen (mask 
PYRERRCAPU) may be used to display and change the appropriate line(s) to a prior service period. 
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To have the extract process assign the same prior service period to all employees, the prior service period and frequency code are entered in the 
CDH Definition.  Refer to Section A, 2, above, where common code PYFG PY268C is defined, for information on how to specify where this 
information may be located. 

To utilize the extract procedure to assign the prior service period, where prior service periods are different for each employee, the prior service 
period may be entered into each employee's CDH Assignment.  Refer to common code PYFG PY268C for information on how to locate and 
enter this information. 

The PYTCDTUK mask, similar to the normal PYTCDTUB timecard entry mask, is available with HFS 7.2 so that prior service period dates 
may be entered.  The PERS extract program will then pick up these dates from timecard (daily, only) entries. 

Define Common Code PERS VARIANCE.   This common code provides information to the PERS extract program as a guide in summarizing 
data that has the same Pay Code, Work Schedule Code, and Service Period Date.   If the difference in pay rate between two items to be reported 
is not greater than the value entered in the Numeric Value field for that particular Pay Code, Work Schedule Code and Service Period Date, 
then the two items will be summarized into one entry.   If this common code is not defined, the values shown in the sample below are the 
defaults. 

Exceptions to this summarizing strategy are buybacks that come into the PERS extract process with different CDH numbers.  That is, where an 
employee may have two different buyback deductions. 

Also excepted from summarizing are Prior Period Survivor Contribution Adjustments (contribution codes 7 and 17). 

PERS 

VARIANCE 

Short Description: Not used 

Med. Description: Not used 

Long Description: Not used 

Numeric Values (1): The maximum variance allowed when comparing hourly pay rates. 

Numeric Values (2): The maximum variance allowed when comparing daily pay rates. 
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Numeric Values (3): The maximum variance allowed when comparing biweekly pay rates 

Numeric Values (4): The maximum variance allowed when comparing semimonthly pay rates. 

Numeric Values (5): The maximum variance allowed when comparing monthly pay rates. 

Codes (1-5): Not used 

Descriptions (1-5): Not used 

Define Common Code PERS LIMITS.   This common code provides the edit list program, PY568CA, with a means of suppressing special 
error messages, and flagging entries that may be in error because the pay rate is out of the range specified by the user for a specific Pay Code.  
If this common code is not defined, the low/high ranges, and hours and days per month shown in the sample common code below are the 
defaults. 

 

PERS  

LIMITS 

Short Description: Not used 

Med. Description: Not used 

Long Description: Enter the number of specific error messages (separated by commas) which can be suppressed (not printed on the Edit List).  
The number, message and possible edit that causes the message are show below in the Edit List Error Table. 

Numeric Values (1): The minimum hourly pay rate allowed.  An hourly pay rate below this minimum will cause message 5 to be issued. 

Numeric Values (2): The maximum hourly pay rate allowed.  An hourly pay rate above this value will cause message 5 to be printed. 

Numeric Values (3): The minimum daily pay rate allowed.  A daily pay rate below this value will cause message 5 to be issued. 

Numeric Values (4): The maximum daily pay rate allowed.  A daily pay rate above this value will cause message 5 to be issued. 

Numeric Values (5): Not used 
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Code (1): For employees paid hourly, the maximum number of hours an employee may work in the reporting period.  If the amount of earnings 
divided by the employees pay rate exceeds the value entered here, error message 13 will be issued. 

Code (2): Not used 

Code (3): For employees paid on a daily basis, the maximum number of days an employee may work in the reporting period.  If the amount of 
earnings divided by the employees' pay rate exceeds the value entered here, error message 14 will be issued. 

Codes (4-5):Not used 

Descriptions (1-5): Not used.   

EDIT LIST ERROR TABLE 
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Define Common Code RETR UNITMAPx.   This common code provides the user with the ability to assign groups of employees to specific 
Unit Numbers.  The last character in the Code Value field of this common code is a number from 1 through 9, which must be used 
consecutively,  if more than 5 lines are needed to map all possible Unit Numbers.   The field to be mapped must be the same as in common 
code PYFG PY268C, Assoc Codes line 2, but entered as a cluster attribute name in the medium description of this common code. 

 

Short Description: Not used 

Med. Description: SOURCE=[the cluster.attribute name of the field to be mapped] 

Long Description: Not used 

Numeric Values (1-5): The Unit Number(s) to be assigned 

Codes (1-5): Not used 

Descriptions (1-5): The values, separated by commas, which, when found in the field indicated by the Medium Description, will be assigned 
the Unit Number in the corresponding Numeric Value field.  That is, in the example above, whenever the program finds either the value SEA 
or CSEA in the unit field of the employee master record, that employee will be assigned Unit Number 100.  Whenever the values ADMN or PT 
are found, Unit Number 200 will be assigned.   

 

4.18.7 Miscellaneous PERS Notes 
PERS Frequency Code:  The PERS frequency code is a one-digit numeric value that identifies which pay period is being addressed in the 
event that more than one pay period is within the specified service period.  For example, in a biweekly pay frequency, there may be as many as 
three pay periods within the monthly reporting period. The PERS frequency code will identify which pay period is being addressed. 

The table below identifies the various PERS frequencies and their associated numeric and alphabetic representations.  The numeric values are 
used to identify the specific period for purposes of entry on the employee CDH assignment (see "Specifying Prior Service Period", above) and 
in response to questions offered during execution of the PERS software.  The alphabetic values are used to identify the PERS Frequency Code 
in the batch identifiers that accompany the PERS detail records (refer to "PERS batch identifiers", below). 
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Batch Identifiers.  A batch identifier is used to accompany detail entries in the PERS dataset.  The batch identifier is used as a handle to group 
like-PERS detail information and to separate these entries from other PERS detail records. 

The batch identifier is composed of the PERS Frequency (Alpha) Code, 3-digit Unit Number and the associated reporting period (4-digit year 
and 2-digit month).  An example of a valid PERS batch identifier for the first biweekly payroll in January 1995, for unit 200 is "D200199501".  
This identifier will be assigned by the system during the extraction process when the PERS detail records are created.   

 

4.18.8 CalPERS EPMC Calculations and Reporting 
The user must select one of the three options, described below and in the CalPERS Procedures Manual, to report the value of EPMC 
contributions, where applicable.  This additional calculation and reporting is only used where the user's contract with CalPERS manual that 
regular EPMC contributions must be reported as "compensation earnable".  The setup described below will provide an accumulation method of 
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computing and reporting the value of EPMC (Employer Paid Member Contributions) as compensation earnable in one of the three methods 
provided by CalPERS. 

The normal set up for CalPERS reporting in Financials requires that a separate contribution and/or deduction be defined for each Contribution 
Code reported.  It is also required that four pay bases be used to keep track of the earnings that apply to each contribution code.  That is, a 
regular pay base (normally pay base 7) for contribution code 1, a prior period earnings adjustment pay base for contribution code 3, a 
retroactive earnings pay base for contribution code 5, and a special compensation pay base for contribution code 9.  The pay bases used in the 
PERS reporting are defined in common code PERS PAYBASES. 

In addition to the basic setup, the following is required: 

·In the Medium Description field of common code PERS PAYBASES enter the legend EPMC OPTION x, where x is 1, 2 or 3, indicating 
which reporting option, defined below, is to be used. 

To report correctly in one of the three methods CalPERS has defined, the original EPMC amounts (in the examples below, the $70 and $14 of 
Contribution Codes 1 and 9, respectively) must be isolated in the regular Payroll system. 

ALL OPTIONS: The additional contributions described below for options 1, 2 and 3, must be assigned to all employees that have the regular 
PERS contribution assigned and are subject to the special EPMC contribution amount on "compensation earnable". 

CalPERS OPTION 1: The EPMC amount computed on earnings is added to the employees' pay rate and an additional EPMC contribution 
amount is calculated on the original EPMC amount and reported in the EPMC column.  For instance if an employee's pay rate is $1000 
(contribution code 1) and subject to a 7% contribution, and the employee also receives an additional $200 special compensation (contribution 
code 09), the contributions reported and the file sent to CalPERS will show the following (in boldface): 

CONTRIBUTION CODE                        PAY RATE                   EPMC 

01                                                              1070 (1000+70)          74.90 (70+4.90) 

09                                                              214   (200+14)            14.98 (14+.98) 

                            Totals:                            1284                             89.88 

In this example $70 is the EPMC amount calculated on the $1000 earnings reported with contribution code 1.  The additional $4.90 is the 
EPMC contribution amount calculated on the $70 EPMC.  The $14 is the EPMC amount calculated on the $200 special compensation and $.98 
is the EPMC contribution amount calculated on the $14 Special Compensation EPMC amount. 
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Set up for OPTION 1: The Calc Codes for contribution codes 1, 3, 5 and 9 (which equate to Financials PERS codes PR11, PR13, PR15 and 
PR16, respectively) must compute the normal EPMC amount ($70 and $14 for contribution codes 1 and 9, respectively, in the example above).  
These amounts must be stored by the Calc Codes in separate MSCX.NUMx fields.  The EPMC contribution amounts can then be computed 
($4.90 and .98, respectively) and the EPMC totals ($74.90 and 14.98, respectively) recorded in the CNTX.AMT of each contribution. 

Four additional contributions must be defined, corresponding to the four regular ones mentioned in the previous paragraph, for contribution 
codes 1, 3, 5 and 9.  The calc codes for these additional contributions will simply record (in the calc codes' CNTX.AMT field) the EMPC 
amount computed by the original contributions' calc code and stored in a MSCX.NUMx field.  The original EPMC amount ($70 and $14 in the 
example above) is passed to these contributions through four MSCX.NUMx fields.  These new contributions must: 

·Add to the appropriate pay base (that is, the pay base associated with each type of contribution code) 

·Have a "Y" in the Count-as-Salary field (switch 20, screen 3, mask PYUPCC) 

·Be coded with PR11, PR13, PR15 or PR16 in the appropriate Miscellaneous Code field of the Contribution Definition 

·Have a higher priority number than all regular PERS contributions 

The contribution numbers used for the new contributions must be entered in the Associated Description fields of common code PERS 
PAYBASES on the same line as the corresponding pay base for each particular contribution code. 

CalPERS OPTION 2: The EPMC amount for all applicable contribution codes is added to the normal pay rate (contribution code 1) and the 
computed additional EPMC contribution amount is added to the normal EPMC amount.  Using the same earnings reported with Option 1, 
above, the report to CalPERS will show (items in boldface) the following: 

CONTRIBUTION CODE                                              PAY RATE                     EPMC 

01                                                                                   1084 (1000+70+14)     75.88 (70+4.90+.98) 

09                                                                                   200                                14.00 

                                      Totals:                                       1284                               89.88 

Set up for OPTION 2: One additional contribution must be defined to execute after all other PERS contributions. The regular PERS 
contributions, through their calc codes, will add their EPMC amounts ($70 and $14 in the example above) to the same MSCX.NUMx field, 
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then compute the EPMC contribution amount.   The EPMC and EPMC contribution amounts are added together to record in the CNTX.AMT 
of the normal PERS contribution. 

The new contribution's calc code will record the EPMC amount (70 + 14), passed through the MSCX.NUMx mechanism, in its CNTX.AMT 
field.  The number of this new contribution must be entered in the first Associated Description field of common code PERS PAYBASES.  This 
additional contribution must have: 

·PR11 in the appropriate Miscellaneous Code field of the Contribution Definition 

·A "Y" in the Count-as-Salary field (switch 20 of screen 3 of mask PYUPCC) 

·A higher priority number than all other PERS contributions 

·Add to the Normal PERS pay base (usually 7). 

CalPERS OPTION 3: The EPMC amount is reported normally and is also reported as a separate Special Compensation (contribution code 9) 
entry with the EPMC contribution amount computed on the original EPMC amounts.  Again, using the same earnings reported with Option 1, 
above, the report to CalPERS will show (the items in boldface): 

CONTRIBUTION CODE                                           PAY RATE                       EPMC 

01                                                                                1000                                 70.00 

09                                                                                200                                   14.00 

09                                                                                84 (70+14)                         5.88 (4.90+.98) 

                                    Totals:                                      1284                                  89.88 

Set up for OPTION 3: All the regular PERS contributions, through their calc codes, must add their calculated EPMC amounts to a single 
reserved MSCX.NUMx field.  Two additional contributions must be defined.  The new contributions must execute in the order indicated below. 

The contribution numbers for these two contributions must be entered in the fifth Associated Description field of the PERS PAYcommon code 
in the indicated order and separated by a comma.   That is, if  "1120,1121" (without the quotes) is entered in the fifth Associated Description of 
the common code, it indicates that contribution 1120 is the first contribution and 1121 is the second contribution. 
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The first contribution uses the MSCX.NUMx field, which has the total amount from all other PERS contributions' EPMC amounts ($70 and 
$14 in the example above, totaling $84). This contribution's calc code will record that amount in the CNTX.AMT field.  The definition of this 
first contribution must: 

Have a higher priority number than all other PERS contributions except for the one below 

Have PR16 in the appropriate Miscellaneous Code box of the Contribution Definition 

Have a "Y" in the Count-as-Salary field (switch 20 of the 3rd screen of the Contribution Definition) 

Add to the special compensation pay base 

The second contribution, the one that computes the EPMC contribution amount, must be coded the same as other special compensation 
contributions, that is, with: 

PR16 in the appropriate Miscellaneous Code box of the Contribution Definition 

A higher priority number than all other PERS contributions 

This contribution's calc code will use the MSCX.NUMx field to compute the EPMC contribution amount ($5.88 in example 3, above) and then 
record the result in the CNTX.AMT field.   

 

4.18.9 Updating CalPERS Data 
This process, invoked by mask PYRERRCAPU, allows the user to add, change or delete data from the PERS dataset.  The changes made 
through this mask do not change any information in the employee master, check history or calculations made through the normal payroll force 
calc or pay and distribute process.  It only changes the data in the PERS dataset, subsequently used to produce the CalPERS report and file, by 
mask PYRERRCAPT. 

The system will ask: 

Please enter the Unit number to browse. 
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The user may enter a three digit Unit number to limit the scope of available entries to be viewed and/or altered, or by simply pressing 
[RETURN] (or [ENTER]) be able to view data for all units. 

In BROWSE mode, data is presented sequentially by employee Social Security Number.  Within each SSN, the information is displayed with 
the most recent Report Date first, going backwards in time until the oldest data on file for the same SSN is reached.  If F5 or F6 is pressed, the 
program will go to the next available SSN backwards or forwards, respectively.   If [ENTER] is pressed while the message "* There are more 
entries; hit ENTER to see them *" is displayed, the next older entries for the same SSN are displayed.  This message will stop displaying when 
there are no more entries for the same SSN. 

SSN: Member's Social Security Number 

LAST NAME: Member's surname 

FNAME/MI: Member's first name and middle initial 

REPORT CCYY/MM:  Report year/month and frequency code 

UNITE: Employee's 3-digit Unit Number 

BATCH: Batch name assigned to the data in the format XUUUYYYYMM where X is the alpha conversion of the frequency code (A=0, B=1, 
C=2, etc.), UUU is the unit number, YYYY is the Reporting Year and MM is the Reporting Month 

COVER GROUP: Member's Coverage Group 

DATE: (MMYYYY)Service Period Date 

CD: Frequency Code for the Service Period 

PC: Pay Code 

Rate: Pay Rate 

Amount Pay: Amount (earnings) 

Member Rate: Member Contribution Rate 

Member Cd: Member Contribution Code 
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Member Cnt: Amount Member Contribution Amount 

Surv Cnt: Survivor Benefit Contribution Amount 

Wk Cd: Member Work Schedule Code 

EPMC/TxDfrd Cd: Member Tax Deferred Contribution Code or Employer Paid Member Contribution Code 

EPMC/TxDfrd: Amount Member paid Tax Deferred Contribution Amount or Employer Paid Member Contribution Amount 

The user may add entries by simply entering all the pertinent information on a blank line in the middle portion of the screen, change entries by 
writing over information already on those lines, or delete entries by spacing through all the fields on a line. 

The fields at the bottom of the screen, FIND SSN, and NAME, may be used to go directly to another member's data. 

 

4.19 K12 Time Card Entry SPS 

4.19.1 Overview 
The K12 Time Card entry process is designed to facilitate the entry of additional dates (service period end/begin dates needed for 
retirereporting).  This is accomplished by giving the user the ability to toggle the date column (in screen 1) between a rate date, end date and 
begin date, where appropriate.  The user can control through a common code how this toggle will work. 

 

4.19.2 Common Codes 
1.  PYFG PY385C, PYFG PY385C01, PYFG PY385C02 and PYFG PY385C03 must be set up the same as PYFG PY397C. 

Refer to the Common Codes user guide for specific setup information.  
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2.  Define Common Code PERS WRKSCHED to identify a subset of employees who are classified separately (typically reduced work load 
schedule 173) and have the system override their default work schedules and pay codes.  

Description (1) : <Cluster.Attribute> , <sched override check>    - Enter the Empm attribute to check if the value matches the scheduled entered 
value.  If a match is found  then replace the work schedule code and the pay code if defined.  If the employee matches the criteria then they are 
reported as a monthly pay code as well. 

value (1) - pay code override 

code (1) - work schedule code override 

Example:  If the employee has 173 in skill code 1 on the Employee Definition screen then it will override the pay code to 1 and set the work 
schedule code to 173. 

Description:   EMPM.SKILL1,173 

value:  1 

Code: 173 

 

4.20 New Hire Report for the State of California 
The New Hire report for the State of California uses the New User Defined Report capabilities of Financials Payroll. 

Naming conventions:  The state wants a magnetic media file sent to them named 4NEWHIRE.  This is not good news for  clients on HP as file 
names starting with a digit are not valid on HP platforms.  Consequently, the name NEWHIRE4 has been substituted for the name 4NEWHIRE 
as was recommended by the state.  (Actually, the program allows you to name your mag media file anything you want.)  As per the state 
personnel, they will accept files named NEWHIRE4 supposedly without responding with a non-compliance letter.  If a non-compliance letter is 
sent, the state has assured us that this non-compliance letter can be ignored and, if they send subsequent non-compliance letters, you can 
continue ignoring them and eventually they will give up and accept the NEWHIRE4 file name with no comment. 

When you run the report, you want to select employees within a range of hire dates.   
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4.20.1 Run time notes 
1. When you run mask PYREUNPS, the report name is NEWHIRE4. 

2. When you select on Hire Date, the date format is mmddyyyy.  A range is specified as mmddyyyy-mmddyyyy. 

3. New run time question: "Suppress Records When All Amounts Are Zero (Y/N):"  Answer this "N".  This question used to be a Common 
Code.  Said Common Code is now ignored. 

4. New run time question: "Include mag media header records after subtotal records (Y/N):".  Answer this "Y". 

5. When the program asks for the fiscal year, it really doesn't matter much which fiscal year you enter as none of the data for the report/mag 
media file is fiscal year sensitive. 

 

4.21 New Hire Report for the State of California 

4.21.1 Installation Instructions 
1. Export the report definition via PYREUNEX.  Don't make the file name the same as the report name. 

2. PYUTCU and unload calc code 4011. 

3. Transmit files from step 1 to customer site.  Report definition is transferred as binary and needs to end up in the perm directory. 

4. Pad the report definition to 1024.  (pad xxxxx 1024 b) 

5. PYREUNEX and import the report definition. 

6. PYUTCL and load calc code 4011.  (Transmission, padding, etc. is done like all other calc code transfers.) 
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7. PYREUNUP  and call up report NEWHIRE4.  Make screen 1 on client site look like screen 1 on our site.  (As of this date, there is a database 
incompatibility between our account and most customer accounts.) 

Note:  At times, the New User Defined Report seems to take the report definition from the exported/imported flat file rather than the database.  
So…when you pick a name for the file to export in step 1, don't make the file name the same as the report name.   
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5 Colorado 

5.1 PERA/401K Pay Period Report/File 
The PERA/401K reports and flat files are available via mask PYRERRCORR.  This process needs to be run every pay period and generates the 
flat files containing PERA and 401K information as required by the State of Colorado. 

Two reports are produced by the process, one for PERA activity and one for 401K activity.  These reports are basically batch proof reports of 
the flat file information that must be submitted to the state. 

Two flat files ready for submittal to the state are produced, AGxxxPR and AGxxxK where xxx is the Employer Number assigned by the state. 
AGxxxPR contains PERA information while AGgxxxK contains 401K information. 

Hours used to identify PERA/401K Subject Wages are marked with a "+" or "_" in the client selected retirement paybase. 

Contributions/Deductions affecting PERA/401K are marked with special code values in the client specified miscellaneous code for the 
appropriate PERA/401K contributions/deductions.   

 

5.2 PERA Contributions and Deductions 
For PERA contributions and deductions, the following special codes are used: 

PRA1 - Member Contributions 

PRA2 - Life Insurance Premiums 

PRA3 - Employee DC Contributions 

PRA4 - "Matchmaker" Contributions 
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5.3 401K Contributions and Deductions 
For 401K contributions and deductions, the following special codes are used: 

PRK1 - Member Contributions 

PRK2 - Section 125 Contributions 

PRK3 - Employer Matching Amounts 

PRK4 - "Matchmaker" Contributions 

PRK5 - Employer Discretionary Contributions 

That is, using mask PYUPCC or PYUPDD (or equivalent HR screens), set the selected Miscellaneous Code to one of the above values for that 
contribution or deduction to be included in the PERA/401K reports/files. 

Before initial processing, the PYFG/PY781CO common code must be set up. 

Refer to the Common Code user guide for specific setup information.   
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6 Florida 

6.1 Installation of Florida Retirement Reporting 
This document is intended for an organization's IS department for purposes of copying and installing the Florida retirement changes from the 
database of the installation by SunGard Public Sector to other databases. 

It will be necessary to perform the installation from the UNIX prompt.  All UNIX commands will be preceded herein by "unix:" designating 
the UNIX prompt. 

Following are the elements of the installation and the location of the files where $home is the home of wherever the original installation was 
performed by SunGard Public Sector : 
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1. Move all these files to their new $home. 

2. Compile py268fl, py368fl, py568fl, py978fl 

    PY67064R is the ROOTROLL file.  There are many ways to apply the ROOTROLL file.  Here's one:  Get to $home/source.  unix: rm   
   ROOTROLL     unix: cp PY67064R ROOTROLL   unix: cat ROOTROLL    Make sure you see things like "PYRERRFL…".  unix:   
   run qt935 

3. Get to $home/sl.  unix: compilesl py824.cbl    unix: make run   If you do not get the "DONE" banner, unix: cd bin     unix: rm run.old      
    unix: mv run run.old   unix: mv run.new run 

If the programs in source or sl do not compile the most likely problem will be an incorrect move of PYFLPERS or PYGETATT.  
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6.2 Florida Pers 

6.2.1 Overview 
The PERS Processing and Reporting programs are designed to: 

Extract pay and contribution information as it relates to PERS, and as designated through special coding of CDHs as defined by the user 
Generate a report and file to fulfill those obligations required by PERS. 

Provide a method of modifying data and regenerating the report and file.   

 

6.2.2 Running PERS Software 
EXTRACT (Mask PYRERRFLEX): This procedure will isolate payroll history data from the payroll database, based on beginning and 
ending report dates entered by the user.  Periods to be included in the extract may be specified in one of two ways: 

Periods whose begin/end dates are spanned by the dates entered at run time if the medium description of common code PYFG PY268FL 
contains the legend USE PERIOD BEGIN/END DATES.   

Data selected will be only from periods whose Check Date falls within the dates supplied by the user if the common code described above 
contains any other value. 

Any data previously extracted from the same period(s) and placed in the PERS dataset, will be deleted from that dataset and replaced with the 
new data if the user replies "Y" (the default answer) to the question 'Delete report period before adding info from this merge?"  Only pay with a 
"+" in the retirement pay base (7) of the hour definition (screen 2) will be used in computing the 'Salary' reported.  Contributions and 
deductions, which are PERS, related are defined through common codes.  See the SET UP section, below, for details. 

REPORT & FILE (Mask PYRERRFLRE): This procedure will use the data previously extracted to produce a report and file.  If necessary, 
modifications may be made to the data, and the report and file regenerated.  The headings for this report can be located through mask 
NUUPHD, with a value of PYPERSFL.  This process is dependent on common code PYFG PY568FL (see setup specifications, below) for 
correct operation. 
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UPDATE (Mask PYRERRFLUP): Use this screen to modify/add/delete any data deemed incorrect on the report.  Enter an employees' ID, 
SSN or Name (Last name, First Initial or enough of the name to isolate the desired employee) to retrieve information on file for an employee 
for the month/year designated at program startup.  The browse keys (F5, F6) only permit movement within a single employee with more than 
the 6 lines displayed on the screen.  Delete lines by blanking out the Salary, Empr Ret, Empr His, and Hours fields.  After all changes have 
been made, regenerate the report/file as described above.  Only use Collect mode to add an employee who had no data extracted for the 
month/year being processed.   

 

6.2.3 Setup 

Contribution, Deduction, and Hour Definitions 

CDH definitions that are applicable to PERS must be coded with the following values: 

6th Misc Code: Enter the word LUMP or the value 21 if the CDH relates to Lump Sum Vacation payments as defined by PERS. 

Enter the value 23 in applicable CDHs. 

Enter the value 88 if the CDH relates to Workers' Comp to be reported to PERS 

Hours/Pay: All pay that is reportable to PERS must affect pay base 7.  Enter a "+" or "-" in the PB7 box on screen 2 of the hour definition 
(mask PYUPHH). 

If it is desired to report any of the 457, 403B or 401K savings plans (reporting is currently optional), a particular miscellaneous code must be 
designated then set to either 457, 403B or 401K. 

 

Common Codes 

PERS FLORIDAx (where x is a number from 0 through 9) 

PYFG PY268FL is used by mask PYRERRFLEX to control certain aspects of the extract process. 
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PYFG PY568FL1 and PY568FL2  are used by masks PYRERRFLEX and PYRERRFLUP to extend the number of sub-totals (groups) that will 
be printed on the  summary page  from a maximum of 5 to a maximum of 15.  

 

6.3 Employer's Quarterly Report of Unemployment Tax for the State of Florida 
Process PYRESRFLSU generates a file containing unemployment tax information in MMREF-1 or XML format ready for electronic 
transmission to the state plus a proof list of the file contents.  When run, the process, in addition to the normal selection criteria questions, will 
ask for the report year and report quarter to be reported and the desired name of the generated file. 

The process first extracts unemployment data using a generic unemployment data extraction program then this state specific program generates 
the report and file.  Information for the report is pulled from employee history for all periods with either a tax year/tax month or calendar 
year/calendar month (as controlled by common code PYFG/PY622C01) within the quarter to be reported. 

Note on the XML format:  Once the output file is offloaded from the environment onto a local PC, the file must be renamed with a “.xml” 
suffix before submission to the state.  For example, if, at runtime, you specified you wanted the file named “FILENAME”, you would rename 
the file on the local PC as “FILENAME.xml”.  This file can be readily examined prior to transmission to the state by browsing the file using 
Internet Explorer.  

 

6.3.1 Required Common Codes 
PYFG/781FL01 - Common code PYFG/781FL01 must be defined.  Set the following     

Long Description:  If using the XML format, set this to the email address of the company contact specified in PYUPGN. 

Associated Value 1:  Set this to the Unemployment Tax Rate, e.g., 0.04200.  Leave this field blank if no Tax Due is to be reported. 

Associated Value 2:  Set this to the number of the FID field on the ROOT page of the Entity Definition screen PYUPGN to be used to report 
FEIN. 

Associated Code 1:  If using the XML format, set this to “TEST” to generate a test only file. 
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Associated Code 2:  Set to “XML” to cause the program to generate the output file in XML format. 

Associated Description 1:  Set this to your Florida Unemployment Tax Account Number. 

Associated Description 2:  Set this to the EMPM or GENM cluster/attribute to be used for reporting Unit Code.  If this field is left blank, no 
Unit Code will be reported.  A value entered in this field must be of the form “EMPM.xxxxxx” or “GENM.xxxxxx” where xxxxxx is the 
EMPM/GENM attribute to be reported.  Said attribute must be an non-numeric attribute. 

Associated Description 3:  Set this to PRINT HEADER RECORDS if you want the process to print the contents of the header records (“RA” 
and “RE” records) on the first page of the report. 

Associated Description 4:  If using the XML format, set this to the state assigned transmission ID. 

Associated Description 5:  If using the XML format, set this to the state assigned software ID. 

PYFG/PY622C - The generic extraction program is controlled by common codes PYFG/PY622C and PYFG/PY622C01 documented 
separately.  The only needed values for this process is PYFG/PY622C, Medium Description and Associated Value 1, Associated Value 3 and 
possibly PYFG/PY622C01 Associated Code 1. 
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7 Georgia 

7.1 Public School Employee System Retirement (PSERS) Report/File 
The PSERS report/file process is available via mask PYRERRGASR.  The process is simple to run; all that is asked is that the month and year 
for the report be supplied in the form mm/yy.  The resultant file of the process is named PSRmmyy where mmyy is the specified month/year 
for the report. 

Common code PYFG/PY780GA must be set up prior to running the process. 

Refer to the Common Code user guide for specific setup information. 

 

7.1.1 PSERS Installation Instructions 
Items to install: 

Program: PY750GA 

Rootroll file: PY43112R 

 

7.2 Georgia SUI File Generation 
A New User Defined Report (NUDR) is available for the generation of a report/file for the required quarterly SUI information.  NUDR is 
documented in  the Payroll manual. 

The report is available via mask PYREUNPS.  Specify report GASUI. 
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1. Make sure you say you want to suppress records with negative values. 

2. Always say the report includes magnetic media output. 

3. For other questions, you can simply take the default answer. 

The report and report calculation codes need to be changed before running the report. 

The report is changed via mask PYREUNUP.  Specify report GASUI.  F6 to get to the first detail record and then F5/F6 to get to the desired 
records and fields.  Fields within a record are uniquely identified by the Record Name, the Start Position, and the End Position.  The following 
table indicates the needed changes: 

Report calculation codes are changed by mask PYREUNCC.  The lines needing changing are preceded by comment lines of the form: 

NN   <<******** comment ********>> 

The following table indicates the calculation codes needing changing: 
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Special Note:  Once the report specification and report calculation codes are set up, most state UI report setups only need changing when the UI 
rate or limit changes.  Unfortunately, Georgia has decided to require the inclusion of underpayments, overpayment credits, interest, penalty and 
actual amount remitted in the totals record of the file.  This means that if you have underpayments, overpayments, etc. or if your payment will 
differ from the amount due, report calculation codes need to be changed for the quarter.  The prior table has the pertinent calculation code 
numbers in bold face italics. 
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Saving modified report specifications/calculation codes:  After the report specifications and calculation codes are changed, it is quite easy to 
save the modified items. 

1.  To save the report specification, PYREUNEX and indicate you want to export report GASUI.  You get to pick the file name.  This file can 
be imported via PYREUNEX at some later time.  The file is saved in the 'perm' directory and, if you later import the file, it must be in the 
'perm' directory. 

2.  To save report calculation codes, use PYUTCU which will unload the report calculation codes.  Report calculation codes start with a '4' for 
purposes of loading and unloading calculation codes.  For example, report calculation code 123 becomes 4123 for import/export.  If you accept 
the defaults, the file name will begin with 'RPT', e.g., RPT4123.  The RPT files are saved in the default directory, usually 'data'.  PYUTCL is 
used to load report calculation codes.   

 

7.2.1 Deliverable items 
1.Version 1A09 of program py644c.  Version 1.09 and 1.10 will not work for this report.  You need either 1A09 or 1.11 or higher. 

2.Rootroll file:  pyt18374r. 

3.Calculation code files for import via PYUTCL:  RPT4802, RPT4803, RPT4807, RPT4809, RPT4810, RPT4811, RPT4812, RPT4813, 
RPT4814, RPT4815. 

4.NUDR Report Specification file for import via PYREUNEX:  GASUI.   

 

7.2.2 GASUI Report Installation Instructions 

General NUDR Report Installation Instructions 

1. If client has a release of py644 less than 1.11, transmit version 1A09 in the state directory and compile on client site. 

2. Possible files to be transmitted consist of: 
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A. A rootroll file of the form PynnnnnR. 

B. A report specification file which will have the same file name as the report being installed. 

C.  Any number of report calculation code files of the form RPTnnnn where nnnn is the calculation code number which consists of  the digit 4 
followed by the three digit report calculation code number.  For example, RPT4123 is calculation code number 4123 which is report calculation 
code 123. 

3. Unsquish (MPE) or Uncompress (UNIX) appropriate files. 

4. COPY (MPE) or cp (UNIX) the rootroll file to ROOTROLL. 

5. R QT935 (MPE) or run qt935 (UNIX). 

6. UNIX - mv all the RPT files and the report specification file to files of the same name but with capital letters, e.g., mv rpt4123 RPT4123. 

7. Move the report specification file to the PERM (MPE) or perm (UNIX) directory. 

8. Determine your default directory (typically DATA).  RJ then, when the main menu is displayed, enter ":listf @,2".  The   GROUP name on 
the first line displayed is your default directory. 

9. RENAME (MPE) or mv (UNIX) all RPTnnnn files to the default directory. 

10.Load the report calc codes via PYUTCL. 

11.Import the report specification via PYREUNEX. 

12.In the past, there have been problems with a report if a report in the NUDR database has the same name as a file in the PERM direc    tory.  
To avoid this, rename, delete or move the report specification file. 

11. Notify user of delivery and deliver the .doc document in the state directory. 

     GASUI SPECIFICS 

Rootroll file: PY18374R 

Report specification file:  GASUI 
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Report calculation code files: RPT4802, RPT4803, RPT4807, RPT4809, RPT4810, RPT4811, RPT4812, RPT4813, RPT4814, RPT4815 

Compressed/squished files: GASUI 
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8 Idaho 

8.1 Retirement Reporting Overview 
This process produces the State of Idaho Retirement Report and File.  The file layout is per publication Employer Manual 9-26.  It requires that 
a client be using HFS0009 or later. 

There are three masks involved in this process: 

PYRERRID01 extracts applicable data from Check History creating a flat-file.  The extracted data is then updated (added or replaced) to a 
utility dataset in the PYDB.  Data is organized by payroll period in this dataset. 
PYRERRID03 provides the user a means of viewing and modifying the data previously extracted. 
PYRERRID04 is used to produce a report and generate a file for subsequent submission to PERSI. 

The processes assume a retirement pay base of 7, a retirement hour base of 16 and a sick balance hour base of 8, unless overridden by the user 
in common code PERS IDMAP, described below. 

 

 

8.2 Setup 
Before data can be extracted for subsequent processing, contribution and deduction definitions must be properly coded, employees assigned the 
appropriate contributions and/or deductions and codes, and common codes defined. 

Contributions and deductions that apply to retirement reporting must be coded in one of the eight Miscellaneous Code boxes of the CDH 
definition.  Which Miscellaneous Code box is used is at the user's discretion, but the same box must be available for all the retirement CDH 
definitions.  When the box to be used is determined, designate the number of that box in common code PERS IDMAP in the fourth Numeric 
Value field.  The codes to be used and their meaning are: 
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IRDB Regular PERSI Defined Benefit (DB) plan activity 

IRDC Regular PERSI  Defined  Contribution (DC) plan activity 

IROR Regular PERSI Optional Retirement (DC) Plan activity 

IRBA Adjustment to prior DB plan activity 

IRCA Adjustment to prior DC plan activity 

IROA Adjustment to prior ORP plan activity 

IRRP  Re-pay or buy back plan activity (always a deduction definition). 

Remember to fill the retirement pay base and hour base on screen 2 of the CDH definitions.  These positions are defined by  common code 
settings as explained later. 

The employer rate is calculated using the PERSIDMAP1. 

Worker's Comp pay (not contribution) needs "WORK" in misc code 1 of the hour definition to trigger the worker's comp pay flag to be set to 
"Y" in the report.  When an employee is receiving his/her normal earnings, the worker's comp flag is automatically "N". 

The following data must be available for each employee: 

Employees must be assigned all applicable contributions and deductions.  All 'PERSI' contribution and deduction assignments must have 
beginning and ending dates (Rec. B/E: ) populated.  Enter a begin date 5 months beyond the hire date, so the employee's deduction and 
contribution only takes place after he/she becomes eligible.  Use an end date of 12/31/2050, so it remains active until termination.   

Each employee must have one of the following Class codes assigned for reporting purposes:  

1 = General Member 

2 = Fire or Police 

3 = Teacher 

4 = General with Police grandfather rights 
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A = Option I Fire 

B = Option II Fire prior to 7/1/1978 

D = Fire, employed after 10/1/1980 

E = General Member (non-fire) working for an FRF unit 

The Class Code may be assigned to each employee in one of three ways: 

By using the CLASS/UNIT mechanism provided through common code PERS IDMAP, described below. 

By entering a valid Class Code in switch 17 of the deduction or contribution definition (screen 3 of masks PYUPCC and PYUPDD). 

For this method to work, however, multiple contributions and/or deductions must be defined, at least one for each class of employee, and 
employees assigned only those contributions and deductions with the appropriate class code. 

Employees may also be assigned a Class code by entering a value in switch 4 of screen 2 of the employee definition (mask PYUPEM).  Class 
codes entered in the employee master switch 4 override any values found in C/D definitions switch 17. 

 

8.3 Special Employee setups 
Special Employee setups for IRRP (repayments); IRBA,IRCA, or IROA (adjustments); officials: 

Employees that are on a Re-pay or buy back plan can have an invoice number assigned to the deduction by placing up to 10 alpha characters in 
the special misc code fields of their employee deduction assignment for the CDH number relating to Re-pay / buy back. 

Adjustments may be set up with begin / end dates or a particular pay period in the special codes fields of the employee's deduction/contribution 
assignment.  There are four 4character special code fields.  Treat them as one 7 digit field when using a pay period.  When using begin/end 
dates, use the first 8 characters for the begin date, and the second 8 characters for the end date.  The dates must be in "mmddccyy" format. 

There is a provision to identify elected "officials"  by placing "ELEC" in the type field of the employee master definition.  
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8.4 Common codes 
PERS IDMAP 

PERS IDMAP1 

Refer to the Common Code user guide for specific setup information.  

 

8.4.1 PERS IDMAP2 

8.4.2 Extract 
After all the needed set up is complete, invoke mask PYRERRID01 to extract information from a specific Check History period.  

The first question asked by the mask is what period is to be extracted.  Normally, this will be the most current period that has been paid and 
distributed.   
The next question pertains to the use of Selection Criteria.  Selection Criteria may be used to extract PERSI data for a limited scope or set of 
employees.  This will normally only be used after a normal, full-cycle extract is made, changes have been made to only a few employees, and 
only those employees need to be re-extracted. 

The third question asks whether the user wants to include data from unpaid check history records.  The normal response to this question is 
"NO", that is, only paid check history is to be extracted. Unpaid check history is normally only extracted for testing purposes or if the user 
wants to produce a preliminary PERSI report prior to the actual pay and distribute process and a complete subsequent re-extract. 

The next question asked is "Delete report period before adding info from this merge?".  If this is a re-extract of only a few employees in the 
period, the answer to this question should be "NO", that way only the data for the selected employees will be replaced.  If an extract or re-
extract of the entire pay cycle is being done, the answer should be "YES".  
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8.4.3 Update 
This mask, PYRERRID03, provides the user with a means of adding, modifying and deleting data from the retirement utility dataset prior to 
producing a report and generate a file for submission to PERSI. 

Information is retrieved for an employee by payroll period, either in SSN or Name sequence. The demographic information at the top of the 
screen is retrieved from the employee's master record.  Any changes to this information must be made through the normal employee 
maintenance process (mask PYUPEM in payroll or the appropriate screen in HR). 

The bottom of the screen allows the user to browse or add up to 5 detail entries at a time for an employee.   Comments may also be included, if 
desired.   When making record changes, hit the block mode {enter} key twice to complete the update process.  The screen will require an 
eligibility end date for most types of updates.  If the record represents termination information, type in a termination date, otherwise type in a 
infinite date such as 12/31/2050 . 

The screen does not allow record deletions using the F2 key.  To delete a record, blank out all of the detail information in the lower block.  
Make sure eligibility begin and end dates are populated. Then hit the block mode {enter} key twice to delete the entire record for that 
employee's pay period.   

 

8.4.4 Report and File 
Mask PYRERRID04 is the final step in the PERSI processing.  This mask allows the user to produce a report and generate a file (in the PERSI 
dictated format).  If any information is inaccurate or missing, the user may use the UPDATE mask to make corrections and re-run this mask as 
often as necessary.  The following questions are asked during this process: 

"Enter the period" to be extracted. 

"Enter the name of the retirement file".  A file with this name will be created on disk (in the DATA directory).  This file can then be copied to 
tape or diskette, or transmitted directly to PERSI as directed in PERSI's Employer Manual.   
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9 Iowa 

9.1 Public Employees Retirement System Overview 
The IPERS process will produce the standard Iowa Public Employees Retirement System report and file as defined in the IPERS Employer 
Handbook, Revised June 2001.   

 

9.1.1 Setup 
Every employee to be reported must have an Occupation Class Code of 1 through 16.  If all employees are to have the same code, it can be 
assigned through Common Code PYFG PY781IA, code OCCUPATION.  If different codes need to be assigned to employees, then one of the 
available fields in the Employee Master Definition can be used. The field in the Employee Master that contains this information is made known 
to this process through Common Code PYFG PY78IA, code OCCUPATION, described below. 

Employees will only be included in the report/file if they have an assignment of a contribution or deduction coded for IPERS process 
Contributions and deductions defined in the payroll system and applicable to IPERS reporting must be coded with the proper value in one of 
the Miscellaneous Code fields of the Contribution and Deduction Definition screens (mask PYUPCC and PYUPDD, respec Which one of the 
eight Miscellaneous Code boxes is used and what code is entered in that box is made known to this process through common code PYFG 
PY781IA, code CNT/DED. 

Earnings to be reported to IPERS must affect the retirement pay base (plus/minus in Screen 2 of the Hour Definition, mask PYUPHH).  
Normally, the pay base used is 7, but users have the option of designating a different pay base for this purpose through common code PYFG 
PY781IA, code IPERS PB, described below.  All pay and direct contributions that affect the retirement pay base will be included in the wages 
reported. 

Employee and employer rates are supplied to this process through common code(s) PYFG 781IA##, where ## is the number of an Occupation 
Class Code.  
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9.1.2 Processing 
Use mask PYRERRIAPR to produce the IPERS report and file. 

The user will need to supply a beginning and ending date for the scope of the report.  All pay periods defined in the system whose CHECK 
DATE falls within this range will be selected and reported.  Optionally, the EXTRACT BY END DATE option may be specified in the 
Medium Description field of common code PYFG PY781IA.  Only check history from those periods that has been distributed (check note DP 
or DT) will be included. 

The file created when producing a quarter-end report, will be named IPERSqyy, where q is the quarter number and yy are the last two digits of 
the year. 

After this process is completed, the file can be copied (use file transfer if running from a PC under Reflection) to a diskette for submission to 
IPERS.   

 

9.1.3 Common Code Setup 
A. Use common code PYFG PY781IA to customize certain aspects of this process.  

Short Description:  Reserved for SPS use. 

Medium Description: Normally, only information from payroll periods whose Check Date falls within the date range entered at run time are 
included in this process.  If the user wishes to change to select by the End Date of the period, enter EXTRACT BY END DATE in this field. 

Long Description: Enter employer name as it is to appear on the report. 

Associated Value, Codes & Descriptions: The word(s) entered in the CODES field determine what should be entered in the NUMERIC 
VALUE and/or DESCRIPTION fields on the same line. 

CODE NUMERIC VALUE and / or DESCRIPTION 
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EMPLOYER Enter the Employer ID in the NUMERIC VALUE.  If all employees have the same Agency ID, enter 
that value in the DESCRIPTION field.  To assign various Agency Ids to employees, in the 
DESCRIPTION field enter the cluster/attribute name of the Employee Master field where the Agency 
ID can be found. 

IPERS PB In the NUMERIC VALUE enter the pay base number (default is 7) to be used in reporting wages. 

OCCUPATION In the DESCRIPTION field enter either the 2-digit Occupation Class Code to be assigned to all 
employees, or the cluster/attribute name of the field in the Employee Master that contains the Class 
Code for each employee. 

CONTACT Enter the contact Name and Phone Number in the DESCRIPTION field.  This is the person IPERS 
will communicate with if there are only problems/question with the information submitted. 

CNT/DED In the NUMERIC VALUE enter the number of the Miscellaneous Code box that will be used to 
identify IPERS contributions/deductions.  In the DESCRIPTION field enter the value (in upper case) 
that will be used to identify these CDHs.  In the example above, this process will look for the value 
PERS in the fourth Miscellaneous Code box of all contribution and deductions. 

B. Use Common Codes PYFG 781IA## (where ## is the 2-digit Occupation Class Code) to supply the appropriate employee and employer 
rates for this report. 

In all common codes of this type, the employee rate is entered in NUMERIC VALUE 1, 3.7 in this case, and the employer rate is entered in 
NUMERIC VALUE 2, 5.75 percent in this example.   

 

9.2 Iowa Multiple Work Site Quarterly Wage Report 

9.3 Overview 
This process will produce the standard Iowa Multiple Work Site Quarterly Wage Report for use in the submission of Employer's Contribution 
and Payroll Report to the Iowa Workforce Development. 
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9.4 Setup 
All employees that were paid during the reporting quarter will appear on the report.   Earnings to be reported must affect the pay base 
(plus/minus in Screen 2 of the Hour Definition, mask PYUPHH). 

 

9.5 Processing 
Use mask PYRESRALMW to produce the report and file. 

The user will need to enter the year and quarter number to be reported by replying to the run-time questions: 

Enter a four-digit tax year: 

and 

Enter a one-digit quarter number: 

The employee data is retrieved from employee accumulators.  These should be up-to-date through the end of the quarter to be reported.  To 
ensure accuracy, it is advisable to re-compute accumulators by running mask PYUTRA for the entire tax year. 

Use common code PYFG PY783IA, described below, to customize certain aspects of this process. 

 

9.6 COMMON CODE SETUP 
PYFG / PY783IA 

Short Description:  Reserved for SPS use 
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Medium Description:  Not used 

Long Description:  Name of report as it is to appear on print out. 

Associated Value, Codes & Descriptions: The word(s) entered in the CODES field determine what should be entered in the NUMERIC 
VALUE and/or DESCRIPTION fields on the same line. 

CODE NUMERIC VALUE and / or DESCRIPTION 

DEPT In the DESCRIPTION field of this parameter, enter the cluster.attribute 
name of the field in the Payroll Employee Master Record where the 
employee's department may be found. 

LINES/PAGE In the NUMERIC VALUE field enter the number of lines (including 
headings) to be printed on each page of the report.  If this parameter is 
omitted, the default is 40 lines per page. 

SORT The following values, separated by commas, may be entered in the 
DESCRIPTION field of this parameter: ID, SSN, DEPT, ENTITY, and 
NAME in the sorting order desired.  For the purposes of this report, DEPT 
must appear first, that is, be the major sort of employee data to be included 
in the report. 
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10 Kansas 

10.1 PERS Overview 
The PERS Processing and Reporting programs are designed to: 

Extract pay and contribution information as it relates to PERS, and as designated through special coding of CDHs 

Generate a report and file to fulfill those obligations required by PERS. 

Provide a method of modifying data and regenerating the report and file.  

 

10.2 Running PERS Software 
EXTRACT (Mask PYRERRKAEX):  This procedure will isolate payroll history data from the payroll database, based on beginning and ending 
report dates entered by the user and on the presence of data that is KPERS reportable as described below.  Data selected will be only from 
periods that are wholly contained within the dates supplied by the user. 

Any data previously extracted from the same period(s) and placed in the PERS dataset, will be deleted from that dataset and replaced with the 
new data if the user replies Y (the default answer) to the question 'Delete report period before adding info from this merge?' 

Contributions, deductions and hours (CDHs) must be identified with a KPERS applicable code in one of the miscellaneous values of the CDH 
definition.  The following are the codes developed for identifying KPERS applicable CDHs: 

KPX1KPERS  regular  KRX1  Rehire 

KPX2KPERS  double  KRX2  Rehire double 

KPX3KPERS  tripleKRX3  Rehire triple 
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KPBB  Buyback 

KPPP  Prior 

Common code PERS KANSASxx (where xx is a number from 00 through 99) defines the KPERS applicable codes and which misc value of 
the CDHs contains the codes.  The associated values of this common code will indicate which miscellaneous value in the CDH to compare and 
the associated code will have a KPERS applicable code, as listed above.  For ease of use, it is recommended that the same miscellaneous value 
be used to code all KPERS reportable CDHs.  That is, if one CDH uses the fourth miscellaneous value, then all CDHs should use the fourth 
miscellaneous value for KPERS coding. 

For example, if associated value 1 of common code PERS KANSAS00 contains the value 4.00000 and associated code 1 contains KPX1, then 
the program will look in the fourth miscellaneous value of all CDH definitions for the value KPX1 to identify KPERS reportable entries that 
should be extracted from check history. 

REPORT (mask PYRERRKARE):  This procedure will use the data previously extracted to produce a report and file.  If necessary, 
modifications may be made to the data through mask PYRERRKAUP, described below, and the report and file regenerated. 

UPDATE (mask PYRERRKAUP):  Use this screen to modify, add or delete any data deemed incorrect.  Enter either an employees' ID, SSN or 
Name (Last name, First Initial or enough of the name to isolate the desired employee) to retrieve information in the KPERS table of the data 
base for an employee for the month and year designated at program startup.  The browse keys (F5, F6) only permit movement within a single 
employee with enough entries to overflow the six lines displayed on the screen.  Delete lines by blanking out all fields on that line.  After all 
changes are made, regenerate the report/file as described above.  Only use Collect mode to add an employee who had no data extracted for the 
month and year being processed.   
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11 Michigan 

11.1 Michigan Employee Pay Assignments 
All employee pay assignments must have beginning and ending dates.  If the process runs into a pay assignment that is not “end dated”, the 
begin date will be set to 01/01/1901 and the end date will be set to 12/31/2050.  If the reported employee is not a contract employee, this 
substitution will not affect the final file submitted to the state.  If the employee is a contract employee, the state will probably reject the file 
because of these dates.   

 

11.1.1 Warning 
Always print the tailsheet for the extraction process (PYRERRMIRE) and check it for warnings and errors. 

The retirement system only “sees” transactions in the primary period and supplemental periods to be reported.  Be very careful that all 
transactions that should affect retirement fall into one of these periods to be reported.   

 

11.1.2 Reversals 
AUTOMATIC HANDLING OF REVERSALS HAS BEEN DISABLED DUE TO ORS CHANGES MAKING THE PROCESSING 
UNRELIABLE.  REVERSALS NOW HAVE TO BE ENTERED MANUALLY VIA TIMECARDS.  NOTE:  OFTEN NOTHING HAS TO 
BE DONE.  FOR EXAMPLE, IF YOU SIMPLY RE-ISSUE A CHECK, YOU CAN REVERSE THE OLD CHECK, ISSUE A HANDCHECK 
FOR THE SAME AMOUNT, AND DO NOTHING FOR RETIREMENT AS LONG AS YOU DO NOT INCLUDE THE HANDCHECK IN 
THE PERIODS BEING PROCESSED BY RETIREMENT.   
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11.1.3 Spread Pay and Other Forms of Contract Payouts 
The process will automatically take care of Spread Pay, Lump Sum Payout, and other forms of contract payouts that are set up as a 
contribution.  Simply code these contributions as a positive adjustments using the coding set up in associated code 1 of common code PYFG 
268MI02. 

In simple terms, the process will add or subtract the payout type contribution to a matching “normal pay” record.  In more exact terms, when 
the process encounters a contract payout type contribution, it will first attempt to add/subtract the contribution to the wage amount of an 
existing  wage code 01, 07 or 08  record that has contract begin/end dates (meaning it is a non-hourly record) with a matching employee class.  
If a match is not found or if adding the contract payout contribution to the wage amount would drive the computed wage amount negative, the 
payout type contribution will be appropriately converted into either a positive or negative adjustment.    

 

11.1.4 Contract Payout Processing 
If a contribution has a plus adjustment coded in the miscellaneous codes (as per common code PYFG/268MI02) it will be considered to be a 
contract payout type contribution/calc code (spread pay, lump sum payout, payoff, etc.).  

When the extract program encounters a payout type contribution, it will initially generate a temporary retirement record with an illegal wage 
code of 99.  The values of the numeric fields in the 99 record will be positive or negative as per the corresponding history record.  

Once all history for a employee is processed, the program will attempt to combine wage code 99 records with wage code 01, 07 or 08 records.  
To combine, a wage code 01, 07 or 08 record must have the same class code as the 99 record and must have a contract begin date (meaning it is 
not an hourly charge).  Negative 99 records will not be combined if they would drive the 01, 07 or 08 record negative.  If a 99 record 
successfully combines, it will be deleted. 

Once all possible combining is completed, any residual 99 records will be changed into either a positive or negative adjustment record 
depending on the sign of the numeric values and reported as a wage code 05 or 06 adjustment.   
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11.1.5 TDP Deductions 
TDP deductions should not be end-dated or should have an end date of 12/31/2050 until the TDP agreement is closed.  When a TDP deduction 
is complete and there will be no more deductions, the TDP deduction should be end-dated and the end date must fall within the next retirement 
reporting period so the appropriate agreement closed reason code can be sent to the state.  Make sure to update the TDP reason code when the 
deduction is end-dated.  Note that reason codes of Employee Deceased and Employee Retired will be extracted even if the employee does not 
get paid in the retirement reporting period.   

 

11.1.6 TDP Adjustments 
TDP adjustments are handled with hour codes (PYUPHH) defined as TDP adjustments.  At least one TDP adjustment hour code needs to be 
defined for each TDP deduction defined.  To define a TDP adjustment, select one of the miscellaneous codes to contain a value indicating the 
hour code is a TDP adjustment and another miscellaneous code to contain the TDP deduction number that is to be adjusted.  Set switch 15 (TC 
Hours = $$$) on screen 3 of the PYUPHH Hour Definition screen.  When entering a TDP adjustment via timecards, the timecard date is the 
actual date of the adjustment and the “# of Hours” is the plus or minus dollar value of the adjustment.  (Note:  ORS really wants the 
corresponding check date for the adjustment…the program will automatically use the actual date of the adjustment to fetch the corresponding 
check date.) 

For each TDP deduction, either one or two adjusting hour codes can be defined.  Either a single adjusting hour code can be defined or an 
adjusting hour code for positive adjustments and another for negative adjustments can be defined.  If a single adjusting hour code is defined, 
timecard entry of a positive value will generate a positive adjustment and entry of a negative value will generate a negative adjustment.  It is 
recommended that only one adjusting hour code be defined. 

The miscellaneous code number that will contain a value that defines the hour code as a TDP adjustment is defined in numerical value 4 of 
common code PYFG/268MI01.  The miscellaneous code number that will contain a value that specifies the TDP deduction to be adjusted is 
defined in numeric value 5.  The actual value used to define a positive adjustment is in associated code 1 while the value for a negative 
adjustment is in associated code 2.  For example, if you want to use miscellaneous code 1 to define an hour code as an adjustment, 
miscellaneous code 2 to specify the deduction number to be adjusted, “TDP+” to define a plus adjustment and “TDP-“to define a negative 
adjustment, set numeric values 4 and 5 to 1.00000 and 2.0000 and codes 1 and 2 to “TDP+” and “TDP-“.  Using this example, to set up an hour 
code that will be used for a positive adjustment for, say, deduction 123, the appropriate miscellaneous codes would be set to “TDP+” and 
“2123”.   
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Canadian Addresses 

The process can handle Canadian addresses provided they are formatted properly.  Place the street address in address 1.  Place the city and the 
province, separated by a comma and a space, into address 2.  Place the postal code in the city.  Set the country code to “CA”. 

On the PYRERRMIRR report, the address will show with a “@CA” tacked onto the province.   

 

Coaching/Longevity/Retro/Wages But No Member Contributions Lump Sum Payments 

There are multiple ways to enter lump sum payments where lump sum payments are payments with work begin and end dates different from 
the period end dates.  There are multiple ways to enter these type payments: 

Retro pays can be entered via the PYUTRT utility as described elsewhere. 

All types of lump sum payments can be entered via daily timecards BUT the lump pay begin date and end dates must be input.  The F1 key 
“toggle switch” is used on one or more of the PYTCDTUB screens to enter the begin date. 

All types of lump sum payments can be entered via Employee Contribution Assignments provided the setup is correct.  To use this feature, for 
the appropriate contributions, set switch 25 of screen 3 of PYUPCC to “P” to use pay period dates, “R” to use the begin/end dates of the 
contribution assignment or “A” to use the additive begin/end dates of the contribution assignment.  Note:  No validity checking is made on 
these dates.  Whatever dates are specified are used as is. 

Time cards can be prepared off-line using some other program, including MS Excel, and imported into the database using the PYUTFT utility.   

 

11.1.7 Longevity Adjustments 
Positive and negative adjustments to longevity operate in a manner similar to regular adjustments.  Associated codes 3 and 4 of common code 
PYFG/268MI02 contain values that will cause hour codes to be recognized as longevity adjustments, e.g., LNG+/LNG-.  A single hour code 
(recommended) can be used for both positive and negative adjustments.  In this case, define the positive adjustment value only then enter either 
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positive or negative numbers for the adjustment amount when entering an adjustment into the timecard input screen.  The program will 
automatically recognize a negative value as a negative adjustment. 

Longevity adjustments are defined as hour codes with the “hours = dollars” flag set to they can be entered as timecards with begin and end 
dates indicative of the time frame being adjusted.   

 

11.1.8 Separated Personnel Still Receiving Pay 
Separated personnel still receiving pay are to be reported as wage codes 21 and 28.  The program does this automatically.   

 

11.1.9 Check Begin/End Dates 
All data is entered using actual dates.  ORS wants thing reported with check dates, either the check date for the period being reported (“check 
end date”), the prior period check date plus 1 day (“check begin date”), and for adjustments, retro pay, etc., some other check begin/end dates. 

The program will automatically convert all appropriate dates to check begin/end dates.   

 

11.1.10 Derivation of Values 
All values are developed from distributed payroll history (mask PYUPPH) for the specified primary and additional pay periods. 

An employee can have many Wage and Service records.  Several fields are used to uniquely identify a Wage and Service record: 

Begin Date 

End Date 
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Contract Begin Date 

Contract End Date 

Reported Wage Code 

Employment Class Code 

Work Begin/End Dates:  These dates will be the check begin and end dates for all records except retroactive pay records and adjustment 
records. 

For retroactive pay, the actual dates will be the begin/end dates of the retroactive pay derived as follows:  Process PYUTRTRT synthesizes all 
runtime parameters to arrive at a table of pay periods to be used for the calculation.  The lowest period begin date and the highest period end 
date in the table provide the initial retroactive begin/end dates.  If all the periods have the same fiscal year, the begin/end dates are adjusted to 
be within the fiscal year (which takes care of the first and last pay period of the fiscal year where the begin or end date of a period often falls 
within a different fiscal year).  If periods within the table have different fiscal years, the PYUTRTRT process issues an error.  When the 
retroactive pay timecard batch, the begin date is placed in a spare date field and the end date becomes the timecard date. 

Adjustment begin/end dates are discussed in the Adjustments section. 

Contract Begin/End Dates:  This section is pertinent to contract employees only.  The extraction process will calculate contract begin/end 
dates for each “unique paystring”.  Note that within a contract year there could be multiple pay assignments with the same unique paystring, 
usually because of a mid-contract year pay raise.  The process will use the lowest pay assignment begin date and the highest pay assignment 
end date for the contract begin/end dates for each unique paystring. 

What is needed is a unique paystring per contract per contract year.  Unfortunately, often contract employees do not have anything in the 
paystring making the paystring unique for a contract year.  In this case, one if the Miscellaneous “STR” values of the pay assignment must 
carry a value that will be used in conjunction with the paystring to add uniqueness.  Presumably the FY field of the EMMPAY screen will be 
used to populate this STR value.  A common code setting will tell the extraction process which STR value to use. 

One constraint forced on the system due to the state requirements is that all pay assignments for contract employees must be end dated at the 
end of the fiscal year and a new pay assignment set up…even if nothing changes except the FY field of the EMPPAY screen. 

Wage Codes:  Wage codes are assigned based on the values of specified miscellaneous codes for Deduction, Contribution or Hour Definitions.  
For example, the value “RETR” in miscellaneous code 7 of some hour definition could be used to define retroactive pay.  See common code 
PYFG/268MI below. 
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Employment Class Code:  Unless the employee is a retired working employee, the Employment Class Code is developed from the pay string 
associated with the history record being processed.  Common code PYFG/268MI is used to specify what pay string value is to be used for the 
class code.  Additionally, the start position of the class code within the pay string value can be specified.  For example, the class code can be 
developed starting at the second position of the fourth background part associated with the GL Object in the pay string.  See common code 
PYFG/268MI below. 

Pay Rate:  The state specifications for the retirement file indicate a salary or an hourly rate is to be reported.  To report an annual salary, the 
salary must be placed in some EMPM or EPAY numeric attribute or there must be common codes defining those pay classes where everyone in 
the pay class has an annual salary. 

The process can be commanded to report an annual salary or an hourly rate on a pay assignment by pay assignment basis, or to automatically 
report an annual salary or hourly rate.  To force reporting of a salary or an hourly rate on a pay assignment by pay assignment basis, a 
cluster/attribute/value is specified in common code PYFG/268MI01, Associated Description 1.  If this value is left blank, the automatic mode is 
invoked and hourly rate will be reported if the annual salary is zero, otherwise the annual salary will be reported.  Common code 
PYFG/268MI01 is also used to define the cluster/attribute where the annual salary is to be found. 

Pay Frequency:  This is the number of by-weekly cycles within the contract begin/end dates.   The number of days between the contract begin 
date and the contract end date is first calculated.  This result is then divided by 14 and rounded to a whole number.  The program can also be 
directed via common code to fetch the pay frequency from some field in the employee's pay assignment. 

Alternately, UNIX clients with the HR module and running the Informix database can force the process to fetch the pay frequency from the HR 
EMPPAY screen.  This is done by setting the long description of common code PYFG/268MI01 as described later.  Note there is a processing 
time penalty if this method of determining the pay frequency is used due to fetching the information from the HR database. 

Other:  Name Change data and Prior SSN data is determined by comparing the current value to the values the last time the retirement report 
was submitted. 

Employee status and the effective date of the status comes from user defined Employee Definition (EMPM) attributes or they can come from 
the termination code and date fields of the HR EMPMSTR2 screen.  To use the EMPMSTR2 fields the termination fields must be set to the 
codes and dates as required by MI retirement and your HR system must pass these fields to codes TERMINFO1 and/or TERMINFO2 
associated codes/descriptions on screen 3 of payroll's PYUPEM screen.   
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11.1.11 Plus and Minus Adjustments 
As per the Michigan Retirement Board, adjustments have to carry the effective begin/end dates of the adjustment.  Because of this, all 
adjustments are made via timecards using hour codes so begin/end dates can be manipulated. 

Here's how the dates work:  When an adjustment timecard entry is encountered, all period definitions are searched until a period is found where 
the timecard date is within the period.  The period end date then becomes the ending adjustment date.  This way, several adjustment entries can 
be made to the same period using different dates within the period and they will all be combined into one adjustment record.  If a begin date 
was input via timecard entry (begin dates are entered just like the begin date of retroactive pay entered via timecards), this date is used as the 
adjustment begin date.  Otherwise, the period begin date will be used as the adjustment begin date. 

Adjustment hour codes are recognized by values placed into common code PYFG/268MI02 described later.  Both positive and negative 
adjustment hour codes for employee/employer contributions, hour, pay, etc. can be defined although this is not recommended.  The 
recommended approach is to set up 6 adjustment hour codes, all for plus adjustments, one each for employee contributions, employer 
contributions, hours, pay, exception wages, and both hours and pay.  To make a negative adjustment, enter negative numbers and the program 
will automatically generate a negative adjustment instead of a positive adjustment. 

For employee/employer contributions, pay, and exception wages adjustment hour codes, you must set switch 15 (TC Hours = $$$) to “Y” and 
enter the adjusted amount in the hours column of the timecards.   

 

11.1.12 Errors 
Errors are detected by both the extract and the reporting processes.  Extract errors are displayed on the tailsheet.  The report process will print 
any errors encountered at the end of the report and tag the errors as “fatal” or “warning”.  A fatal error will result in not writing a record to the 
report file.   

 

11.1.13 Retirement Update (PYRERRMIRU) Screen 
Because of the usage, this screen acts differently from most Financials screens.  Once the concept is mastered, the screen is easy to use. 
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The submitted file data consists of Header records, Wage and Service records and TDP Deductions records.  Likewise the screen consists of 
these same elements.  The screen essentially “locks into” a specific social security number (SSN).  To unlock the SSN, key F7 twice.  Once 
locked in, movement between the various types of records is controlled via the F5/F6 keys. 

Collect Mode:  A blank header record will first display.  The easiest way to enter the header data is to supply the SSN and <Enter>.  This will 
default most fields.  Go to Browse mode to change values.   F5/F6 will now move between the three types of records and allow entry of new 
records. 

Browse Mode:  Do a find on the desired SSN.  If found, the header record and either a TDP Deduction or Wage and Service record will 
display.  Use F5/F6 to move between the various TDP Deduction and Wage and Service records for either display or correction.  There is no 
particular order in which the records are displayed.  F2 will delete the displayed record.  Use F7 to add a record.  

 

Caution 

Do not use PYTCDTUB to update any timecards in retroactive timecard batch.  

 

11.1.14 Setup 
Set common code PYFG/PY220C Associated Description 1 to USE RETRO END DATE. 

The Force Calculation process must be set up to preserve the retroactive pay begin and end dates.  Set the medium description of common code 
PYFG/PY385CDH to “RT-ADJ=END-DATE. 

A number of miscellaneous fields in either the EMPM or EPAY cluster (EMPM = PYUPEM Employee Definition screen - EPAY = PYUPEP 
Employee Pay Assignment screen) need to be designated to hold data needed by the retirement processes.  See the common codes below. 

The system can be set up (see common code PYFG/268MI01, Long Description) so that the number of pay periods is fetched from the Triad 
HR database.  If this option is selected, file getnumpayperiods.sql must be set up in the default directory (normally ../admin/data) which can be 
done by your IS staff.  The contents of the getnumpayperiods.sql file are: 
         unload to “PYPAYPER” 
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         select id, pay_beg, pay_end, payclass, position, no_periods, base_ann, 
         act_ann, calc_beg, calc_end 
         from hr_emppay 
         order by id   

 

11.1.15 Common Codes 

Common Code PFYG/268MI 

Associated Numeric Value 1:  Specify the retirement paybase to be used with a value between 1 and 42. 

Associated Numeric Value 2:  Specify the retirement hourbase to be used with a value between 1 and 42. 

Associated Numeric Value 3:  Set this to 1.00000 or 3.00000.  This value is used to determine the primary pay periods.  If you use a leading 
zero for the last three digits of the pay period to designate a primary period and other values for supplemental periods, set this value to 1.00000.  
If you set the last digit of the three digits to zero to designate a primary period, set this value to 3.00000.  For example, if you number your 
primary periods like yycc001, yycc002…yycc014, set the value to 1.00000.  If you number your primary periods like yycc010, 
yycc020,…,yycc140, set the value to 2.00000. 

Associated Codes 1-5 and Associated Descriptions 1-3: 

Common Code 
Field 

Description Maps to 
Wage Code 

Sample 

Assoc. Code 1 Regular Wages 01 REG,7,BLAN
K 

Assoc. Code 2 Retro Wages 04 RETR,7 

Assoc. Code 3 Longevity Lump Sum Pay 09 LONG,7 

Assoc. Code 4 Coaching Lump Sum Pay 11 COAC,7 
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Assoc. Code 5 Wages But No Member 
Contribution 

07 WNNC,7 

Assoc. Desc. 1 Wages But No Service 08 WNS,7 

Assoc. Desc. 2 Exception Wages 07 EXCP,7 

Assoc. Desc. 3 Employer and Employee 
Contributions 

 CNTR,7 

Except for Regular Wages, the Associated Codes/Descriptions consists of up to a 4 
character miscellaneous code value followed by a comma followed by the CDH 
Definition (PYUPCC, PYUPDD, PYUPHH) Miscellaneous Code number that will carry 
the value.  Using the sample for Retro Wages from the above table, the process will look 
for the value “RETR” in the 7th Miscellaneous Code to determine a retroactive pay item. 

Regular Wages can  also have a “,BLANK” attached to the value meaning if the 
Miscellaneous Code value is blank, Regular Wages will be assumed.  That is, if the 
“BLANK” is present, the vast bulk of the hour codes do not have to be coded as Regular 
Wages for retirement. 

The same Miscellaneous Code number must be used for Regular Wages, Retro Wages, 
Longevity Wages, Coaching Wages, Wages But No Member Contribution, Wages But 
No Service, and Exception Wages. 

If the Wages But No Member Contribution setting is left blank, the program will 
automatically switch a Regular Wages Wage and Service record to a Wages But No 
Member Contribution record when there are wages but no member contribution. 

If the Wages But No Service setting is left blank, the program will automatically switch a 
Regular Wages record to a Wages But No Service record when there are wages but no 
hours. 

The Exception Wages setting can be left blank in which case the program will not 
process exception wages. 
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Associated Description 4: Set this to the cluster/attribute used to determine employees with special Employment Class Codes (e.g., 
EMPM.TYPE).  The following class codes are used based on the value in the designated cluster/attribute: 

Cluster/Attribute 
Value 

Meaning 

RT Retired Teacher 

RA Retired Administrator 

RO Retired Other 

WC Weekly Worker's Compensation 

ST Short Term Disability 

PS1 Professional Services Leave (paid by reporting 
unit) 

PS2 Professional Services Leave (paid by employee 
organization) 

Note that when an employee with a special Employment Class Code is encountered, all Wage and Service record will carry the appropriate 
Employment Class Code. 

Associated Description 5: This setting controls the source of the Employment Class Code.  Provided the employee is not a retiree, all 
Employment Class Codes are developed directly or indirectly from the paystrings associated with the employee's pay assignments.  The 
following values are recognized: 

Value Meaning 

OBJECT GL Object is used for Class 

KEY GL Key is used for Class 
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PAY Payclass is used for Class 

POS Position is used for Class 

KEYPART One of the Organization Parts from GL (for 
the GL Key in the paystring) used for 
Class. 

OBJPART One of the Organization Parts from GL (for 
the GL Object in the paystring) used for 
Class. 

SMARTDB For SmartDB users, this will cause class to 
be fetched from cluster POSN, attribute 
POSGRP. 

In all cases, four and only four characters will be extracted. 

The format for OBJECT, KEY, PAY and POS values are XXXXX or XXXXX,n where XXXXX is OBJECT, KEY, PAY or POS and the 
optional “n” it the start position within the particular value of the Class.  For example, OBJECT,2 means that the Class is developed from the 
Object portion of the paystring starting in position 2 for 4 characters. 

The format for KEYPART and OBJPART  is KEYPART,n, KEYPART,n,m, OBJPART,n or OBJPART,n,m where “n” is the Org Part number 
carrying the Class and the optional “m” is the start position within this part carrying the Class.   

 

Common Code PYFG/268MI01 

Numeric Value 1:  If set to a non-zero value, the process will multiply the annual salary by this amount.  Background:  Some setups have the 
annual salary transferred from HR to Financials as a whole number, e.g., 68959 instead of 69959.00.  If this is the case, this value can be set to 
100.00000 which will multiply the Financials value for annual salary by 100. 
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Numeric Value 2:  If “uniqueness” must be added to a paystring for determination of the appropriate contract year for the paystring, set this 
value to 1-8 indicating which STR field on the Employee Pay Assignment screen to use to add this uniqueness.  See Derivation of Values - 
Contract Begin/End Dates above. 

Numeric Value 3:  A value between 1 and 8 specifying the Miscellaneous Code number (see PYUPDD screen) to be used to identify TDP 
deductions. 

Numeric Value 4: Specifies which Hour Definition miscellaneous code is to be used by the program to detect positive or negative TDP 
adjustment. 

Numeric Value 5:  Specifies which Hour Definition miscellaneous code will contain the deduction number to be adjusted for TDP adjustments.  
Bear in mind that no adjustment is actually made to this deduction in Financials…rather the program uses it to determine the TDP agreement 
number, etc. to be reported to ORS. 

Associated Code 1:  The value used to define an hour code as a plus TDP adjustment. 

Associated Code 2:  The value used to define an hour code as a minus TDP adjustment. 

Associated Code 3:  A value that will be used to match against a PYUPDD Miscellaneous Code to identify TDP deductions, e.g., “TDP”. 

Associated Code 4:  Set to “SMARTDB” if SmartDB is being used instead of the Triad HR.  When set to “SMARTDB” the annual salary and 
the SmartDB “Pay Class” if fetched from the EPOS cluster.  This pay class (which is different and distinct from the normal Financials payroll 
pay class) will be used to determine hourly V.S. contract employees via common code PYFG/268MISnn. 

Associated Description 1:  Set this to the EMPM or EPAY cluster/attribute and value to be used to determine if this is a contract employee 
whose pay rate is to be reported as an annual salary rather than an hourly rate.  The attribute must be an alphanumeric attribute.  If this value is 
left blank, the process will “automatically” use the annual salary (see Associated Description 2) if it is non-zero, otherwise the hourly rate will 
be reported. 

Associated Description 2:  Set this to the EMPM or EPAY cluster/attribute containing the annual salary.  The attribute must be a numeric 
attribute with two assumed decimal points. 

Associated Description 3:  Allowable values: “POSITION AND STEP”, “STEP”, “CONTRACT ID”.  This value controls the matching of pay 
assignment numbers (“num codes”) between history (PYUPPH) and employee pay assignments (PYUPEP).  History num codes with no 
matching pay assignments usually occur when some part of the pay string (typically the key or object) is changed during time card entry from 
an employee's normal pay assignment(s).  During processing, if the retirement extract program is unable to directly match a history num code 
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with an employee's pay assignments, this value will control the action of the extract process.  If the value is POSITION AND STEP, the 
process will attempt to match the history num code with a pay assignment that has a matching position and step.  Obviously the values STEP 
and CONTRACT ID will try to match the step or the contract ID.  If this match fails, the program will use the PM pay assignment, if one 
exists.  If this fails, the program will use the first one it runs into. 

Associated Description 4:  Set this to the EMPM cluster/attribute containing the employee's retirement status code.  Leave this field blank if 
you are using the termination code and date fields on your HR EMPMSTR2 screen for retirement status codes/effective dates. 

Associated Description 5:  Set this to the EMPM cluster/attribute containing the effective date of the employee's retirement status. Leave this 
field blank if you are using the termination code and date fields on your HR EMPMSTR2 screen for retirement status codes/effective dates.   

 

Common Code PYFG/268MI02 

This common code is used to define hour codes used for positive and negative adjustments: 

Numeric Value 1:  Set this to the miscellaneous code number that will carry a value defining the hour code as either a positive adjustment hour 
code or a negative adjustment hour code. 

Numeric Value 2:  Set this to the miscellaneous code number that will define what type of adjustment is to be made. 

Associated Code 1:  This is the value of the miscellaneous code (the number of the miscellaneous code is in Numeric Value 1) that defines an 
hour code as a positive adjustment. 

Associated Code 2:  This is the value of the miscellaneous code (the number of the miscellaneous code is in Numeric Value 1) that defines an 
hour code as a negative adjustment.  Negative adjustments are not recommended; rather enter negative timecard values against positive 
adjustment hour codes and the program will automatically generate negative adjustments. 

Associated Code 3:  The value that defines an hour code as a positive longevity adjustment. 

Associated Code 4:  The value that defines an hour code as a negative longevity adjustment. 

Associated Code 5 and Associated Descriptions 1-5:   These fields contain values that determine the type of adjustment to be made.  The 
various adjustment hour codes must have one of these value in the miscellaneous code defined in Numeric Value 2. 
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Associated Code 5: Adjust hours and dollars. 

Associated Description 1: Adjust employee contribution. 

Associated Description 2: Adjust employer contribution. 

Associated Description 3: Adjust hours. 

Associated Description 4: Adjust pay. 

Associated Description 5: Adjust exception wages.   

 

Common Code PYFG/268MI03 

This common code deals with fetching data fields from Triad HR which are not part of the Payroll database: 

Long Description: Set this field to the name of the database containing the HR EMPPAY data if you want to fetch the number of pay periods 
from the Triad HR screen EMPPAY.  Note that the EMPPAY records will be matched to the Pay Assignment records in PYUPEP by employee 
ID, begin and end dates, pay class, and position.  If this field is not set, the number of pay periods will be calculated based on the begin/end 
dates of the PYUPEP pay assignments. 

See the Setup paragraph for set up of the required "getnumpayperiods.sql" file which is a requirement for this option to work correctly. 

Associated Code 1:  Set to “USE DED ASGN” to cause the process to fetch the TDP invoice number, etc. from the employee's TDP deduction 
assignment rather than the employee's associated detail.  This setting is needed if the HFS release is 7.2.2 or greater. 

Associated Description 1:  Set this to USE ACTUAL ANNUAL or USE BASE ANNUAL to cause the process to use the actual annual or base 
annual value from HR as the salary value.  Common codes PYFG 268MIPxx must be set up to use this feature. 

Associated Description 2:  Set this to USE CALC DATES if HR's calc dates are to be used as the contract dates. 

Associated Description 3: If the number of pay periods is to be pulled from some field of the employee's pay assignment, specify the cluster 
and attribute here of the form EPAY.xxxxxx where xxxxxx is the EPAY attribute containing the number of pay periods. 
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Associated Description 4:  When set to “AUTO WNS”, the program will automatically change wage code 01 records to wage code 08 if the 
reported hours are zero.  When set to “AUTO WNS AND REPORT”, a report will be generated of the automatic changes. 

Associated Description 5:  When set to “AUTO WNC”,  the program will automatically change wage code 01 records to wage code 07 if the 
reported contribution is zero and the classification code for the employee is 9003, 9004, 9005 or 8000 (Retired Teacher, Retired Administrator, 
Retired Other or Weekly Worker's Compensation respectively).  When set to “AUTO WNC AND REPORT”, a report will be generated of the 
automatic changes.   

 

Common Codes PYFG/268MIS01 Through PYFG/268MIS99 

These common codes are used if and only if an organization is running SmartDB.  The common codes contain the EPOS Pay Class values 
identifying hourly employees. 

Associated codes 1-5:  Set these fields to EPOS pay classes for hourly employees only.  The retirement processes will assume any pay 
assignment with a position where the EPOS pay class does not match one of these associated codes is an annual contracted pay assignment.   

 

Common Code PYFG/268MIP01 to PYFG/268MIP99 

These common codes determine which pay classes have annual salaries.  The common codes are pertinent only if USE ANNUAL SALARY or 
USE BASE SALARY is specified in associated description 1 of common code PYFG/268MI03. 

Each of the PYFG/268MIPnn common codes can specify up to 5 salaried pay classes in associated descriptions 1-5.   

 

Common Code PYFG/568MI 

Associated Code 1: Set this to your five digit state assigned Organization Code.   
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11.1.16 Installation Components 
source:  py268mi.cbl, py368mi.cbl, py568mi.cbl, py220.cbl (version 1.16 or better), py198c (version 1.04 or better) 

Rootroll: PY218117 

progsupp/COBPYLIB: PYMIPERS 

driver: PYPERSMI 

Not specific to MI retirement but must be installed if not there: 

sl: py824.cbl 

progsupp/COBPYLIB: PYGETATT 

 

 

11.2 Michigan State Public Employees Retirement 
The Michigan Retirement System consists of three components/masks: 

PYRERRMIRE - Extracts retirement data from paid history for retirement reporting. 

PYRERRMIRU - Allows screen corrections/changes to retirement data. 

PYRERRMIRR - Generates the retirement report, retirement file for submission to the state, and diagnoses fatal and non-fatal errors. 

In general, retirement data is extracted for a primary pay period along with all supplemental/shadow periods associated with the primary period 
and the retirement report generated.  Any corrections to the report are made using the retirement update screen and the report re-generated until 
it is satisfactory.  If the state rejects the file for any reason, the retirement data for the period can be corrected via the update screen and a new 
report/file can be generated. 
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The extract process will first ask for a pay period for the extract (which is the primary period) then it will ask for a set of optional additional 
periods.  The periods in this set are separated by commas.  A range of periods can be indicated with a dash, e.g., 0301902-0301907.  The 
process will also ask for a “Prior Starting Period”.  Supply “main” period number of the prior period.  

As of 01/20/04, the extract process will ask for a retro begin and end date which become default dates.  This is to accommodate clients on 
obsolete versions of the Financials.  Eventually these questions may disappear.  If the extract process cannot determine the retro begin/end 
dates, these default dates will be used if they are entered.  They can be left blank. 

 

11.3 Employee Pay Assignments 
All employee pay assignments must have beginning and ending dates.  If the process runs into a pay assignment that is not “end dated”, the 
begin date will be set to 01/01/1901 and the end date will be set to 12/31/2050.  If the reported employee is not a contract employee, this 
substitution will not affect the final file submitted to the state.  If the employee is a contract employee, the state will probably reject the file 
because of these dates. 

 

11.4 Warning 
Always print the tailsheet for the extraction process (PYRERRMIRE) and check it for warnings and errors. 

The retirement system only “sees” transactions in the primary period and supplemental periods to be reported.  Be very careful that all 
transactions that should affect retirement fall into one of these periods to be reported. 

 

11.5 Reversals 
AUTOMATIC HANDLING OF REVERSALS HAS BEEN DISABLED DUE TO ORS CHANGES MAKING THE PROCESSING 
UNRELIABLE.  REVERSALS NOW HAVE TO BE ENTERED MANUALLY VIA TIMECARDS.  NOTE:  OFTEN NOTHING HAS TO 
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BE DONE.  FOR EXAMPLE, IF YOU SIMPLY RE-ISSUE A CHECK, YOU CAN REVERSE THE OLD CHECK, ISSUE A HANDCHECK 
FOR THE SAME AMOUNT, AND DO NOTHING FOR RETIREMENT AS LONG AS YOU DO NOT INCLUDE THE HANDCHECK IN 
THE PERIODS BEING PROCESSED BY RETIREMENT. 

 

11.6 Spread Pay and Other Forms of Contract Payouts 
The process will automatically take care of Spread Pay, Lump Sum Payout, and other forms of contract payouts that are set up as a 
contribution.  Simply code these contributions as a positive adjustments using the coding set up in associated code 1 of common code PYFG 
268MI02. 

In simple terms, the process will add or subtract the payout type contribution to a matching “normal pay” record.  In more exact terms, when 
the process encounters a contract payout type contribution, it will first attempt to add/subtract the contribution to the wage amount of an 
existing  wage code 01, 07 or 08  record that has contract begin/end dates (meaning it is a non-hourly record) with a matching employee class.  
If a match is not found or if adding the contract payout contribution to the wage amount would drive the computed wage amount negative, the 
payout type contribution will be appropriately converted into either a positive or negative adjustment.    

 

11.7 TDP Deductions 
TDP deductions should not be end-dated or should have an end date of 12/31/2050 until the TDP agreement is closed.  When a TDP deduction 
is complete and there will be no more deductions, the TDP deduction should be end-dated and the end date must fall within the next retirement 
reporting period so the appropriate agreement closed reason code can be sent to the state.  Make sure to update the TDP reason code when the 
deduction is end-dated.  Note that reason codes of Employee Deceased and Employee Retired will be extracted even if the employee does not 
get paid in the retirement reporting period. 
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11.8 TDP Adjustments 
TDP adjustments are handled with hour codes (PYUPHH) defined as TDP adjustments.  At least one TDP adjustment hour code needs to be 
defined for each TDP deduction defined.  To define a TDP adjustment, select one of the miscellaneous codes to contain a value indicating the 
hour code is a TDP adjustment and another miscellaneous code to contain the TDP deduction number that is to be adjusted.  Set switch 15 (TC 
Hours = $$$) on screen 3 of the PYUPHH Hour Definition screen.  When entering a TDP adjustment via timecards, the timecard date is the 
actual date of the adjustment and the “# of Hours” is the plus or minus dollar value of the adjustment.  (Note:  ORS really wants the 
corresponding check date for the adjustment…the program will automatically use the actual date of the adjustment to fetch the corresponding 
check date.)  

For each TDP deduction, either one or two adjusting hour codes can be defined.  Either a single adjusting hour code can be defined or an 
adjusting hour code for positive adjustments and another for negative adjustments can be defined.  If a single adjusting hour code is defined, 
timecard entry of a positive value will generate a positive adjustment and entry of a negative value will generate a negative adjustment.  It is 
recommended that only one adjusting hour code be defined. 

The miscellaneous code number that will contain a value that defines the hour code as a TDP adjustment is defined in numerical value 4 of 
common code PYFG/268MI01.  The miscellaneous code number that will contain a value that specifies the TDP deduction to be adjusted is 
defined in numeric value 5.  The actual value used to define a positive adjustment is in associated code 1 while the value for a negative 
adjustment is in associated code 2.  For example, if you want to use miscellaneous code 1 to define an hour code as an adjustment, 
miscellaneous code 2 to specify the deduction number to be adjusted, “TDP+” to define a plus adjustment and “TDP-“ to define a negative 
adjustment, set numeric values 4 and 5 to 1.00000 and 2.0000 and codes 1 and 2 to “TDP+” and “TDP-“.  Using this example, to set up an hour 
code that will be used for a positive adjustment for, say, deduction 123, the appropriate miscellaneous codes would be set to “TDP+” and 
“2123”. 

 

11.9 Canadian Addresses 
The process can handle Canadian addresses provided they are formatted properly.  Place the street address in address 1.  Place the city and the 
province, separated by a comma and a space, into address 2 .  Place the postal code in the city.  Set the country code to “CA”. 

On the PYRERRMIRR report, the address will show with a “@CA” tacked onto the province. 
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11.10 Coaching/Longevity/Retro/Wages But No Member Contributions Lump 
Sum Payments 

There are multiple ways to enter lump sum payments where lump sum payments are payments with work begin and end dates different from 
the period end dates.  There are multiple ways to enter these type payments: 

Retro pays can be entered via the PYUTRT utility as described elsewhere. 

All types of lump sum payments can be entered via daily timecards BUT the lump pay begin date and end dates must be input.  The F1 key 
“toggle switch” is used on one or more of the PYTCDTUB screens to enter the begin date. 

All types of lump sum payments can be entered via Employee Contribution Assignments provided the setup is correct.  To use this feature, for 
the appropriate contributions, set switch 25 of screen 3 of PYUPCC to “P” to use pay period dates, “R” to use the begin/end dates of the 
contribution assignment or “A” to use the additive begin/end dates of the contribution assignment.  Note:  No validity checking is made on 
these dates.  Whatever dates are specified are used as is. 

Time cards can be prepared off-line using some other program, including MS Excel, and imported into the database using the PYUTFT utility. 

 

11.11 Longevity Adjustments 
Positive and negative adjustments to longevity operate in a manner similar to regular adjustments.  Associated codes 3 and 4 of common code 
PYFG/268MI02 contain values that will cause hour codes to be recognized as longevity adjustments (e.g., LNG+/LNG-).  A single hour code 
(recommended) can be used for both positive and negative adjustments.  In this case, define the positive adjustment value only then enter either 
positive or negative numbers for the adjustment amount when entering an adjustment into the timecard input screen.  The program will 
automatically recognize a negative value as a negative adjustment. 

Longevity adjustments are defined as hour codes with the “hours = dollars” flag set to they can be entered as timecards with begin and end 
dates indicative of the time frame being adjusted. 
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11.12 Separated Personnel Still Receiving Pay 
Separated personnel still receiving pay are to be reported as wage codes 21 and 28.  The program does this automatically. 

 

11.13 Check Begin/End Dates 
All data is entered using actual dates.  ORS wants thing reported with check dates, either the check date for the period being reported (“check 
end date”), the prior period check date plus 1 day (“check begin date”), and for adjustments, retro pay, etc., some other check begin/end dates.  

The program will automatically convert all appropriate dates to check begin/end dates. 

 

11.14 Derivation of Values 
All values are developed from distributed payroll history (mask PYUPPH) for the specified primary and additional pay periods.  

An employee can have many Wage and Service records.  Several fields are used to uniquely identify an Wage and Service record: 

Begin Date 

End Date 

Contract Begin Date 

Contract End Date 

Reported Wage Code 

Employment Class Code 
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Work Begin/End Dates:  These dates will be the check begin and end dates for all records except retroactive pay records and adjustment 
records.  

For retroactive pay, the actual dates will be the begin/end dates of the retroactive pay derived as follows:  Process PYUTRTRT synthesizes all 
runtime parameters to arrive at a table of pay periods to be used for the calculation.  The lowest period begin date and the highest period end 
date in the table provide the initial retroactive begin/end dates.  If all the periods have the same fiscal year, the begin/end dates are adjusted to 
be within the fiscal year (which takes care of the first and last pay period of the fiscal year where the begin or end date of a period often falls 
within a different fiscal year) .  If periods within the table have different fiscal years, the PYUTRTRT process issues an error.  When the 
retroactive pay timecard batch, the begin date is placed in a spare date field and the end date becomes the timecard date. 

Adjustment begin/end dates are discussed in the Adjustments section. 

Contract Begin/End Dates:  This section is pertinent to contract employees only.  The extraction process will calculate contract begin/end 
dates for each “unique paystring”.  Note that within a contract year there could be multiple pay assignments with the same unique paystring, 
usually because of a mid-contract year pay raise.  The process will use the lowest pay assignment begin date and the highest pay assignment 
end date for the contract begin/end dates for each unique paystring. 

What is needed is a unique paystring per contract per contract year.  Unfortunately, often contract employees do not have anything in the 
paystring making the paystring unique for a contract year.  In this case, one if the Miscellaneous “STR” values of the pay assignment must 
carry a value that will be used in conjunction with the paystring to add uniqueness.  Presumably the FY field of the EMMPAY screen will be 
used to populate this STR value.  A common code setting will tell the extraction process which STR value to use. 

One constraint forced on the system due to the state requirements is that all pay assignments for contract employees must be end dated at the 
end of the fiscal year and a new pay assignment set up…even if nothing changes except the FY field of the EMPPAY screen.  

Wage Codes:  Wage codes are assigned based on the values of specified miscellaneous codes for Deduction, Contribution or Hour Definitions.  
For example, the value “RETR” in miscellaneous code 7 of some hour definition could be used to define retroactive pay.  See common code 
PYFG/268MI below. 

Employment Class Code:  Unless the employee is a retired working employee, the Employment Class Code is developed from the pay string 
associated with the history record being processed.  Common code PYFG/268MI is used to specify what pay string value is to be used for the 
class code.  Additionally, the start position of the class code within the pay string value can be specified.  For example, the class code can be 
developed starting at the second position of the fourth background part associated with the GL Object in the pay string.  See common code 
PYFG/268MI below. 
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Pay Rate:  The state specifications for the retirement file indicate a salary or an hourly rate is to be reported.  To report an annual salary, the 
salary must be placed in some EMPM or EPAY numeric attribute or there must be common codes defining those pay classes where everyone in 
the pay class has an annual salary. 

The process can be commanded to report an annual salary or an hourly rate on a pay assignment by pay assignment basis, or to automatically 
report an annual salary or hourly rate.  To force reporting of a salary or an hourly rate on a pay assignment by pay assignment basis, a 
cluster/attribute/value is specified in common code PYFG/268MI01, Associated Description 1.  If this value is left blank, the automatic mode is 
invoked and hourly rate will be reported if the annual salary is zero, otherwise the annual salary will be reported.  Common code 
PYFG/268MI01 is also used to define the cluster/attribute where the annual salary is to be found. 

Pay Frequency:  This is the number of by-weekly cycles within the contract begin/end dates.   The number of days between the contract begin 
date and the contract end date is first calculated.  This result is then divided by 14 and rounded to a whole number.  The program can also be 
directed via common code to fetch the pay frequency from some field in the employee's pay assignment. 

Alternately, UNIX clients with the HR module and running the Informix database can force the process to fetch the pay frequency from the HR 
EMPPAY screen.  This is done by setting the long description of common code PYFG/268MI01 as described later.  Note there is a processing 
time penalty if this method of determining the pay frequency is used due to fetching the information from the HR database. 

 

11.15 Other 
Name Change data and Prior SSN data is determined by comparing the current value to the values the last time the retirement report was 
submitted.  

Employee status and the effective date of the status comes from user defined Employee Definition (EMPM) attributes or they can come from 
the termination code and date fields of the HR EMPMSTR2 screen.  To use the EMPMSTR2 fields the termination fields must be set to the 
codes and dates as required by MI retirement and your HR system must pass these fields to codes TERMINFO1 and/or TERMINFO2 
associated codes/descriptions on screen 3 of payroll's PYUPEM screen. 
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11.16 Plus and Minus Adjustments 
As per the Michigan Retirement Board, adjustments have to carry the effective begin/end dates of the adjustment.  Because of this, all 
adjustments are made via timecards using hour codes so begin/end dates can be manipulated. 

Here's how the dates work:  When an adjustment timecard entry is encountered, all period definitions are searched until a period is found where 
the timecard date is within the period.  The period end date then becomes the ending adjustment date.  This way, several adjustment entries can 
be made to the same period using different dates within the period and they will all be combined into one adjustment record.  If a begin date 
was input via timecard entry (begin dates are entered just like the begin date of retroactive pay entered via timecards), this date is used as the 
adjustment begin date.  Otherwise, the period begin date will be used as the adjustment begin date. 

Adjustment hour codes are recognized by values placed into common code PYFG/268MI02 described later.  Both positive and negative 
adjustment hour codes for employee/employer contributions, hour, pay, etc. can be defined although this is not recommended.  The 
recommended approach is to set up 6 adjustment hour codes, all for plus adjustments, one each for employee contributions, employer 
contributions, hours, pay, exception wages, and both hours and pay.  To make a negative adjustment, enter negative numbers and the program 
will automatically generate a negative adjustment instead of a positive adjustment. 

For employee/employer contributions, pay, and exception wages adjustment hour codes, you must set switch 15 (TC Hours = $$$) to “Y” and 
enter the adjusted amount in the hours column of the timecards. 

 

11.17 Errors 
Errors are detected by both the extract and the reporting processes.  Extract errors are displayed on the tailsheet.  The report process will print 
any errors encountered at the end of the report and tag the errors as “fatal” or “warning”.  A fatal error will result in not writing a record to the 
report file. 

 

11.18 Retirement Update (PYRERRMIRU) Screen 
Because of the usage, this screen acts differently from most Financials screens.  Once the concept is mastered, the screen is easy to use. 
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The submitted file data consists of Header records, Wage and Service records and TDP Deductions records.  Likewise the screen consists of 
these same elements.  The screen essentially “locks into” a specific social security number (SSN).  To unlock the SSN, key F7 twice.  Once 
locked in, movement between the various types of records is controlled via the F5/F6 keys. 

Collect Mode:  A blank header record will first display.  The easiest way to enter the header data is to supply the SSN and <Enter>.  This will 
default most fields.  Go to Browse mode to change values.   F5/F6 will now move between the three types of records and allow entry of new 
records. 

Browse Mode:  Do a find on the desired SSN.  If found, the header record and either a TDP Deduction or  Wage and Service record will 
display.  Use F5/F6 to move between the various TDP Deduction and Wage and Service records for either display or correction.  There is no 
particular order in which the records are displayed.  F2 will delete the displayed record.  Use F7 to add a record.  

 

11.19 Caution 
Do not used PYTCDTUB to update any timecards in retroactive timecard batch. 

 

11.20 Setup 
Set common code PYFG/PY220C Associated Description 1 to USE RETRO END DATE. 

The Force Calculation process must be set up to preserve the retroactive pay begin and end dates.  Set the medium description of common code 
PYFG/PY385CDH to “RT-ADJ=END-DATE. 

A number of miscellaneous fields in either the EMPM or EPAY cluster (EMPM = PYUPEM Employee Definition screen - EPAY = PYUPEP 
Employee Pay Assignment screen) need to be designated to hold data needed by the retirement processes.  See the common codes below.  

The system can be set up (see common code PYFG/268MI01, Long Description) so that the number of pay periods is fetched from the Triad 
HR database.  If this option is selected, file getnumpayperiods.sql must be set up in the default directory (normally ../admin/data) which can be 
done by your IS staff.  The contents of the getnumpayperiods.sql file are: 
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unload to “PYPAYPER” 

select id, pay_beg, pay_end, payclass, position, no_periods, base_ann, 

act_ann, calc_beg, calc_end 

from hr_emppay 

order by id   

 

11.21 Common Codes 

11.21.1 Common Code PFYG/268MI 
C O M M O N    C O D E S    M A S T E R 

Code Category:  PYFG   Code Value:  268MI      Ledger: @@ 

Short Description:  DEBUG 

Medium Description: 

Long Description:  

ASSOCIATED VALUES, CODES & DESCRIPTIONS  

Numeric Values  Codes   Descriptions 

7.00000   REG,7,BLANK WNS,7  

16.00000   RETR,7 EXCP,7    
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 LONG,7    CNTR,7   

 COAC,7    EMPM.TYPE  

 WNNC,7   ORGKEY,2  

Associated Numeric Value 1:  Specify the retirement paybase to be used with a value between 1 and 42. 

Associated Numeric Value 2:  Specify the retirement hourbase to be used with a value between 1 and 42. 

Associated Numeric Value 3:  Set this to 1.00000 or 3.00000.  This value is used to determine the primary pay periods.  If you use a leading 
zero for the last three digits of the pay period to designate a primary period and other values for supplemental periods, set this value to 1.00000.  
If you set the last digit of the three digits to zero to designate a primary period, set this value to 3.00000.  For example, if you number your 
primary periods like yycc001, yycc002…yycc014, set the value to 1.00000.  If you number your primary periods like yycc010, 
yycc020,…,yycc140, set the value to 2.00000. 

Associated Codes 1-5 and Associated Descriptions 1-3: 

Common Code 
Field 

Description Maps to 
Wage Code 

Sample 

Assoc. Code 1 Regular Wages 01 REG,7,BLA
NK 

Assoc. Code 2 Retro Wages 04 RETR,7 

Assoc. Code 3 Longevity Lump Sum Pay 09 LONG,7 

Assoc. Code 4 Coaching Lump Sum Pay 11 COAC,7 

Assoc. Code 5 Wages But No Member 
Contribution 

07 WNNC,7 

Assoc. Desc. 1 Wages But No Service 08 WNS,7 
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Assoc. Desc. 2 Exception Wages 07 EXCP,7 

Assoc. Desc. 3 Employer and Employee 
Contributions 

 CNTR,7 

Except for Regular Wages, the Associated Codes/Descriptions consists of up to a 4 
character miscellaneous code value followed by a comma followed by the CDH 
Definition (PYUPCC, PYUPDD, PYUPHH) Miscellaneous Code number that will 
carry the value.  Using the sample for Retro Wages from the above table, the process 
will look for the value “RETR” in the 7th Miscellaneous Code to determine a 
retroactive pay item.  

Regular Wages can  also have a “,BLANK” attached to the value meaning if the 
Miscellaneous Code value is blank, Regular Wages will be assumed.  That is, if the 
“,BLANK” is present, the vast bulk of the hour codes do not have to be coded as 
Regular Wages for retirement. 

The same Miscellaneous Code number must be used for Regular Wages, Retro Wages, 
Longevity Wages, Coaching Wages, Wages But No Member Contribution, Wages But 
No Service, and Exception Wages. 

If the Wages But No Member Contribution setting is left blank, the program will 
automatically switch a Regular Wages Wage and Service record to a Wages But No 
Member Contribution record when there are wages but no member contribution. 

If the Wages But No Service setting is left blank, the program will automatically 
switch a Regular Wages record to a Wages But No Service record when there are 
wages but no hours. 

The Exception Wages setting can be left blank in which case the program will not 
process exception wages. 

Associated Description 4: Set this to the cluster/attribute used to determine employees with special Employment Class Codes, e.g., 
EMPM.TYPE.  The following class codes are used based on the value in the designated cluster/attribute: 
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Cluster/Attribute 
Value 

Meaning 

RT Retired Teacher 

RA Retired Administrator 

RO Retired Other 

WC Weekly Worker's Compensation 

ST Short Term Disability 

PS1 Professional Services Leave (paid by reporting 
unit) 

PS2 Professional Services Leave (paid by employee 
organization) 

Note that when a employee with a special Employment Class Code is encountered, all Wage and Service record will carry the appropriate 
Employment Class Code. 

Associated Description 5: This setting controls the source of the Employment Class Code.  Provided the employee is not a retiree, all 
Employment Class Codes are developed directly or indirectly from the paystrings associated with the employee's pay assignments.  The 
following values are recognized: 

Value Meaning 

OBJECT GL Object is used for Class 

KEY GL Key is used for Class 

PAY Payclass is used for Class 

POS Position is used for Class 
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KEYPART One of the Organization Parts from GL (for the GL Key in 
the paystring) used for Class. 

OBJPART One of the Organization Parts from GL (for the GL Object 
in the paystring)  used for Class. 

SMARTDB For SmartDB users, this will cause  class to be fetched 
from cluster POSN, attribute POSGRP. 

In all cases, four and only four characters will be extracted.  

The format for OBJECT, KEY, PAY and POS values are XXXXX or XXXXX,n where XXXXX is OBJECT, KEY, PAY or POS and the 
optional “n” it the start position within the particular value of the Class.  For example, OBJECT,2 means that the Class is developed from the 
Object portion of the paystring starting in position 2 for 4 characters. 

The format for KEYPART and OBJPART  is KEYPART,n, KEYPART,n,m, OBJPART,n or OBJPART,n,m where “n” is the Org Part number 
carrying the Class and the optional “m” is the start position within this part carrying the Class. 

Common Code PYFG/268MI01: 

C O M M O N    C O D E S    M A S T E R 

Code Category:  PYFG   Code Value:  268MI01    Ledger: @@  

Short Description:  

Medium Description:   

 Long Description:  IFAS    

ASSOCIATED VALUES, CODES & DESCRIPTIONS   

Numeric Values  Codes Descriptions   
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100.00000 TDP+  EMPM.EDUC2,ANNUA
L 

3.00000  TDP- EMPM.VAL2 

1.00000  TDP POSITION AND STEP  

1.00000 SMARTDB EMPM.EDUC5 

2.00000    EMPM.VAL3 

Numeric Value 1:  If set to a non-zero value, the process will multiply the annual salary by this amount.  Background:  Some setups have the 
annual salary transferred from HR to Financials as a whole number, e.g, 68959 instead of 69959.00.  If this is the case, this value can be set to 
100.00000 which will multiply the Financials value for annual salary by 100. 

Numeric Value 2:  If “uniqueness” must be added to a paystring for determination of the appropriate contract year for the paystring, set this 
value to 1-8 indicating which STR field on the Employee Pay Assignment screen to use to add this uniqueness.  See Derivation of Values - 
Contract Begin/End Dates above. 

Numeric Value 3:  A value between 1 and 8 specifying the Miscellaneous Code number (see PYUPDD screen) to be used to identify TDP 
deductions.  

Numeric Value 4: Specifies which Hour Definition miscellaneous code is to be used by the program to detect positive or negative TDP 
adjustment. 

Numeric Value 5:  Specifies which Hour Definition miscellaneous code will contain the deduction number to be adjusted for TDP adjustments.  
Bear in mind that no adjustment is actually made to this deduction in the Financials…rather the program uses it to determine the TDP 
agreement number, etc. to be reported to ORS. 

Associated Code 1:  The value used to define an hour code as a plus TDP adjustment. 

Associated Code 2:  The value used to define an hour code as a minus TDP adjustment. 

Associated Code 3:  A value that will be used to match against a PYUPDD Miscellaneous Code to identify TDP deductions, e.g., “TDP”. 
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Associated Code 4:  Set to “SMARTDB” if SmartDB is being used instead of the Triad HR.  When set to “SMARTDB” the annual salary and 
the SmartDB “Pay Class” if fetched from the EPOS cluster.  This pay class (which is different and distinct from the normal payroll pay class) 
will be used to determine hourly V.S. contract employees via common code PYFG/268MISnn.  

Associated Description 1:  Set this to the EMPM or EPAY cluster/attribute and value to be used to determine if this is a contract employee 
whose pay rate is to be reported as an annual salary rather than an hourly rate.  The attribute must be an alphanumeric attribute.  If this value is 
left blank, the process will “automatically” use the annual salary (see Associated Description 2) if it is non-zero, otherwise the hourly rate will 
be reported. 

Associated Description 2:  Set this to the EMPM or EPAY cluster/attribute containing the annual salary.  The attribute must be a numeric 
attribute with two assumed decimal points. 

Associated Description 3:  Allowable values: “POSITION AND STEP”, “STEP”, “CONTRACT ID”.  This value controls the matching of pay 
assignment numbers (“num codes”) between history (PYUPPH) and employee pay assignments (PYUPEP).  History num codes with no 
matching pay assignments usually occur when some part of the pay string (typically the key or object) is changed during time card entry from 
an employee's normal pay assignment(s).  During processing, if the retirement extract program is unable to directly match a history num code 
with an employee's pay assignments, this value will control the action of the extract process.  If the value is POSITION AND STEP, the 
process will attempt to match the history num code with a pay assignment that has a matching position and step.  Obviously the values STEP 
and CONTRACT ID will try to match the step or the contract ID.  If this match fails, the program will use the PM pay assignment, if one 
exists.  If this fails, the program will use the first one it runs into. 

Associated Description 4:  Set this to the EMPM cluster/attribute containing the employee's retirement status code.  Leave this field blank if 
you are using the termination code and date fields on your HR EMPMSTR2 screen for retirement status codes/effective dates. 

Associated Description 5:  Set this to the EMPM cluster/attribute containing the effective date of the employee's retirement status. Leave this 
field blank if you are using the termination code and date fields on your HR EMPMSTR2 screen for retirement status codes/effective dates. 

Common Code PYFG/268MI02: 

This common code is used to define hour codes used for positive and negative adjustments: 

C O M M O N    C O D E S    M A S T E R 

Code Category:  PYFG   Code Value:  268MI02    Ledger: @@  

Short Description:     
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Medium Description:  

Long Description: 

ASSOCIATED VALUES, CODES & DESCRIPTIONS 

Numeric Values Codes  Descriptions  

8.00000 +ADJ  ECNT 

7.00000 ADJ  RCNT 

 LNG+ HRS 

 LNG- PAY  

 HRDL EXCP 

Numeric Value 1:  Set this to the miscellaneous code number that will carry a value defining the hour code as either a positive adjustment hour 
code or a negative adjustment hour code. 

Numeric Value 2:  Set this to the miscellaneous code number that will define what type of adjustment is to be made. 

Associated Code 1:  This is the value of the miscellaneous code (the number of the miscellaneous code is in Numeric Value 1) that defines an 
hour code as a positive adjustment. 

Associated Code 2:  This is the value of the miscellaneous code (the number of the miscellaneous code is in Numeric Value 1) that defines an 
hour code as a negative adjustment.  Negative adjustments are not recommended; rather enter negative timecard values against positive 
adjustment hour codes and the program will automatically generate negative adjustments. 

Associated Code 3:  The value that defines an hour code as a positive longevity adjustment. 

Associated Code 4:  The value that defines an hour code as a negative longevity adjustment. 

Associated Code 5 and Associated Descriptions 1-5:   These fields contain values the determine the type of adjustment to be made.  The 
various adjustment hour codes must have one of these value in the miscellaneous code defined in Numeric Value 2. 
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Associated Code 5: Adjust hours and dollars. 

Associated Description 1: Adjust employee contribution. 

Associated Description 2: Adjust employer contribution. 

Associated Description 3: Adjust hours. 

Associated Description 4: Adjust pay. 

Associated Description 5: Adjust exception wages. 

Common Code PYFG/268MI03: 

This common code deals with fetching data fields from Triad HR which are not part of the Payroll database: 

C O M M O N    C O D E S    M A S T E R 

Code Category:  PYFG   Code Value:  268MI03    Ledger: @@  

Short Description: 

Medium Description:   

Long Description:  IFAS 

ASSOCIATED VALUES, CODES & DESCRIPTIONS 

Numeric Values      Codes   Descriptions 

USE ACTUAL ANNUAL 

USE CALC DATES 

EPAY.MSCNUM1 
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Long Description: Set this field to the name of the database containing the HR EMPPAY data if you want to fetch the number of pay periods 
from the Triad HR screen EMPPAY.  Note that the EMPPAY records will be matched to the Pay Assignment records in PYUPEP by employee 
ID, begin and end dates, pay class, and position.  If this field is not set, the number of pay periods will be calculated based on the begin/end 
dates of the PYUPEP pay assignments. 

See the Setup paragraph for set up of the required "getnumpayperiods.sql" file which is a requirement for this option to work correctly. 

Associated Code 1:  Set to “USE DED ASGN” to cause the process to fetch the TDP invoice number, etc. from the employee's TDP deduction 
assignment rather than the employee's associated detail.  This setting is needed if the HFS release is 7.2.2 or greater. 

Associated Description 1:  Set this to USE ACTUAL ANNUAL or USE BASE ANNUAL to cause the process to use the actual annual or base 
annual value from HR as the salary value.  Common codes PYFG 268MIPxx must be set up to use this feature. 

Associated Description 2:  Set this to USE CALC DATES if HR's calc dates are to be used as the contract dates. 

Associated Description 3: If the number of pay periods is to be pulled from some field of the employee's pay assignment, specify the cluster 
and attribute here of the form EPAY.xxxxxx where xxxxxx is the EPAY attribute containing the number of pay periods. 

Associated Description 4:  When set to “AUTO WNS”, the program will automatically change wage code 01 records to wage code 08 if the 
reported hours are zero.  When set to “AUTO WNS AND REPORT”, a report will be generated of the automatic changes. 

Associated Description 5:  When set to “AUTO WNC”,  the program will automatically change wage code 01 records to wage code 07 if the 
reported contribution is zero and the classification code for the employee is 9003, 9004, 9005 or 8000 (Retired Teacher, Retired Administrator, 
Retired Other or Weekly Worker's Compensation respectively).  When set to “AUTO WNC AND REPORT”, a report will be generated of the 
automatic changes. 

Common Codes PYFG/268MIS01 Through PYFG/268MIS99: 

These common codes are used if and only if an organization is running SmartDB.  The common codes contain the EPOS Pay Class values 
identifying hourly employees.  

Associated codes 1-5:  Set these fields to EPOS pay classes for hourly employees only.  The retirement processes will assume any pay 
assignment with a position where the EPOS pay class does not match one of these associated codes is an annual contracted pay assignment. 

Common Code PYFG/268MIP01 to PYFG/268MIP99: 
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These common codes determine which pay classes have annual salaries.  The common codes are pertinent only if USE ANNUAL SALARY or 
USE BASE SALARY is specified in associated description 1 of common code PYFG/268MI03. 

Each of the PYFG/268MIPnn common codes can specify up to 5 salaried pay classes in associated descriptions 1-5. 

Common Code PYFG/568MI: 

C O M M O N    C O D E S    M A S T E R 

Code Category:  PYFG   Code Value:  568MI      Ledger: @@ 

Short Description:   

Medium Description:   

Long Description:  

ASSOCIATED VALUES, CODES & DESCRIPTIONS   

Numeric Values       Codes      Descriptions 

  554433 

Associated Code 1: Set this to your five digit state assigned Organization Code. 

 

 

11.22 Installation Components 
source:  py268mi.cbl, py368mi.cbl, py568mi.cbl, py220.cbl (version 1.16 or better), py198c (version 1.04 or better) 

Rootroll: PY218117 
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progsupp/COBPYLIB: PYMIPERS 

driver: PYPERSMI 

Not specific to MI retirement but must be installed if not there: 

sl: py824.cbl 

progsupp/COBPYLIB: PYGETATT   

 

11.23 Michigan MESC Quarterly Wage Report 
This report is produced by the mask - PYRESRMISU.  It has the capability to produce the report in paper copy and with proper common code 
settings for the printer, can produce a scannable version in Form 1017 MESC Template format.  Use the Common Code NULP -110MI. 

The MESC account number for each entity must be entered in the SID (3) field (10 digits) on the Entity Definition Screen (1). 

Programs used under this mask are PY050, PY622, and PY780MI. 

The common code for PY622 is PYFG-PY622C.  

The cd-medium-desc gives sort options: SORT-BY-SSN, SORT-BY-NAME, AND SORT-BY-NAME. 

Make sure cd-assoc-codes(1) and (2) are set at MI26 for Michigan identity. 

The common code for PY780MI is PYFG-PY780MI. 

Associated Codes 1 and 2 are no longer used.  When only a paper report is desired set cd-assoc-code (4) = PRINTONLY   
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12 Minnesota 

12.1 Payroll PERA Pension Report/File 
Obtaining the PERA Pension Report/File. 

The Pension report is available via mask PYRERRMNPR.  Prompts presented by the process include: 

1.  Enter the Period as YYccIII (YY=Year, cc=Pay Cycle, III=Number): Enter the appropriate pay period for the Pension report/file. 

2.  How would you like employees selected? This question and any following questions are standard questions asked by the Payroll module.   

 

12.2 Output File 
The output file name is created by concatenating  the letter "P" with the period number.  For example, if the report is run for period 0101001, 
the output file name will be "P0101001".  This file is located in the data directory [UNIX] or the .DATA group [MPE].   

 

12.3 Prerequisites -  CHD definitions 
The following categories of CDHs can be defined: 

Member Contributions (payroll deduction) 

Employer Contributions 

Employer Additional Contributions 
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Adjustments to Member Contributions Previously Reported 

Adjustments to Employer Contributions Previously Reported 

Adjustments to Wages Previously Reported 

For the CDH definitions, set Misc Code (1) to "PERA".  Set Misc Code (2) to "PLnn"  where nn is the actual plan number.  If the CDH is for 
an additional employer contribution, set Misc Code (3) to "ADDL".  If the CDH is for an adjustment, set Misc Code (3) to "ADJ".   

 

12.4 Adjustments require additional consideration 
The reported time frame (begin/end dates) for the adjustment does not correspond to the current period which means the process needs to get 
the begin/end dates from somewhere other than the pay period begin/end dates.  The process looks for an employee CDH assignment for the 
adjustment CDH that is active for the pay period being reported.  It then uses the additive amount  begin/end dates for PERA reporting for the 
adjustment.  The procedure for an adjustment then is to set up a new employee CDH specified for the particular period in which the adjustment 
is to take place and to set the additive amount begin/end dates to the time frame being adjusted.  If the process does not find the employee CDH 
assignment or the additive amount begin/end dates are not set, a warning is issued and the adjustment begin/end dates are set to the period 
begin/end dates. 

Every time the process encounters an adjustment when history is processed, a PERA pension record is written to pension file.  This means 
multiple records will be created for a single adjustment if the adjustment CDH is spread over multiple paystrings.  This can be avoided by using 
special vectoring on PM pay assignments and forcing these assignments to stick to the PM paystring if desired.  Note that the generation of 
multiple adjustment records doesn't really do any damage. 

For Gross Pay adjustments, switch 15 (Hours = $$$) may be set in the hour definition for the adjustment.   

 

12.5 Prerequisites -  Common codes 
A common code needs to be set up prior to running the process. Refer to the Common Code guide for more information. 
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PYFG/PY780MN is used to control the processing   

 

12.6 Mask: PYRESRMNES 
This process produces the Minnesota Economic Security Report, a summary of wages paid to each employee during a selected quarter and also 
produces a file in the Minnesota State Record Format Type D - Employee Detail Record. 

The process asks the following questions when the mask is invoked: 

1. Enter a four-digit tax year: Enter the tax year for the report. 

2. Enter a one-digit quarter number: Enter the quarter for the report. 

3. Enter the name of the file to be created: Provide the name of the file that will be sent to the state authority requiring the Economic  
    Security Report.  This file will be created in directory data (UNIX) or group DATA (MPE). 

4. How would you like employees selected? This question and any following questions are standard selection criteria questions asked  
    by Financials Payroll. 

Common Codes: Two common codes need to be set up prior to running the process.  Refer to the Common Code PYFG/PY622C is used to 
control the data extraction portion of the process: 

PYFG/781MN01 is used to supply needed values for the report.     
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13 Missouri 
CURP Retirement Benefits Reporting  

CURP retirement reporting via magnetic media is done every pay period via mask PYRERRMOCU.  The process will ask for the pay period 
and the name of the magnetic media file that will be produced for submission to the CRUP carrier. 

Setup:  One of the eight possible miscellaneous codes on the Deduction Definition screen and the Contribution Definition screen must be 
selected to designate specific deductions/contributions as a CURP deductions/contributions.  Place the value "CURP" in this miscellaneous 
code for these deductions/contributions. 

Before processing the first time, the following PYFG/781MO common code needs to be set up.  Refer to the Common Code guide for more 
information.   

 

13.1 Quarterly SUI Reporting for the State of Missouri 
The quarterly SUI report for Missouri is available via mask PYRESRMOSU.  This process both generates a detail report with totals suitable for 
preparation of the file submittal cover sheet plus one or more files ready for submittal.  When the mask is invoked, the year and quarter number 
for the quarter to be reported must be supplied. 

The process uses both a general purpose "data preparation" program and a Missouri specific reporting program.  Prior to running the first time, 
common codes must be set up.   (Missouri Western only:  Set the Long Description of common code PYFG/PY622C to "MisWestern".) 

The following common codes are required by the Missouri Specific program  

PYFG/780MO01 

PYFG/780MOE01 - PYFG/780MOE99 
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These common codes are used to specify the employer's Employer Account Number and the name of the file containing the data to be 
submitted to the state.  At least one valid entry for PYFG/780MOE01 must be present.   

 

13.2 CURP Retirement Benefits Reporting 
CURP retirement reporting via magnetic media is done every pay period via mask PYRERRMOCU.  The process will ask for the pay period 
and the name of the magnetic media file that will be produced for submission to the CRUP carrier. 

Setup:  One of the eight possible miscellaneous codes on the Deduction Definition screen and the Contribution Definition screen must be 
selected to designate specific deductions/contributions as a CURP deductions/contributions.  Place the value “CURP” in this miscellaneous 
code for these deductions/contributions. 

Before processing the first time, the following PYFG/781MO common code needs to be set up: 

Numeric Value 1:  Set this to the miscellaneous code number (1-8) for the CURP contributions/deductions carrying the value “CURP”. 

Associated Code 1:  Set the first four characters to the CRUP carrier assigned ID for your organization.  Set the fifth character to the CRUP 
carrier assigned billing code (which should be zero [0]).  This value becomes the first 5 characters of each record of the magnetic media file 
submitted to the CRUP carrier. 

Associated Code 2: Set this value to the CRUP carrier assigned billing code.  This value is placed in character positions 6-8 of each record of 
the magnetic media file submitted to the CRUP carrier. 

Associated Code 3:  Set this to the EMPM attribute carrying the date you want to report as the hire date. 

Associated Code 4:  Set this to the EMPM attribute carrying the date you want to report as the termination date.   
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14 Montana 
The process for producing the PERS report and file for the state of Montana is available via mask PYRERRMTPR. 

Before running the process, the common code PYFG/PY781C must be set up. (See the Common Code user guide). 

Before running the process, a number of deductions and contributions must be set up.  Miscellaneous Code (1) of these CDH definitions 
determine the type of PERS processing performed by the process.  Following are the possible values of Miscellaneous Code (1) for PERS 
CDHs: 

PERS Regular deduction and contribution. 

PRSBBuy-back deduction and contribution 

PRSFPERS fee deduction 

PRSPPERS penalty deduction 

For sake of discussion, PERS CDHs will be referred to by their Miscellaneous Code (1) value.  For example, a PRSB contribution is a CDH 
with PRSB in Miscellaneous Code (1). 

Additional PERS employee contributions are indicated by the use of a Service Purchase Code in one of the Special Codes in the employee's 
assigned deductions.  The file format supports up to 5 of these additional employee contributions.  The values of the Service Purchase Codes 
are: 
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An example of how to use these codes is to set up five PERS deductions and call them something like PERSADDL1, PERSADDL2, etc.  If an 
employee is to have an additional deduction because they are an elected official, one might assign the PERSADDL1 PERS deduction code to 
the employee and set the appropriate Special Code to 044.  The particular Special Code to use is determined by the common code for the 
process. 

Note that all PERS related CDHs need start and stop dates so the process can determine the start/stop dates for PERS participation which is 
reported in the resultant file. 

When the process runs, the user will input the month/year to be reported.  The process will include all periods with a check date within this 
month for the report. 

The resultant file is named PERSyymm where yymm if the year/month being reported. 

The following table includes all file and report fields developed from the data and indicates which data is included in each field: 
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14.1 TRS Report/File 
The process for producing the TRS report and file for the state of Montana is available via mask PYRERRMTTR. 

Refer to the Common Code user guide for specific setup information. 

Before running the process, the common code PYFG/PY780C must be set up. 

Before running the process, a number of deductions and contributions must be set up.  Miscellaneous Code (1) of these CDH definitions 
determine the type of TRS processing performed by the process.  Following are the possible values of Miscellaneous Code (1) for TRS CDHs: 

TRS Regular deduction and contribution. 

TRSHHourly employee deduction 

TRSPPart-time employee deduction 

TRSWWorking retiree deduction 

TIAATIAA/CREF plan deduction and contribution 

TRSBBuyback deduction and contribution 

TRS1Term Pay deduction and contribution, option 1 

TRS2Term Pay deduction, option 2 

For sake of discussion, TRS CDHs will be referred to by their Miscellaneous Code (1) value.  For example, a TRSB contribution is a CDH 
with TRSB in Miscellaneous Code (1). 

Note that all TRS related CDHs need start and stop dates so the process can determine the start/stop dates for TRS participation which is 
reported in the resultant file. 
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When the process runs, the user will input the month/year to be reported.  The process will include all periods with a check date within this 
month for the report. 

The resultant file is named TRSyymm where yymm if the year/month being reported. 

The employee type is determined by the type of TRS deduction for the employee.  The following table demonstrates this: 

Note that if an employee has more than one of the above deductions active in a particular reporting month, results will be unpredictable. The 
following table includes all file and report fields developed from the data and indicates which data is included in each field.   

 

14.2 PERS Report/File for the State of Montana 
The process for producing the PERS report and file for the state of Montana is available via mask PYRERRMTPR. 

Before running the process, the common code PYFG/PY781C must be set up.  Following is a sample screen shot of this common code: 

The following table describes the required values: 
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Field Short 
Description 

Usage 

Short 
Descriptio
n 

Debug Mode 
Control 

Setting this field to “DEBUG” will turn on 
debug mode which, among other things, 
displays the output record contents on the 
tailsheet 

Associate
d Code (1) 

Organization ID This becomes the Organization ID included on 
the record type 1 of the PERS file.  The ID 
consists of eight characters consisting of: 

Retirement System Number - 2 digits 

Employer Type - 2 characters 

Employer ID number - 4 digits 

Associate
d Value 
(2) 

PERS Paybase Must be a value between 1 and 42 

Associate
d Value 
(3) 

PERS Hourbase Must be a value between 1 and 42 

Associate
d Value 
(4) 

Special Code 
Number 

A number between 1 and 4 indicating which 
Special Code of an employees deduction 
definition for additional PERS deductions to 
use to determine the Service Purchase Type. 

Before running the process, a number of deductions and contributions must be set up.  Miscellaneous Code (1) of these CDH definitions 
determine the type of PERS processing performed by the process.  Following are the possible values of Miscellaneous Code (1) for PERS 
CDHs: 
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PERS Regular deduction and 
contribution. 

PRSB Buy-back deduction and 
contribution 

PRSF PERS fee deduction 

PRSP PERS penalty deduction 

For sake of discussion, PERS CDHs will be referred to by their Miscellaneous Code (1) value.  For example, a PRSB contribution is a CDH 
with PRSB in Miscellaneous Code (1). 

Additional PERS employee contributions are indicated by the use of a Service Purchase Code in one of the Special Codes in the employee's 
assigned deductions.  The file format supports up to 5 of these additional employee contributions.  The values of the Service Purchase Codes 
are: 

Code Service 
Purchase 
Type 

Code Service Purchase Type 

025 Refund 045 Industrial Accident 

026 Military 046 Retro Coordination 

040 1-for-5 047 Refund Coordination 

041 Retro 048 Active Account 
Coordination 

042 Other Public 
Service 

049 TRD on Account 
Coordination 

043 Elected 
Official 

050 TRD Refund Coordination
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044 Legislator   

An example of how to use these codes is to set up five PERS deductions and call them something like PERSADDL1, PERSADDL2, etc.  If an 
employee is to have an additional deduction because they are an elected official, one might assign the PERSADDL1 PERS deduction code to 
the employee and set the appropriate Special Code to 044.  The particular Special Code to use is determined by the common code for the 
process. 

Note that all PERS related CDHs need start and stop dates so the process can determine the start/stop dates for PERS participation which is 
reported in the resultant file. 

When the process runs, the user will input the month/year to be reported.  The process will include all periods with a check date within this 
month for the report. 

The resultant file is named PERSyymm where yymm if the year/month being reported. 

The following table includes all file and report fields developed from the data and indicates which data is included in each field: 

 

Field 

Report/ 

Rec Type 

 

Description 

Earnings Report All earnings that affect the PERS paybase 

Contrib Report PERS deductions + PRSB deductions + PRSF deductions 
+ PRSP deductions - Service Purchase PERS deductions 

Hours Report All hours that affect the PERS hourbase 

Add'l Contrib Report All PERS deductions with a special code that matches 
one of the valid Service Purchase Codes 

Term Report “Y” if the final PERS deduction assignment ends in the 
reporting month, otherwise “N” 
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Type Report “P” if type code is “REG” on the Employee Definition 
screen, otherwise “T” 

TOTAL EARNINGS REPORTED 1 All earnings that affect the PERS paybase 

TOTAL HOURS REPORTED 1 All hours that affect the PERS hourbase 

TOTAL MEMBER CONTRIBUTIONS 
REPORTED 

1 PERS deductions 

TOTAL MEMBER BUYBACK 
CONTRIBUTIONS REPORTED 

1 PRSB deductions 

TOTAL EMPLOYER CONTRIBUTIONS 
REPORTED 

1 PERS, PRSB, PRSF and PRSP contributions 

TOTAL MEMBERSHIP FEE REPORTED 1 PRSF deductions 

TOTAL PENALTY REPORTED 1 PRSP deductions 

HOURS 2 Hours the affect the PERS hourbase 

TERMINATION INDICATOR  “Y” if the final PERS deduction assignment ends in the 
reporting month, otherwise “N” 

PART TIME INDICATOR 2 “Y” if the value of Miscellaneous Value (4) of the 
Employee Definition screen is 1.00, otherwise “N” 

SEASONAL INDICATOR 2 “P” if type code is “REG” on the Employee Definition 
screen, otherwise “T” 

EARNINGS FOR PERIOD 3 All earnings affecting the PERS paybase 

MEMBER CONTRIBUTION 3 PERS deductions + PRSB deductions + PRSF deductions 
+ PRSP deductions - Service Purchase PERS deductions 
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SERVICE PURCHASES 3 Codes and amounts of all Service Purchase PERS 
deductions 
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15 Nevada 

15.1 Nevada Retirement 
The Nevada Retirement System consists of four elements: 

An NVRETIRE screen for HR for centralization of retirement data controlled by HR. 

An extract process for PY that will extract retirement data from the database for the specified month/year and specified agency and place said 
data in the retirement tables. 

An update process for PY to allow manual edits of the retirement tables. 

A “reporting” process for PY to generate a flat file ready for submittal to the retirement office including a proof report of the file contents. 

This section covers all elements except the RETIRENV screen which will be documented elsewhere.   

 

15.1.1 User Constraints 
Because of the need to develop Actual Hours and Actual Wages, all employees to be reported need to be paid all their scheduled hours and 
wages.  If an employee is not paid their full amount for whatever reason, they need to be paid the full amount then their pay needs to be docked 
via a separate timecard entry or calculation formula.  For example, if an employee is LWOP for the entire pay period, pay the employee their 
normal wage for the pay period then deduct the LWOP from the pay to obtain a net zero check. 

A new “Actual Wages” paybase needs to be set up for all wages that are to be included in the Actual Wages computation. 

The following paragraphs discuss coding of hour, contribution and deduction definitions so they are recognizable by the extract process as 
PERS related.  Note that more than one CDH can have the same coding.  The coding is entered in a specific miscellaneous code of the CDH 
definition where the miscellaneous code (1 through 8) to use is controlled by a common code. 
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Normal retirement pay and longevity pay subject to retirement can be hours, contributions or deductions and are coded as follows: 

 Normal Retirement Pay 

L
P 

Longevity Pay that may or may not be subject to 
retirement. 

Contribution and deduction master definitions for CDHs contributing to retirement contributions must be coded as follows: 

EC Employee Contribution 

RC Employer Contribution 

RP
C 

Employer Paid 
Contribution 

Hour codes can also be defined and coded for various other retirement processing functions.  The codes are as follows: 

RP Retro payment PERSable 

REC Retro Employee Contribution 

RR
C 

Retro Employer Contribution 

RRP
C 

Retro Employer Paid 
Contribution 

AP Adjust Pay 

AE
C 

Adjust Employee Contribution 

AR
C 

Adjust Employer Contribution 
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ARP
C 

Adjust Employer Paid 
Contribution 

Note that Retro pay and adjustments (and the retirement contributions for each) including the affected date can be entered via timecards.  This 
allows the entries to be spread over the affected months.  Screen 3 of the classic timecard entry screen allows entry of the affected date via the 
F1 key. 

Pay cycles must consist of either all hourly employees or all salaried employees.  This way, the extract process can determine whether to report 
base/actual hours or base/actual wages.  

 

15.1.2 The Extract Process 
The extract process is available via mask PYRERRNVRE.  The process will ask for the month/year to be extracted and the retirement agency 
to extract.  The process will extract retirement for all periods with a tax year and month equaling the specified month/year. 

The process will keeps track of the last month/year specified at runtime, by agency, in a common code.  If the current month/year is less than 
the last specified month/year, the process will abort with an appropriate error message.  This is intended to prohibit re-extraction of historical 
data.  This behavior can be overridden by changing the month/year in the common code. 

A common code setting carries the Base Hours for the agency.  If this value is zero or not specified, the run will be for salaried employees; 
otherwise it will be for hourly employees. 

Base hours/wages and actual hours/wages to be reported are different for hourly and salaried employees.  For hourly employees, base and 
actual hours are reported while base and actual wages are left at zero.  The opposite is true for salaried employees.   
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15.1.3 Calculation of Employee's FTE/Scheduled Hours Per Day 
For each period, the employee's FTE (for salaried employees) and scheduled hours per day (hourly employees) is calculated using all the 
employee's pay assignments that are active in the period with a pay class having “FTE” in a user specified miscellaneous code of the Pay Class 
Definition.   

 

15.1.4 Calculation of Hourly Employee's Base/Actual Hours 
For the given month, the number of “primary” pay periods in the month (this value will be 2 or 3) is calculated then multiplied by the base 
hours per pay period in the agency common code.  This becomes the base hours for all hourly employees. 

For each employee, actual hours are calculated as the sum of all hours in payroll history for hour codes that touch the Retirement hourbase.  
The result is capped so it is not greater than the Base Hours.  An error report of all employees whose actual hours exceed the base hours is 
generated.    

 

15.1.5 Calculation of Salaried Employee's Base/Actual Wages 
This calculation is done on a period by period basis for all periods in the month being calculated with the final value being the sum of the 
calculations. 

For each period, the employee's FTE is calculated using all the employee's pay assignments that are active in the period with a pay class having 
“FTE” in a user specified miscellaneous code of the Pay Class Definition.  An error report is generated if the resultant value is greater than 1.00 
or equal to 0.00, in which case the value is set to 1.00.  All the CDHs in history for the targeted periods that touch the Actual Wages paybase 
are totaled.  This become the actual wages for the period.  The base wages for the period are the actual wages divided by the FTE.   
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15.1.6 Source of Values 
The following “Source of Value” table defines the source of the data processed: 

Field Source of Value 

Name/SSN Employee Master Definition 

Agency Number RETIRENV Screen 

Status Code <see below> 

Processing Calendar Month/Year From a runtime question 

Affected Reporting Month/Year <see below> 

Affected Month Begin Date The 1st of the month for the Affected Reporting 
Month/Year. 

Affected Month End Date The last day of the month for the Affected 
Reporting Month/Year. 

Base Hours Discussed above 

Actual Hours Discussed above 

Base Wages Discussed above 

Actual Wages Discussed above 

Statement Code RETIRENV screen. 

Wages Subject to Contribution Hour and Contribution Codes coded as P. 
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Employee/Employer/Employer Paid 
Contributions 

Hour Codes, Contributions and or Deductions 
coded as EC, RC, RPC,  REC, RRC, RRPC, etc. 

Employee Group RETIRENV screen 

ERPay Factor RETIRENV screen 

Part Time Indicator For salaried employees - if the calculated FTE is 
less than 1.00, employee is part time. 

For Hourly employees, if the scheduled hours per 
day is < 8.00, employee is part time. 

Contract Begin Month RETIRENV seen, either for “P” or “R” paystrings 
record types 

Position Type RETIRENV seen, either for “P” or “R” paystring 
record types 

 

 

15.1.7 Status Code 
The state specification states that separate records are to be generated for a dozen or so changes in the reported data.  Many of these cannot be 
detected by the program or, if detected, the data cannot be separated.  Therefore separate records are generated only for different affected 
month/years within status code.  That is, if multiple status codes are calculated, at least one record per status code will be generated.  If there 
are multiple affected month/years within a status code, one record will be generated for each unique affected month/year. 

The typical reporting will be one status 1 record.  If longevity pay, retro pay or adjustments are detected, more records will be generated.  The 
only time the affected month/year is not equal to the processing month/year is when retro/adjustment transactions are entered via timecards or 
longevity is calculated by the extract process.  It this case, the affected month/year is a function of the date on the time card entry or the 
longevity calculation. 
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Note the state specification specifies which fields are required for each status code. 

Status Code 1:  This is used for wages earned this month and contributions paid this month.  Wages/contributions for Rx record type paystrings 
are not included in this calculation. 

Status Code 2:  Not calculated by the program. 

Status Codes 4 and 6:  Used for CDHs coded as adjustments, retro pay or longevity pay.  Adjustments and Retro pay are entered via timecards 
with an appropriate timecard date.  Adjustments/retro pay are entered with plus or minus values.  Plus values will be used for Status 4; negative 
values will generate a status code 6.  Longevity is automatically calculated by the extract process.  Adjustments and retro pay are entered via 
timecards and the corresponding retirement contributions must be manually calculated and entered via timecards also. 

Status Codes 5 and 7:  Not calculated by the program. 

Status Code 8:  Not calculated by the program. 

Status Code 13:  The processing for this status code is identical to status code 1 except it is for Rx record type paystrings.  There are a couple 
processing considerations here.  The Contract Begin Date and Position Type to be report has to be fetched from the RETIRENV screen (use the 
fields for the “R” record type).  Further, there is a separate calculation of Base/Actual Hours/Wages! 

When all processing is done, if there is both a status code 1 record and a status code 13 record, the one with the highest base wages is reported 
as status code 1 and the lower value is reported as status code 13.   

 

15.1.8 Longevity Pay 
For each employee, the longevity pay for the month is totaled then spread across the current month and the prior 11 months.  The employee 
CDH assignments for the current month are examined to determine which, if any, retirement contribution assignments (EC, RC or RPC) are in 
effect.  Appropriate retirement contributions are then calculated for each of the 12 months using the rates from value 1 of the CDH master 
definition.  The result of these calculations are subtracted from the status 01 record so the retirement contributions will not be reported twice.  
Status 04 records are then generated for all months with non-zero retirement contribution(s).   
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15.1.9 Retirement Data Update 
This is simply a screen available via mask PYRERRNVRU that allows direct edit of all data in the retirement tables.  No validity checks are 
made other than basic checks like making sure dates are really dates.  This screen is used to add information, like the status codes not processed 
by the extract process, or override information calculated by the extract process.  The anticipated usage of this screen is low. 

When the update process is initiated, the process requests the month/year for the data to be updated.  All data is available for the specified 
month/year.   

 

15.1.10 Retirement Data Report/File 
The retirement report/file generation process is available via mask PYRERRNVRR.  The process requests the month/year for the run, the 
agency to report, and the name of the resultant flat file.  The process produces a simple proof report of the data to be reported sorted by affected 
month/year within status code within employee name.  Note the employee's ID is reported instead of the SSN (the SSN is in the data file). 

Final totals include Wages Subject to Retirement, Employee Contribution, Employer Contribution and Employer Paid Contribution for affected 
month/year within status code.   

 

15.1.11 CDD Reporting 
The retirement processing uses the PYRW_WORK_DTL table to store the monthly retirement data for use by the update and reporting 
processes.  The table is “keyed” by employee ID and extract date (which is the month end date).  There can be many PYRW_WORK_DTL 
records per employee per month with different Status Codes and Affected Dates. 

PYRW_WORK_DTL is a general purpose table used for retirement data for many different states.  The following map maps table column 
names to the values pertinent to Nevada Retirement: 

Table Column Name Content 
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HR_PE_ID Employee ID 

PYRW_EXTRACT_DT Month end date 

PYRW_STATE “NV” 

PYRW_AGENCY Reporting Agency Number 

PYRW_RPT_CD Statement Code 

PYRW_RPT_GROUP Employee Group 

PYRW_REASON Pay Factor 

PYRW_CATEGORY Part/Full Time Indicator 

PYRW_STATUS_DT Contract Begin Date 

PYRW_RPT_FREQ Position Type 

PYRW_WAGE_TP01 Status Code 

PYRW_SRCV_END Affected Date 

PYRW_WAGE_AMT01 Wages Subject to Retirement 

PYRW_WAGE_HRS02 Base Hours 

PYRW_WAGE_AMT02 Base Wages 

PYRW_WAGE_HRS03 Actual Hours 

PYRW_WAGE_AMT03 Actual Wages 

PYRW_CD_AMT01 Employee Contribution 
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PYRW_CD_AMT02 Employer Contribution 

PYRW_CD_AMT03 Employer Paid Contribution 

 

 

15.1.12 Common Code Documentation 

PYFG 268NV 

 Code Category: PYFG 

 Code Value: 268NV 

 General Description: This common code controls processing of the Nevada Retirement system. 

 Special Notes:  

 Is this Client Specific? N 

 Short Description:  

 Medium Description:  

 Long Description:  

 Assoc. Value (1): Set this value to the CDH definition miscellaneous code number to be used to determine if a CDH is subject to 
PERS.  The value must be between 1.00000 and 8.00000. 

 Assoc. Value (2): Set this value to the paybase number containing actual wages.  The value must be between 1.00000 and 
42.00000. 
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 Assoc. Value (3): Set this value to the hourbase containing hours subject to retirement.  The value must be between 1.00000 and 
42.00000. 

 Assoc. Value (4): Set this value to the pay class definition miscellaneous code number containing the value “FTE”.  The value must 
be between 1.00000 and 8.00000. 

 Assoc. Value (5):  

 Assoc. Code (1): Set this value to “YYCCSNN” or “YYCCNNS” where the value specifies the pay period numbering scheme 
where YY = year, CC = pay cycle, NN = a sequential number within the pay cycle and S = supplemental period number (“0” for the primary 
period). 

 Assoc. Code (2):  

 Assoc. Code (3):  

 Assoc. Code (4):  

 Assoc. Code (5):  

 Assoc. Desc (1):  

 Assoc. Desc (2):  

 Assoc. Desc (3):  

 Assoc. Desc (4):  

 Assoc. Desc (5):   

 

PYFG 268NVxxx 

 Code Category: PYFG 
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 Code Value: 268NVxxx where xxx = agency number 

 General Description: This common code is used to define retirement agencies for Nevada Retirement.  One common code must exist 
for each agency to be processed. 

 Special Notes:  

 Is this Client Specific? N 

 Short Description:  

 Medium Description:  

 Long Description:  

 Assoc. Value (1): Each pay cycle must consist of all hourly employees or all salaried employees.  Set this to the base hours per pay 
period (e.g., 80.00000) for each pay period for hourly employees.  Leave the value blank for cycles consisting of salaried employees. 

 Assoc. Value (2): Set this value to the pay cycle associated with the agency (e.g., 1.00000 for pay cycle 01).  The extract process 
will automatically skip all employees that are not part of this cycle. 

 Assoc. Value (3):  

 Assoc. Value (4):  

 Assoc. Value (5):  

 Assoc. Code (1): This value is automatically set by the program and contains the year/month (in the form YYYYMM) of the last 
extract run for this agency.  This is used so the extract process can prohibit extracting data for a prior month/year.  To override this validity 
check, blank out this value. 

 Assoc. Code (2):  

 Assoc. Code (3):  

 Assoc. Code (4):  
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 Assoc. Code (5):  

 Assoc. Desc (1):  

 Assoc. Desc (2):  

 Assoc. Desc (3):  

 Assoc. Desc (4):  

 Assoc. Desc (5):   
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16 New Jersey 

16.1 Quarterly Report of Contributions for the State of New Jersey 
The Quarterly Report of Contributions report is available via mask PYRERRNJQR.  In addition to the normal selection criteria, the process 
will ask for: 

The year to be reported. 

The quarter to be reported. 

The pension type to report (Teacher's Pension and Annuity Fund, Public Employee's Retirement System, or both). 

The output of the process is a batch proof listing that can be used to fill out the state forms.   

 

16.1.1 CDH/PAYBASE Setup 
The process recognizes various TPAF and PERS contributions by the value in Miscellaneous Code 1 of the appropriate Contribution/Deduction 
definitions (screens PYUPCD and PYUPDD).  Code miscellaneous code 1 as per the following table: 

PERS TPAF DESCRIPTION 

PERS TPAF Normal Contribution 

PRS1 TPF1 Arrears and/or 
Purchases 

PRS2 TPF2 Loan Deductions 
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PRS2 TPF3 Death Benefit 
Deductions 

PRS4 TPF4 Back Deductions 

Two paybases must be allocated, one for PERS and one for TPAF, for wages subject to PERS/TPAF contributions.  Appropriate Hour Codes 
must “+” or “-” these paybases (see screen 2 of PYUPHH).  

 

16.1.2 Population of PERS/TPAF Member Numbers and 10/12 Month Employee Fields 
The process expects the following field assignments in Payroll's PYUPEM screen: 

An alphanumeric field for the PERS member number. 

An alphanumeric field for the TPAF member number. 

A numeric field with no decimals with the value of either 10 or 12 indicating a 10 or 12 month PERS employee. 

A numeric field with no decimals with the value of either 10 or 12 indicating a 10 or 12 month TPAF employee. 

These fields are normally populated by entering the values in the HR system which are then transferred to the PY system. 

If assistance is needed setting up these fields, a SunGard Public Sector  consultant can be contacted.  

 

16.1.3 Common Code Setup 
Two common codes must be set up as follows: 

Code Category:  PYFG   Code Value:  782NJ01 
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Short Description:   EBUG 

Associated Code 1:  Set this to the EMPM alphanumeric attribute containing the TPAF member number. 

Associated Code 2:  Set this to the EMPM alphanumeric attribute containing the PERS member number. 

Associated Code 3:  Set this to the EMPM numeric with no decimals attribute containing the value 10 or 12 for TPAF 10/12 month employees. 

Associated Code 4:  Set this to the EMPM numeric with no decimals attribute containing the value 10 or 12 for PERS 10/12 month employees. 

NOTE:  EMPM attributes can be viewed via screen PYUPCL or can be printed via PYREFLCL. 

Code Category:  PYFG   Code Value:  782NJ02 

Associated Value 1:   Set this to the paybase assigned to hold TPAF subject wages. 

Associated Value 2:  Set this to the paybase assigned to hold PERS subject wages. 

Associated Value 3:  Set this to the number of members to be printed on a page to override the process's default number of members per page.  
This value needs to be set only if the page/grand totals are not behaving as expected, e.g., members print then a page is ejected without page 
totals on the bottom of the ejected page.  Increasing the number of members per page can fit more members on a page until excessive page 
ejects occur.  Decreasing the members per page can eliminate excessive page ejects.  
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17 New York 

17.1 Quarterly SUI Reporting for the State of New York 
The process needed for the generation of the required magnetic media file for reporting SUI for the State of New York is available via mask 
PYRESRNYUI.  A batch proof report is included with the process.  When the process is invoked, the mask will ask for the year and quarter 
number for the report. 

The name of the resultant magnetic media file is SUIyymm where yymm is the year and ending month of the target quarter. 

Before running this report, common code PYFG/PY622C must be set up.  See the Common Code guide for more information about this code. 

Installation of the process requires program py780ny.cbl and rootroll file py42233r.   
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18 North Carolina 

18.1 Employer's Quarterly Tax and Wage Report for the State of North Carolina 
Process PYRESRNCSU generates a file containing unemployment tax information in MMREF-1 format ready for submittal to the state plus a 
proof list of the file contents.  When run, the process, in addition to the normal selection criteria questions, will ask for the report year and 
report quarter to be reported and the desired name of the generated file.  Please note that the state requires the file to be named W2REPORT 
when submitted.  The process allows you to specify the name so you can set aside files for different quarters under different names if you 
desire.  If you decide to set aside files, you will need to copy the appropriate set aside file to W2REPORT before submitting the file to the state.  
If you decide you do not want to set aside submitted files, simply specify W2REPORT as the file name when you run the process. 

The process first extracts unemployment data using a generic unemployment data extraction program then this state specific program generates 
the report and file.  Information for the report is pulled from employee history for all periods with either a tax year/tax month or calendar 
year/calendar month (as controlled by common code PYFG/PY622C01) within the quarter to be reported.   

 

18.1.1 Required Common Codes 
PYFG/780NC - Common code PYFG/780NC must be defined.  Set the following field: 

Associated Description 1:  Set this to your North Carolina Unemployment Account Number. 

PYFG/PY622C - The generic extraction program is controlled by common codes PYFG/PY622C and PYFG/PY622C01 documented 
separately. 
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19 Ohio 

19.1 Overview 
This process produces the State of Ohio Retirement Report and File.  

There are three masks involved in this process: 

PYRERROHRE extracts applicable data from Check History creating a flat-file.  The extracted data is then updated (added or replaced) to a 
utility dataset in the PYDB.  Data in this dataset is organized by payroll month/year, PERS type (PO = Police, FI = Fire, PE = all others) and a 
cycle identifier. 

PYRERROHRU provides the user a means of viewing and modifying the data previously extracted. 

PYRERROHRR is used to produce a report and generate a file for subsequent submission of PERS reporting. 

 

19.2 Setup 
Set up Hour Definitions:  

For PERS earnings, switch 17 on screen 3 of the hour definition screen must be set to the PERS earnings type.  Ignore any comments otherwise 
in the screen help for this field. 
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19.3 Set up employees 
A PERS unit (retirement unit) is a set of employees that use the same PERS Employer Code (e.g. Police).  A unique set of deduction code(s) 
(taxable and tax deferred) must be defined for each PERS unit. The PERS deduction assignments for a particular employee must use the 
deduction codes defined for the employee's PERS unit. 

Medium description 
a)  The first two characters of the Medium Description is used to specify the pay cycle for the PERS unit. 
b)  Characters 4-14 specify the pay frequency.  Valid values are WEEKLY, BIWEEKLY, SEMI-MONTHLY and MONTHLY. 

Long description - The first eight (8)  positions of the Long Description hold the Employer Code 

Numeric Value 5 holds the retirement Pay Base to be used to report earnings.  E.g., 6007 = Paybase 7. 

Associated Code 1 holds the Period Code from the Pay Period Definition screen to be matched in determining the number of pay periods use in 
the Hour Base calculation. 

Associated Description 1 holds the PERS deduction number(s) in the format xxxxT, xxxxD, xxxxD…where xxxx is the deduction number and 
“T” is used for Taxable deductions and “D” us used for non-taxable (tax deferred) deductions. 

Associated Description 2 holds PERS contribution (Pickup) numbers in the format xxxx, xxxx, xxxx… 

 

19.4 Extract 
After all the needed set up is complete, invoke mask PYRERROHRE to extract information for a specific range of dates.   

The first question asked by the mask is the PERS unit to be extracted.  Valid menu selections are PO, FI, P1 and P2. 

The next two questions ask for report begin and end dates.  All pay periods starting on or after the begin date and ending on or before the end 
date will be selected for the extraction.  All check history for these pay periods will be processed for the PERS unit to be extracted.  The “report 
period” is defined as the year/month of the supplied end date in the format CCYYMM (e.g., if the supplied end date is 06/15/2002, the report 
period is 200206). 
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The next question is: “Delete the report period before adding info from this merge?”  Answer “Y” if ALL prior extracted data for this report 
period is to deleted, as might be desired if data is to be re-extracted, otherwise answer “N” to keep prior extracted data for the report period. 

This question asks whether the user wants to include data from unpaid check history records.  The normal response to this question is “NO”, 
that is, only paid check history is to be extracted. Unpaid check history is normally only extracted for testing purposes or if the user wants to 
produce a preliminary PERS report prior to the actual pay and distribute process and a complete subsequent re-extract. 

The next question pertains to the use of Selection Criteria.  Selection Criteria may be used to extract PERS data for a limited scope or set of 
employees.  This will normally only be used after a normal, full-cycle extract is made, changes have been made to only a few employees, and 
only those employees need to be re-extracted. 

 

19.5 Update 
This mask, PYRERROHRU, provides the user with a means of adding, modifying and deleting data from the retirement utility dataset prior to 
producing a report and generating a file for submission to PERS.   Following is a sample screen: 

 Batch 200101PO4                                                              

   SSN 123456789  Name DOE, JOHN                ID 123456789                  

  Unit PO                                                                     

 New/Change    Term Code    Hour Base    160.00                               

 Remarks                                                                      

  Earn      Hours       Gross         Taxed     Tax Deferred    Employer      

  Type      Paid        Wages       Deduction     Deduction      Pickup       

   [0]  [   116.00] [    2452.24] [       0.00] [     352.87] [       0.00]   

   [3]  [     5.00] [     158.56] [       0.00] [       0.00] [       0.00]   
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   [2]  [    32.00] [     664.36] [       0.00] [       0.00] [       0.00]   

   [1]  [    12.00] [     253.68] [       0.00] [       0.00] [       0.00]   

   [ ]  [         ] [           ] [           ] [           ] [           ]   

   [ ]  [         ] [           ] [           ] [           ] [           ]   

   [ ]  [         ] [           ] [           ] [           ] [           ]   

   [ ]  [         ] [           ] [           ] [           ] [           ]   

   [ ]  [         ] [           ] [           ] [           ] [           ]   

                         

 Totals [   165.00] [    3528.84] [       0.00] [     352.87] [       0.00]   

Set up common codes PERS OHMAPxx where xx is the PERS unit: 

One common code must be defined for each PERS unit, PO=Police, FI=Fire,  P1=PERS 00 and P2 = 

PERS 08.  For example, PERS OHMAPPO is the PERS common code for Police. 

The Batch field deserves explanation.  The first six characters are the report period, 200101.  The next two characters are the reporting unit 
(PO, FI, P1 and P2).  The trailing digit is derived from the following table: 

Pay 

Frequency 

Day Number of 

Report End 
Date 

Trailing 

Digit 

WEEKLY <= 7 6 

WEEKLY > 7 and <= 14 7 
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WEEKLY > 14 and <= 21 8 

WEEKLY > 21 9 

BIWEEKLY <= 14 3 

BIWEEKLY > 15 and <= 28 4 

BIWEEKLY > 28 5 

SEMIMONTHLY <= 15 1 

SEMIMONTHLY > 15 2 

MONTHLY  0 

A remark can be input if desired. 

The bottom line of the screen allows browsing by SSN or Name.  To constrain the browsing to a particular batch, supply a batch ID on this line 
and all browsing will be constrained to the batch. 

 

19.6 Report and File 
Mask PYRERROHRR is the final step in the PERS processing.  This mask allows the user to produce a report and generate a file (in the PERS 
dictated format).  If any information is inaccurate or missing, the user may use the UPDATE mask to make corrections and re-run this mask as 
often as necessary.  The following questions are asked during this process: 

“Which Retirement Unit would you like to process?“  Enter PO, FI, P1 or P2. 

Enter the 4 digit report year and two digit report month. 
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The next question pertains to the use of Selection Criteria.  Selection Criteria may be used report and generate a file for some subset of 
employees in case the need arises. 

“Enter the name of the retirement file”.  A file with this name will be created on disk (in the DATA directory).  This file can then be copied to 
tape or diskette, or transmitted directly to PERS as directed in PERS's Employer Manual. 
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19.7 PERS 

19.7.1 Overview 
This process produces the State of Ohio Retirement Report and File. 

There are three masks involved in this process: 

PYRERROHRE extracts applicable data from Check History creating a flat-file.  The extracted data is then updated (added or replaced) to a 
utility dataset in the PYDB.  Data in this dataset is organized by payroll month/year, PERS type (PO = Police, FI = Fire, PE = all others) and a 
cycle identifier. 

PYRERROHRU provides the user a means of viewing and modifying the data previously extracted. 

PYRERROHRR is used to produce a report and generate a file for subsequent submission  of PERS reporting.   

 

19.7.2 Setup 
Set up Hour Definitions: 

For PERS earnings, switch 17 on screen 3 of the hour definition screen must be set to the PERS earnings type.  Ignore any comments otherwise 
in the screen help for this field. 

Set up employees: 

A PERS unit (retirement unit) is a set of employees that use the same PERS Employer Code (e.g. Police).  A unique set of deduction code(s) 
(taxable and tax deferred) must be defined for each PERS unit. The PERS deduction assignments for a particular employee must use the 
deduction codes defined for the employee's PERS unit. 

Set up common codes PERS OHMAPxx where xx is the PERS unit: 
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One common code must be defined for each PERS unit, PO=Police, FI=Fire,  P1=PERS 00 and P2 = 

PERS 08.  For example, PERS OHMAPPO is the PERS common code for Police. 

Medium description 
a)  The first two characters of the Medium Description is used to specify the pay cycle for the PERS unit. 
B)  Characters 4-14 specify the pay frequency.  Valid values are WEEKLY, BIWEEKLY, SEMI-MONTHLY and MONTHLY. 

Long description - The first eight (8)  positions of the Long Description hold the Employer Code 

Numeric Value 5 holds the retirement Pay Base to be used to report earnings.  E.g., 6007 = Paybase 7. 

Associated Code 1 holds the Period Code from the Pay Period Definition screen to be matched in determining the number of pay periods use in 
the Hour Base calculation. 

Associated Description 1 holds the PERS deduction number(s) in the format xxxxT, xxxxD, xxxxD…where xxxx is the deduction number and 
“T” is used for Taxable deductions and “D” us used for non-taxable (tax deferred) deductions. 

Associated Description 2 holds PERS contribution (Pickup) numbers in the format xxxx, xxxx, xxxx… 

Set up common code PYFG PY268OH: 

Associated Description 1: Set this to “SAFETY SAME AS PERS” if the format of the reporting and file is identical for both PERS and safety 
personnel.  Background:  Some Ohio organizations are required to report differently for safety personnel, e.g., a different magnetic media file 
format, while other organizations must us the same reporting format.   

 

19.7.3 Extract 
After all the needed set up is complete, invoke mask PYRERROHRE to extract information for a specific range of dates.  

The first question asked by the mask is the PERS unit to be extracted.  Valid menu selections are PO, FI, P1 and P2. 
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The next two questions ask for report begin and end dates.  All pay periods starting on or after the begin date and ending on or before the end 
date will be selected for the extraction.  All check history for these pay periods will be processed for the PERS unit to be extracted.  The “report 
period” is defined as the year/month of the supplied end date in the format CCYYMM (e.g., if the supplied end date is 06/15/2002, the report 
period is 200206). 

The next question is: “Delete the report period before adding info from this merge?”  Answer “Y” if ALL prior extracted data for this report 
period is to deleted, as might be desired if data is to be re-extracted, otherwise answer “N” to keep prior extracted data for the report period. 

This question asks whether the user wants to include data from unpaid check history records.  The normal response to this question is “NO”, 
that is, only paid check history is to be extracted. Unpaid check history is normally only extracted for testing purposes or if the user wants to 
produce a preliminary PERS report prior to the actual pay and distribute process and a complete subsequent re-extract. 

The next question pertains to the use of Selection Criteria.  Selection Criteria may be used to extract PERS data for a limited scope or set of 
employees.  This will normally only be used after a normal, full-cycle extract is made, changes have been made to only a few employees, and 
only those employees need to be re-extracted.   

 

19.7.4 Update 
This mask, PYRERROHRU, provides the user with a means of adding, modifying and deleting data from the retirement utility dataset prior to 
producing a report and generating a file for submission to PERS.   Following is a sample screen: 

The Batch field deserves explanation.  The first six characters are the report period, 200101.  The next two characters are the reporting unit 
(PO, FI, P1 and P2).  The trailing digit is derived from the following table: 

Pay 

Frequency 

Day Number of 

Report End Date 

Trailing 

Digit 

WEEKLY <= 7 6 

WEEKLY > 7 and <= 14 7 
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WEEKLY > 14 and <= 21 8 

WEEKLY > 21 9 

BIWEEKLY <= 14 3 

BIWEEKLY > 15 and <= 28 4 

BIWEEKLY > 28 5 

SEMIMONTHL
Y 

<= 15 1 

SEMIMONTHL
Y 

> 15 2 

MONTHLY  0 

A remark can be input if desired. 

The bottom line of the screen allows browsing by SSN or Name.  To constrain the browsing to a particular batch, supply a batch ID on this line 
and all browsing will be constrained to the batch.    

 

19.7.5 Report and File 
Mask PYRERROHRR is the final step in the PERS processing.  This mask allows the user to produce a report and generate a file (in the 
PERS dictated format).  If any information is inaccurate or missing, the user may use the UPDATE mask to make corrections and re-run this 
mask as often as necessary.  The following questions are asked during this process: 

“Which Retirement Unit would you like to process?“  Enter PO, FI, P1 or P2. 

Enter the 4 digit report year and two digit report month. 
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The next question pertains to the use of Selection Criteria.  Selection Criteria may be used report and generate a file for some subset of 
employees in case the need arises. 

“Enter the name of the retirement file”.  A file with this name will be created on disk (in the DATA directory).  This file can then be copied to 
tape or diskette, or transmitted directly to PERS as directed in PERS's Employer Manual.   

 

19.8 Quarterly Wage Report For the State of Ohio 
The Quarterly Wage Report is available via mask PYRESROHWG.  The process basically works in two modes: 

Generation of a report designed to print on pre-printed forms for paper reporting. 

Generation of a magnetic media file for electronic reporting. 

In addition to the normal Payroll selection criteria, the following prompts are presented: 

Enter a four-digit tax year:  Enter the appropriate year. 

Enter a one-digit quarter number:  Enter the appropriate quarter. 

Please enter the name of the magnetic media output file:  If you are doing paper reporting, this prompt is meaningless (enter anything to get 
past the prompt) otherwise enter a name for the file to be sent to the state.  The file will be created in directory 'data' on UNIX system or group 
DATA on MPE systems. 

 

 

19.8.1 Information (Magnetic Media Reporting) 
One of the two paper reports printed by the process contains all information needed for completing form UCO-2ERM.  This form basically 
reports the number of workers by month within the quarter and their combined gross wages, by SIC code (that is, by activity).  The reports by 
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“activity code” which is totally setup and controlled by the user.  A suggested activity code scheme is the RUN number pre-printed on the form 
preceded by a letter.  For example, B012 might be used for SIC 9199 which is for General Government workers.  This way, the output 
sequence of the report coincides with the order that information must be reported on the form. 

As controlled by common code, the activity code for an employee can be contained in any EMPM attribute or (preferred) in one of the four 
miscellaneous codes attached to a position (Triad screen PCNTBL2) attached to a pay assignment for the employee.  If the activity code is 
contained in an EMPM attribute of an employee, the process will, of necessity, report the activity code as active for each of the three months of 
the quarter. 

If the activity code is attached to a position however, the process can report activity against different activity codes for  each month of the 
quarter for each employee.  Because an employee cannot be reported against two or more different activities in any particular month, the 
process employs specific logic to limit the reporting to a specific activity.  Here's how this works:  All PM pay assignments active for the 
specific month are examined.  The PM pay assignment that was active for the most days within the month becomes the “target” pay 
assignment.  If no PM pay assignments are found for a particular month, then the non-PM pay assignments are examined and the one that was 
active for the most days within the month becomes the “target” pay assignment.  (If no active pay assignments are found for the month, an 
warning is generated and the information is posted to activity code “****”.)  The position of the target pay assignment is then used to 
determine the activity code for reporting. 

Bear in mind that, at the present time, Payroll only supports four character miscellaneous codes while Triad supports eight character 
miscellaneous codes.  When the miscellaneous codes are sent from Triad to Payroll, the trailing four characters are truncated.  Specifically:  
Use and activity code naming scheme with a maximum of four characters.   

 

19.8.2 Setup 
The common code, PYFG/PY780OH, is required by the process. 

Code Category:  PYFG   Code Value:  PY780OH 

Short Description:  DEBUG 

Medium Description:  Set this to the Client Code required by the state if reporting by magnetic media. 

Long Description:  Set this to the Client Name required by the state if reporting by magnetic media. 
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Numeric Value 1:  Set this to the desired number of void alignment pages printed if reporting by paper. 

Numeric Value 2:  Set this to the paybase number used to hold gross pay. 

Numeric Value 3:  Set this to the paybase number used to hold SUI taxable wages. 

Numeric Value 4:  Set this to the paybase number used to hold SIT taxable wages. 

Associated Code 5:  Set this to either PAPER OUTPUT if reporting by paper or FILE OUTPUT if reporting by magnetic media. 

Associated Description 1:  Set this to your assigned state ID number. 

Associated Description 5:  If the employees position determines the SIC code and the Activity Code associated with the SIC code is contained 
in one of the four miscellaneous values of PCNTBLE2 of Triad HR, set this field to POSITION.MISC1 through POSITION.MISC4.  
Otherwise, set this field to EMPM.xxxxx where xxxxx is some EMPM attribute containing the activity code.   

 

19.9 Ohio Deferred Compensation Report/File 

19.9.1 Overview 
This process produces the State of Ohio Deferred Compensation Report and file.  The file generated conforms to the record layout format for 
transaction type '114' provided by OPEDC.   

 

19.9.2 Setup 

Deduction Coding 

Before the report and file can be produced, the deduction definition(s) for the applicable amounts that need to be reported must be flagged with 
the same value in one of the Miscellaneous Code Boxes. 
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This value should be unique, so that deduction(s) can be identified by this program.  Choose a box not used for some other function by any of 
the applicable deductions.  For example, the legend 'DEFC' might be entered in Miscellaneous Code Box 1, if this box is available.    

 

Common Code PYFG PY781OH 

Associated Code 1 of this common code must contain the employer's 6-character identification assigned by ODEDCP. 

Associated Code 2 must have the appropriate sort indicator.  That is, the value NAME to produce the report and file in sequence by employee 
name, or the value SSN to produce the output in employee Social Security Number sequence. 

Associated Numeric Value 3 will contain the number of the CDH definition's Miscellaneous Code Box that contains the value to be searched 
for as defined in Deduction Coding, above. 

Associated Code 3 will contain the value to look for in deduction definitions. 

In the Deduction Coding example used above, this common code would have a 1 in Associated Numeric Value 3 and the legend DEFC in 
Associated Code 3.   

 

19.9.3 Processing 
Enter the mask PYRESROHDC to generate the report and file.  This mask will ask the following question: 

 Enter Check Date Range (MM/DD/YYYY-MM/DD/YYYY): 

In response to this question, the user may enter either a single date or a date range.  The program will scan all pay periods defined in the payroll 
system and only use data from those periods whose check date falls within the date range entered, inclusive. 

Paid check history is scanned for applicable deductions for the selected pay period(s).  Any deductions that match the selection criteria 
(explained in Deduction Coding, above) will be used in the generation of the report and file. 
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20 Oklahoma 

20.1 Oklahoma State Payroll Tape Process (PY633C SETUP) 
The following codes must contain values used by the OSF Tape process: 

     Obj Code -  Translates directly to OSF obj code.  If obj code is part of the pay 
string, that will be used; otherwise the code will be taken from the 
Hour Definition. 

     Position - OSF Occupation Code. 

     Fund -     Must be one of the Org Parts from the GL setup. 

     Acct -     Must be one of the Org Parts from the GL setup. 

 The following codes are set up in MISC CD (#) of the CDH def to reference reporting categories; where (#) is CD-VAL (5) in common code 
PYFG/PY633C.   

 

20.1.1 Hour Codes 
(User- defined)  Pay Types (Obj Types) identifying the type of payroll the particular hour definition is associated with.  These can be user-
defined and will determine the Claim # grouping that the hour definition will fall into.   
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20.1.2 Contribution Codes 
       FICA       FICA  

       MQFE Medicare portion of FICA 

       UNEM Unemployment tax 

     *ADGR        Additional gross subject to FICA    (Associated Trailer Codes)       

       OPER Oklahoma Public Employees' Retirement 

       OLER Oklahoma Law Enforcement Retirement 

       SJRT           State Share Retirement (Judicial) 

 

 

20.1.3 Deduction Codes 
      FICA FICA 

      MQFE  Medicare portion of FICA 

      FIT  Federal Income Tax 

      SIT  State Income Tax 

      OPER Oklahoma Public Employees' Retirement 

      OLER Oklahoma Law Enforcement Retirement 
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      STAN State Plan Annuity 

      EDAN Education Plan Annuity 

      SCAF State Plan Cafe 

      GCAF Group Insurance Plan Cafe 

    *OCAF Other Plan Cafe (Associated Trailer Codes) 

      TCAF Taxable Cafe 

      EIC Earned Income Credit 

      GINS Group Insurance 

      JRET Judicial Retirement 

      ORET Other Retirement (non OPERS, OLERS) 

      DRET Other Retirement Tax Deferred 

      OINS Other Group Life and Health Insurance 

      BOND U.S. Savings Bonds 

      CRUN Credit Union 

      MISC Miscellaneous Dues and Garnishment 

1042 Deduction for IRS or Tax Treaty 1042-S Reporting  (Deduction 
Assign Spec-Codes:  1- income code; 2- exempt code; 3- country 
code; set deduction limit to the withholding amount) 
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20.1.4 *Trailer Codes 
These 4-digit codes are components of 'ADGR' contributions and 'OCAF' deductions.  They are identified on the Cont/Ded Definition screen 
by ASSOC-DESC (10) having the value 'ddddTRAILER CODE' where 'dddd' represents the 4-digit trailer code.  These Cont/Ded entries will 
also have 'ADGR' or 'OCAF' in the proper MISC-CD field.  Amounts from employee pay history that correlate to these trailer codes are written 
to the trailer area of the tape S-Record. 
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21 Oregon 

21.1 Oregon PERS File Extraction & Report Setup Guide 

21.1.1 CDH Miscellaneous Codes - 
You will need to identify each CDH that is involved in PERS reporting by one of the following Miscellaneous Codes.  You may specify which 
Misc-CD to use (1-8) by the common code settings shown below. 

Wages: OR01 Wage Code 01 

 OR04 Wage Code 04 

 OR05 Wage Code 05 

 OR05 Wage Code 06  (Note: Use “OR05” for both wage codes “05” 
and “06”).  For negative adjustments, the timecard entries will be 
negative.  The report process will convert the Wage Code to “06” 
and switch the sign to positive for both hours and dollars. 

 OR07 Wage Code 07 

 OR08 Wage Code 08 

 ORX
X 

Use an EMPM attribute specified in Common Codes to retrieve the 
Wage Code. 

 ORV
C 

Lump Sum Vacation Payoff 
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Deductions
: 

ORP
T 

PERS Pre-Tax 

 ORA
T 

PERS After-Tax  

 ORU
N 

Unit Contributions 

   

Contributio
ns: 

ORP
T 

Employer Paid Pre-Tax 

 ORE
M 

Employer Matching IAP Amount 

Other Hrs: To make prior-period adjustments to Deduction and Contribution amounts, you will need to set up special hour codes for timecard 
entry in order to provide a date associated with the prior period.  Use the following Misc-CDs. 

ORD1    Adjust PERS Pre-Tax (deduction) amounts for a prior period. 

ORD2    Adjust PERS After-Tax (deduction) amounts for a prior period. 

ORD3    Adjust Unit Contribution (deductions) for a prior period. 

ORC1    Adjust Employer Pre-Tax (contribution) amounts for a prior period. 

ORC2   Adjust PERS After-Tax (contribution) amounts for a prior period.     

 

21.1.2 Common Code Setup 
Common codes must be properly setup prior to running this process.  Required common code settings are outlined below. 
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EMPM Attributes: Wherever “EMPM attribute” is indicated below, enter the attribute from the Employee Master record that holds the value to 
be reported.  (Example: EMPM.UNIT would indicate that the value in the Employee Bargaining Unit is to be used.)  For attributes having 
multiple occurrences, you may specify a numeric subscript after the attribute, such as “EMPM.SKILL3”.  To see a full list of these attributes, 
run mask PYREFLAT and request a listing for EMPM@.  You will probably want to make use of the miscellaneous codes for attributes 
MNUM, MLCHR and MSCHR for many of these values.    

 

PYFG/782OR01 Common Code Settings 

Short-Desc: Set to one of these debug levels. 

DEBUG - activates a basic debug level showing basic process information. 

DEBUG2 - activates more detailed debug.  This level will show values for EMPM attributes based on Common Code settings. 

DEBUG3 - shows debug related to storing and retrieving the archive demographic data. 

Medium-Desc: Two optional settings here are designed to let users make corrections to the Archive Demographic data that is stored in the 
retirement records.  Archive data is written to the database for new hires and for specific changes to employee data.  If that Archive Data is 
wrong, it may be necessary to correct it.  Set to CLEAR-ARCHIVES to delete all demographic archive data and re-create the initial archive 
record for each employee in the selected list.  Run the process for the timeframe in which the initial records should be created and run in 
Report-Only mode to effect the changes.  Another setting, WRITE-ARCHIVES, is used to write out new Archive Demographic records for a 
specific reporting period.  Again, run the process in Report-Only mode.  This option will write records for new-hires and for changes, but does 
not delete any data.  To re-create archive data over multiple reporting periods, you must run the process for each period in order. 

 Two other optional settings provide for limiting the files to only one detail record type.  Set to DTL1-ONLY to create a file of only 
Demographic records or set to DTL2-ONLY to create a file of only Wage records. 

Value 1: Set to a Pay Base number for PERS Gross Pay (defaults to pbs 2). 

Code 1: PERS Employer Number (5-digit # Assigned by PERS).  If you are reporting as multiple employers, set Code 1 to “GENM” and put 
each Employer Number on the PY Gen Master record in the 4th SID (State ID #) field.        

Code 2: EMPM attribute for Estimated Leave End Date 
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Code 3: EMPM attribute for PERS Job Class Code 

Code 4: EMPM attribute for FTE Hours Code 

Code 5: EMPM attribute for Average OT Hours Code 

Desc 1: Set to “USE-LEAVE-DT” will activate an option to pull Hire Date from the Leave Date field.  If the Leave Date field is blank, the 
process will revert to the Hire Date field.  This option is intended to provide for the reporting of re-hired employees (especially returning 
retirees) without having to change the original Hire Date. 

Note: For any of the EMPM attributes specified, items taken from numeric fields may require an edit code to interpret the numeric value.  Set 
the last 2 characters of the Assoc-Code field to N0 - N5 to indicate decimal precision.   

 

PYFG/782OR02 Common Code Settings 

Short Desc: First Letter of File Name (File name will be this Letter + pay period ID) 

Code 1: EMPM attribute for Contract # Months 

Code 2: EMPM attribute for Site Dist. Code (this is an optional sorting code) 

Code 3: EMPM attribute for 'XX' Wage Codes (Use if the wage code is stored on the 

Employee rather than the CDH) 

Code 4: Place “UNIXREMLABEL” here to remove the file label  

on UNIX      

Code 5: Employer matching percentage (1-digit value 1 - 6) 

   PYFG/782OR03 Common Code Settings: 

Value 1: Contribution Misc. Code Used (Set to 1-8 to identify which Misc-CD is used) 
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Value 2: Deduction Misc. Code Used (1-8)     

Value 3: Hour Misc. Code Used 

     

Code 1: EMPM attribute for Alternate Leave Date (optional). 

Code 2: EMPM attribute for Alternate Term Date (optional) 

Code 3: EMPM attribute for Non-Subject Indicator.  This identifies an attribute used to mark an employee as Non Subject status (waiting time).  
Mark those employees with “NS” for any reporting period in which their wages are to be reported as Non-Subject.    

 

21.1.3 Running the program 
This process is run using the mask PYRERROR.  When run, the user is prompted for the following: 

Reporting Date: This date is written to the PERS Header Record. 

Target Period: This is the reporting period. 

Begin/End Dates: Enter Begin/End date range indicating which additional pay periods to include in the report.  All periods with Check Dates 
in the range will be included. 

Run Type: Enter “RO” for report-only or “RT” for report and file output. 

Unpaid History: Enter “Y” to include “WP” history records. 

(Note: Including “WP” records will force the Report-Only option.) 

Selection Criteria: Standard PY selection criteria for IDLIST. 

Totals Only:  You have the option of printing report totals only.  A complete detail file is built in either case.   
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21.1.4 File Records Produced 

Header Record 

A single header record will exist as the first record in the file. 

Section Id - Set to “HEAD”. 

Employer Number - Specified in a common code associated with the process. 

Employer Name - Taken from the PY-GEN-MSTR record. 

Pay Date - Check Date for the pay period. (MMDDCCYY format). 

Date Created - Date the process is run (MMDDCCYY format). 

Service Center Code - Not used.  Leave blank. 

Service Center Name - Not used. Leave blank.    

 

Demographics Record (Detail 1) 

A single Demographics Record will be produced for each employee in the file.  This record includes employee name, SSN and address 
information along with additional employee level information.  This record will identify certain changes that are to be reported.  According to 
PERS, it is ok to send this information each reporting period, as long as change-sensitive items (Name Change Indicator, Old SSN, etc.) are 
only populated for actual changes. 

Section Id - Set to “DTL1”. 

Employer Number - Specified in a common code. 
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SSN - From employee master record. 

Old SSN - From prior period's extract file.  Blank if not changed. 

Last Name - From employee master record. 

First Name - From employee master record. 

Middle Name - From employee master record. 

Name Change Indicator - Based on period-to-period comparison.  “Y” if changed.  Blank otherwise. 

Date of Birth - From employee master record. 

Gender - From employee master record. 

Address (-1, -2, -3) - From employee master record. 

City - From employee master record. 

State - From employee master record. 

Zip1 - From employee master record. 

Zip2 - From employee master record. 

Province - From employee master record. 

Country Code - From employee master record. 

Postal Code - From employee master record.  Only required of non-US addresses. 

Job Status Code - Stored in Employee Associated Detail record in the following format. 

Job Status Date - Stored in Employee Associated Detail record in the following format. 

Assoc-Cd   Assoc-Desc 
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PERSnn    MMDDCCYY 

Where the 'nn' specifies the PERS member Status Code and the date represents the date the status became effective. 

Unused Sick Leave Hours - Sick Leave balance taken from Hour Base 8. 

Memo Text Field - User-defined notes (Optional; not used) 

Each of the following coded values will be stored as EMPM attributes.  Each client decides which attributes to use.  (Specific attributes 
identified by common code as above.) 

Estimated Leave End Date - Date that an employee on leave is expected to return. 

PERS Job Class Code - 2-character code for the PERS classification an employee is hired into.  Required for New Hires only.  

FTE Hours Code - 3-character code for FTE classification.  Required for New Hire School Employees only. 

Average OT Hours Code - 2-character code indicating Average Overtime classification.  Required for New Hires only.  Otherwise blank. 

Contract Number of Months - 2-digit number representing school contract months worked.  Required for School Employees only.  Otherwise 
“00” (two zeros). 

Site Distribution Code - User-defined location code to control the sort order on Annual Employee Statements.  This code is optional.  Up to 
15 characters. 

In order to identify changes that must be reported the process will write necessary demographic information to a table in PY (pyu-utl-dtl).  The 
records will be stamped with Check Date from the reported pay period.  On subsequent runs, where the new period check date is higher than 
the stored date, a comparison will be made to determine if changes need to be reported. 

Name changes will result in the Name Change Indicator being set.  SSN changes will result in the Old SSN field being populated.  Status 
Changes will be noted by a Job Status Date falling within the Pay Period dates.  If the Job Status matches the prior period's Job Status, it will be 
set to “00” indicating no change.  Files will be named 'Rnnnnnnn' according to the pay period for which the process is run.  For example, for 
period 0301001, the file will be named 'R0301001'.  Files may be retained as long as needed.  The user may specify an optional prefix letter ('R' 
will be the default if not otherwise specified).  See common codes for more details.    
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Wage and Service Record (Detail 2) 

The Wage and Service Record includes transaction information for each employee for the period.  There may be multiple of these records for 
each employee if the employee has multiple wage codes.  Wage codes are derived based on the Misc-Cd assigned to the CDH as specified 
below.  An option is available for the regular wage codes (not Retro or Prior Period Adjustment wage codes) to be taken from a user-specified 
EMPM attribute.  The CDH codes using this option will have “ORXX” in the Misc-Cd field. 

Retro and Adjustment wage codes require a prior period pay date for them.  The extract process will read pyh-hst-dtl (Payroll History) records 
initially, but if adjustments or retro codes are found, the process must read the SYSTM timecard records to get appropriate dates for those wage 
codes.  For that reason, all retro and adjustment transactions must be recorded as Hour Codes and entered as Daily Timecard records with the 
correct pay date for the transactions.  The standard Contract Retro Utility process does record Retro Pay by pay period using a date for each 
retro period. 

Specific items in the record are defined as follows: 

Section Id - Set to “DTL2”. 

PERS Employer Number - Same as in Demographics Record.  Set in common code. 

SSN - From employee master record. 

Last Name - From employee master record. 

First Name - From employee master record. 

Pay Date - Check Date for the pay period. (MMDDCCYY format) 

Hours Worked (Regular) - Total hours for the period that touch Regular Hour Base (HBS 2). 

Hours Worked (Overtime) - Total hours for the period that touch Overtime Hour Base (HBS 3). 

Wage Code - 2-digit wage code associated with those CDH's having a corresponding Misc-Cd (see below).  Note: Wage codes for prior period 
adjustments (05 and 06) are represented by the same Misc-Cd, “OR05”.  The extract process will recognize negative adjustments by the sign, 
set the wage code to “06” and report the hours and dollars as positive. 
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Subject Salary (Regular) - Total regular dollars paid in the period into the Retirement Pay Base (PBS 7). These hour codes are identified as 
those affecting Pay Base 7 and  Hour Base 2.  Round to whole dollars. 

Subject Salary (Overtime) - Total overtime dollars paid in the period into the Retirement Pay Base.  These hour codes are identified as those 
affecting Pay Base 7 and Hour Base 3.  Round to whole dollars. 

Gross Salary - Gross Pay Base (PBS 2) amount for the period.  Round to whole dollars. 

Non-Subject Salary - Total dollars paid in the period that do not touch the Retirement Pay Base (PBS 7).  This number should exclude 
“waiting-time” salary.  Round to whole dollars. 

Lump-Sum Vacation Payoff - Salary paid as a lump-sum for vacation balances based on CDH Misc-Cd. 

Member Paid After Tax Contribution (MPAT) - After tax PERS deductions, identified by Misc-Cd. 

Member Paid Pre Tax Contribution (MPPT) - Pre tax PERS deductions, identified by Misc-Cd. 

Unit Contribution - Total dollars deducted under special CDH marked with corresponding Misc-Cd. 

Employer Paid Pre-Tax Contribution - Pre tax employer contributions, identified by Misc-Cd. 

Employer Matching Pct (IAP) -  Optional IAP percentage specified in common code. 

Employer Matching Contribution (IAP) - Employer contributions, identified by Misc-Cd. 

PERS Job Class Code - Derived from an EMPM attribute (see Demographics Record).  Only report if this represents a change. 

FTE Hours Code - Derived from an EMPM attribute (see Demographics Record).  Only report if this represents a change. 

Average OT Hours Code - Derived from an EMPM attribute (see Demographics Record).  Only report if this represents a change. 

Job Grade Start Date - Period Begin Date.  Only report if the Job Grade (combined codes for Job Class, FTE Hours Code and Avg OT Hours 
Code) has changed.  In other words, the date will be set only if any of the 3 codes has changed. 

Site Distribution Code - Same as on Demographics Record.  Optional field. 

Memo Field - Not used.  Leave blank. 
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Footer Record 

The Footer Record is a single, final record in the file. 

Section Id - Set to “FOOT”. 

Employer Number - Specified in a common code associated with the process. 

Employer Name - Taken from the PY-GEN-MSTR record. 

Total Detail Records - Total count of all Demographics Records and Wage and Service Records.    

 

21.2 Oregon Retirement Assignment Screen (HRRTOR) 
Use TDHRRTOR to record retirement information for employers in the state of Oregon. The actual database table, behind the screen, is the 
table for the CDHASSGN screen (TDHRPYCA). Assignments entered on this screen update the Payroll Employee Assignment Screens 
(PYUPEC, PYUPED) and the Payroll Employee Master Screen (PYUPEM). The screen will allow multiple records for an employee, one each 
based on CDH number and date range. This will eliminate duplicate and overlapping assignment records. One record will be entered and 
displayed at a time since each CDH assignment is unique and unrelated to other assignments. The data to display at the bottom of the screen is 
extracted from payroll accumulators and based on the specified year for the CDH assignment. The four data entry form-fields, those beginning 
and underneath the “On Leave?:” field, will always display the values currently listed in the associated attributes on the Misc tab under 
TDHREMEN. 

Retirement information may only be added to existing employees in TDHREMEN. If an employee currently has no retirement assignments, 
look up that employee, and the screen will show blank fields on the bottom half ready for data entry. If the employee currently has one or more 
assignments, hit the “+” sign at the bottom of the screen to open the bottom half to make a new retirement assignment entry. 

Refer to the online help (attached to the software) for more information about this screen.    
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21.3 Quarterly SUI Reporting for the State of Oregon 
The process needed for the generation of the required magnetic media file for reporting SUI for the State of Oregon is available via mask 
PYRESRORSU.  A batch proof report is included with the process.  In addition to the normal selection criteria and printer queries presented 
when the process is invoked, the process will also ask for the year and quarter number for the report and the name of the Quarterly Wage 
Report file to be generated. 

Before running this report, common codes PYFG/PY622C (document for this common code is available as a standalone document) and 
PYFG/PY781OR must be set up. 

Medium Description: This is the only truly required field.  This is the State Employer Account Number (or Business Identification Number - 
BIN).  This should be a maximum of seven characters long.  Do not include hyphen or check (e.g., if BIN is 0123456-7 enter 0123456). 

The following Associated Descriptions are not required by the state but the state prefers to have them: 

Associated Description 1:  Enter the employer's business name as registered with the Oregon Employment Department. 

Associated Description 2:  Enter the employer's delivery address. 

Associated Description 3:  Enter the employer's city 

Associated Description 4:  Enter the employer's state.  Use a postal abbreviation. 

Associated Description 5:  Enter a valid ZIP code.  Include the ZIP code extension.  Do not place a hyphen between the ZIP code and the ZIP 
code extension.   
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22 Pennsylvania 

22.1 PDE LEAFRS reporting from Financials 
LEAFRS = Local Education Agency Financial Reporting System 

PDE = Pennsylvania Department of Education 

Financials contains many processes that create the revenue & expenditure files needed for LEAFRS.  One set for Districts and a second set for 
Intermediate Units.  These processes create files in compliance with the following links from PDE's web site:   
http://www.pde.state.pa.us 

1/17/2002 Annual Financial Report: School District, Charter School, AVTS, and Special Program Annual Financial Report, (PDE-2057) for 
School Districts, Charter Schools, AVTS, and Special Program. Database Files and Instructions 

2/6/2002 Annual Financial Report -- Intermediate Unit 

Intermediate Unit Annual Financial Report, Instructions and Executable Files. 

The menu to get to all LEAFRS reporting is GL UT RS PA.  This menu contains the following options: 

DA LEAFRS - District - Both Files (Revenues & Expenditures)    

(DA is the same as if running both DE & DR below.) 

DE LEAFRS - District Expenditures 

DR LEAFRS - District Revenues 

IA LEAFRS - Intermediate Unit - All Four Revenue/Expenditure Files 

(IA is the same as if running IE, IR, SE, & SR below.) 
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IE LEAFRS - Intermediate Unit General Fund Expenditures 

IR LEAFRS - Intermediate Unit General Fund Revenues 

SE LEAFRS - Intermediate Unit Special Fund Expenditures 

SR LEAFRS - Intermediate Unit Special Fund Revenues 

Note:  The files will be created in the ..\leafrs subfolder on the UNIX computer.  This subfolder must be create prior to running any of the 
above processes or the process will fail. 

For each of the above options you will be asked to enter an 'As of' date and what type of amount to use - budget or actual.   If you answer that 
you wish to use a budget then you will be asked for a budget version.  Budget amounts will be the annual budget for the fiscal year that the 'As 
of' date falls within.  Actual amounts will be the fiscal year-to-date amounts as of the end of the month that the 'As of' date falls within. 

You will also be asked if you wish to enter any additional selection criteria. 

Each menu option for a revenue or expenditure file will require: 
A Report Definition File (RDF) to determine the format of the file.  This file needs to be located in the ..\rdf folder on the Unix com Menu SY 
RD UB can be used to access these files. 

Common codes to determine the SQL to be used to extract the data and the percentage pro-rate, if any, between elementary and secondary for 
district expenditures. 

The following is detailed information for the requirements of each revenue and expenditure file.   

 

22.2 Employer's Report for Unemployment Compensation for the State of 
Pennsylvania 

Process PYRESRPASU generates a proof list of diskette contents plus one or more files ready to transfer to diskette and submit to the state's 
L&I department.  When run, the process, in addition to the normal selection criteria questions, will ask for the report year and report quarter to 
be reported. 
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Information for the report is pulled from employee history (including weeks worked) for all periods with either a tax year/tax month or calendar 
year/calendar month (as controlled by common code PYFG/PY622C01) within the quarter to be reported. 

The process first extracts unemployment data using the generic unemployment data extraction program then a state specific program generates 
the report and file(s).  Whether or not the process generates a single file or splits the reporting into many files is controlled by the common code 
PYFG/781PA01 single file/multiple file option.  The single file option is pertinent to those organizations where the entire magnetic media 
results will fit easily on one diskette.  When the results will not fit on one diskette, the multiple output file option must be selected.  A little 
over 5000 employees should fit on a single 1.4 mb diskette. 

When the single file option is selected, the process generates file QTRWAGES.dat which is ready to be copied to diskette.  When the multiple 
file option is selected, the generated files are named QTRWG01 through QTRWGnn (where nn can be 01 to 99).  Before submitting these files 
to the state, each file must be copied to diskette and renamed to QTRWAGES.dat. 

Note:  To be in compliance with the state requirements for the contact phone number, the first phone number for the contact on the entity 
definition screen must be of the form:  xxx-xxx-xxxx. 

 

22.2.1 Required Common Codes 
PYFG/781PA01 - Common code PYFG/781PA01 must be defined.  Set the following     

Associated Value 4:  Set this to the number of the FID field on the ROOT page of the Entity Definition screen PYUPGN to be used to report 
FEIN. 

Associated Value 5:  This field controls the single file/multiple file output option.  Leave this field blank to output a single file to be copied to 
diskette named QTRWAGES.dat.  Set this field to some number of records to output multiple files named QTRWGnn.  Each records takes 130 
bytes.  Each diskette file requires 5 records of header/trailer records plus 2 records per employee.  You might use something like 10700.00000 
for a 1.4 mb diskette which should hold about 5345 employees. 

Associated Description 1:  Set this to your Pennsylvania U.I. Employer Account Number 

Associated Description 2:  Leave this field blank or set it to the Plant Number if your organization is required to report Plant Number. 
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Associated Description 3:  Set this to PRINT HEADER RECORDS if you want the process to print the contents of the header records on the 
first page of the report. 

PYFG/PY622C - The generic extraction program is controlled by common codes PYFG/PY622C and PYFG/PY622C01 documented 
separately.  The only needed values for this process is PYFG/PY622C, Medium Description and Associated Value 1 and possibly 
PYFG/PY622C01 Associated Code 1.   

 

22.3 Employer's Report for Unemployment Compensation Populating Other 
Environments 

To install the PYRESRPASU process on environments other than production, uncompress py781pa.cbl, py622.cbl and py69820r then copy 
them from production to the source directory of the target environment.  Compile py781pa.cbl and py622.cbl.  'rm ROOTROLL', 'cp py69820r 
ROOTROLL' then 'cat ROOTROLL' and make sure the displayed contents of ROOTROLL look like the jcl, etc. for the process.  If it looks 
good, 'run qt935'. 

 

22.4 Local Income Tax (LIT) Report for the State of Pennsylvania 

22.4.1 General 
A local tax report is available via mask PYRESRPALT.  In addition to employee demographics, this report calculates gross wages, LIT taxable 
wages, and LIT deduction for the specified reporting timeframe by locality.  If an employee lives in more than one locality in the specified 
timeframe, the employee will appear on the report multiple times, one for each appropriate locality. 

In addition to the normal selection criteria, the report process will ask for report begin and end dates.  No special setup is usually required.   
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Notes 

Each locality must have a unique contribution/deduction identified by “CIT” in Miscellaneous Code 1 of the PYUPDD screen. 

If an employee changes localities, make the deduction assignment change at the beginning of a pay period.  That is, don't make the deduction 
assignment change mid-period. 

The process pulls data from employee history.  Pay period definitions are first examined to identify all pay periods with a check date within the 
report begin date and report end date bounds.  Employee “distributed” history is then examined for these periods to develop an internal 
employee table of gross, LIT taxable and deduction amount against one or more LIT deductions .  For each period, the process develops the 
gross pay, LIT taxable pay and the LIT deduction(s) for the period.  If one or more LIT deductions are encountered in the period, the employee 
table is updated.  If there are no LIT deductions for the period (which might happen in some special adjustment period), employee deduction 
assignments are examined to see if any LIT deductions were assigned for the period.  If any assignments are found, the employee table is 
updated.  The report is generated based on the contents of the internal employee table.   

 

22.4.2 Special Setup 
If a debug display is desired or if the gross paybase is not 2 or the CIT paybase is not 5, use common code PYFG/782PA01 to control these 
values: 

Short Description:  Set this to DEBUG for a debug display. 

Associated Value 1:  Set this to a number between 1.00000 and 42.00000 for the gross paybase to be used by the report.  If the value is zero, a 
default value of 2 will be used for the gross paybase. 

Associated Value 2:  Set this to a number between 1.00000 and 42.00000 for the CIT paybase to be used by the report.   If the value is zero, a 
default value of 5 will be used for the CIT paybase.   
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22.5 Quarterly Retirement Reporting for PENNSYLVANIA 

22.5.1 Overview 
To produce the State of Pennsylvania Retirement Report and File, invoke mask PYRERRPAQR.  This process extracts applicable data from 
Payroll Accumulators, creating a temporary work file.  The extracted data is then sorted and used to create the Quarterly PSERS Report and 
File.   The file generated for submission to PSERS is created on disc and named PSERSyyq (where yy is the last 2 digits of the reporting year 
and q is the reporting quarter). 

A secondary step of this process is to clear (blank out) all monthly Status Codes by invoking mask PYRERRPACS.   This process should only 
be run after the report and file for the quarter that the Status Codes apply to has been run, and the file submitted to PSERS.  This clearing of 
Status Codes is to prepare for the subsequent quarters' reporting.  If desired, selection criteria may be used to limit the scope of the employees 
affected by this process.   

 

22.5.2 Common Code Setup 
Common codes must be used to define the source of various elements of the report and file.  The common codes are category PYFG, values 
PY780PA and PY780PA# (where # is a sequential number from 1 through 9).  That is, the first common code (required) is PYFG PY780PA, 
followed by PYFG PY780PA1, and then PYFG PY780PA2, PYFG PY780PA3, etc., as needed.  The lower portion of these common codes are 
all populated in the same general format: 

Numeric Values will contain a number, if needed, depending on the value being defined. 

Associated Code field will contain the NAME of the value being defined. 

Associated Description field may have one of the following four options: 

The cluster and attribute name that will provide the value needed 

Miscellaneous Code value(s) used to identify applicable CDHs 

CDH number(s) of applicable contributions, deductions and/or hours 
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The actual value to be used 

The order of these entries is not important, but all of them must be defined and the capitalized value name in the Associated Code field must be 
entered exactly as shown: 

Numeric 
Value 

Associated 
Code 

Associated Description 

1 through 8 CONTRIBUTI
ON 

Miscellaneous Code(s), delimited by commas or 
CDH numbers, delimited by commas 

Not used EMPLOYER# Four-digit PSERS employer number 

Not used NEW OR 
EXIST 

cluster/attribute 

1 through 42 RETIRE PB not used 

1 through 8 SERVICE 
DAYS 

Miscellaneous Code(s), delimited by commas or 
CDH Numbers, delimited by commas 

1 through 42 SERVICE HB not used 

Not used SERVICE 
TYPE 

cluster/attribute 

Location 
within field 

STATUS 
CODE1 

cluster/attribute 

Location 
within field 

STATUS 
CODE2 

cluster/attribute 

Location 
within field 

STATUS 
CODE3  

cluster/attribute 
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CLUSTER/ATTRIBUTE Names: To see the cluster/attribute name of most Employee Master fields, invoke the mask PYUPEM, put a 
question mark (?) in the desired field and press ENTER.  A complete list of employee master cluster/attribute names may be obtained by 
invoking mask PYREFLAT and replying EMPM@ when the question “Enter Cluster & Attribute ID's:” is asked.  Certain fields are defined as 
occurring multiple times (both EDUC and SKILL occur 5 times, for instance).  The occurrence desired is addressed by appending the number 
of that occurrence to the attribute name (e.g., EMPM.EDUC4 refers to the fourth EDUC field of the employee master).  If no occurrence 
number is used when a field that has multiple occurrences is referenced, the first occurrence is used. 

CONTRIBUTION: Retirement contributions may be specified with one of two methods: 

An equal (=) sign followed by one or more 4-digit contribution, deduction or hour numbers.  If multiple numbers are entered they should be 
comma-delimited.  For example: 

Numeric Value Associated Code Associated Description 

0.00000 CONTRIBUTION =1010,1020,2010 

The Miscellaneous Code (s, separated by commas) that identify retirement contributions.  The Numeric Value of this entry indicates in which 
Misc Code box, the code may be found.  For instance, if retirement contributions are flagged with the value PSER in the fifth miscellaneous 
code box of the contribution definition, then this entry would look like this: 

Numeric Value Associated Code Associated Description 

5.00000 CONTRIBUTION PSER 

As another example: if retirement contributions have a value of RTR1, RTR2, PS3 or PS4, in the third Miscellaneous Code box of several 
contributions (or deductions), the common code entry would look like this: 

Numeric 
Value 

Associated Code Associated Description 

3.00000 CONTRIBUTION RTR1,RTR2,PS3,PS4 

NOTE: if more values than fit in one description field need to be entered, a subsequent entry (with the appropriate Numeric Value and the word 
CONTRIBUTION in the Associated Code field) may be used to enter additional Miscellaneous Codes or CDH numbers.  As many entries as 
needed may be used until all applicable miscellaneous values or CDH numbers are entered (the program will accept up to a total of 100 
miscellaneous values and up to 500 CDH numbers).  Also, multiple CONTRIBUTION entries may use different Numeric Values to point to 
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different Miscellaneous Code boxes.  For instance, if some contributions have the value PSER in Misc. Code 3 and other contributions have the 
value RTRM in Misc. Code 4, then two CONTRIBUTION entries can be defined so that all contributions will be included: 

Numeric 
Value 

Associated Code Associated Description 

3.00000 CONTRIBUTION PSER 

4.00000 CONTRIBUTION RTRM 

EMPLOYER#: The four-digit PSERS assigned employer number should be specified in the Associated Description field of this entry. 

NEW OR EXIST: The cluster/attribute specified in the Associated Description field of this entry indicates which employee master field 
contains the New or Existing classification.  If the cluster/attribute points to a date field (e.g., EMPM.HDT, employee hire date), then that date 
is compared to July 1, 1994, to determine whether the employee is New (on or after this date) or Existing (before this date). 

RETIRE PB: The numeric value of this entry, indicates which pay base (of the 42 available) will be used to report the pay (salary/wages) for 
each month within the reporting quarter.  This is normally pay base 7 (retirement). 

SERVICE DAYS: The Numeric Value and Associated Description fields of this entry (or multiple entries, if needed) are used in the same 
manner as the CONTRIBUTION entry described above.  All hours identified in this manner are used to accumulate the Annual Service Days 
reported in the 2nd Quarter report and file.  Service Days are only reported for employees identified as Salaried through the SERVICE TYPE 
field, described below. 

SERVICE HB: The numeric value indicates which hour base (of the 42 available) will be used to report Annual Service Hours in the 2nd 
Quarter, for members paid on an hourly basis (see SERVICE TYPE, described below).  This is normally HB 16. 

SERVICE TYPE: The cluster/attribute specified for this entry indicates whether an employee is to be treated as Hourly or Salaried.  Hourly 
employees will use the Service Hour Base indicated to report their Annual Service Hours.  Salaried employees will use the Service Days 
accumulators to report Annual Service Days. 

STATUS CODE1, STATUS CODE2, STATUS CODE3: The cluster/attributes specified for these entries indicate the corresponding field in 
the employee master that will supply the Status Code for each of the three months being reported during a quarter.  Status codes are only 
needed when a change to the employee's previous status occurs within the month being reported.  Valid status codes are E, C, P, U, S or X.   If 
multiple statuses occur within a month, the last applicable status should be entered for that month.  All three status codes may be entered in one 
field of the employee master, but the user must then indicate (through the use of the Numeric Value field) in which position of the field to find 
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each Status Code.  For example, if the three monthly status codes are all in the first three consecutive positions of the fourth EDUC field of the 
employee master, enter the following: 

Numeric Value Associated Code Associated Description 

1.00000 STATUS CODE1 EMPM.EDUC4 

2.00000 STATUS CODE2 EMPM.EDUC4 

3.00000 STATUS CODE3 EMPM.EDUC4 

 

 

Employee Setup 

Employee Master fields that are referenced (through their / name) must be populated with the appropriate value that this program is looking for, 
if the report and file are to be accurately generated.   

 

Employer Setup 

The Employer Number (four-digit identifier assigned by PSERS for reporting purposes) should be entered in the Associated Description field 
of the common code entry named EMPLOYER#, described above. 

The employer name and address and contact name printed on the report is retrieved from the appropriate fields of the ROOT entity definition 
(mask PYUPGN).   
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22.6 NPAS PSERS Processing and Reporting for Pennsylvania 

22.6.1 Overview 
The NPAS PSERS process will produce the files necessary to meet the requirements published in the “NPAS, PSERS, Final Employer 
Requirements manual, found at this address: 

http://www.psers.state.pa.us/er/npas 

 

22.6.2 Processing 
All the processing for NPAS/PSERS may be found under the menu mask PYRERRPA (Payroll, Reports, Retirement Reports, Pennsylvania).  
In this menu will be found the following options: 

ND  Delete  This option may be used to delete data from the database for previous reports.  There are several reasons for deleting data.  For 
instance, because the original report was generated with an incorrect date range.   Or because the original report was generated as a test from 
Check History that had not been paid and now that it has been paid, the report needs to be re-generated with actual pay data.  Or because there 
is a necessity to free up disk space (in this case, the PYDB should be backed up to offline storage before deleting). 

NE  Extract  This option is used to extract data from the Payroll Database for each of the report files that need to be transmitted to NPAS: 
Demographics. Contract, Work and Adjustments.  This menu option asks several questions: 

     Start Date: For Work Report processing this will usually be the first day of the month to be reported.  For all other reports this should be the 
day after the end date of the previous extract. 

     End Date: For Work Report processing this will usually be the last day of the month to be reported.  For all other reports this is the end date 
of the report.  When using masks ND, NL or NR, the END date is the controlling date for requesting data to be deleted or reported. 

   Which NPAS data is to be used?  The options for this question are: 

01 Work Data 
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02 Work Adjustments Data 

09 Both Work and Work Adjustments Data 

10 Contract Data 

20 Member Demographics Data 

99 All NPAS data 

Include information from UNPAID [Check] History? Y/N: This question applies to the Work and Work Adjustments data.  The data for these 
reports may be extracted from Check History that has not been paid (that is, still in a 'Waiting' state).  This is useful in producing a preliminary 
report that can be checked for errors that may need to be corrected before a payroll is actually distributed and paid.  If this type of preliminary 
report option is used, the data generated from this extract should be deleted (using mask PYRERRPAND) and then re-extracted after the 
payroll is paid and distributed so that the final report produced will reflect actual pay and contributions processed. 

This mask also produces an Edit List of the data extracted, indicating possible errors or inconsistent data. 

NL    Use this menu option to produce an Edit List of previously extracted data.  This option will ask for an End Date of the report (should 
agree with an End Date used in a previous extract) and which NPAS data is to be used (the same as in the NE extract process).  This menu 
option can be invoked at anytime after an extract has been run and should be used after extensive manual corrections have been made using the 
NU menu option described below. 

NU    This menu option invokes the screen editor program which allows users to make corrections, additions and deletions to previously 
extracted data. 

NR    This menu option generates the files to be transmitted to NPAS and generates reports reflecting the exact information contained in those 
files.  This option may be invoked as many times as necessary and each time will use the current data maintained in the database.  So, if after 
running this once for a specific End Date, corrections have to be made using the NU option, or data has to be re-extracted for the same date 
range using the NE option, this mask can be rerun to produce new files/reports.   
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22.6.3 Setup 
In order to facilitate the extraction of employee data from the Financials PY system, additional information must be provided not currently 
maintained in Financials. 

Employee Setup: Every employee to be reported must have a valid WORK STATUS code (as detailed in Section 4.2 of the NPAS manual).  
The Work Status should be entered in the Employee Definition, Screen 3, Associated Code/Description fields (mask PYUPEM).  The entries 
should be in the format: 

Assoc Code Association Code Description 

WORK STATUS [work status]  mm/dd/yyyy 

Where WORK STATUS is a keyword and must be entered exactly as shown, in uppercase letters. [work status] is the appropriate 6-character 
value (without brackets) described in the NPAS manual (e.g., ACTIVE, ACTIVW, ACTMLN, etc.).  mm/dd/yyyy is the  date when the status 
becomes effective.  Changes to an employees' Work Status should be made as additional entries and not replace prior entries (except when 
correcting an entry that has an invalid work status or an invalid date).  This way, an audit trail of an employee status history can be maintained 
and his/her status at a specific date can be ascertained. 

CDH Setup: Contributions, deductions and hours (CDHs) defined in the payroll system and applicable to PSERS reporting must be coded with 
the proper values in one of the Miscellaneous Code fields of the CDH definitions (masks PYUPCC, PYUPDD and PYUPHH).  See Common 
Code Setup KEYWORD [CDH CODE NDX], below, for instructions on how to specify which Miscellaneous Code field of the eight available, 
contains the desired value. 

CDHs:  All employee earnings, contributions and deductions to be reported to PSERS must have a valid code in the designated Miscellaneous 
Code field of the CDH Definition. 

The codes to be entered use the following four-character format: R##A  

Where “R” identifies the CDH as applicable to retirement, ## is a number indicating the type of transaction involved, as described below, and 
“A” indicates an Adjustment entry (non-adjustment entries have a space as the fourth character of this code).    

Number Type of Payroll Transaction 
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01 Base Pay: salary/wages included in the standard pay schedule for which the 
employee is rendering service, exclusive of earnings that exceed the IRS 401(a)(17) 
limitations. 

02 Overtime Pay: compensation paid over and above the regular salary, for additional 
hours worked. 

03 Supplemental Pay: compensation paid for additional duties. Also for reporting 
wages for a second position that does not require a second work report. 

04 Wages No Contribution: For non-contributing employees on leave.  This is 
salary/wages that would have been paid had the employee not been on leave, or are 
if paid, but not contributing. 

05 Member POS Installment: used to reduce the receivable due from the member. 

06 Excess Salary: earnings in excess of the 401(a)(17) limitations.  Contributions are 
not made on this amount. 

07 Non-Retirement Covered Compensation: wages earned that are not subject to 
retirement contributions (bonuses, payment for unused/sick leave, etc.). 

08 Contributions: member's retirement contributions withheld by the employer. 

09 Unpaid Retirement Covered Compensation: salary/wages not paid to an employee 
due to a leave, but on which the employee paid the contributions. 

Pay Assignments: Pay assignments are used to generate the Contract Records to be submitted to NPAS.  In order to provide all the 
information required by NPAS additional information must be available in these assignments. 

Expected Months:  The number of months, usually between 9 and 12 an active employee was hired to work.  If the begin/end dates of the pay 
assignment indicate the correct time span to calculate the expected months, this can be indicated to the system through the Common Code 
Setup, KEYWORD [WORK MONTHS], CODEWORD [BEGIN/END], as described below.  Another method of providing the Expected 
Months is through an entry in one the Miscellaneous Num fields of each pay assignment, indicating which field is used through the Common 
Code Setup.  The previous two options, provide the system with the expected months information by pay assignment, but a third, less precise, 
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method of supplying this information is through the use of one of the Miscellaneous Fields in the Employee Master (usually the second of four 
available).  This method only provides one value for Expected Months per employee and may not be usable when employees have several 
different jobs with different lengths of employment.  Whichever method is selected, it must be used for all employees. 

Expected Units The number of hours or days an employee is expected to work can be derived from the CALENDAR associated with a 
pay assignment or, if there is no calendar code in a pay assignment, through the calendar code in the Employee Master.  For hourly employees 
the Expected Units is extracted from the Annual Hours entered in the Calendar Definition.  For Salaried and Per Diem employees, Expected 
Units is taken from the Paid Days field of the Calendar.  If the employee's Calendar(s) do not offer the correct information, Expected Units may 
be entered in one of the Miscellaneous Num fields of each pay assignment and the common code KEYWORD [WORK UNITS] set up 
accordingly.  Again, all employees must use the same method to determine Expected Units. 

Common Code Setup: A series of common codes (use mask NUUPCD to add/change/delete common codes) are used to indicate to the 
PSERS process where certain Financials Payroll information can be retrieved from to complete the NPAS information requirements.  These 
common codes have a category of PYRT and values of PARTRM## (PA for Pennsylvania, RTRM for retirement, and ## is a sequential 
number starting at 01 and continuing through 99, as needed).  As many common codes as needed to enter all parameters can be defined but 
they must be in numerical order and numbers may not be skipped.  The parameters defined within these common codes may be in any 
sequence, however, and have the general format indicated below, with each parameter using one complete line of the five Associated Values, 
Codes & Descriptions lines: 

Numeric Value Codes  Description 

    [##.#####] [KEYWORD] [cluster.attribute# ec] or 

     =[value] or 

     [value1,value2,value3…] or 

     [CODEWORD] or 

     [YES] or [NO] 

##.##### is a Numeric Value that may need to be specified depending on the KEYWORD. 

KEYWORD identifies the parameter.  Some KEYWORD entries may only use the Numeric Value, others only the information provided in the 
Description field and still others may require both.  KEYWORD must be entered in the Code field of each parameter line in the exact manner 
shown in the KEYWORD TABLE, below. 
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The five types of entries that may be used in the Description field of the common code lines are: 

cluster.attribute# ec  Cluster is the four-character name of a PYDB dataset which may be used to supply the information indicated by 
KEYWORD.  Currently, the clusters available are GENM (Entity Definition), EMPM (Employee Master) and EPAY (Employee Pay 
Assignments).  Attribute is the six-character name of a field within a cluster.  Any of the fields described for these clusters (mask PYUPCL) 
may be used as an Attribute.  The # portion of this entry is only required when a cluster.attribute has multiple fields (for instance, there are 5 
Skill Code fields defined in the Employee Master, to reference the fourth one, this parameter would be entered as EMPM.SKILL4 in the 
Description field).  ec is an optional edit code showing how the data from the cluster.attribute# is to be treated.  This code only applies to date 
and numeric fields.  For dates, the standard Financials date format codes apply: DT (mm/dd/yy), DU (mm/dd/yyyy), DW (dd/mm/yyyy), DV 
(dd/mm/yy), DZ (mm/yy), DS (mm/dd), D8 (yyyymmdd) or D6 (yymmdd).  For numeric fields the standard Financials numeric edits are used: 
N0 through N5 (where the number following the N indicates how many decimal positions are in the number), and an IN edit code indicating an 
integer with no zero suppression. 

=value  When a specific value is to be assigned to a KEYWORD, an equal sign (=) followed by the value (without brackets) is used.  For 
instance, if the six-character EMPLOYER ID needed for retirement reporting is 123456, this value would be entered as “=123456” (without the 
quotes) in the Description field of this parameter with the KEYWORD [EMPLOYER ID] in the Code field (without the brackets). 

value1,value2,value3…  This format is used when a list of values needs to be provided.  The values entered are comma-delimited without a 
space following the comma.  Multiple entries (lines of the common code) may be used when there are more values than can fit in one 
Description field.   When multiple lines are used, the KEYWORD must be repeated in each Code field of each line.  For example, the 
KEYWORD “FULLTIME MAP” is used to define all the codes that should be considered full-time employment. By providing a series of 
codes (FT,FULL,F-T,F/T, etc.) that equate to full-time employment, the PSERS process will know which employees work full-time.  If more 
values than can fit in one Description field are needed to designate full-time employees, a second (or third) line may be used with the 
KEYWORD “FULLTIME MAP” and the additional full-time values in the Description field. 

[CODEWORD]  This format of the common code entry is used to specify a particular element and, along with the ##.##### entered in the 
Numeric Value of the common code, further define the use of that element.  For example, if an employee POSITION were to be retrieved from 
the fifth part of a pay assignments' paystring, the common code entry would look like this: 

Numeric Value  Code  Description 

     4.00000  POSITION PAYSTRING 
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[YES] or [NO]  Certain options available in this process only require that the user enter YES or NO for the option defined by the KEYWORD 
to be activated (YES) or inactivated (NO).  Unless otherwise indicated, if this parameter is omitted or the Description is left blank, NO is the 
default. 

KEYWORD TABLE 

KEYWORD must be entered exactly as shown in uppercase characters in the CODE field of the common code.  When there is more than one 
option available to supply the information indicated by a KEYWORD, the first option shown is preferred. 

KEYWORD Numeric Value Description 

EMPLOYER ID =[value]  or [cluster.attribute# ec] Used to supply the Employer Id/Code required by 
NPAS/PSERS 

EXTRACT BY [CODEWORD]  = [END DATE] or [BEGIN/END 
DATES] or [CHECK DATE] 

The appropriate date(s), as indicated by the CODEWORD 
in the description field, from a Period definition are 
compared to the date range entered at run-time to 
determine if information from Check History for that 
period is to be included in the processing. 

EXCLUDE PER [value1,value2,value3…] Code(s) entered, delimited by commas, are compared to 
the periods which pass “EXTRACT BY” criteria to 
determine if these periods should be excluded.  For 
instance, if a particular period has a code of ROLLOVER 
because it was used in the initial set up of payroll, the data 
for this period may be excluded from the PSERS process 
by entering ROLLOVER in this parameter's Description 
field. 

 NOTE: EXCLUDE PER, above or INCLUDE PER, 
below, may be used, but NOT both. 
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INCLUDE PER [value1,value2,value3…] Code(s) entered, delimited by commas, are compared to 
the periods which pass “EXTRACT BY” criteria to 
determine if these periods should be included in the data 
extraction process.  For instance, if some periods have a 
code of NORMAL or VARIABLE and these are the only 
periods to be used, the data for these periods may be 
included in the PSERS process by entering 
NORMAL,VARIABLE in this parameter's Description 
field. 

FT/PT [cluster.attribute# ec] This parameter indicates which field (usually in the 
Employee Master) contains the employee's full or part 
time code. 

FULLTIME 
MAP 

[value1,value2,value3…] This parameter is used to specify various values that are 
all to be considered as full-time employment. 

PARTTIME 
MAP 

[value1,value2,value3…] This parameter  is used to specify all values which 
designate part-time employment. 

ADJ REASON [1] through [10] This parameter specifies which of the 10 Description lines 
in a CDH definition will contain the REASON code for an 
adjustment.   The possible REASON codes are defined in 
the NPAS manual in section 6.2.  All CDHs that are used 
for adjustments (with a retirement code of R##A) must 
also have a REASON code. 

CDH CODE 
NDX 

[1] through [8] Used to indicate which of the 8 available Miscellaneous 
Code fields of a CDH definition will contain the 
retirement code R##A described in paragraph 2, above. 
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POSITION [1] through [18] [CODEWORD] = PAYSTRING This parameter is used to indicate which Part# of an 
employee's pay assignment paystring contains the 
POSITION.  Position is used to retrieve an employee's Job 
Title required in Contract Reporting. 

FISCAL YEAR [1] through [18] [CODEWORD] = PAYSTRING Used to indicate the source of the Fiscal Year used in 
Work and Adjustment reporting.  The value in Numeric 
Value indicates which part of a paystring contains the 
Fiscal Year. 

 Or  

 =[value] to assign the value entered to all records 

 Or  

 [cluster.attribute# ec] If some other field contains this information. 

WAGE TYPE [cluster.attribute# ec]  This parameter indicates where an employee's Wage Type 
(Salary, Hourly, Per Diem) can be obtained.  Usually this 
will be an EPAY attribute, that is, associated with a pay 
assignment, so an employee who works several different 
jobs may be reported correctly. 
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WORK STATUS [CODEWORD] = ASSOC DETAIL Every employee must have a Work Status Code (NPAS 
manual section 4.2).  These are entered in the employee's 
Assoc Detail (mask PYUPEM, Screen 3) with an Assoc 
Code of WORK STATUS, and the work status code (6 
characters) followed by a space and the work status 
effective date (format mm/dd/yyyy) entered in the Assoc 
Code Description field.  Changes to work status should be 
made as new entries, leaving prior WORK STATUS 
codes and effective dates unchanged unless a correction is 
being made to a work status/effective date that was 
invalid, misspelled or misdated. 

WORK 
MONTHS 

[CODEWORD] = BEGIN/END This option is used when the begin/end dates of a pay 
assignment can be used to calculate the EXPECTED 
MONTHS (9 through 12) to be reported in the Contract 
File/Report.  That is, the time span between these two 
dates is used to compute work months. 

 Or  

[cluster.attribute# 
ec] 

This parameter indicates where the EXPECTED MONTHS 
may be found for each employee contract.  This is usually 
associated with a pay assignment (EPAY cluster) in one of 
the Miscellaneous NUM fields.  If, however, a single 
EXPECTED MONTHS is to be used for all an employee's 
pay assignments for all employees, then one of the 
Miscellaneous fields in the Employee Master (EMPM 
cluster) may be used.  In this case, individual employees 
may have different EXPECTED MONTHS, but each 
employee can only have one EXPECTED MONTHS value.  
When the value is derived from pay assignments, an 
employee may have several different EXPECTED 
MONTHS values. 
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WORK UNITS [CODEWORD] = CALENDAR if the EXPECTED UNITS are to be derived from a 
Calendar definition (mask PYUPCA).  In this case, 
Salaried and Per Diem employees will use the value in the 
Paid Days box of the appropriate calendar, and Hourly 
employees will use the value found in the Annual box. 

 Or  

 [cluster.attribute# ec] Used to indicate where EXPECTED UNITS may be 
found, usually in one of the Miscellaneous Num fields of a 
pay assignment.   

 

 

22.7 DE LEAFRS - District Expenditures 
RDF file: LEAFRSDE 

With the following >FORMAT section: 
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The state manual describes the format as follows.   

 

22.7.1 No.Name Length Format Notes 
1. Function code 6 9999 Four digits required; must be in quotes 

2. Object code 5 999 Three digits required; must be in quotes 

3. Elementary amount 13 9(10).99 

4. Secondary amount 13 9(10).99 

5. Federal amount 13 9(10).99 

6. Total amount 13 9(10).99  

 

22.7.2 Common Codes 
Refer to the Common Code user guide for specific setup information. 

GLPAEXPENSESQL for all expenditures to be reported. 

The program makes one pass through the data using this selection criteria to come up with the total column. This will also be used in 
conjunction with the following common codes to determine what goes in each column. 

GLPAELEMENT   SQL for 100% elementary 

GLPASECOND  SQL for 100% secondary 

GLPAFEDERAL   SQL for 100% federal 
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GLPAELEMENTPSQL for percentage elementary & secondary split.   

GLPAADMINPSQL for administration elementary & secondary split.   
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23 Texas 

23.1 PEIMS 

23.1.1 PEIMS Processing 

A.  Overview 

In compliance with the Texas Education Code, the Public Education Information Management System (PEIMS) contains only the data 
necessary for the legislature and the Texas Education Agency (TEA) to perform their legally authorized functions in overseeing public 
education. It does not contain any information relating to instructional method, except as required by Federal law. 

PEIMS encompasses all data requested and received by TEA about public education, including student demographic and academic 
performance, personnel, financial, and organizational information. 

 

B.  Data Entry Screens: 

Mask Screen Name 

PIUPAC Account Map/Crosswalk 

PIUPCD Coded Values 

PIUPFI Finance and Staff Data 

PIUPSS Shared Services Arrangement 

PIUPSU Submissions 
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1.  PIUPAC - Account Map/Crosswalk Screen 

The PEIMS Account Mapping screen allows Financials account segments to be mapped to PEIMS codes and account segments. The part match 
code can have anything in it that would pass the LIKE option in SQL (e.g., to select all Financials funds that begin with 1, enter 1%). The start 
and end dates can be used if the mapping changes over time or PEIMS changes its code from year to year (e.g., if the client has funds 10,11,12, 
& 13 in Financials, but they should be all reported to PEIMS as fund 10, then they would complete the Code Name and Part Match fields as 
follows): 

End Date:  Select the end date for this account code from the drop down menu. 

Start Date: Select the start date for this account code from the drop down menu. 

Code Name: Used to categorize the mapping code value being defined. Enter up to 12 characters. 

Code Value: For those code categories which have multiple entries, the code value is used to differentiate between the entries. Enter up to 20 
characters. 

Start Date: The date when the account mapping definition becomes active. 

End Date:  The last active date for the account mapping definition. 

Fund:  A three-character code used to identify the PEIMS Fund or Fund Group value being mapped. 

Function:  A two-character code used to identify the PEIMS Function value being mapped. Function codes are a general operational area and 
group together related activities. 

Object:  A four-character code used to identify the PEIMS Object value being mapped. Object Codes identify an account, a transaction, or a 
source of funds. 

Organization: A three-character code used to identify the PEIMS Organization being mapped. Organization Codes are the unique 
organizational unit within the district with which the account is associated. 
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Fiscal Year: Choose a one-digit fiscal year code (0-9) from the list provided. 

Program:  A two-character code used to identify the PEIMS Program being mapped. 

Code Name 1-12: Up to 10-characters which identify the code name to be mapped. Up to 12 entries may be made. 

Match Value 1-12: Up to 50-characters which identify the code value to be mapped. Up to 12 entries may be made. 

Created:  The date and time that this record was created. This field is system generated and display only. 

By:  The NUCLEUS User ID of the user that created this record. This field is system generated and is display only. 

Updated:  The date and time that this record was last updated. This field is system generated and display only. 

By:  The NUCLEUS User ID of the last user that updated this record. This field is system generated and display only. 

Extracted: The date and time that this record was extracted. This field will be updated by an external process and is display only. 

As Of:  The "As Of" date for this record. This field will be updated by an external process and is display only. 

Source:  The origin of this record. This field will be updated by an external process and is display only. 

By:  The name of the user who extracted this record. This field will be updated by an external process and is display only.  

 

 

2.  PIUPCD - Coded Values Screen 

The Coded Values Screen stores code values used for lookup and validation throughout the PEIMS subsystem. Valid coded value categories, as 
specified by the Texas Education Agency (TEA), must be defined in NUCLEUS Common Codes under category "PEIM" prior to using this 
screen. (For example, to define a new coded value category of "DIS", an entry must be made in NUUPCD with a code category of "PEIM" and 
a code value of "DISTRICT" with the description in the "medium description" field). 
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After the NUCLEUS Common Code entry is made, then values can be defined in PIUPCD. For each value to be defined, choose the "coded 
ID" "DISTRICT" from the drop down box, and enter the district code in the "code" field. Enter the name of this district in the "description" 
field. 

Coded ID:  Used to categorize the code being defined. Choose one from the list of coded ID's that have been previously defined in NUCLEUS 
Common Codes (NUUPCD) category "PEIM". 

Code:  For those code categories which have multiple entries, the code is used to differentiate between the entries. Enter up to 20 characters. 

Description: Up to 50 characters describing the coded ID and value. 

Import Code Translations: User defined. 

Additional Text: Additional comments about the code. 

Created:  The date and time that this record was created. This field is system generated and display only. 

By:  The NUCLEUS User ID of the user that created this record. This field system generated is display only. 

Updated:  The date and time that this record was last updated. This field is system generated and display only. 

By:  The NUCLEUS User ID of the last user that updated this record. This field is system generated and display only. 

Extracted: The date and time that this record was extracted. This field will be updated by an external process and is display only. 

As Of:  The "As Of"' date for this record. This field will be updated by an external process and is display only. 

Source:  The origin of this record. This field will be updated by an external process and is display only. 

By:  The name of the user who extracted this record. This field will be updated by an external process and is display only. 
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3.  PIUPFI - Finance and Staff Data Screen 

PEIMS collects financial data in chart of accounts format following the mandatory accounting codes outlined in the Financial Accountability 
System Resource Guide, Financial Accounting and Reporting Module. Budget information is reported through use of Fund, Function, Object, 
Organization, Fiscal Year, and Program elements. The general fund (102 and 199), food service funds (regardless of fund type - 101, 240, and 
701), and debt service funds are the only ones reported on Budget records. 

Finance Data: Budget Tab 

District:  The school district identification number registered with the Texas Education Agency. Valid entries are defined in PEIMS Coded 
Values category "DISTRICT". This field is browse only on the District ID, Submission Year and Submission Numbers combination previously 
entered in Submissions (PIUPSU). 

Year:  The year for which this entry is being made. This field is browse only on the District ID, Submission Year and Submission Numbers 
combination previously entered in Submissions (PIUPSU). 

Submission:  The ID number of this submission. The ID must start with a "1" and end with "A-Z". This field is browse only on the District ID, 
Submission Year and Submission Numbers combination previously entered in Submissions (PIUPSU). 

Fund:  A three-character code used to identify the PEIMS Fund value which applies to this entry. Budget funds are defined in PEIMS Coded 
Values category "C148". 

Function:  A two-character code used to identify the PEIMS Function value that applies to this entry. Valid entries are defined in PEIMS 
Coded Values category "C146". 

Object:  A four-character code used to identify the PEIMS Object value which applies to this entry. Valid entries are defined in PEIMS Coded 
Values category "C137". 

Organization:  A three-character code used to identify the PEIMS Organization which applies to this entry. Valid entries are defined as the last 
three characters of the Campus code for the current District ID in PEIMS Coded Values category "CAM". 

Fiscal Year: A one-digit fiscal year code (0-9). This field will default to the last digit of the submission year (e.g., the fiscal year would be 4 
for the 2003-2004 fiscal year). 

Program:  A two-character code used to identify the PEIMS Program being which applies to this entry. Valid entries are defined in PEIMS 
Coded Values category "C147". 
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Total PEIMS Amount:  This is a display only amount. It is the sum of all entries which have the following in common with the current entry: 
District ID, Submission Year, Submission Number Fund, Function, Object, Organization, Fiscal Year, Program, and Financials Account. 

Amount:  Indicates the dollar value associated with budget financial account information. 

Financials Account:  The Financials GL account relating to this entry. 

Created:  The date and time that this record was created. This field is system generated and display only. 

By:  The NUCLEUS User ID of the user that created this record. This field system generated is display only. 

Updated:  The date and time that this record was last updated. This field is system generated and display only. 

By:  The NUCLEUS User ID of the last user that updated this record. This field is system generated and display only. 

Extracted: The date and time that this record was extracted. This field will be updated by an external process and is display only. 

As Of:  The "As Of" date for this record. This field will be updated by an external process and is display only. 

Source:  The origin of this record. This field will be updated by an external process and is display only. 

By:  The name of the user who extracted this record. This field will be updated by an external process and is display only. 

Finance Data: Actual Tab 

PEIMS collects financial data in chart of accounts format following the mandatory accounting codes outlined in the Financial Accountability 
System Resource Guide, Financial Accounting and Reporting Module. Detailed (non-summarized) financial data in a format that reflects local 
accounting records is reported for actual data. 

District:  The school district identification number registered with the Texas Education Agency. Valid entries are defined in PEIMS Coded 
Values category "DISTRICT". This field is browse only on the District ID, Submission Year and Sub Numbers combination previously entered 
in Sub (PIUPSU). 

Year:  The year for which this entry is being made. This field is browse only on the District ID, Submission Year and Sub Numbers 
combination previously entered in Submissions (PIUPSU). 
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Submission: The ID number of this submission. The ID must start with a "2" and end with "A-Z". This field is browse only on the District ID, 
Submission Year and Submission Numbers combination previously entered in Submissions (PIUPSU). 

Fund:  A three-character code used to identify the PEIMS Fund value that applies to this entry. Fund codes for actuals are defined in PEIMS 
Coded Values category "C145". 

Function:  A two-character code used to identify the PEIMS Function value which applies to this entry. Valid entries are defined in PEIMS 
Coded Values category "C146". 

Object:  A four-character code used to identify the PEIMS Object value which applies to this entry. Valid entries are defined in PEIMS Coded 
Values category "C159". 

Organization: A three-character code used to identify the PEIMS Organization which applies to this entry. Valid entries are defined as the last 
three characters of the Campus code for the current District ID in PEIMS Coded Values category "CAM". 

Fiscal Year: A one-digit fiscal year code (0-9). This field will default to the last digit of the submission year (e.g., the fiscal year would be 4 
for the 2003-2004 fiscal year). 

Program:  A two-character code used to identify the PEIMS Program which applies to this entry. Valid entries are defined in PEIMS Coded 
Values category "C147". 

Total PEIMS Amount: This is a display only amount. It is the sum of all entries which have the following in common with the current entry: 
District ID, Submission Year, Submission No., Fund, Function, Object, Organization, Fiscal Year, Program, and Financials Account. 

Amount:  Indicates the dollar value associated with the actual financial account information. 

Financials Account: The Financials GL account relating to this entry. 

Created:  The date and time that this record was created. This field is system generated and display only. 

By:  The NUCLEUS User ID of the user that created this record. This field system generated is display only. 

Updated:  The date and time that this record was last updated. This field is system generated and display only. 

By:  The NUCLEUS User ID of the last user that updated this record. This field is system generated and display only. 
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Extracted: The date and time that this record was extracted. This field will be updated by an external process and is display only. 

As Of:  The "As Of" date for this record. This field will be updated by an external process and is display only. 

Source:  The origin of this record. This field will be updated by an external process and is display only. 

By:  The name of the user who extracted this record. This field will be updated by an external process and is display only. 

Header Row 

Header displays the District Number, Year, and Submission Number associated with the data collected in the Finance and Staff Data Screen. 

Finance Data: Shared Services Arrangement Actual Tab 

PEIMS collects actual financial information for shared services arrangements. All reporting is done by the fiscal agent district. Information 
reported about each member district includes: type of shared services arrangement, Resource Guide fund code, fiscal year, and actual amount. 

District:   The school district identification number registered with the Texas Education Agency. Valid entries are defined in PEIMS Coded 
Values category "DISTRICT". This field is browse only on the District ID, Submission Year and Sub Numbers combination previously entered 
in Submissions (PIUPSU). 

Year:   The year for which this entry is being made. This field is browse only on the District ID, Submission Year and Sub Numbers 
combination previously entered in Submissions (PIUPSU). 

Submission: The ID number of this submission. The ID must start with a "2" and end with "A-Z". This field is browse only on the District ID, 
Submission Year and Submission Numbers combination previously entered in Submissions (PIUPSU). 

Member District: A six-character code which defines the Shared Services Member District for this entry. Valid entries are defined in PEIMS 
Code values category "SSMEMBER". 

Total PEIMS Amount: This is a display only amount. It is the sum of all entries which have the following in common with the current entry: 
District ID, Submission Year, Submission No., Member District, Type Code, Fund, and Fiscal Year. 

Type Code: A two-character code which indicates the type of program or service provided by a shared services arrangement. Shared services 
arrangement types are defined in PEIMS Coded Values category "C049". 
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Fund:   A three-character code used to identify the PEIMS Fund value which applies to this entry. Fund codes for shared actuals are defined in 
PEIMS Coded Values category "C160". 

Fiscal Year: A one-digit fiscal year code (0-9). This field will default to the last digit of the submission year (e.g., the fiscal year would be 4 
for the 2003-2004 fiscal year). REQ 

Financials Account: The Financials GL account relating to this entry. 

Amount:   Indicates the dollar value associated with the shared actual financial account information. 

Created:   The date and time that this record was created. This field is system generated and display only. 

By:   The NUCLEUS User ID of the user that created this record. This field system generated is display only. 

Updated:   The date and time that this record was last updated. This field is system generated and display only. 

By:   The NUCLEUS User ID of the last user that updated this record. This field is system generated and display only. 

Extracted: The date and time that this record was extracted. This field will be updated by an external process and is display only. 

As Of:   The "As Of" date for this record. This field will be updated by an external process and is display only. 

Source:   The origin of this record. This field will be updated by an external process and is display only. 

By:   The name of the user who extracted this record. This field will be updated by an external process and is display only. 

 

Employment Info Tab 

The classification of staff (professional, paraprofessional/other, and auxiliary) is based on status at hiring, regardless of educational level or 
qualifications. 

Professional staff includes all teachers, administrators, certified personnel, and others working in a professional capacity in the district. 
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Auxiliary staff includes all personnel who do not have a specific Role ID. Auxiliary staff includes such employees as food service workers, 
cafeteria monitors, school crossing guards, security guards, clerks (such as attendance, purchasing, accounting, payroll, general office, file, 
mail), receptionists, secretaries, maintenance workers (bus, plant, etc.), grounds keepers, bus drivers, custodial staff, data processing key entry 
personnel, delivery personnel (mail, equipment, etc.), aides to the school nurse, and library aides. These are employees who do not fit the 
description in any role code, including 058 and 080. 

Auxiliary staff does not include those employees considered to be professional-level staff in the district. Possible examples of such staff are 
computer programmers, computer operators, bookkeepers, executive assistants to administrators, or any other professional-level staff who have 
identifiable roles. Educational aides are identified as paraprofessional staff, and are not included in the auxiliary category. 

The identification of a person as auxiliary does not depend on their educational level and/or certification status. For example, the school janitor 
may have a college degree, but based upon the duties that he performs, he is identified as auxiliary. When making the determination of whether 
a person is an auxiliary or a professional-level employee, the district should consider whether the employee is logically grouped with the 
professional category (with such staff as business managers, personnel directors, teacher appraisers, instructional officers, etc.) or in the 
auxiliary category (with such staff as clerks, bus drivers, food service workers, secretaries, etc.). 

Years Experience is intended to reflect only the completed years of professional experience (not including current year). Some staff classified 
as professional by a district may not meet the requirements for receiving professional experience, such as non-degreed, non-certified business 
managers, and should be reported with "00" for this field. 

Since student employees, such as cafeteria workers, are on the district payand are subject to withholding taxes, they must be reported to 
PEIMS. 

Staff identification/demographic information is usually not reported for substitute teachers. However, if a teacher has quit, died, or been fired, 
and the district has not hired a permanent replacement, then an Demographic record is required for the substitute who is working on the PEIMS 
as-of date for reporting. Payroll Summary, Payroll Accounting, and Responsibility records will also be required in these instances. 

All professional staff must report Highest Degree Level. This information is not requested for auxiliary and paraprofessional staff. 

Identification information must be reported for all personnel employed by the district, whether or not they serve in areas requiring certification. 
The Middle Name and Generation may not be applicable for all staff members. 

District:   The school district identification number registered with the Texas Education Agency. Valid entries are defined in PEIMS Coded 
Values category "DISTRICT". This field is browse only on the District ID, Submission Year and Submission Numbers combination previously 
entered in PIUPSU. 
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Year:   The year for which this entry is being made. This field is browse only on the District ID, Submission Year and Submission Numbers 
combination previously entered in PIUPSU. 

Submission: The ID number of this submission. The ID must start with a "1" and end with "A-Z". This field is browse only on the District ID, 
Submission Year and Submission Numbers combination previously entered in Submissions (PIUPSU). 

Employee ID: A 12-character code that will be used to identify the Employee being defined. 

First:   Identifies a person's legal first name. REQ 

Middle:   Identifies a person's legal middle name. 

Last:   Identifies a person's legal last name. REQ 

Date of Birth: Indicates the month, day, and year of the person's birth. 

Ethnicity:   A one-character code used to identify the ethnic origin of the person. Valid entries are defined in PEIMS Coded Valid category 
"C014". 

Highest Degree Level: A one-character code used to identify the highest post-secondary degree a person has earned from an institute 
recognized as accredited by the Agency. Highest degree level codes are defined in PEIMS Coded Values cat"C015".  

Demographic Revision Confirmation Code: A one-character code used to identify the Demographic Revision Confirmation Code for the 
person. Valid entries are defined in PEIMS Coded Values category "C088".  

Sex:   A one-character code used to identify the gender of the person.  Valid entries are defined in PEIMS Coded Values cate"C013". 

Generation: A one-character code used to identify the generation suffix, if any, which the person attaches to their name. Generation codes are 
defined in PEIMS Coded Values category "C012".  

Prior ID:   A 12-character code used to identify the prior Employee ID (if any) for the employee.  

Years Experience: An integer value that identifies the years of experience this person has gained. 

Years in District: An integer value that indicates the number of completed years that a person has been employed in any professional position 
in the current district or education service center, whether or not there has been an interruption in service. 
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Percent of Days Employed: An integer value that identifies the percentage of standard district work day for which the person is hired to work. 
For an employee on contract, the percentage may be determined directly from the contract: full time = "100"; half-time = "050"; and so on. For 
an employee who is not on contract, the percentage may be determined as following example; the standard work day for the district is 7 hours. 
An employee is hired to work for 4 hours a day. The data element is coded as "057" for this employee because 4/7 =.571, which is rounded 
down. 

Number of Days Employed: An integer value that indicates the actual number of at-work days within the school year that a person is 
scheduled to work in the district. This number does not include holidays, weekends, or any other days that the employee is not scheduled to 
work. 

Created:   The date and time that this record was created. This field is system generated and display only. 

By:   The NUCLEUS User ID of the user that created this record. This field system generated is display only. 

Updated:   The date and time that this record was last updated. This field is system generated and display only. 

By:   The NUCLEUS User ID of the last user that updated this record. This field is system generated and display only. 

Extracted: The date and time that this record was extracted. This field will be updated by an external process and is display only. 

As Of:   The "As Of" date for this record. This field will be updated by an external process and is display only. 

Source:   The origin of this record. This field will be updated by an external process and is display only. 

By:   The name of the user who extracted this record. This field will be updated by an external process and is display only. 

 

Contracted Instructional Staff Tab 

PEIMS collects financial information on each district's professional contracted instructional staff. Staff members are paid from function 11 
only. Such staff include contracted teachers, speech therapists, occupational therapists, physical therapists, and any other professional staff 
working in a classroom on a dedicated basis. See the Financial Accountability System Resource Guide, Financial Accounting and Reporting 
Module, Section 1.4.3. The total FTEs by campus, with program intent code, are reported. 
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One Contracted Instructional Staff record is submitted for each campus that has professional contracted instructional staff. Additional 
Contracted Instructional Staff records are needed if more than one Program/Intent is used to pay the staff. 

When calculating contracted instructional staff FTEs, the following items must be considered: 1) the percent of the day worked (number of 
hours worked divided by the number of work hours in the standard day), 2) the percent of days per week worked (number of days worked 
divided by 5), and 3) the percentage of weeks worked (the number of weeks worked divided by the number of weeks in the work year). For 
example, Mrs. Jones is hired on a contracted instructional staff basis to teach the tuba to three tuba players. Her contract specifies that she will 
work two hours each Monday and each Friday for the entire school year. Her FTE is 0.25 (two hours worked divided by the eight hour work 
day in the district) multiplied by 0.40 (two days divided by five days) multiplied by 1.0 (36 weeks worked divided by the 36 week instructional 
year), for a reported FTE of 0.10. 

Contracted instructional staff are not regular classroom teachers who have signed a contract with a district, nor are they shared services 
arrangement employees. Rather, these are instructors for whom the district has entered into a contractual agreement with some outside 
organization. Through the contract, the outside organization has committed to supplying instructional staff for the district. They are never 
employees of the reporting school district. 

District:   The school district identification number registered with the Texas Education Agency. Valid entries are defined in PEIMS Coded 
Values category "DISTRICT". This field is browse only on the District ID, Submission Year and Submission Numbers combination previously 
entered in PIUPSU. 

Year:   The year for which this entry is being made. This field is browse only on the District ID, Submission Year and Submission Numbers 
combination previously entered in Submissions (PIUPSU). 

Submission: The ID number of this submission. The ID must start with a "1" and end with "A-Z". This field is browse only on the District ID, 
Submission Year and Submission Numbers combination previously entered in Submissions (PIUPSU). 

Campus:   The name of campus registered with the Texas Education Agency. It is the linking of the District ID with the campus identification 
number. Valid entries are defined in PEIMS Coded Values category "CAMPUS".  

Program/Intent: A two-character code used to identify the PEIMS Probeing which applies to this entry. Valid entries are defined in PEIMS 
Coded Values category "C147". 

Total FTE Contracted Instructional Staff: An integer value that defines the Total FTE Contracted Instructional Staff employed. 

Created:   The date and time that this record was created. This field is system generated and display only. 
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By:   The NUCLEUS User ID of the user that created this record. This field system generated is display only. 

Updated:   The date and time that this record was last updated. This field is system generated and display only. 

By:   The NUCLEUS User ID of the last user that updated this record. This field is system generated and display only. 

Extracted: The date and time that this record was extracted. This field will be updated by an external process and is display only. 

As Of:   The "As Of" date for this record. This field will be updated by an external process and is display only. 

Source:   The origin of this record. This field will be updated by an external process and is display only. 

By:   The name of the user who extracted this record. This field will be updated by an external process and is display only. 

Staff Data: Employment/Payroll Accounting Tab 

Payroll accounting information must be reported for all personnel employed by the district. This information associates a dollar amount with a 
code (Payroll Activity code) specifying the activity for which the dollar amount is paid to the employee. The dollar amount is further associated 
with the Resource Guide-prescribed accounts (Fund, Function, Object, Organization, Fiscal Year, and Program) to which that payroll cost is 
charged. 

In many cases, more than one set of payroll accounting data elements will be reported for a person. At a minimum there must be one set of 
payroll accounting data elements reported for the person's regular salary and one for each salary supplement that the person receives for extra 
duties that can be linked to the individual at the time of PEIMS reporting. Additionally, if either the regular salary or a salary supplement is 
charged to more than one Financial Accountability System Resource Guide-prescribed account, a set of payroll accounting data elements will 
be reported for each unique set of account code values. 

District:  The school district identification number registered with the Texas Education Agency. Valid entries are defined in PEIMS Coded 
Values category "DISTRICT". This field is browse only on the District ID, Submission Year and Number combination previously entered in 
Sub(PIUPSU). 

Year:   The year for which this entry is being made. This field is browse only on the District ID, Submission Year and Number combination 
previously entered in PIUPSU. 

Submission: The ID number of this submission. The ID must start with a "1" and end with "A-Z". This field is browse only on the District ID, 
Submission Year and Submission Numbers combination previously entered in Submissions (PIUPSU). 
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Payroll Activity:  A two-character code used to identify the PEIMS Payroll Activity which applies to this entry. These indicate the type of 
duty for which a staff member receives salary, salary supplements, or bonuses. It does not include fringe benefits such as group health and life 
insurance, worker's compensation, sick leave, and others under Object Code value "6140". Payroll activity codes are defined in PEIMS Coded 
Values category "C018". 

Fund:   A three-character code used to identify the PEIMS Fund value which applies to this entry. Fund codes for payroll accounting are 
defined in PEIMS Coded Values category "C145". 

Function:   A two-character code used to identify the PEIMS Function value which applies to this entry. Function codes for payroll accounting 
are defined in PEIMS Coded Values category "C146". 

Object:   A four-character code used to identify the PEIMS Object value which applies to this entry. Object codes for payroll accounting are 
defined in PEIMS Coded Values category "C139". 

Organization:  A three-character code used to identify the PEIMS Organization which applies to this entry. Valid entries are defined as the last 
three characters of the Campus code for the current District ID in PEIMS Coded Values category "CAMPUS". 

Fiscal Year:  A one-digit fiscal year code (0-9). This field will default to the last digit of the submission year (e.g., the fiscal year would be 4 
for the 2003-2004 fiscal year). REQ 

Program:   A two-character code used to identify the PEIMS Program being which applies to this entry. Program codes for payroll accounting 
are defined in PEIMS Coded Values category "C147". 

Employee ID: The 12-character Employee ID code which represents the employee to which this entry applies. Valid entries are defined in 
PEIMS Demographic/Payroll Summary. 

Amount:   Indicates the dollar value that is paid to a staff member for a given payroll activity per year. 

Total PEIMS Amount: This is a display only amount. It is the sum of all entries which have the following in common with the current entry: 
District ID, Submission Year, Submission No., Payroll Activity, Fund, Function, Object, Organization, Fiscal Year, Program, and Employee 
ID. 

Financials Account. The Financials GL account relating to this entry. 

Created:  The date and time that this record was created. This field is system generated and display only. 
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By:   The NUCLEUS User ID of the user that created this record. This field system generated is display only. 

Updated:   The date and time that this record was last updated. This field is system generated and display only. 

By:   The NUCLEUS User ID of the last user that updated this record. This field is system generated and display only. 

Extracted:  The date and time that this record was extracted. This field will be updated by an external process and is display only. 

As Of:   The "As Of" date for this record. This field will be updated by an external process and is display only. 

Source:   The origin of this record. This field will be updated by an external process and is display only. 

By:   The name of the user who extracted this record. This field will be updated by an external process and is display only. 

 

Permits Tab 

Permit records are for permits only. Permit records are not reported for staff who do not hold permits or for staff holding Alternative 
Certification. This applies to internship and TEMATE teachers also. 

If the permit is for Physical Education for the Handicapped, use Population Served and Subject Area. 

Grade levels reported in PEIMS for attendance and student data differentiate between prekindergarten (PK) programs and other programs (EE) 
which serve children younger than the minimum age of eligibility for kindergarten. However, when a permit or other credential is issued to an 
educator, the prekindergarten grade level may include any instructional arrangement below the level of kindergarten. Prekindergarten grade 
level may cover a particular special population or may include all populations. Any educator credential (in Texas) which shows prekindergarten 
grade level provides an authorization to teach children ages zero through eight. 

Educators hired by the district may hold credentials which have one-year terms like permits, but are not permits. For example, a One-Year 
Certificate may be issued to a person who moved to Texas from out-of-state and who holds a valid certificate in another state. The One-Year 
Certificate authorizes this person to serve in a school district while completing the requirements for a provisional or professional certificate. 
Another example is the Probationary Certificate, which also has a one-year effective term. A Probationary Certificate is used for a field-based 
educator preparation program which requires an internship. A One-Year or Probationary Certificate should not be reported in PEIMS permit 
data. However, the remaining information about the staff holding them should be reported, as usual, in PEIMS staff data. 
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Permits are valid only for the remainder of the school year for which they were activated or renewed. 

Issuance of a permit allows a person to perform duties in areas other than those in which he or she is certified. The following information 
describes the duty which the permit authorizes the person to perform. Some of this information pertains to all permits, while other portions 
pertain only to teaching permits. 

The number of hours that a person has earned in the subject area for which the permit is authorized must be reported as "Hrs. in Subject Area". 
This element is not required for nonrenewable permits. 

District:   The school district identification number registered with the Texas Education Agency. Valid entries are defined in PEIMS Coded 
Values category "DISTRICT". This field is browse only on the District ID, Submission Year and Submission Numbers combination previously 
entered in Submissions (PIUPSU). 

Year:   The year for which this entry is being made. This field is browse only on the District ID, Submission Year and Submission Numbers 
combination previously entered in Sub(PIUPSU). 

Submission: The ID number of this submission. The ID must start with a "1" and end with "A-Z". This field is browse only on the District ID, 
Submission Year and Submission Numbers combination previously entered in Submissions (PIUPSU). 

Employee ID: The 12-character Employee ID code which represents the employee to which this permit applies. Valid entries are defined in 
PEIMS Demographic/Payroll Summary. 

Permit Type: A two-character code which identifies the type of permit issued to a school district for a particular person. Valid entries are 
defined in PEIMS Coded Values category "C019". 

Issue Date: The month, day, and year that this teaching permit was issued. 

Issue Status: A one-character code used to indicate the circumstances under which a permit was issued. Issue status codes are defined in 
PEIMS Coded Values category "C038". 

Renewal Date: The month, day, and year that a particular permit was renewed. 

Renewal Status: A one-character code used to indicate the circumstances under which a permit was renewed. Renewal status codes are defined 
in PEIMS Coded Values category "C038". 

Renewal Number: An integer value that indicates the number of times a permit has been renewed. 
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Role ID:   A 3-character code used to identify capacity in which a person serves. Examples of roles are teacher, art therapist, and 
superintendent. Role ID's are defined in PEIMS Coded Values category "C021". 

Population Served: A two-character code which identifies the student population for which a service has been designed or intended. It does 
not necessarily identify the program eligibility of the students who receive the service. Population served codes are defined in PEIMS Coded 
Values category "C021". 

Grade Range: A two-character code used to identify the grades for which a permit is issued. Permit grade range codes are defined in PEIMS 
Coded Values category "C030". 

Subject Area: A two-character code used to identify the broad subject matter area of a particular course for which a permit was issued. Permit 
subject area codes are defined in PEIMS Coded Values category "C026". 

Hrs. in Subject Area: An integer value that indicates the number of college credit hours the person has in the subject matter for which a permit 
has been issued. 

Created:   The date and time that this record was created. This field is system generated and display only. 

By:  The NUCLEUS User ID of the user that created this record. This field system generated is display only. 

Updated:   The date and time that this record was last updated. This field is system generated and display only. 

By:   The NUCLEUS User ID of the last user that updated this record. This field is system generated and display only. 

Extracted: The date and time that this record was extracted. This field will be updated by an external process and is display only. 

As Of:   The "As Of" date for this record. This field will be updated by an external process and is display only. 

Source:   The origin of this record. This field will be updated by an external process and is display only. 

By:   The name of the user who extracted this record. This field will be updated by an external process and is display only. 

Staff Data: Responsibilities Tab 
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Responsibility records are reported for professional and paraprofessional staff only. By definition, if no responsibility record is reported, the 
assumption is made that the person is an auxiliary staff member. If a responsibility record is reported for a person, then all context edits for that 
role must be considered. 

District:   The school district identification number registered with the Texas Education Agency for which. The school district for which this 
entry is being made. Valid entries are defined in PEIMS Coded Values category "DISTRICT". This field is browse only on the District ID, 
Submission Year and Submission Numbers combination previously entered in Submissions (PIUPSU). 

Year:   The year for which this entry is being made. This field is browse only on the District ID, Submission Year and Submission Numbers 
combination previously entered in Submissions (PIUPSU). 

Submission: The ID number of this submission. The ID must start with a "1" and end with "A-Z". This field is browse only on the District 
ID, Submission Year and Submission Numbers combination previously entered in Submissions (PIUPSU). 

Employee ID:The 12-character Employee ID code which represents the employee to which this permit applies. Valid entries are defined in 
PEIMS Demographic/Payroll Summary. 

Campus:   The name of campus registered with the Texas Education Agency. It is the linking of the District ID with the campus identification 
number. Valid entries are defined in PEIMS Coded Values category "CAMPUS".  

Role ID:   A 3-character code used to identify the role of employee for which the responsibility applies. Valid entries are defined in PEIMS 
Coded Values category "C021". 

Service ID: A 8-character code used to identify the service supplied by staff. Service ID's are defined in PEIMS Coded Values category 
"C022". 

Population Served: A two-character code used to identify the population served by this responsibilities entry. Valid entries are defined in 
PEIMS Coded Values category "C021". 

Multi-Service Indicator: A one-character code used to whether this employee performs one, or more than one, service during a given time 
period. Multi-service indicator codes are defined in PEIMS Coded Values category "C020". 

Instructional Setting: A two-character code used to identify the setting used in providing instruction to students. Valid entries are defined in 
PEIMS Coded Values category "C035". 
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ESC SSA Indicator: A one-character code which indicates whether the education service center staff responsibility being reported is part of a 
shared services arrangement for which the education service center is the fiscal agent. ESC SSA indicator codes are defined in PEIMS Coded 
Values category "C169". 

Start/End Times: The start and end times of the responsibility defined. If the Start/End time varies within a week, report the End Time on the 
specified as-of-date for PEIMS data collection. It is expressed by: (1) two digits representing the hour of day; (2) two digits representing the 
minute of the hour; and (3) a one-character indicator representing A.M. or P.M. Noon is considered to be 12:00 P.M. Example; A morning 
activity, such as the teaching of Algebra I, which ends at 11:30 would be expressed as 1130A. 

Days of Week: A two-character code used to identify the days of week on which a particular activity occurs. Days of week codes are defined 
in PEIMS Coded Values category "C027". 

Weeks of Month: A two-character code used to indicate the weeks of the month that a service is performed. All months are considered to be 
four weeks long. Weeks of month codes are defined in PEIMS Coded Values category "C029". 

Number in Class: This integer amount indicates the number of students in membership in the class as of the PEIMS reporting date. 

Created:   The date and time that this record was created. This field is system generated and display only. 

By:   The NUCLEUS User ID of the user that created this record. This field system generated is display only. 

Updated:   The date and time that this record was last updated. This field is system generated and display only. 

By:   The NUCLEUS User ID of the last user that updated this record. This field is system generated and display only. 

Extracted: The date and time that this record was extracted. This field will be updated by an external process and is display only. 

As Of:   The "As Of" date for this record. This field will be updated by an external process and is display only. 

Source:   The origin of this record. This field will be updated by an external process and is display only. 

By:   The name of the user who extracted this record. This field will be updated by an external process and is display only. 
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4.  PIUPSS Shared Services Arrangement Screen 

A shared services arrangement record must be completed by all districts which participate in a shared services arrangement, including 
cooperative fiscal agents. The terms "cooperative" and "shared services" arrangement are used interchangeably in this document. 

If the fiscal agent is a county, enter the county number for the left-most three digits of Fiscal Agent District, and enter 000 for the right-most 
three digits. 

The fiscal agent does not report a record for each shared services arrangement member district. Each district, whether fiscal agent or member, 
reports its own shared services arrangement record(s). 

Header Row 

Displays District ID, Type Code, Fiscal Agent District, and Start and End Dates pertaining to this screen. 

Organizational Data: Account Map Tab 

District ID:  The school district identification number registered with the Texas Education Agency for which this entry is being made. Valid 
entries are defined in PEIMS Coded Values category "DISTRICT". 

Type Code:  A two-character code used to indicate the type of program or service provided by a shared services arrangement. Shared services 
arrangement type codes are defined in PEIMS Coded Values category "C049".   . 

Fiscal Agent District: A 6-character code which is the county-district number of the shared services arrangement fiscal agent registered with 
the Texas Education Agency. Fiscal agent district codes are defined in PEIMS Coded Values category "SSAGENT". 

Start Date:  The begin date for the shared services. 

End Date:  The final date of the shared services. 

Code Name 1-12:  The category to be mapped. Up to 12 entries may be made. 

Match Value 1-12:  The value to be mapped. Up to 12 entries may be made. 

Additional Text/Comments: Any additional information related to the shared services arrangement may be entered here. 
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Created:   The date and time that this record was created. This field is system generated and display only. 

By:  The NUCLEUS User ID of the user that created this record. This field system generated is display only. 

Updated:  The date and time that this record was last updated. This field is system generated and display only. 

By:   The NUCLEUS User ID of the last user that updated this record. This field is system generated and display only. 

Extracted: The date and time that this record was extracted. This field will be updated by an external process and is display only. 

As Of:   The "As Of" date for this record. This field will be updated by an external process and is display only. 

Source:  The origin of this record. This field will be updated by an external process and is display only. 

By:  The name of the user who extracted this record. This field will be updated by an external process and is display only. 

 

 

5.   PIUPSU - Submissions Screen 

Organizational Data: Submissions 

An entry must be made for each district ID, fiscal year, and submission number that is to be entered on the Finance and Staff Data screen 
(PIUPFI). 

District:   The school district identification number registered with the Texas Education Agency for which this entry is being made. Valid 
entries are defined in PEIMS Coded Values category "DISTRICT". 

Year:   The year for which this submission is being made. 

Submission: The ID number of this submission. The ID must start with "1-4" and end with "A-Z". 

Status:   A one-character code used to identify status ("A" Active, "I" Inactive, or "C" Closed/Submitted) of the submission.   . 
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Disc:   Up to 50-characters describing the nature of the submission entry. 

Due Date:   The due date for entries made to this submission. No changes to detail related to this submission may be made after this date. 

Final Submission Date: The final submission date of this entry. No changes to detail related to this submission may be made after this date. 

Additional Text/Comments: Any additional information related to the submission may be entered here. 

Created:   The date and time that this record was created. This field is system generated and display only. 

By:   The NUCLEUS User ID of the user that created this record. This field system generated is display only. 

Updated:   The date and time that this record was last updated. This field is system generated and display only. 

By:   The NUCLEUS User ID of the last user that updated this record. This field is system generated and display only. 

 

 

C.  Required Common Code: PIEM/xxxxxxxx 

General Description:  This category of Common Code is used to define PEIMS Coded Value Categories. The values may then be defined 
using the PEIMS Coded Values Screen (PIUPCD). 

Code Category:  PEIM 

Code Value:  xxxxxxxx (where "xxxxxxxx" is a PEIMS coded value catee.g., DISTRICT, C049, CAMPUS.) See the Texas Education Agency 
PEIMS Data Standards Information for a list of valid categories. 

Short Description:  ON 

Medium Description:  Used to describe the Coded Value Category. 

Long Description:  N/A 
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Associated Values, Codes & Descriptions (Assume "Not required" if blank) 

Numeric Values:Codes:  Descriptions: Not required. 

 

 

23.1.2 PEIMS Import/Export Functions 

A.  PEIMS Utilities 

 Mask   Description 

 PIUTIA   Import Actual Data from GL 

 PIUTIB   Import Budget Data from GL 

 PIUTIC   IFAS to PEIMS Crosswalk 

 PIUPIS   Import SS Actual Data from GL 

 

 

1.  PIUTIA - Import Actual Data from GL 

This process reads Financials actual information for a given fiscal year and imports it into PEIMS District Finance Data - Actual (PIUPFI). 
After the data has been imported into PEIMS, account mapping will automatically be performed on the loaded data. The following prompts 
will appear when this utility is selected: 

 Enter the "As Of" Date: 
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The "As Of" date will be used in selection criteria to determine the fiscal year to use when selecting Financials actual information. 

 Submission Year: 

The year to which the PEIMS Actual entries will be applied. 

 Submission Number: 

The two-character submission ID to which the PEIMS Actual entries will be applied to. This number must start with a "1" and end with "A-Z" 
(e.g., 1A, 1B..1Z). 

 District ID: 

The school district identification number registered with the Texas Education Agency (TEA). Valid entries are defined in Coded Values 
(PIUPCD) in category "DISTRICT". 

 Purge duplicate PEIMS entries? 

Answer "Y" to delete any existing duplicate PEIMS Actual entries in the PEIMS database before inserting the new entries. Choose 'N' to only 
add entries that don't already exist in the PEIMS system. 

From the above exported Financials information the PEIMS Actual table will be populated as follows: 

District ID:  User supplied District ID from prompt. 

Submission Year:  User supplied Submission Year from prompt. 

Submission Number:  User supplied two-character code from prompt. 

PEIMS Fund:  This comes from the Org Key Part on the selected Org Key defined as the Fund Index on the GLUPGN screen (General Ledger 
General Information) for the selected GL Ledger code. This may be redefined through use of the PIUT/PARTNDX Common Code. 

PEIMS Function:  This comes from the Org Key Part on the selected Org Key defined as the Function Index on the GLUPGN screen for the 
selected GL Ledger Code. This may be redefined through use of the PIUT/PARTNDX Common Code. 

PEIMS Object:  This comes from the Financials Object Code selected. 
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PEIMS Organization:  This comes from Org Key Part 3 on the selected Org Key on the GLUPGN screen for the selected GL LedCode. This 
may be redefined through use of the PIUT/PARTNDX Common Code. 

PEIMS Fiscal Year:  This comes from Org Key Part 4 on the selected Org Key on the GLUPGN screen for the selected GL Ledger Code. If 
this value is a 'Y", the forth character of the fiscal year selected from the Financials actual information will be used instead. This may be 
redefined through use of the PIUT/PARTNDX Common Code. 

PEIMS Program:  This comes from Org Key Part 5 on the selected Org Key on the GLUPGN screen for the selected GL Ledger Code. This 
may be redefined through use of the PIUT/PARTNDX Common Code. 

Actual Amount:  The sum of Financials actual amounts from the first period of the current fiscal year through the period defined in the 
selected "As Of" date. 

Financials GL Ledger: The current ledger selected by the Financials user. 

Financials Key:   This comes from the Financials Org Key selected. 

Financials Obj:   This comes from the Financials Obj selected. 

Extract Date:  Today's date. 

Extract User:  The current Financials user ID. 

Extract As Of: The "As Of" date as selected by the user. 

Extract Source:  Financials GL. 

Update Date:  Today's date and time. 

Update User:  The current Financials user ID. 

Create Date:  Today's date and time. 

Create User:  The current Financials user ID. 

Misc. Codes:  Misc. code 12 will be set to "N". All others will be set to "NULL." 
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Account Translation:  The PEIMS Fund, Function, Object, Organization, and Program on the actual record may be modified based on the 
Account Mapping/Crosswalk process that will run automatically following this process. See the description of the PIUTIC process for more 
information. 

 

 

2.  PIUTIB - Import Budget Data from GL 

This process reads Financials actual information for a given fiscal year and imports it into PEIMS District Finance Data - Budget (PIUPFI). 
After the data has been imported into PEIMS, account mapping will automatically be performed on the loaded data. The following prompts 
will appear when this utility is selected: 

 Enter the "As Of" Date: 

The "As Of" date will be used in selection criteria to determine the fiscal year to use when selecting Financials budget information. 

 Submission Year: 

The year to which the PEIMS Budget entries will be applied. 

 Submission Number: 

The two-character submission ID to which the PEIMS Budget entries will be applied. This number must start with a "1" and end with "A-Z" 
(e.g., 1A, 1B..1Z). 

 District ID: 

The school district identification number registered with the Texas Education Agency (TEA). Valid entries are defined in Coded Values 
(PIUPCD) in category "DISTRICT". 

 Enter the Budget Version to be used: 

Under this prompt a list of budget versions for the current GL ledger code will be displayed. The selected version will be the one from which 
the budget amounts will be extracted. 
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 Purge duplicate PEIMS entries? 

Answer "Y" to delete any existing duplicate PEIMS Budget entries in the PEIMS database before inserting the new entries. Choose "N" to only 
add entries that don't already exist in the PEIMS system. 

From the above exported Financials information the PEIMS Budget table will be populated as follows: 

District ID: User supplied District ID from prompt. 

Submission Year: User supplied Submission Year from prompt. 

Submission Number: User supplied two-character code from prompt. 

PEIMS Fund: This comes from the Org Key Part on the selected Org Key defined as the Fund Index on the GLUPGN screen (General Ledger 
General Information) for the selected GL Ledger code. This may be redefined through use of the PIUT/PARTNDX Common Code. 

PEIMS Function: This comes from the Org Key Part on the selected Org Key defined as the Function Index on the GLUPGN screen for the 
selected GL Ledger Code. This may be redefined through use of the PIUT/PARTNDX Common Code. 

PEIMS Object: This comes from the Financials Object Code selected. 

PEIMS Organization:  This comes from Org Key Part 3 on the selected Org Key on the GLUPGN screen for the selected GL Ledger Code. 
This may be redefined through use of the PIUT/PARTNDX Common Code. 

PEIMS Fiscal Year:  This comes from Org Key Part 4 on the selected Org Key on the GLUPGN screen for the selected GL Ledger Code. If 
this value is a "Y", the forth character of the fiscal year selected from the Financials budget information will be used instead. This may be 
redefined through use of the PIUT/PARTNDX Common Code. 

PEIMS Program:  This comes from Org Key Part 5 on the selected Org Key on the GLUPGN screen for the selected GL Ledger Code. This 
may be redefined through use of the PIUT/PARTNDX Common Code. 

Budget Amount:  The Financials budget amount for the selected budget version. 

Financials GL Ledger:  The current ledger selected by the Financials user. 

Financials Key:  This comes from the Financials Org Key selected. 
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Financials Obj:  This comes from the Financials Obj selected. 

Extract Date:  Today's date. 

Extract User:  The current Financials user ID. 

Extract As Of:  The "As Of" date as selected by the user. 

Extract Source:  Financials GL. 

Update Date:  Today's date and time. 

Update User:  The current Financials user ID. 

Create Date:  Today's date and time. 

Create User:  The current Financials user ID. 

Misc. Codes:  Misc. code 12 will be set to "N". All others will be set to "NULL." 

Account Translation:  The PEIMS Fund, Function, Object, Organization, and Program on the budget record may be modified based on the 
Account Mapping/Crosswalk process that will run automatically following this process. See the description of the PIUTIC process for more 
information. 

 

 

3.  PIUTIC - Financials to PEIMS Crosswalk 

For each active entry in PEIMS Account Map/Crosswalk (PIUPAC), this process updates PEIMS account information for a given submission 
year, submission number, and district ID in PEIMS District Finance Data (PIUPFI). The following prompts will appear when this utility is 
selected: 

 Enter the "As Of" Date: 
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The "As Of" date will be used to compare to the Crosswalk start and end dates to determine if an entry is active. 

 Submission Year: 

The submission year that will be used to select the PEIMS entries to be updated. 

 Submission Number: 

The submission number that will be used to select the PEIMS entries to be updated. This number must start with a "1" and end with "A-Z" 
(e.g., 1A, 1B..1Z). 

 District ID: 

The school district identification number registered with the Texas Education Agency (TEA) that will be used to select the PEIMS entries to be 
updated. Valid entries are defined in Coded Values (PIUPCD) in category "DISTRICT". 

 Which information do you want to translate? 

Select the PEIMS District Finance Data (PIUPFI) table on which you would like to perform account mapping: Actual, Budget, Shared Services 
Arrangement Actual, or Employment/Payroll Accounting. 

 

 

4.  Mapping Methodology 

Selected Crosswalk records will applied as follows: 

peims_ss_actual peims_crosswalk  

peims_fund  peims_fund  

peims_fy peims_fy  
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ss_type code_value if code_id='C049' 

peims_fund code_value if code_id='C160' 

peims_actual peims_crosswalk  

peims_fund peims_fund  

peims_function peims_function  

peims_object peims_object  

peims_org peims_org  

peims_fy peims_fy  

peims_prog peims_prog  

peims_fund code_value if code_id='C145' 

peims_function code_value if code_id='C146' 

peims_object code_value if code_id='C159' 

peims_prog code_value if code_id='C147' 

peims_budget peims_crosswalk  

peims_fund  peims_fund  

peims_function peims_function  

peims_object peims_object  

peims_org peims_org  
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peims_fy peims_fy  

peims_prog peims_prog  

peims_fund code_value if code_id='C148' 

peims_function code_value if code_id='C146' 

peims_object code_value  if code_id='C137' 

peims_prog code_value if code_id='C147' 

peims_py_acct peims_crosswalk  

peims_fund peims_fund  

peims_function peims_function  

peims_object peims_object  

peims_org peims_org  

peims_fy peims_fy  

peims_prog peims_prog  

pay_activity code_value if code_id='C018' 

peims_fund code_value if code_id='C145' 

peims_function code_value if code_id='C146' 

peims_object code_value if code_id='C139' 

peims_prog code_value if code_id='C147' 
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All Tables   

Update_date Today's date  

Update_user The IFAS User ID  

misc_code12 = "Y"   

 

 

5.  PIUTIA - Import SS PEIMS Actual Data 

For each active entry in PEIMS Shared Services Arrangements (PIUPSS) this process reads Financials actual information for a given fiscal 
year and, using the selection criteria defined in PIUPSS, imports it into PEIMS Finance Data - Shared Services Actual (PIUPFI). After the data 
has been imported into PEIMS, account mapping will automatically be performed on the loaded data. The following prompts will appear when 
this utility is selected: 

 Enter the "As Of" Date: 

The "As Of" date will be used to compare to the Shared Service start and end dates to determine if an entry is active. The date will also be used 
in selection criteria to determine the fiscal year to use when selecting Financials actual information. 

 Submission Year: 

The year to which the PEIMS Shared Services Actual entries will be applied. 

 Submission Number: 

The two-character submission ID to which the PEIMS Shared Services Actual entries will be applied. This number must start with a "1" and 
end with "A-Z" (e.g., 1A, 1B..1Z). 

 District ID: 
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The school district identification number registered with the Texas Education Agency (TEA). Valid entries are defined in Coded Values 
(PIUPCD) in category "DISTRICT". 

 Purge duplicate PEIMS entries? 

Answer "Y" to delete any existing duplicate PEIMS Actual entries in the PEIMS database before inserting the new entries. Choose "N" to only 
add entries that don't already exist in the PEIMS system. 

From the above exported Financials information the PEIMS Shared Services Actual table will be populated as follows: 

District ID:  User supplied District ID from prompt. 

Submission Year:  User supplied Submission Year from prompt. 

Submission Number:  User supplied two-character code from prompt. 

Shared Services Member District:  This comes from the selected PEIMS Shared Services Fiscal Agent District. 

Shared Services Type:  This comes form the selected PEIMS Shared Service Type. 

PEIMS Fund:  This comes from the Org Key Part on the selected Org Key defined as the Fund Index on the GLUPGN screen (General Ledger 
General Information) for the selected GL Ledger code. This may be redefined through use of the PIUT/PARTNDX Common Code. 

PEIMS Fiscal Year:  This comes from Org Key Part 4 on the selected Org Key on the GLUPGN screen for the selected GL Ledger Code. If 
this value is a "Y", the forth character of the fiscal year selected from the Financials actual information will be used instead. This may be 
redefined through use of the PIUT/PARTNDX Common Code. 

Actual Amount:  The sum of Financials actual amounts from the first period of the current fiscal year through the period defined in the 
selected "As Of" date. 

Financials GL Ledger:  The current ledger selected by the Financials user. 

Financials Key:  This comes from the Financials Org Key selected. 

Financials Obj:  This comes from the Financials Obj selected. 

Extract Date:  Today's date. 
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Extract User:  The current Financials user ID. 

Extract As Of:  The "As Of" date as selected by the user. 

Extract Source:  Financials GL. 

Update Date:  Today's date and time. 

Update User:  The current Financials user ID. 

Create Date:  Today's date and time. 

Create User:  The current Financials user ID. 

Misc. Codes:  Misc. code 12 will be set to "N". All others will be set to "NULL." 

Account Translation:  The PEIMS Fund, Function, Object, Organization, and Program on the shared services actual record may be modified 
based on the Account Mapping process that will run automatically following this process. See the description of the PIUTIC process for more 
information. 

 

B.  Common Code: PIUT/PARTNDX 

This Common Code is used to define alternative part indices to be used when running the various PEIMS import/export utilities. 

Code Category:  PIUT 

Code Value:  PARTNDX 

Short Description: ON 

Medium Description: Used to describe Common Code. 

Long Description: 
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Associated Values, Codes, & Descriptions (Assume "Not required" if blank) 

Numeric Values:   Codes:   Descriptions: 

1  The Org Key part index to use for PEIMS Fund.  The 
default is the Fund Index as defined in GLUPGN. 

  1   1 

2  The Org Key part index to use for PEIMS Function.  The 
default is the Function Index as defined in GLUPGN. 

  2   2 

3  The Org Key part index to use for PEIMS Organization.  
The default is 3. 

  3   3 

4  The Org Key part index to use for PEIMS Fiscal Year.  The 
default is 4. 

  4   4 

5  The part index to used for PEIMS Pro The default is 5.   5   5 

 

 

23.1.3 HR Data Extraction Process 

A.   Overview 

The PEIMS HR extract program populates the PEIMS_DEMOGRAPH, PEIMS_PY_ACCT, and PEIMS_PERMITS (optional) tables with 
data. Only those employees with a pay assignment containing calculation dates that span an entered extract date and with an approval code of 
"SEND" will be processed. 

The PEIMS utilities are accessed by entering "PIUT" in the type-ahead box, or selecting "PIEMS" and "Utilities" in the menu tree.  You will 
then be prompted to select the PEIMS utility you'd like to run. 
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The PEIMS HR extract program prompts the user for several responses prior to performing the extract. Those prompts are explained below. 

 

B.  Prompts 

 Enter the Submission Year (CCYY): 

The fist prompt requires the entry of the submission year. At this prompt, enter the submission year using the format of CCYY (e.g., 1999, 
2000, 2001, etc.).  The submission year is inserted into the PEIMS_DEMOGRAPH,  PEIMS_PY_ACCT, and PEIMS_PERMITS tables. 

 Enter the Submission Number (##): 

The next prompt requires the entry of a submission number. The submission number is a two-digit field that will accept a maximum value of 
99. The submission number is inserted into the PEIMS_DEMOGRAPH, PEIMS_PY_ACCT, and PEIMS_PERMITS tables. 

 Enter the Entity ID to be processed: 

The next prompt requires the entry of an entity ID (not case sensitive). Only valid entity ID values will be accepted (entity ID values that exist 
in the ENTYTBLE screen). The entity ID is used as selection criteria when processing employees and to determine whether the district ID is 
assigned at the employee level or at the entity level. A common code is used to determine how the district ID is assigned. See the common code 
set up area of the documentation for detailed common code documentation. 

If an invalid entity ID is entered, the following error message will be displayed: 

 Invalid Entity ID, please re-enter. 

 Enter the Extract Date (MMDDYYYY): 

The next prompt requires the entry of an extract date. The extract date is used as selection criteria when processing employees, and as selection 
criteria when determining valid pay periods, and is inserted into the PEIMS_DEMOGRAPH, PEIMS_PY_ACCT, and PEIMS_PERMITS 
tables. 

Enter a Pay Period (without the leading zeros) with a date range that spans the Extract Date, that will be used as selection criteria when 
selecting contributions from history, (L)ist, or (D)one: 
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The next prompt requires the entry of a pay period that will be used as part of the selection criteria when selecting contributions for the PEIMS 
PY accounting screen. Only contributions in PY history attached to the entered pay period(s) and with a check note of 'DP', 'DT', or 'DO' and 
with a + in the gross pay base on the contribution definition screen 2 will be processed. A maximum of 20 pay periods may be entered. Only 
pay periods with a date range that spans the entered extract date may be entered. All of the valid pay periods can be displayed by entering "L" 
(not case sensitive) at this prompt: 

  Period  Code     Date Range 

  1002    NORMAL   01/01/2001-01/31/2001 

  01001 NORMAL   01/01/2001-01/30/2001 

This prompt will repeat until the user enters "D" (not case sensitive). If no periods are entered, then the program will terminate. 

 

 

C.   Extract Parameters 

After the above prompts have been entered, the extract parameters will be displayed: 

Running PEIMS extract with the following parameters: 

---------------------------------------------------- 

Submission Year: 2001 

Submission No  : 1 

Entity ID      : ROOT 

Extract Date   : 01/01/2001 

Contribution Periods 
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               :     101001 

               :       1002 

 Continue(Y/N)? 

At the prompt "Continue (Y/N)?" enter a "Y" (not case sensitive) to continue, or anything else to exit the program. 

 Run extract in Debug mode (Y/N)? 

The next prompt determines whether the extract will be run in debug mode. Debug mode displays a substantial amount of information 
regarding the data being extracted. 

 

D.  Sample Debug 

----------------------- Sample debug --------------------------- 

Processing ID: 000000000001 

  ----- Processing Demographic Info ----- 

  * Common Code select * 

    Category: ROOT  Code: PEIMS 

    District ID assigned at the Employee level: NORMAL 

  * Common Code select * 

    Category: PYHR  Code: ETHNIC% 

  Highest Degree = 3 

  PCNTBLE Roll ID column = MISC1         
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  Payroll activity misc field on PY_CDH_MSTR = py_cdh_misc_cd05 

  Payroll Function misc field on PY_CDH_MSTR =             

  Payroll Object misc field on PY_CDH_MSTR =             

  Prof Years Experience =           0 

  Dist Years Experience =           0 

  ----- Inserting Demographic Info ----- 

  ---------- Processing 60 Records ---------- 

  ----- Processing Pay Assignments ----- 

  Amt before rounding:              691025.00 

  Amt after rounding :      691025 

  Key: 000000 

  Found null date match for key in GLK_KEY_MSTR 

    Fund: 00 

    Function: 99 

    Organization: 99 

    Fiscal Year: 9 

    Prog Intent: 99 

  ----- Inserting Pay Assignment Info ----- 

  ----- Processing Contributions ----- 
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----- Processing Contribution   1001 ----- 

  CDH        1001  Vect = ' +                        ' 

  Processing CDH:        1001 

  Multiplier for Period is             12.00000 

  History amount:             26.77000 

  PEIMS amount (History amount * Multiplier): 321.24000 

  PEIMS amount rounded to nearest dollar:         321 

  NumCd:         428 

  Ledger: GL 

  Key: 032998 

  Obj: 1000 

  Found entered date match for key in GLK_KEY_MSTR 

    Fund: 10 

    Function: 70 

    Organization: GEN 

    Fiscal Year: 1 

    Prog Intent: 15 

  ----- Inserting Contribution Info ----- 

  ----- Processing Contribution   1002 ----- 
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  CDH        1002  Vect = ' +                        ' 

  Processing CDH:        1002 

  Multiplier for Period is             12.00000 

  History amount:              6.26000 

  PEIMS amount (History amount * Multiplier):             75.12000 

  PEIMS amount rounded to nearest dollar:          75 

  NumCd:         428 

  Ledger: GL 

  Key: 032998 

  Obj: 1000 

  Found entered date match for key in GLK_KEY_MSTR 

    Fund: 10 

    Function: 70 

    Organization: GEN 

    Fiscal Year: 1 

    Prog Intent: 15 

  ----- Inserting Contribution Info ----- 

  ----- End Processing Contributions ----- 

  ----- Processing Permits ----- 
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  * Permit Info * 

    Inserting permit: CPR 

  ----- Inserting Permit Info ----- 

End Processing ID: 000000000001 

----------------------------------------- End Sample Debug ----------------------------------------- 

Delete (a)ll Permit records for Extract date, or (o)nly records inserted via this import program (e.g., leave hand keyed records)? 

The last prompt determines whether all permit records are deleted for the entered extract date or only those records that were inserted via the 
import program. Since permit records may be extracted from LICNCERT (records with a value of "PEIMS" in the Misc8 field) and/or from 
hand entry into the PEIMS permit screen, the user has the option as to which records are deleted. When records are extracted from LICNCERT 
and inserted into the PEIMS_PERMITS table, the field source is populated with "HR/PY". Thus, if "O" is entered, then only records with 
"HR/PY" in the field source will be deleted. 

While the extract program is running, various error messages may be displayed. These error messages are self-explanatory, but if additional 
information is desired, call the SunGard Public Sector  helpdesk for assistance. 

 

 

23.1.4 PEIMS Reporting (ASCIII File) 

A.  Introduction 

The CDD portion of the PEIMS system creates the ASCII file for PEIMS Report submissions.  The report should be loaded into CDD at the 
time the PEIMS system is implemented.  The PEIMS report should be available under the name PEIMS_XXXX, with "XXXX" being the 
Client ID (for example, PEIMS_SPS for SunGard Public Sector ).  The report handles the creation and saving of the reported data as an ASCII 
file.  When CDD has completed the ASCII file generation, the file is saved to the local drive of the PC from which the report was executed. 
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B.  Running the Report 

The PEIMS report, like other CDD reports, may be launched through either Insight, or CDD. When the report begins the file generation 
process, the message "File Generation in progress . . ." is displayed in the report output window. Since the PEIMS report generates an ASCII 
file and not output to the screen, allow several minutes for completion. When the report generation process is complete, the message "ASCI 
File Generated and Placed in the 'C:\FinancialsNT' Directory" is displayed.  By default, the C:\BI-TECH directory is selected and 
C:\FinancialsNT selected  as a secondary when C:\BI-TECH is not found. 

At run time, the user is given a list of prompts. These prompts allow the user to assign a name to the ASCII file, and enter values to report 
specific PEIMS data. Each prompt is described in detail below. 

 

1.   Prompts 

Submission Year:  Enter the year that is to be reported. Enter a four-digit year with no months or days. 

Submission Number:  Enter the submission number to be reported with the designating character. The submission number creates the 
appropriate ASCII file for each submission. The designating character combined with the submission number determines which data will be 
reported. For example, a submission of  "1A" will create the ASCII file for submission 1 and report all 1A data. 

District ID:  Enter the ID of the district to be reported. Leaving the prompt value as * will result in all districts being reported. 

Shared Services Arrangement Active Date:  Enter the desired date for shared services in mm/dd/yyyy format. 

Enter File Name:  Enter the desired file name of the ASCII file. The file name can be up to 15 characters in length (including spaces). 

 

2.  Report Output 

When CDD completes the ASCII file generation, by default the files will be placed in the C:\BI-TECH directory. 
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The only output you will see on the screen is a tail sheet displayed in CDD.  The tail sheet will tell where the ASCII file has been placed and 
under which name.  The ASCII file can be opened for viewing with the use of a text editor such as Note Pad. Note that different text editors 
may display the data differently.  When viewing the ASCII file, it is possible to make changes and corrupt the file, at which time the report 
becomes invalid. 

PLEASE BE VERY CAREFUL WHEN VIEWING THE FILE WITHIN A TEXT EDITOR. 

The ASCII file can be copied, deleted and transferred in the same manner as other text files. 

 

 

3.  Pathname Incorrect Error 

In the event that the C:\BI-TECH directory does not exist, the report will alternatively be placed in the C:FinancialsNT directory.  The 
following error message will be displayed noting that the C:\BI-TECH directory does not exist. 

When PC Products are installed and the defaults taken, the C:\BI-TECH directory is created with 4.3 or 7.0 installs and the C:\FinancialsNT 
directory with 4.1 installs.  If neither of the two directories exist, the following error messages will be displayed and the report terminated.  
When this error is received, create either a C:\BI_TECH or C:\FinancialsNT directory and try the report again. 

 

4.  Modification of the PEIMS Report 

The PEIMS report may be customized to fit your reporting requirements as they may change over time, or be different to from the beginning. 
However, due to the complexity of the report, it is recommend that any modification to the report be made by SunGard Public Sector. In the 
event that you wish to make changes yourself, it is strongly recommended that the work be completed on a copy of the report rather than on the 
original. 
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23.1.5 HR Extract Rules for PEIMS 

Record Type 40 

If the employee doesn't have a 40 record, then don't extract the employee for PEIMS. See note below on how to determine who should have a 
40 record. 

District ID: Derived via common code PYHR, PEIMS (see common code displayed below). 

Staff ID: hr_empmstr.id 

First Name: hr_empmstr.fname 

Middle Name: hr_empmstr.mname 

Last Name: hr_empmstr.lname 

Generation Code: hr_empmstr.suffix 

Sex Code: hr_empmstr.gender 

Ethnicity Code: The ethnicity code will be selected from the EMPMSTR2 screen. After selecting the ethnicity code, select the PEIMS 
equivalent from the translation table *(3) (HR code and PEIMS equivalent code). 

Total Yrs Prof Expr: This value is derived by summing the values in the PREEMP_YRS and INHOUSE_YR fields, on EXPRINFO.  For 
records that have an appropriate experience type. The appropriate experience types will be defined in common codes (common code PYHR, 
PEIMSCOL displayed below).  Up to ten experience types may be entered into the common code using the Codes 1-5 and Descriptions 1-5 
fields. The program will perform a select using the LIKE command, thus an entry of 'IN%' will include all experience types that begin with 
'IN'. The employee must have at least one active record on EMPPAY/PAYALT (approval code = SEND), for the current fiscal year that has a 
professional roll id in one of the four misc fields (MISC1 - MISC4) on PCNTBLE2, to have a summed value (otherwise report 0). A common 
code will indicate which of the four misc fields are being used to store the roll id. A translation table will contain the professional roll id's. 

Highest Degree Cd : The highest degree will be selected from the EDUCINFO screen using the following hierarchy: 

P% or D% Ph.D. or Doctorate Highest 
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M% Masters  

B% Bachelors  

V% Vocational  

A% Associates  

ND% No Degree Lowest 

After determining the highest degree, select the PEIMS equivalent from the translation table *(6) (HR code and PEIMS equivalent code) 

*(3) Need to determine translation table definition. 

 1 = American Indian or Alaskan Native 

 2= Asian of Pacific Islander 

 3= Black not of Hispanic origin 

 4= Hispanic 

 5= White not of Hispanic origin 

*(6) Need to determine translation table definition. 

The following is the translation list: 

3 =  P% or D% Ph.D or Doctorate 

2 = M% Masters 

1 = B% Bachelors 

0 = V% Vocational 
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0 = A% Associates 

0 = ND% No Degree 

 

 

Record Type 43 

District ID : Derived via common code PYHR, PEIMS (see common code displayed below). 

Staff ID : hr_empmstr.id 

Dem. Rev. Code : Compare the data in the PEIMS database to the data in the hr_empmstr table for the following columns: 

First Name   column: fname 

Last Name   column: fname 

Middle Name    column: mname 

Generation Code   column: suffix 

Sex   column: gender 

Ethnicity   column: ethinc 

Birth Date   column: bdt 

If the data in any of these fields is different in HR than what is in PEIMS, then write a '1' to this field otherwise leave it blank. 

Date of Birth   : hr_empmstr.bdt 
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Record Type 45 

This record type is submitted only when a staff member's identification number has changed since the most recent PEIMS data submission, due 
to an error in previous reporting. 

District ID: Derived via common code PYHR, PEIMS (see common code displayed below). 

Staff ID: hr_empmstr.id 

Prior ID: If the Staff ID of the current extract is different than the Staff ID of the previous year's extract, then populate this field with that prior 
ID. 

 

Record Type 50 

District ID: Derived via common code PYHR, PEIMS (see common code displayed below). 

Staff ID: hr_empmstr.id 

Yrs Exp in District: This value is derived by summing the values in the PREEMP_YRS and INHOUSE_YR fields, on EXPRINFO, for records 
that have an appropriate experience type. The   appropriate experience types will be defined in common codes. *(3) Up to ten experience types 
may be entered into the common code using the Codes 1-5 and Descriptions 1-5 fields. The program will perform a select using the LIKE 
command, thus an entry of 'IN%' will include all experience types that begin with 'IN'.  A common code will indicate which of the four misc 
fields are being used to store the roll id. A translation table will contain the  professional roll id's. 

# Days Employed: The number of days employed will be determined by summing the actual days per year from hr_emppay for all applicable 
records. Applicable records will have a Pay date range that spans the extract date and an approval code of 'SEND'.  Each PCN/Position 
combination has a maximum number of days that can be reported. This value will be stored in one of the Misc Vals fields on PCNTBLE2. A 
common code will indicate which Misc Vals field will hold the maximum number of reportable days (common code PYHR, PEIMSCOL 
displayed below). If the summed value exceeds the maximum defined on PCNTBLE2, then report the maximum. If an employee has multiple 
pay assignments with different PCN/Position combinations (thus possibly having different maximum days on PCNTBLE2), then use the largest 
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maximum. Note: The number of days value should be determined when the 40 record is processed because the 40 record checks for valid pay 
assignments (no point in doing this select twice). 

% Day Employed: hr_empmstr.fte 

*(3) Need to determine the common code definition. This will be a separate common code from the Total Yrs Prof Expr common code. 

*(4) Will this be prompted for or stored in a common code or? 

 

 

Record Type 55 

District ID: Derived via common code PYHR, PEIMS (see common   code displayed below). 

Campus ID: Derived via common code PYHR, PEIMS (see common   code displayed below). The Campus ID is the District ID concatenated 
with 3 additional characters. 

Program Intent Cd: 

Ttl Contracted Instr 

Staff FTEs: 

 

Record Type 60 

Record Type 80 and 81 (permit info) 

This data will be entered in the LICNCERT screen and extracted from there. 

Permit Type Code = License/Certification Type 
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Date Permit Issued = Issue Date 

Permit Issue Status Code = Misc Field #1 

Permit Renewal Number = Registration ID 

Date Permit Renewed = Verification date 

Permit Renewal Status Code = Misc Field #2 

Roll ID = Misc Field #3 

Population Served Code = Misc Field #4 

Permit Grade Range Code = Misc Field #5 

Permit Subject Area Code = Misc Field #6 

Number Hours In Subject Area = Misc Field #7 

 

 

Record Type 90 

N/A 
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Common Code Set Up 
District and Campus ID 

Code Category: Enter the Entity ID. 

Code Value: Must be 'PEIMS'. 

Ledger: Not used. 

Short/Medium/Long Description: Enter client specific descriptive text. 

Numeric Values 1-5: Not used. 

Codes 1: If the District ID is assigned at the Entity level, then enter the District ID. 

Codes 2: If the Campus ID is assigned at the Entity level, then enter the Campus ID characters that will be appended to the end of the District 
ID (whether it is assigned at the Entity or employee level). 

Codes 3-5: Not used. 

Descriptions 1-5: Enter client specific descriptive text. 

If the District ID and/or Campus ID are assigned at the employee level, then see below: 

Numeric Values 1: If the District ID is assigned at the employee level, then enter 1.00000 to indicate that the value in the Codes 1 field is a 
column name, not a literal value. The column must exist on the hr_empmstr table. 

Numeric Values 2: If the Campus is assigned at the employee level, then enter 1.00000 to indicate that the value in the Codes 1 field is a 
column name, not a literal value. The column must exist on the hr_empmstr table. 

Numeric Values 3-5: Not used. 

Codes 1: If the District ID is assigned at the employee level, then enter the hr_empmstr column name that contains the District ID 
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Codes 2: If the Campus ID is assigned at the employee level, then enter the hr_empmstr column name that contains the Campus ID characters 
that will be appended to the District ID (whether it is assigned at the Entity or employee level).           

Codes 3-5: Not used. 

Descriptions 1-5: Enter client specific descriptive text. 

Code Category: Enter the Entity ID. 

Code Value: Must be 'PEIMS'. 

Ledger: Not used. 

Short/Medium/Long Description: Enter client specific descriptive text. 

Numeric Values 4:  Not used. 

Numeric Values 1-3, 5: Not used. 

Codes 4: Enter client specific descriptive text. 

Codes 1-3, 5: Not used. 

Descriptions 1-5: Not used. 

 

 

Location of roll id and maximum reportable days on PCNTBLE2 

Code Category: Must be 'PYHR'. 

Code Value: Must be 'PEIMSCOL'. 

Ledger: Not used. 
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Short/Medium/Long Description: Enter client specific descriptive text. 

Numeric Values 1-5: Not used. 

Codes 1: Enter the hr_pcntble column name where the roll id is stored. 

Codes 2: Enter the hr_pcntble column name where the maximum reportable days number is stored. 

Codes 3-5: Note Used. 

Descriptions 1-5: Enter client specific descriptive text. 

 

 

23.1.6 PEIMS Extract Program 
The PEIMS HR extract program populates the PEIMS_DEMOGRAPH, PEIMS_PY_ACCT, and PEIMS_PERMITS (optional) tables with 
data. Only those employees with a pay assignment containing Calc Dates that span an entered Extract Date and with an Approval Code of 
'SEND' will be processed. The PEIMS HR extract program prompts the user for several responses prior to performing the extract. Those 
prompts are explained below. 

Enter the Submission Year (CCYY): 

The fist prompt requires the entry of the Submission Year. At this prompt, enter the Submission Year using the format of CCYY (e.g., 1999 or 
2000 or 2001 etc.).  The Submission Year is inserted into the PEIMS_DEMOGRAPH, PEIMS_PY_ACCT, and PEIMS_PERMITS tables. 

Enter the Submission Number (##): 

The next prompt requires the entry of a Submission Number: The Submission Number is a two-digit field that will accept a maximum value of 
99. The Submission Number is inserted into the PEIMS_DEMOGRAPH, PEIMS_PY_ACCT, and PEIMS_PERMITS tables. 

Enter the Entity ID to be processed: 
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The next prompt requires the entry of an Entity ID (not case sensitive). Only valid Entity ID values will be accepted (Entity ID values that exist 
in the ENTYTBLE screen). The Entity ID is used as selection criteria when processing employees and to determine whether the District ID is 
assigned at the employee level or at the Entity level. A common code is used to determine how the District ID is assigned. See the common 
code set up area of the documentation for detailed common code documentation. 

If an invalid Entity ID is entered, the following error message will be displayed: 

Invalid Entity ID, please re-enter. 

Enter the Extract Date (MMDDYYYY): 

The next prompt requires the entry of an Extract Date. The extract date is used as selection criteria when processing employees, and as 
selection criteria when determining valid pay periods, and is inserted into the PEIMS_DEMOGRAPH, PEIMS_PY_ACCT, and 
PEIMS_PERMITS tables. 

Enter a Pay Period (without the leading zeros) with a date range that spans the Extract Date, that will be used as selection criteria when 
selecting contributions from history, (L)ist, or (D)one: 

The next prompt requires the entry of a Pay Period that will be used as part of the selection criteria when selecting contributions for the PEIMS 
PY accounting screen. Only contributions in PY history attached to the entered pay period(s) and with a check note of 'DP', 'DT', or 'DO' and 
with a + in the Gross Pay Base on the Contribution Definition screen 2 will be processed. A maximum of 20 pay periods may be entered. Only 
pay periods with a date range that span the entered extract date may be entered. All of the valid pay periods can be displayed by entering 'L' 
(not case sensitive) at this prompt: 

  Period     Code                  Date Range 

  ------------------------------------------------- 

  1002      NORMAL        01/01/2001-01/31/2001 

  101001    NORMAL        01/01/2001-01/30/2001 

This prompt will repeat until the user enters 'D' (not case sensitive). If no periods are entered, then the program will terminate. 

After the above prompts have been entered, the extract parameters will be displayed: 
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Running PEIMS extract with the following parameters: 

---------------------------------------------------- 

Submission Year:  2001 

Submission No: 1 

Entity ID:     ROOT 

Extract Date:    01/01/2001 

Contribution Periods 

:     101001 

:     1002 

Continue(Y/N)? 

At the prompt 'Continue (Y/N)?' enter a 'Y' (not case sensitive) to continue, anything else to exit the program. 

Run extract in Debug mode (Y/N)? 

The next prompt determines whether the extract will be run in Debug mode. Debug mode displays a substantial amount of information 
regarding the data being extracted. 

----------------------------------------- Sample debug --------------------------------- 

Processing ID: 000000000001 

  ----- Processing Demographic Info ----- 

  * Common Code select * 

    Category: ROOT  Code: PEIMS 
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    District ID assigned at the Employee level: NORMAL 

  * Common Code select * 

    Category: PYHR  Code: ETHNIC% 

  Highest Degree = 3 

  PCNTBLE Roll ID column = MISC1         

  Payroll activity misc field on PY_CDH_MSTR = py_cdh_misc_cd05 

  Payroll Function misc field on PY_CDH_MSTR =             

  Payroll Object misc field on PY_CDH_MSTR =             

  Prof Years Experience =           0 

  Dist Years Experience =           0 

  ----- Inserting Demographic Info ----- 

  ---------- Processing 60 Records ---------- 

  ----- Processing Pay Assignments ----- 

  Amt before rounding:              691025.00 

  Amt after rounding :      691025 

  Key: 000000 

  Found null date match for key in GLK_KEY_MSTR 

    Fund: 00 

    Function: 99 
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    Organization: 99 

    Fiscal Year: 9 

    Prog Intent: 99 

  ----- Inserting Pay Assignment Info ----- 

  ----- Processing Contributions ----- 

----- Processing Contribution   1001 ----- 

  CDH        1001  Vect = ' +                        ' 

  Processing CDH:        1001 

  Multiplier for Period is             12.00000 

  History amount:             26.77000 

  PEIMS amount (History amount * Multiplier): 321.24000 

  PEIMS amount rounded to nearest dollar:         321 

  NumCd:         428 

  Ledger: GL 

  Key: 032998 

  Obj: 1000 

  Found entered date match for key in GLK_KEY_MSTR 

    Fund: 10 

    Function: 70 
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    Organization: GEN 

    Fiscal Year: 1 

    Prog Intent: 15 

  ----- Inserting Contribution Info ----- 

  ----- Processing Contribution   1002 ----- 

  CDH        1002  Vect = ' +                        ' 

  Processing CDH:        1002 

  Multiplier for Period is             12.00000 

  History amount:              6.26000 

  PEIMS amount (History amount * Multiplier):             75.12000 

  PEIMS amount rounded to nearest dollar:          75 

  NumCd:         428 

  Ledger: GL 

  Key: 032998 

  Obj: 1000 

  Found entered date match for key in GLK_KEY_MSTR 

    Fund: 10 

    Function: 70 

    Organization: GEN 
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    Fiscal Year: 1 

    Prog Intent: 15 

  ----- Inserting Contribution Info ----- 

  ----- End Processing Contributions ----- 

  ----- Processing Permits ----- 

  * Permit Info * 

    Inserting permit: CPR 

  ----- Inserting Permit Info ----- 

End Processing ID: 000000000001 

----------------------------------------- End Sample debug ------------------------- 

Delete (a)ll Permit records for Extract date, or (o)nly records inserted via this import program (e.g., leave hand keyed records)? 

The last prompt determines whether all Permit records are deleted for the entered Extract Date or only those records that were inserted via the 
import program. Since permit records may be extracted from LICNCERT (records with a value of 'PEIMS' in the Misc8 field) and/or from 
hand entry into the PEIMS permit screen, the user has the option as to which records are deleted. When records are extracted from LICNCERT 
and inserted into the PEIMS_PERMITS table, the field Source is populated with 'HR/PY'. Thus, if 'O' is entered, then only records with 
'HR/PY' in the field Source will be deleted. 

While the extract program is running, various error messages may be displayed. These error messages are self-explanatory, but if additional 
information is desired, call the SunGard Public Sector  helpdesk for assistance. 
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23.1.7 PEIMS Common Codes 

Common code PYHR, ETHNICx 

This common code stores PEIMS translated values for Financials Ethnic codes. This is used when creating the 40 record. 

Code Category: Must be PYHR. 

Code Value: Must be ETHNICx (x being 1 - 9 for supporting more than 5 ethnic codes). 

Ledger: Not used. 

Short/Medium/Long Descriptions: May used to store client specific info. 

Numeric Values 1 - 5: Not used. 

Codes 1 - 5: Enter an Financials Ethnic value. 

Descriptions 1 - 5: Enter the PEIMS translation of the Financials Ethnic value. 

 

 

Common code PYHR, PROFEXPR 

This common code is used to indicate which EXPRINFO records should be included in the Professional Experience sum on the 40 record. For 
all applicable EXPRINFO records, the Pre-Empl. and In-House fields will be summed to determine the Professional Experience years. 

Code Category: Must be PYHR. 

Code Value: Must be PROFEXPR. 

Ledger: Not used. 
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Short/Medium/Long Descriptions: May be used to store client specific info. 

Numeric Values 1 - 5: Not used. 

Codes 1 - 5/ Descriptions 1 - 5: Enter the codes/identifiers that indicate which EXPRINFO records will be included when calculating 
professional experience years. The codes/identifiers must correspond to the entries in the EXPRINFO Experience Type field. The Codes 1 field 
is required. The Codes 2 - 5 and Descriptions 1 - 5 are optional. 

 

 

Common Code PYHR, DISTEXPR 

This common code is used to indicate which EXPRINFO records should be included in the District Experience sum on the 45 record. For all 
applicable EXPRINFO records, the Pre-Empl. and In-House fields will be summed to determine the District Experience years. 

Code Category: Must be PYHR. 

Code Value: Must be DISTEXPR. 

Ledger: Not used. 

Short/Medium/Long Descriptions: May be used to store client specific info. 

Numeric Values 1 - 5: Not used. 

Codes 1 - 5/ Descriptions 1 - 5: Enter the codes/identifiers that indicate which EXPRINFO records will be included when calculating district 
experience years. The codes/identifiers must correspond to the entries in the EXPRINFO Experience Type field. The Codes 1 field is required. 
The Codes 2 - 5 and Descriptions 1 - 5 are optional. 
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Common Code PYHR, 60RECORD 

This common code defines which org key background parts represent the Fund, Function, Organization, Fiscal Year, and Program Intent for the 
60 record. 

Code Category: Must be PYHR. 

Code Value: Must be 60RECORD. 

Ledger: Not used. 

Short/Medium/Long Descriptions: May be used to store client specific info. 

Numeric Values 1 - 5: Not used. 

Codes 1: Must be FUND. 

Codes 2: Must be FUNCTION. 

Codes 3: Must be ORGANIZATION 

Codes 4: Must be FISCAL YEAR 

Codes 5: Must be PROG INTENT 

Descriptions 1: Indicate the Fund background part column* 

Descriptions 2: Indicate the Function background part column*. Note: The Function can also be derived from the PYCDHMSTR screen via 
common code PYHR, PEIMSCOL. The derivation of Function via the PYHR, PEIMSCOL common code overrides the PYHR, 60RECORD 
common code. 

Descriptions 3: Indicate the Organization background part column* 

Descriptions 4: Indicate the Fiscal Year background part column* 

Descriptions 5: Indicate the Program Intent background part column* 
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* Must be glk_grp_part01 - glk_grp_part08 

 

 

Common Code PYHR, PEIMSCOL 

This common code indicates: 

Which PCNTBLE column contains the Roll ID. 

Which PYCDHMSTR misc field stores the Activity code for the CDH. 

Which PYCDHMSTR misc field stores a global Function value (e.g., at the CDH level) that may be used in place of the Function derived from 
the pay string being processed. 

Which PYCDHMSTR misc field stores a global Object value (e.g., at the CDH level) that may be used in place of the Object derived from the 
pay string being processed. 

Code Category: Must be PYHR. 

Code Value: Must be PEIMSCOL. 

Ledger: Not used. 

Short/Medium/Long Descriptions: May be used to store client specific info. 

Numeric Values 1 - 5: Not used. 

Codes 1: Enter the PCNTBLE2 column that contains the Roll ID. 

Codes 2: Enter the PYCDHMSTR misc column number that contains the Activity code for the CDH. 

Codes 3: If the Function is to be derived from the PYCDHMSTR screen instead of from the pay string, then enter the PYCDHMSTR misc field 
number that contains the Function value (e.g., enter 1 - 8. 
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Codes 4: If the Object is to be derived from the PYCDHMSTR screen instead of from the pay string, then enter the PYCDHMSTR misc field 
number that contains the Object value (e.g., enter 1 - 8. 

 

 

Common Code "Entity ID", PEIMS (e.g., ROOT, PEIMS) 

This common code indicates which EMPMSTR column contains the District ID or contains a entity wide District ID. 

Code Category: Must be a valid Entity ID. 

Code Value: Must be PEIMS. 

Ledger: Not used. 

Short/Medium/Long Descriptions: May be used to store client specific info. 

Numeric Values 1 - 5: Not used. 

Codes 1: If the District ID is to be derived from the EMPMSTR record for each employee, then enter the EMPMSTR column that contains the 
District ID. If the District ID is assigned at the entity level, then enter the District ID in the Codes 1 field. 

Codes 2: Reserved for future implementation of the Campus ID for the 55 record. 

Codes 3 - 5: Not used. 

Descriptions 1 - 5: Not used. 
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23.2 TRAQS Processing and Reporting for Texas 

23.2.1 OVERVIEW 
The TRAQS process will produce the reports and files necessary to meet the requirements found at: 
http://www.trs.state.tx.us/Reporting_Officials/Payroll_Procedures_Main.htm 
(http://www.trs.state.tx.us/reporting_officials/payroll_procedures_main.htm 
(http://www.trs.state.tx.us/reporting_officials/payroll_procedures_main.htm 
(http://www.trs.state.tx.us/reporting_officials/payroll_procedures_main.htm))) as of May 6, 2004. 

 

PROCESSING 

All the processing for TRAQS may be found under the menu mask PYRERRTX (Payroll, Reports, Retirement Reports, Texas).  In this menu 
will be found the following options:  

 

 

10 Extract 

This option is used to extract data from the Payroll Database for each of the report files that need to be transmitted to TRAQS: Demographics, 
Payroll and Retirees.  Special retirement datasets within the PYDB are then updated with the information extracted during this run. 

This mask also produces an Edit List of the data extracted, indicating possible errors or inconsistent data. 

This menu option asks several questions: 

Selection Criteria: The standard Financials payroll selection criteria options are available to limit the extent of data used. 

Start Date: For Payroll Report processing this will usually be the first day of the month to be reported.  For all other reports this should be the 
day after the END date of the previous extract. 
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End Date: For Payroll Report processing this will usually be the last day of the month to be reported.  For all other reports this is the end date of 
the report.  When using masks 20 Edit List, 40 Generate Report/File or 50 Delete, the End Date of the date range entered at run time is the 
controlling (key) date for subsequently requesting data to generate reports/files or to delete. 

Which Retirement data is to be used?  The options for this question are: 

1.  Payroll data 

2.  Contract data 

3.  Demographic data 

4.  Retiree data 

5.  Demographic and Contract Data 

9.  All Data 

Payroll Data Extract: The Payroll Data is extracted from Check History that has not been distributed and paid by replying Y[ES] to the 
following question: 

Include information from UNPAID [Check] History? Y/N: 

This question applies to the Payroll Data only.  Reply Y if is desired to produce a preliminary report that can be checked for errors.  These 
errors can be corrected before a payroll is actually distributed and paid.  If this type of preliminary report option is used (note that both paid and 
unpaid data will be included if Y is selected), the data generated from this extract should be deleted (using mask PYRERRTX50) and then re-
extracted after the payroll is paid and distributed.  This way, the final report produced will reflect actual pay and contributions processed.  
Answering N[O] to this question (the default answer) uses only data from paid Check History) 

When Payroll Data for the same date range (more precisely, for the same END date) is extracted more than once, the previous data for that date 
range is deleted and replaced with the latest extract.  This only occurs, however, for matching SSNs.  If the new data extracted does not contain 
information for a particular SSN, the data previously extracted for that SSN in the same date range remains in the Work dataset.  Therefore, if 
is desired that all data from a previous extract for the same date range, regardless of SSN, be replaced, menu option 50 Delete (described 
below) should be run before re-extracting.  In addition if you have hand entered RP15 records, re-extracting that SSN will cause the system to 
delete the RP15 records so you will want to make sure those entries are entered after the correct RP10 records are extracted. 
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This mask also produces an Edit List of the data extracted, indicating possible errors or inconsistent data. 

Contract Data Extract: Information will be extracted (and updated to the Contract dataset in the PYDB) only for those contracts that are 
active during the month or if an employee's status changes (from active to retired or terminated, for example) during the reporting period.  
When contract information is extracted the END date of the date range entered at run time becomes a controlling (key) item of the Contract 
information placed in the dataset.  Therefore, if a subsequent extract is run with the same ending date (of the date range), data previously 
extracted will be deleted and replaced with the data from the current run.  Users may extract Contract data whenever they wish but, to insure 
that information is not duplicated or missed, the starting date of the date range entered at run time must be the day following the ending date of 
the previous extract.  For instance, if an extract is run at the beginning of the fiscal year with a date range starting on 07/01/2004 and ending on 
07/25/2004, the next extract for Contract data to be reported to TRAQS should have a starting date of 07/26/2004. 

Demographic Data Extract: Information will be extracted (and updated to the Demo dataset in the PYDB) for all employees. When 
demographic information is extracted, the END date of the date range entered at run time becomes a controlling (key) item of the 
Demographics information put into the dataset.  Therefore, if a subsequent extract is run with the same ending date (of the date range), data 
previously extracted will be deleted and replaced with the data from the current run. Users may extract Demo data whenever they wish but to 
insure that information is not duplicated or missed, the starting date of the date range entered at run time should be the day following the ending 
date of the previous extract.  For instance, if an extract for Demo data is run with a date range starting on 01/01/2004 and ending on 
01/15/2004, the next extract for Demographic data should have a starting date of 01/16/2004. 

The standard data that triggers the generation of a demographic change is employee's first, middle or last name, gender code, data-of-birth, hire 
or separation dates, or any part of the address that changes.  If any modifications to these criteria need to be made the KEYWORD: DEMO 
CHANGES, described in the Keyword Dictionary, may be used.  Please note, if the DEMO CHANGES common code is used then all valid 
DEMO CHANGES fields must be entered using this common code. 

Retiree Data Extract: The Retiree Data is extracted from information kept in the Employee Master, Pay Assignment and Check History tables 
in payroll. 

When Retiree Data for the same date range is extracted more than once, the previous data for an SSN for that date range is deleted and replaced 
with the latest extract.  
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20 Edit List 

Use this menu option to produce an Edit List of extracted data.  This option will ask for an End Date of the report (this should agree with an 
Ending Date used in the date range of a previous extract).  Then select which TRAQS data is to be used (the same as in the 10 Extract 
process).  This menu option can be invoked at any time after an extract has been run.  It should be used after extensive manual corrections have 
been made using the 30 Update Payroll Data, 34 Update Contract Data or 36 Update Retiree Data menu options described below.  

 

 

30, 32, 34 and 36 

When any of the four maintenance/view screens described below are first invoked, data is displayed in employee NAME sequence.  If any of 
the FIND fields at the bottom of each screen are used, however, the display sequence will change depending on which FIND field is used.  That 
is, if the FIND SSN field is used to find a specific employee, then the program will continue displaying employees in SSN sequence.  Or if the 
FIND ID field is used, then (until a different FIND field is used) employees will be displayed in ID sequence.  Subsequently, the display 
sequence can be changed back to the original NAME sequence by entering an employee name in the FIND NAME field.  

 

 

30 Edit Payroll Data 

This menu option invokes the screen editor program that allows users to make corrections, additions and deletions to previously extracted 
Payroll Data.  Note that this screen does not add/change/delete any entries in Check History, only the retirement data. 
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RP15 records can be entered directly into this screen.   When an RP15 (adjustment) record is needed just make sure the 'Rec Type' entered is 15 
and that the appropriate Reason Code and Original Month and Year is entered.  Also note that if the month that the adjustment is added is re-
extracted the extraction process will remove the entry so it is suggested to make all your adjustments after a correct extract is completed and the 
extractions process is no longer needed.  

 

 

32 View Demographic Data 

This menu option invokes the screen display program that allows users to browse through previously extracted Demographic Data.  
Corrections to demographic data must be made by changing the applicable information in the Employee Master and then re-extracting 
demographic data. 
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34 Edit Contract Data 

This menu option invokes the screen editor program that allows users to make corrections, additions and deletions to previously extracted 
Contract Data.  The preferred method of correcting Contract Data is to make whatever changes are necessary to employee pay assignments 
and re-extracting Contract Data.  This mask provides a means of altering TRAQS Contract Data without affecting pay assignments in payroll. 
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A special value of "E" has been set aside in the Year Round flag to enter eligible days worked from a prior district.  Simply put the value of "E" 
in the year round flag and the number of credited days in the paid days field for the proper fiscal year and the system will use that value as a 
starting point to track creditable service. 

 

 

36 Edit Retiree Data 

This menu option invokes the screen editor program that allows users to make corrections, additions and deletions to Retiree Data previously 
extracted.  Placing an '*' (asterisk) in the date field in browse mode will cause the screen to copy the latest record exactly.  Once copied, at a 
minimum, the extract date will need to be changed. 
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40 Generate Report(s)/File(s) 

This menu option generates the files to be transmitted to TRAQS and produces reports reflecting the exact information contained in the 
generated files.  This option may be invoked as many times as necessary and each time will use the current retirement data kept in the database. 

This mask should be rerun any time one or more of the following occurs for a specific Ending Date: 

Corrections have been made using the 30, 34 or 36 update options 

Masks PYUPEP or PYUPEM are used to modify information that appears on one or more retirement reports or is included in one of the files 
generated 

Data is re-extracted for the same date range using the 10 Extract option 

Data has been deleted for the date range to be reported 

SSN suppression: On the printed report, all or part of the SSN may be suppressed (replaced with asterisks) by using Switch 13 of the Interface 
Switches screen (Screen 3) of the ROOT Entity Definition, mask PYUPGN. 

File naming convention: 

The files generated by this process will use the naming convention: 

nn####_yyyymm.traqs 

nn is "er" for the Retiree File, "md" for the member data file, and "rp" for the payroll file. 

#### is the four-digit district number assigned by TRAQS. 

_ [underscore] is a constant value. 

yyyymm is the year and month being reported. 
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.traqs is a constant value to identify the files generated by this process. 

All alpha values are in lowercase.  For example, the payroll report file generated for district 1234 for July 2004 will be named: 
rp1234_200404.traqs 

 

 

41 Generate New Hire Report(s) and File(s) 

This option has been replaced with a CDD report.  Ask your consultant or Account Manager for the TRS New Hire report noting whether you 
determine new hires by a date or CDH assignment.  

 

 

42 Generate Special Report 

See common codes PYFG/TXTRSxxx (where xxx is the number of the report, e.g., 372).  These common codes are explained in detail at the 
end of this document.  

 

 

49  Minimum Salary Report 

The minimum salary report calculates the district contribution on the salary over the state minimum.  See common code PYFG PY783TX## 
below for details on customizable setup. 
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50 Delete 

This option is used to delete data from the database for previous reports.  There are several reasons for deleting data: 

The original report data was extracted with an incorrect date range. 

The original report data was extracted as a test, from Check History that had not been paid and after it has been paid, the report needs to be re-
extracted with actual pay data. 

Because there is a necessity to free up disk storage space (in this case, the PYDB should be backed up to offline storage before deleting). 

This menu option can be run in TRIAL mode, where the program will find all records to be deleted and give the user counts by data type 
(PAYROLL, RETIREE, CONTRACT, DEMO) of what would be deleted without actually deleting anything. 

When not run in TRIAL mode, the data to be deleted is first copied to disk files before doing the actual delete.  The files generated use the 
naming convention: 

xxmmdd## 

xx indicates the type of data ("rp" for Payroll,  "md" for Demographic, "mc" for Contract and "er" for  Retiree) deleted from the database 

mmdd is the month and day (from the Ending Date entered at run-time). 

## is a numeric suffix (00 through 99) which makes the generated file name unique in case the  data for the same Ending Date is deleted more 
than once. 

If no data is found to delete, the save file(s) created by this process is purged. 

60 Merge 

If it is determined that menu option 50 Delete was run in error or the wrong data was deleted or the user desires to merge data from an outside 
source (non-Financials data), option 60 Merge can be used to put back the data previously deleted or to add new data to the appropriate 
retirement dataset.  50 Delete creates files, as described above, with unique names.  These same file names can be used as the reply to the 
second question asked by the mask: 

Please enter the report end date:  [This date becomes the Extract Date] 
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Please enter name of the file to be merged into the database: 

Was this file generated by an Financials process?  Y/N:  [the default is Yes] 

Which retirement data is to be used?: 

After the data is merged into the appropriate dataset, users should run mask 20 Edit List to insure everything is correct. 

NOTE:  This menu option can be used to merge data into the appropriate dataset produced by sources other than the Financials programs 
defined in this document.  But, the record format must be an exact image of the record descriptions defined by TRAQS for submission to their 
system.  

 

 

SETUP 

In order to facilitate the extraction of employee data from the Financials PY system, additional information must be provided not currently 
maintained in Financials.  

 

 

1.  EMPLOYER SETUP 

Use the following common code (described in the KEYWORD DICTIONARY appendix) entry to define the following: 

DISTRICT    Provide the 4-digit TRS District Number required by TRAQS  
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2.  EXTRACT SETUP 

Use the following common codes described in the KEYWORD DICTIONARY appendix to control how menu item 10 EXTRACT decides 
what data will be included/excluded in the extract process: 

EXTRACT BY:  Indicate which Period date(s) control the extraction of data from Check History.  If this parameter is used, then all data 
(Demo, Contract, Retiree, Work) will be extracted using the same criteria. 

EXTRACT DEMO:  Indicate which Period Date(s) control the extraction of Demographic Data, only. 

EXTRACT CNTR:  Indicate which Period Date(s) control the extraction of Contract Data, only. 

EXTRACT RETI:  Indicate which Period Date(s) control the extraction of Retiree Data, only. 

EXTRACT WORK:  Indicate which Period Date(s) control the extraction of Payroll Data, only. 

EXCLUDE PER:  Indicate (if needed) specific Periods to be excluded from the extract process 

INCLUDE PER:  Indicate (if needed) specific Periods to be included in the extract process 

SHOW ERRORS:  Indicate which error messages should be displayed on the extract tailsheet 

SKIP EMPS:  Indicate which errors will cause an employee to be bypassed by the extract 

DEFAULT EMPS:  Indicate which errors will be corrected by using pre-defined defaults.  Note that SKIP EMPS and DEFAULT EMPS 
parameters are mutually exclusive.  

 

 

3.  CDH SETUP 

RETIRE CODES Contributions, deductions and hours (CDHs) defined in the payroll system and applicable to TRAQS reporting must be 
coded with a Retirement Code.  Use CDH definition masks PYUPCC, PYUPDD and PYUPHH to enter Retirement Codes.  See the 
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KEYWORD RETIRE CODES in the KEYWORD DICTIONARY for instructions on how to specify which field in a CDH definition contains 
the necessary code value. 

CDH Note: All employee earnings, contributions and deductions to be reported to TRAQS must have a valid Retirement Code.  Any CDH 
without a Retirement Code is ignored in TRAQS processing. 

The Retirement Codes to be entered in CDH definitions use the four-character format: R##A 

R identifies the CDH as applicable to retirement 

## is a number indicating the type of pay, contribution or deduction involved: 

01  Regular Pay: salary/wages included in the standard pay schedule for which the employee is rendering service. 

02  Performance Pay: special compensation paid over and above regular pay 

03  Service Days: days RETIREE worked in reporting period 

11  Regular pay retirement contribution 

12  Performance pay retirement contribution 

21  Regular pay retirement deduction * 

22  Performance pay retirement deduction * 

23  Special Service payroll deduction * 

24  TRS Care Deduction* 

A indicates an adjustment entry (non-adjustment entries have a space as the fourth character of the Retirement Code). 

If a Contribution, Deduction or Hour is flagged as an Adjustment Entry, an ADJ REASON must also be defined for that CDH.  See the 
KEYWORD ADJ REASON in the KEYWORD DICTIONARY for further instructions.  Valid reason codes are: 
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R Incorrect amounts 
reported 

V  Voided check 

E  Eligible for TRS D Deceased 

U Unreported Service I Ineligible for TRS 

N New Employee S Sick Leave 

The ADJ REASON codes listed above are the standard codes used by the TRAQS programs.  If, however, modifications to these codes need to 
be made, they can be defined through the KEYWORD: ADJ REASONS, described in the Keyword Dictionary.  Please note, if the ADJ 
REASONS common code is used then all valid ADJ REASON codes must be entered using this common code. 

* For deductions applicable to retirement, if the user needs to indicate that certain deductions are taxable (that is, NOT pre-tax deductions), the 
keyword TAXABLE must be defined in common codes.  See the Keyword Dictionary for details.  If this keyword is NOT defined all 
retirement deductions are assumed to be pre-tax (non-taxable).  

 

 

EMPLOYEE SETUP 

TRSSTATUS    Every employee to be reported must have a valid retirement STATUS code.  Several options exist for determining status.  The 
primary option is to enter the status in the Employee Definition, Screen 3, Associated Code/Description fields (mask PYUPEM).  The TRS 
STATUS code entries must be in the format: 

Assoc Code : TRSSTATUS  [status] mm/dd/yyyy 

TRSSTATUS is a KEYWORD and must be entered exactly as shown (as one word), in uppercase letters. [status] is the appropriate status 
value (without brackets), described below.  mm/dd/yyyy is the  date when the status becomes effective.  Changes to an employees' STATUS 
should be made as additional entries and not replace prior entries (except when correcting an invalid status or date).  This way, an audit trail of 
an employee's TRS STATUS history can be maintained and his/her TRS STATUS at a specific date can be ascertained.  The default is I 
(inactive). 
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Valid retirement STATUS codes are: 

 E Active, TRS Eligible 

 I Inactive (terminated) 

 D Deceased 

 M Medical Leave 

 O Withdrawn 

 R Retired (No further contract/work agreement exists) 

 T Retired, working under a 3-month exception (disability retiree only) 

 S Retired, working under a 6-month exception 

 A Retired, working in an acute shortage area 

 N Retired, faculty member of a Nursing program 

 W Retired, waiving their retirement benefit 

 B Retired, bus driver exception 

 P Principal/Assistant Principal exception 

The TRS STATUS codes listed above are the standard codes used by the TRAQS programs.  If, however, modifications to these codes need to 
be made, they can be defined through the KEYWORD: STATUS CODES, described in the Keyword Dictionary.  Please note, if the STATUS 
CODES common code is used then all valid STATUS codes must be entered using this common code. 

If the TRSSTATUS keyword wont work for your site then contact the consultant helping with retirement setup and they will give other 
possible options which include translating the term code on the hr_empmstr screen. 

CITIZENSHIP:  every employee to be reported should have a code indicating whether they are an U.S. citizen (Y) or not (N).  The default is 
Y (is an U.S. citizen).  
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PAY ASSIGNMENT SETUP 

Pay assignments are used to: 

1.  Generate the Contract Records (MD40 and MD45) to be submitted to TRAQS 

2.  In generating Payroll Data (RP10, RP11, RP15 and RP16) records 

3.  In generating Retired Members Data (ER10) records 

In order to provide all the data required by TRAQS, additional information must be available though pay assignments and/or the Employee 
Master.  The following KEYWORD common code entries are provided as a means of indicating where certain information may be located. 

PAY UNIT    is used to indicate whether an employee is being paid a Salary, or by the Hour or by the Day (Per Diem).  The appropriate code 
(S, H or D) can be retrieved from one of three places (all employees must be set up the same way, though): 

(7.3) From one of the available miscellaneous fields of a pay assignment 

In Switch 17 (CDH Definition, screen 3) 

In an Employee Master field. 

If the Employee Master is used it means all a single employee's pay must be paid with the same PAY UNIT.   If a Pay Assignment field or 
CDH Switch 17 is used, a single employee can be processed with different PAY UNITs if he/she works more than one job. 

NON-STD CNTR is a flag (Y/N) indicating the pay assignment is a non-standard contract.  This KEYWORD can be configured in one of two 
ways: 

Use the code word BEGIN/END to allow the system to determine what is a non-standard contract.  Any pay assignment that begins before 
September 1st of one year or ends after June 30th of the subsequent year will be flagged as non-standard. 
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(7.3) Use a miscellaneous field of an employee pay assignment to indicate whether the contract represented by the pay assignment is non-
standard. 

POSITION CD    provides a code which indicates which one of the following is applicable: 

01   Professional Staff 

02   Teacher/Full-Time Librarian 

03   Support Staff                   

04   Bus Driver                       

05   Full-time Nurse/Counselor 

   This information may be provided in one of three ways: 

If the word PAYSTRING is used in the definition of this KEYWORD, the program will use the part number of the paystring indicated by the 
Numeric Value. 

If the code word POSITION is used in the definition of this KEYWORD, the system will use an employee's pay assignment(s) to retrieve the 
POSITION CD from the TP field of the Job/Position Definition (see mask PYUPJB) 

(7.3) Indicate a field (cluster.attribute) in the pay assignment that contains the necessary position code 

Indicate a field (cluster.attribute) in the Employee Master.  This option only provides for one position code for each employee. 

Note: the position codes above are the standard TRAQS values.  These values are pre-programmed in a table used by the Financials programs.  
If modifications need to be made to the position table so that other position codes can be validated, see the KEYWORD: POSITIONS, 
described in the Keyword Dictionary. 

POSITION MAP provides a means of mapping the values retrieved for POSITION CD to a valid TRS position.  For instance, if POSITION 
CD, defined above, actually retrieves the STEP from a paystring and this STEP has to be mapped to a TRS position code, POSITION MAP 
entries such as the following can be used in common codes: 

Numeric Value Codes Description 
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Not used POSITION MAP 01,1000:1999 

Not used POSITION MAP 02,2000:2999 

Not used POSITION MAP 03,3000:4999 

Not used POSITION MAP 04,4412,4415,4515 

Not used POSITION MAP 05,1540:1549 

In this example, STEP 2000 through 2999 will result in actual position code 02.  The colon (:) in these entries indicates a range of values. 

   UNITS REQUIR is the number of hours, days, semester credit hours or classes an employee is expected (scheduled) to work.  Using the 
KEYWORD UNITS REQUIR, define the source of this value: 

If UNITS REQUIR can be derived from the CALENDAR associated with a pay assignment or, if there is no calendar code in a pay 
assignment, through the CALENDAR code in the Employee Master, enter the code word CALENDAR in the common code definition for this 
parameter.  For hourly employees the UNITS REQUIR value is extracted from the Annual Hours entered in the Calendar Definition.  For 
Salaried and Per Diem employees, UNITS REQUIR is taken from the PAID DAYS field of the Calendar. 

(7.3) If the employee's Calendar(s) does not offer the correct information, one of the miscellaneous fields of pay assignments may contain this 
information and the cluster.attribute of that field is entered in the common code definition of this KEYWORD.  

 

 

Optional and Required KEYWORDS for TRAQS Processing 

EMPLOYER DATA EMPLOYEE DATA PAY RATES 

   

CLIENT CODE AUG SALARY USE EFFORT 
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CLIENT NAME CITIZENSHIP USE FTE 

DISTRICT DISABLE FLAG  

MAX PAYDAYS FT TYPE CODE  

 JULY SALARY REPORT CONTROL 

 NON-STD CNTR  

EXTRACT CONTROL PAID DAYS REPORT SEQ 

 PAY CODE  

EXCLUDE PER PAY RATE  

EXTRACT BY POSITION VERIFICATION 
TABLES ++ 

EXTRACT DEMO POSITION CD  

EXTRACT CNTR REASON ADJ REASONS 

EXTRACT RETI RETI WRK TYP DEMO CHANGES 

EXTRACT WORK SERVICE DAYS DUPLICATE PA 

FISCAL YEAR STATUS POSITIONS 

INCLUDE PER TAXABLE               RETI REASONS 

RETIRE CODES TERM REASON               STATUS CODES 

SHOW ERRORS WAGE TYPE TERM REASONS 

SKIP EMPS YEAR ROUND  
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 EMP FTE  

 RETIRE DATE  

DEFAULTS   

DEFAULT POS   

DEFAULT F/T   

   

   

DATA MAPPING ++   

   

NON-CITIZEN   

DISABLED MAP   

FULLTIME MAP   

PARTIME MAP   

UNIT MAP   
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KEYWORDS in BOLD must be defined in common codes. 

UNDERLINED KEYWORDS may be defined in common codes, if necessary. 

++ Data Mapping and Verification Tables KEYWORDs may have multiple entries  

 

 

23.2.2 TRAQS Common Codes 

PYFG / PY268TX COMMON CODE SETUP 

Code Category:   PYFG 

Code Value:   PY268TX 

This common code is used by the data extract programs and must be defined for the program to execute. 

Short Description:  Used by SPS for debugging purposes 

Medium Description:   client code   Enter the client's code (SPS, SISD, GALV, etc.) 

Long Description:   client name   Enter the client's name 

NOTE:  The following entry lines may appear in any order in the common code.  If more than 5 lines of the common code need to be used, 
additional common codes may be defined using the convention: PYFG/PY268TX#, where # is a sequential number (do not skip numbers) 
starting with one (1).  There are some options that use this common code but are not explained here.  These are for SPS use only and should 
never be altered.  They are setup parameters used by SPS to customize the extract and processing for a site before the initial start up of the 
Financials TRAQS processing module. 

Numeric Value:   not used 

Codes:  USER DEBUG 
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Description:  user id 

This option is for SPS use.  Only the user id specified here will be able to see the debug statements generated by the program if the appropriate 
debug code is entered in the Short Description of this common code. 

Numeric Value:   not used 

Codes:  DEMO EXTRACT ALL -or- blank 

Description:  user id 

 This option, when it has the parameter ALL, forces the extract program to generate demographic data for all active employees.  Normally, this 
option is not used except when it is necessary to send a complete demographic file to TRS. 

Numeric Value:   not used 

Codes:  INCLUDE 

Description:  OFFSETS,REVERSALS 

This parameter is used to indicate to the extract program whether to include Offset (DO) and/or Reversal (DR) entries from PAID Check 
History.  The default is that these types of entries will not be extracted.  Check History that is in a waiting status (that is, has not been 
distributed and paid) will only be included if Y is replied to the question "Do you want to include information from UNPAID history records?". 

 

 

PYFG / PY368TX COMMON CODE SETUP 

Code Category:   PYFG 

Code Value:   PY368TX   This common code is used by the Screen Update program 

Short Description:         Used by SPS for debugging purposes 
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Medium Description:         Not used 

Long Description:         Not used  

Numeric Value:   not used 

Codes:  USER DEBUG 

Description:  user id 

This option is for SPS use.  Only the user id specified here will be able to see the debug statements generated by the program if the appropriate 
debug code is entered in the Short Description of this common code 

Numeric Value:   not used 

Codes:  STARTUP MODE 

Description:   BROWSE   -or-  COLLECT 

This parameter indicates whether the program should start in BROWSE or COLLECT mode 

 

 

PYFG / PY568TX COMMON CODE SETUP 

Code Category:   PYFG 

Code Value:   PY568TX / PY568TX1-9  This common code is used by all the reports generated by the Financials TRAQS processing. 

Short Description:         Used by SPS for debugging purposes 

Medium Description:         Used by SPS for debugging purposes 

Long Description:         Not used  
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Numeric Value: 

Code:  Description 

USER DEBUG:  Specify an Financials User that is allowed to run debug 

ALL NEW:  Treats all demographic records as New even if they have a previous record 

NEW HIRE:  "HIRE DATE" - uses the Employee's Hire Date to determine if the Employee is in their first 90 days 

"BEGIN DATE" - uses the Employee's Begin Date to determine if the Employee is in their first 90 days 

Xxxx,yyyy,zzzz - A list of CDH numbers to use check history to determine if they are a new hire.  If the CDH is present in history then they 
are considered a new hire. 

PERCENTAGE 

CONTRIB %:   Both codes allow you to specify the Contribution Percentage 

INSURANCE %:  Allows you to specify the Insurance Percentage 

CARE %:   Allows you to specify the TRS Care Percentage 

not    NEW HIRE   HIRE DATE   -or- 

         BEGIN DATE   -or- 

         xxxx,yyyy,zzzz… 

Use one of the three options above to indicate how New Hires are to be determined: either because an employee's Hire Date or Begin Date are 
within 90 days of the extract date, or because the employee has an active assignment of one of the contributions xxxx,yyyy,zzzz… entered 
here.  Up to 12, 4-digit contribution numbers may be specified.  These contributions should be contributions only assigned to employees during 
their first 90 days of service. 
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PYFG / PY609C 

The TEXFLEX report/file for the State of Texas is produced by program PY609TX. Common code PYFG PY609C must be set up (use mask 
NUUPCD) for this program to execute.  Set up as follows: 

Short Description:  Reserved for BSI use 

Medium Description:  The first 3 characters (002 in the sample above) designate which pay base to use as the Salary Pay Base.  If the word 
ONLYERRORS is present in the 5th through 14th positions of this field, then only errors will be displayed when running this process.  To also 
display warnings, remove the ONLYERRORS word from here. 

Long Description:  Client Name 

Note:  Any one of the Employee Master fields listed below may be used as the source of the Category, Status and Record Transmittal Code 
information: 

SKILL CODE One of the 5 Skill Code fields 

EDUC CODE One of the 5 Education Code fields 

MISC VALUE One of the 4 Miscellaneous Value fields 

SELECT CODE One of the 2 Selection Codes fields 

TYPE Type field 

UNIT Unit field 

Numeric Value 1 and Code 1: The Code field indicates which Employee Master field to use as the source of the Category Code, and if that field 
has multiple occurrences, which one of those values to use is indicated by Numeric Value one.  In the sample above, the 2nd Skill Code entry 
will be used. 

Numeric Value 2 and Code 2: The Code field indicates the source of the special employee Status Code (A or T or N or R or X or L or O) used 
in this report.  The Numeric Value indicates which one of a multiple entry field to use.  In the sample above, the 3rd Skill Code entry will be 
used to supply the Status Code. 
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Numeric Value 3 and Code 3: The Code field indicates which field to use as the source of the Record Transmittal Code (R or C or P or N).  In 
the sample above, the 4th Skill Code will be used. 

Numeric Value 4:  Indicates which one of the eight Miscellaneous Code fields of the CDH Definition is to contain the applicable HCRA, 
DCRA, UGIA, UGIP, UGIX code. 

Numeric Value 5:  Indicates which one of the 4 SID fields in the Entity Definition contains the value to be used for this report/file.  

Associated Description 1:  Indicates the format of the file to be produced.  Use one of the two valid format codes available, either 274 or 127 
(size of record to be generated). 

Producing the Report/File:  Use mask PYRESRTXFL to produce the report/file. 

At the prompt 'Please enter the name of the TexFlex report/file', reply with a value of up to 8 characters starting with a letter.  This will become 
the name of the file created on disk to be copied to either tape or diskette and sent to the proper agency.  If the name entered already exists for a 
file in the DATA group of your system, the existing file is purged and a new file created with the record size and format indicated in the 
common code described above. 

When asked to 'Enter an ENTITY definition code' reply with the entity code that defines the reporting agency and contains the proper SID 
number to used for this report/file. 

Enter the appropriate period ending date in the format MMDDCCYY, where MM is the month, DD is the day, and CCYY are the century and 
year when asked to 'Enter the payroll period ending date'. 

 

PYFG / PY613C 

Setup:  The TRS10 report/file for the State of Texas is produced by program PY613TX. Common code PYFG PY613C must be set up (use 
mask NUUPCD) for this program to execute.  Set up as follows: 

Short Description:  Reserved for BSI use. 

Medium Description:  Used to indicate which date in the period definitions will determine if the period should be included in the report.  Enter 
one of the following values: 
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  BEGIN DATE 

  END DATE 

  POST DATE 

  CHECK DATE 

 At run-time the date selected from the period definition is compared to the date entered by the user and if they match (month and year), 
the period is included. 

Long Description:  Client Name 

Code 1:  Enter the District to be printed on the report. 

Code 2:  Enter the Pay Base number used for retirement salary. 

Code 3:  Enter GRAND=NOPAGE if grand totals are NOT to be printed on a separate page. 

Numeric Value 1:  Enter the four-digit number of the CDH (contributions are 1000-1999, deductions are 2000 through 2999) that is used to 
report employee Fee. 

Numeric Value 2:  Enter the four-digit CDH number of the Deposit deduction or contribution. 

Numeric Value 3:  Enter the number of employees to print per page on the report. 

Numeric Value 4:  Enter the four-digit CDH number of the Fee Adjustment deduction or contribution. 

Numeric Value 5:  Enter the four-digit CDH number of the Deposit Adjustment deduction or contribution. 

Producing the Report/File 

Use mask PYRESRTXT1 to produce the report/file. 

When asked to 'Enter an ENTITY definition code' reply with the entity code that defines the reporting agency (for example, ROOT) or enter 
ALL to include all entities. 
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When asked to 'Enter the payroll period ending date', reply in the format MMDDCCYY, where MM is the month, DD is the day, and CCYY 
are the century and year of the appropriate date. 

The disk file created by this process will be named TRSRPA.  

 

PYFG / PY662C 

Setup:  The Texas Workforce Commission (TWC) report/file of Quarterly SUI Earnings is produced by program PY662TX. Common code 
PYFG PY662C must be set up (use mask NUUPCD) for this program to execute. 

Short Description:  Reserved for BSI use 

Medium Description:  Enter the 5-character Suffix Code assigned by TWC. 

Long Description:  Enter an 8-character computer manufacturer's name. 

Numeric Value 1:  Enter the four-digit number of the Pay Base (pay bases are 6000-6999) that is used to accumulate employee Gross earnings.  
This is usually 6002. 

Numeric Value 2:  Enter the four-digit number of the Pay Base that is used to accumulate SUI taxable earnings.  This is usually pay base 6012. 

Numeric Value 3:  Enter the 3-digit county code (FIPS) in which you have the greatest number of employees. 

Numeric Value 4:  Enter number of entry (1 through 4) in the entity definition screen (mask PYUPGN) that contains the Federal ID number to 
be used for this report. 

Numeric Value 5: Enter number of entry (1 through 4) in the entity definition screen (mask PYUPGN) that contains the State ID number to be 
used for this report. 

Code 1:  Enter the blocking factor of the file to be produced for TWC.  If using diskettes as the reporting media, enter 01. 

Code 2:  Enter the code used to designate what type of internal label will be on the TWC file: NL  No Labels   

  AL  ANSI standard label 
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  SL  IBM standard label  

  NS  Non-standard label 

  Blank  Diskette 

Code 3:  Enter the tape/cartridge density code of the file to be generated: 

1600 BPI reel tape  

38000 BPI IBM  3480 cartridge 

6250 BPI reel tape  

77  77000 BPI IBM 3490E cartridge 

Code 4:  Enter the tape/cartridge number of tracks of the file: 

9-track reel tapes 

17  IBM compatible 3480 cartridge 

36  IBM compatible 3490e cartridge 

Blank  Diskette   

Code 5:  Enter the recording mode (character set) of the data: 

  ASCII  Ascii recording mode 

EBCDIC  EBCDIC   recording mode 

  blank  Diskette 

Description 1:  Enter YES to include C3 data in output file, enter NO to exclude C3 data. 
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Description 2:  Enter SURNAME to have employee names in SURNAME FIRSTNAME MIDDLEINITAL format, enter FIRST to have names 
in FIRSTNAME MIDDLEINITIAL SURNAME format. 

Producing the Report/File 

Use mask PYRESRTXSU to produce the report/file. 

When asked to 'enter the name of the tape file', enter a value up to 8 characters long, that begins with a letter.  This is the name of the file 
created on disk to be copied to tape/diskette and sent to TWC. 

 

PYFG / PY783TX01-99  -  This common code is used to identify setup associated with Stat Min 
Reporting (PYRERRTX49) 

Associated Codes: 

 "PRORATE SAL" - Tells the System to prorate the adjusted TRS salary by the  default months and paid periods off the corresponding PM 
Emppay. 

"MISMATCH" - tells the system to test when the contribution doesn't match the prescribed percentage and gives warning 

"CONTRIB RATE" - The contribution rate to use on salary above the minimum is placed in the corresponding associated value. 

"CONTRIBUTION" -  A list of the employers CDHs that represent the contribution are placed in the corresponding associated description.  
These are totaled and used in the 'MISMATCH' option 

"DOCK CDH" - A list of the employers CDHs that correspond to DOCKs that shouldn't be included in the Stat Min calculations (ie they 
reduce the salary which affect the adjusted TRS salary).  These are placed in the corresponding associated description. 

"PAY BASE" - Identifies the TRS wage pay base in the corresponding associated value.  Defaults to 31. 

"PERIOD CODE" - This identifies the period code on the period definitions that are used to mark normal periods.  The program uses the 
periods identified by this code to determine how many periods are covered by assignments and thus how to prorate the calculation to determine 
the state minimum salary for table 3.  The code is placed in the corresponding associated description. 
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"PER IN YEAR" - The corresponding associated value defines a default number of periods in year if the "PERIOD CODE" option is not used. 

"PER IN MONTH" - The corresponding associated values stores the number of periods in a given month.  This is used in table 3 calculations 
for determining the state minimum salary.  The default is 2. 

"CEI" - the corresponding associated value is used as the CEI ratio. 

"DIST NAME" - The associated descriptions stores the Districts Name. 

"TYPE CODES" -  See Key word section for 'TYPE CODES' 

"CALC CONTRIB" - This keyword causes the system to calculate the contribution at the total and district level instead of summing up the 
individual employee totals.  This avoids rounding error at the district level. 

'USE TABLE 3' - This causes the system to use table 3 instead of table 2.  Most districts do not follow the table 2 guidelines 100% and need to 
prorate their contract over different number of paid days.  This is done using table 3. 

'D GL OBJECT' - The corresponding associated description is the Debit Object to be used if a JE batch is expected to be posted for the district 
contribution. The debit object is required if a JE batch is desired and is also used as a flag to turn on this functionality. If this functionality is 
turned on a file called 'TQyyyymm', where yyyy is the Year and mm is the Month, that contains the GL distributions is created. Running 
GLUTRIIJ on this file will load it as a GL set that can be edited in GLJEUB or posted via GLJEDS. 

'C GL OBJECT' - The corresponding associated description is the object to credit. 

'C GL KEY' - The corresponding associated description is the GLKEY to credit 

'D JL OBJECT' - The corresponding associated description is the Debit JL object.  (optional) 

'C JL OBJECT' - The corresponding associated description is the Credit JL object.  (optional) 

'C JL KEY' - The corresponding associated description is the Credit JL Key (optional). 
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TRS REPORTS COMMON CODE SETUP 

Code Category:   PYFG 

Code Value:   TXTRSxxx   xxx is the number of the TRS report being defined, for example 2, 370, 372, etc. 

Short Description:   PYTXTRS   This is the name of the header (use mask NUUPHD to define/change this header) to be used with this report 

Medium Description:   SUMMARY   -or- 

   DETAIL        -or- 

   TOTALS   Use SUMMARY if only one line is to be printed for each employee.  Enter DETAIL if all data for each employee is to be 
printed.  Enter TOTALS if only totals for the report are to be printed. 

Long Description:   xxxxxx…   Enter the name of the report, e.g., SUMMARY OF FEDERAL FUND AND/OR PRIVATE GRANT 
SALARIES AND CONTRIBUTIONS might be used for the TRS2 report.  This report name, along with the END date of the data being 
reported, will be printed as the first line of the header information. 

Numeric Value:   not used 

Codes:  FUND 

Description:   xxx,yyy:zzz 

Enter the fund(s) to be included in this report separated by commas.  If a continuous series of funds need to be specified, enter the low and high 
values in this series separated by a colon.  Multiple lines of this common code may be used if more funds than can be entered in one description 
field need to be included.  The keyword FUND in the Codes field must appear on all lines used.  If this keyword is used, only the funds 
indicated will be included in the report. 

not used   EXCLUDE   NEW HIRE 

Use this keyword and parameter if New Hires (employees hired within the last 90 days) are NOT to be included in this report.  See common 
code PYFG/PY568TX on how to designate new hires. 

#.##   PERCENTAGE 
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Use the Numeric Value to enter the percentage to be used in calculating contributions for this report.  For instance, 6% should be entered as 
0.06.   This percentage will be used against the Earnings to calculate the contribution amount. 

CDH NUM   xxxx,yyyy:zzzz… 

This parameter indicates that only certain CDHs are to be included in the report indicated in CODE VALUE field of this common code.  The 
xxxx,yyyy:zzzz… parameters are CDH numbers or series of numbers to be included in the report (only the CDHs entered here will be used).  
Commas must separate multiple entries.  A colon is used to indicate a range of CDHs. 

Numeric Value:  ##.00000 

Codes:  CDH MISC CD 

Description:  xxxx,yyyy,zzzz 

 -or-   This keyword is used when, instead of using the CDH 

CDH DESC   NUM keyword, described above, the user wishes to include only those CDHs that have common values (as entered for the 
xxxx,yyyy,zzzz parameters) in a specific Misc Code or Description field of the CDH definition.  Which one of eight Misc Codes or which one 
of the ten Description fields is to be looked at, is indicated by the value in the Numeric Value field of this parameter.  Multiple CDH MISC 
CD or CDH DESC entries may be used in this common code if all entries do not fit on one line. 

Example: if only CDHs that have the value TRS in the seventh Misc Code of the CDH definitions are to be included, then this common code 
would have a detail line with 7.00000 in the Numeric Value, CDH MISC CD in the Codes field, and TRS in the Description field. 

NOTE: Keywords CDH NUM, CDH MISC CD, and CDH DESC are mutually exclusive.  Only one of these options may be used for a 
report. 

 

TRS STATUTORY MINIMUM TABLES COMMON CODES SETUP 

Code Category:   PYRT 

Code Value:   TXSMTx##   TXSMT must be entered as show. 
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x is the number of the Statutory Minimum Table: 

1 for Teachers, Fulltime Librarians, Counselors and Nurses, and 

2 for Standard Contracts. 

## is a sequential number starting from 00 (for each table, 1 or 2), enabling multiple common code entries.  NOTE: do not skip any numbers. 

Short Description:         not used 

Medium Description:   XXX:YYY - Enter the Range of Days the rates defined on this common code are good.  Example.  For instance 100:250 
will tell the system that the common code rates defined are here good for employees who work between 100 and 250 days.  The days worked is 
determined from PY-EMP-MISC-VAL (3) on the Employee Definition. 

Long Description:   EFFECTIVE mm/dd/yyyy 

Applies to all entries in the current common code: The word EFFECTIVE must be entered as shown, followed by a space followed by 
mm/dd/yyyy, the date the Associated Values, Codes and Descriptions information in this common code become effective. 

NOTE: when entries in the current common code are superceded by new values, these should be entered with additional common codes and 
the current ones left intact. 

 Example 1: Teachers, Fulltime Librarians, Counselors and Nurses 

Numeric Value:   ######.## 

Codes:  STEP # 

Description:   n/a 

 In the Numeric Value enter the Annual Salary State Minimum. 

The word STEP must be entered as shown followed by a space followed by the step number, currently zero (0) through twenty (20). 
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Example 2: Standard Contracts 

Numeric Value:   ######.## 

Codes:  STEP # 

Description:   n/a 

In the Numeric Value enter the Monthly Pay State Minimum Salary. 

The word STEP must be entered as shown followed by a space followed by the step number, currently zero (0) through ten (10) for Standard 
Contracts. 

 

TRAQS Common Code Chart 

Common Code(s): 

 

    PYRT / 
ssRTRM## 

PYRT is the common codes' Code Category 

ssRTRM## is the common codes' Code Value 

          ss is the 2-character state postal alpha code 

          RTRM is a constant value 

          ## is a two-digit sequential number from 01 through 99, as needed 

 

NUMERIC 
VALUE 

CODES [KEYWORD] DESCRIPTION [Value or Source of Value] 
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Where [#] 
through [#] is an 
option, enter a 
value (whole 
number) in the 
range indicated by 
the values (#) 
within the 
brackets. 

Where [##.##] is 
an option, enter an 
amount.  The 
number of #s after 
the decimal point 
indicates the 
allowable decimal 
precision. 

The KEYWORD (parameter 
name) is entered in the Codes 
field of a common code line. 

The KEYWORD must be 
entered exactly as shown, 
without quotes, left-justified, in 
uppercase characters. It 
identifies a particular item of 
data or a processing control 
value. 

The NUMERIC VALUE and 
DESCRIPTION fields of a 
common code line indicate 
where a value for the 
KEYWORD on that line may be 
found, or supply the value itself. 

No single process will need to 
use all the KEYWORDs 
described in this document.  
Documentation for a process 
will identify the KEYWORDs 
needed for that application. 

Unless otherwise indicated, 
KEYWORDs may be entered in 
any sequence desired, however, 
default-setting KEYWORDs 
(such as DEFAULT F/P, 
DEFAULT UNIT, etc.) must be 
entered first. 

When multiple options are 
available for a KEYWORD 
(indicated by bullets: •), only 
one of these options may be 
used. 

Code words shown in UPPERCASE (such as CDH MISC, HB, PB, POSITION or 
ASSOC DETAIL) must be entered in uppercase letters, exactly as shown. 

Bullets indicate several available options.  Only one of these may be used. 

Arrows indicate several entries that may be used in one option.  Any or all of these may 
be included. 

=[value] is used to enter an actual alphanumeric value for a KEYWORD.  Enter the 
equal sign and supply a literal value (without brackets or quotes).  If this parameter just 
has an =, then the desired numeric value should be entered in the Numeric Value field. 

Where xxxx is an option, enter a single value (without quotes). 

Where xxxx,yyyy,zzzz...... is an option, enter one or more values, separated by commas, 
or to enter a range, separate the low and high values with a colon (:). 

Where PB/HB is an option, enter PB or HB in the description field and enter the Pay 
Base or Hour Base number in the NUMERIC VALUE of this parameter. 

cluster.attribute# ec is the name of a specific field within one of the applicable clusters, 
GENM, EMPM or EPAY, which will supply the data needed. 

# is only entered when a multi-entry array is specified as the cluster.attribute.  It indicates 
which of the multiple entries to use.  The default is one. 

ec is an optional edit code used depending on the cluster and attribute.  There must be a 
space between the attribute name and the ec code.  This code indicates the type of 
information contained in the cluster.attribute.  For example, the DU edit code describes a 
date in mm/dd/yyyy format; N5 indicates a number with five decimal places assumed. 

The cluster.attribute# ec option described above may have an optional parameter 
appended: [#:#]   Use this parameter to specify a position (the first #) within a field and 
the length (the second #) of the data within the field to be used.  For instance, if a field 
contains the value ABCDEFG, and only the fourth and fifth characters from this field 
(DE) are to be used, then enter the parameter as [4:2].  This parameter may only be used 
to retrieve partial data from fields that are not defined as strictly numeric.  The square 
brackets and colon must be used as shown. 

ASSOC DETAIL "xxxxxxx" specifies an Assoc Detail entry (screen three of mask
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Available KEYWORDS for Processing and Data Control 

EMPLOYER 
DATA 

EMPLOYEE 
DATA 

HOUR BASES RATE 
RANGES/VARIANCES 

AGENCY CODE AGENCY ADJUST PB HR HIGH RATE 

AGENCY ID ANNUAL SAL BASE HB HR LOW RATE 

AGENCY NAME AUG SALARY EXCESS HB MO HIGH RATE 

CLIENT CODE CITIZENSHIP FLSA HB MO LOW RATE 

CLIENT NAME COVERAGE HB PD HIGH RATE 

DEPT CODE DISABLE FLAG MILITARY HB PD LOW RATE 

DEPT ID DISTRICT NO-CNT HB YR HIGH RATE 

DEPT NAME DIVISION NON-RTRM 
HB 

YR LOW RATE 

DISTRICT CODE ELIG DATE NORMAL HB VARIANCE/HR 

DISTRICT ID EMPLOYER OVERTIME HB VARIANCE/DY 

DISTRICTNAME FT TYPE CODE POSITION HB VARIANCE/MO 

DIVISION CODE GROUP RETRO HB VARIANCE/YR 

DIVISION ID JULY SALARY SPEC COMP 
HB 

 

DIVISIONNAME LEAVE 
REASON 

SUPPL HB SBI ONLY SETUP ++ 
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EMPLOYERCODE NON-CITIZEN UNPD COV HB MUST HAVE 

EMPLOYER ID NON-STD 
CNTR 

WORK DAYS WCODES CNTRL 

EMPLOYERNAME  WORK HOURS  

GROUP CODE PAID DAYS  VERIFICATION 
TABLES ++ 

GROUP ID PAID MONTHS PAY BASES ADJ REASONS 

GROUP NAME PAY CODE ADJUST PB CONTRCT RSNS 

INSURANCE % PAY DATES BASE PB DEMO CHANGES 

MEDI CDH PAY RATE EXCESS PB DISABLED CDS 

MEDI FLAG POSITION FLSA PB DUPLICATE PA 

OFFICE CODE REASON MILITARY PB FT TYPES 

TRS CARE % RETI REASON NO-CNT PB FULLTIME CDS 

UNIT ID SERVICE 
DAYS 

NON-RTRM PB LEAVE CODES 

UNIT NAME STATUS NORMAL PB PARTTIME CDS 

 STATUS DATE OVERTIME PB RETI REASONS 

 TERM REASON PB STATUS CODES 

EXTRACT 
CONTROL 

TYPE CODE POSITION PB TERM REASONS 
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CONTRACT ID UNIT RETRO PB TYPE CODES 

DEMO EXTRACT UNITS REQUIR SPEC COMP 
PB 

WAGE TYPES 

EXCLUDE PER UNITS 
WORKED 

SUPPL PB  

EXTRACT BY VOTING UNPD COV PB  

FISCAL YEAR WAGE TYPE   

INCLUDE PER WORK DAYS PAY RATES DATA MAPPING ++ 

POS CBEDS WORK HOURS USE C RATE ADJ RSNS MAP 

RETI WO HST WORK 
MONTHS 

USE EFFORT AGENCY MAP 

SHOW ERRORS WORK SCHED USE FTE CONTRCT MAP 

SKIP EMP WORK STATUS USE HISTORY DEPT MAP 

SKIP EMPS WORK UNITS USE 
PAYASSIGN 

DISABLED MAP 

SKIPEMPLOYEE YEAR ROUND USE SAL 
GRAD 

DISTRICT MAP 

 RETIRE DATE USE 
TIMECARD 

DIVISION MAP 

CDH SETUP EMP FTE  EMPLOYER MAP 

ADJ REASON   GROUP MAP 
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RETIRE CODES  REPORT 
CONTROL 

LEAVE MAP 

TAXABLE  REPORT SEQ NON-CITI MAP 

   POSITION MAP 

DEFAULTS   RETIRE MAP 

DEFAULT AGNY DEFAULT GRP  STATUS MAP 

DEFAULT COV DEFAULT HB  TERM MAP 

DEFAULT DEPT DEFAULT PB  TYPE MAP 

DEFAULT DIST DEFAULT 
STAT 

 UNIT MAP 

DEFAULT DIV DEFAULT 
UNIT 

STAT MIN WAGE TYP MAP 

DEFAULT EMPR DEFAULT 
WAGE 

SM DAYS  

DEFAULT EMPS DEFAULT 
WORK 

SM POSITION  

DEFAULT F/P  SM POS 
CBEDS 

 

DEFAULT POS  SM POS MAP  

  SM STEP  

++ DATA MAPPING, VERIFICATION TABLES and SPS ONLY KEYWORDS may have multiple entries 
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NUMERIC 
VALUE 

CODE 
(KEYWORD) 

DESCRIPTION COMMON CODE FIELDS 

USE / OPTIONS 

    

[1] through [10] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

[1] through [8] 

 

 

[1] through [42] 

 

 

[1] through [4] 

ADJ REASON CDH DESC 

 

 

 

CDH TITLE 

 

CDH CODE 

 

CDH MISC 

 

 

CDH SWITCH 

 

 

CDHA SPCL CD 

In the Numeric Value field enter the number of the Assoc 
Description field in a CDH definition where the Adjustment 
Reason may be found.  All adjustment CDHs must contain the 
Adjustment Reason in the same Assoc Description field 

Use this parameter when Adjustment Reasons are in the CDH 
definition's TITLE field 

Use this parameter when Adjustment Reasons are in the CDH 
definition's CODE field 

Use this parameter when Adjustment Reasons are in one of the 8 
Miscellaneous Code boxes of a CDH definition.   Enter the 
number of the  Misc Code box to use 

Use this parameter when Adjustment Reasons are only one 
character long and are in one of the 42 CDH definition switches.  
In the Numeric Value field enter which switch to use. 

Enter the number of the Special Codes box of an employees' 
CDH assignment that contains the adjustment reason. 
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 ADJ REASONS xxxx,yyyy,zzzz... This KEYWORD is used to load a table of valid Adjustment 
Reasons. This table is then used to validate ADJ REASON, 
described above. 

    

    

 ADJ RSNS MAP xxxx,yyyy,zzzz… Use this KEYWORD to map two or more ADJ REASONS (the 
yyyy,zzzz… parms) to a single ADJ REASON (the xxxx parm). 

    

    

[1]  through [42] ADJUST PB PB Pay Base to be used for retirement Adjustment calculations 

    

    

 AGENCY 

AGENCY CODE 

AGENCY ID 

AGENCY MAP 

AGENCY NAME 

 Use these keywords in the same manner as GROUP, GROUP 
CODE, GROUP ID, GROUP MAP and GROUP NAME, 
respectively, described below. 
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 ANNUAL SAL SALARY 

 

cluster.attribute# ec 

Use this option if the ANNUAL SAL can be taken from an 
employees pay assignment Salary field 

Enter the cluster.attribute where the ANNUALIZED SALARY 
may be found. 

    

    

 AUG SALARY  

SALARY 

 

 

cluster.attribute# ec 

Used only for Non-Standard Contract work. 

Use this option if the AUG SALARY can be taken from an 
employees pay assignment Salary field  (if the begin date of the 
pay assignment is before September 1st) 

Enter the cluster.attribute where the SALARY PAID IN 
AUGUST may be found. 

    

    

 CITIZENSHIP cluster.attribute# ec 

HR EMPTRAC M1,xx 

Enter the cluster.attribute where the employee's CITIZENSHIP 
code may be found 

Tells the system to get the Employee's Citizenship code from the 
Employee Tracking Screen where the track code is xx.  The value 
loaded comes from Misceallaneous Code 1.  If not track code is 
specified it defaults to 'N'. 
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 CLIENT CODE  

=[value] 

cluster.attribute# ec 

The client code may trigger client-specific processing. 

Enter the SBI-assigned client code (e.g., SBI, KETT, SISD, 
LLIU) 

Enter the cluster.attribute where the client code may be found. 

    

    

 CLIENT NAME =[value] 

cluster.attribute# ec 

Enter the client's name as it is to appear on files and reports 

Enter the cluster.attribute where the client name may be found. 
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 CONTRACT ID xxxx,yyyy,zzzz… Defines how the CONTRACT ID is to be constructed.  Each 
element (xxxx,yyyy,zzzz…) defines a part of the CONTRACT 
ID.  An element can be a field name or a single character literal or 
element separator. 

Field names that may be used are: BEG DT, CLASS, END DT, 
FUND, FY [fiscal year], POS[ition], REC TYPE, and PART# 
(where # is a number from 1 through 18, designating a specific 
part of a paystring). 

Literal and element separators are any printable character, except 
comma, but including space (use a caret for space). 

For instance, to format a CONTRACT ID that consists of fiscal 
year followed by a space, followed by  fund, a dash and the 
ending date of a paystring, enter: FY,^,FUND,-,END DT 

A partial value from a field may be used by entering [LOC:LEN] 
after the field name.  For example, if only the last two digits of 
the fiscal year are to be used, enter:  FY[3:2]. 

    

    

 COVERAGE cluster.attribute# ec 

ASSOC DETAIL "xxxx" 

Enter the cluster.attribute where the employee's COVERAGE key 
is found 

Use this parameter when the employee's COVERAGE key is in 
an Assoc Detail entry (screen 3 of mask PYUPEM).  "xxxx" is a 
double-quote-delimited literal denoting the actual Assoc Code 
used in the Assoc Detail entry.  For instance, if the Assoc Detail 
entries that contain employees Coverage Key have a value of 
PERSCOV, then this parameter would be entered as: ASSOC 
DETAIL "PERSCOV" 
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 [###] 

 

 

 

DEFAULT AGNY 

DEFAULT DEPT 

DEFAULT DIST 

DEFAULT DIV 

DEFAULT EMPR 

DEFAULT GRP 

DEFAULT UNIT 

 

 

 

=[value] 

=[value] 

=[value] 

=[value] 

=[value] 

=[value] 

= 

Use any/all of these KEYWORDs to establish a default value for 
the data indicated.  If no default is defined for information 
required by the application, employees with missing data will not 
be processed. 

�Enter the default Agency 

�Enter the default Department 

�Enter the default District 

�Enter the default Division 

�Enter the default Employer 

�Enter the default Group 

�Enter the default Unit Number 
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[1] through [42] 

[1] through [42] 

 

 

[###] 

 

 

 

DEFAULT F/P 

DEFAULT HB 

DEFAULT PB 

DEFAULT STAT 

DEFAULT WAGE 

DEFAULT WORK 

 

 

 

=[value] 

 

 

=[value] 

=[value] 

= 

Use any/all of these KEYWORDs to set a default value for the 
appropriate data.  If no default is established for data required by 
the application, employees with missing data will not be 
processed. 

�Enter the default fulltime or part-time code 

�Enter the default Hour Base 

�Enter the default Pay Base 

�Enter the default Retirement Status 

�Enter the default Wage Type (Hourly, Daily, Salaried) 

�Enter the default Work Schedule Code 
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 DEFAULT EMPS xxxx,yyyy,zzzz... Enter this KEYWORD to assign defaults to employees with 
missing data.  Enter as many of the following code words 
(separated by commas) in the Description field as desired: 

COVERAGE [use the DEFAULT COV value (defined below) for 
employees with missing COVERAGE keys] 

FT/PT [use the DEFAULT F/P value for  employees with missing 
or invalid fulltime or part-time codes] 

STATUS [use the DEFAULT STAT value for employees with 
missing or invalid STATUS codes] 

UNIT [use the DEFAULT UNIT value for employees with a 
missing or invalid UNIT] 

If more code words than fit in one Description field need to be 
entered, multiple DEFAULT EMPS entries may be used.  
NOTE: This KEYWORD and SKIP EMPS, described below, 
must not have conflicting values.  That is, EITHER a default 
value is assigned OR the employee is skipped. 

    

 DEFAULT POS =[01-05] Enter the default position for employees in ineligible positions 
but have attained 90 days credit.  03 is suggested. 
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 DEMO CHANGES  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

cluster.attribute# ec 

Use this KEWORD to define the fields that trigger a 
Demographic Change transaction. The current default fields that 
are compared for changes are: 

SSN 

First name, Middle name, Last name 

Date of birth, Hire date, Separation date 

Gender 

Address line 1, Address line 2 

City, State, Zip, Country 

Enter the name of a field that can trigger a Demographic Change.  
NOTE: If any DEMO CHANGES parameter is entered in 
common codes, all fields that can trigger DEMO CHANGES 
must be entered including the defaults above. 

    

    

 DEMO EXTRACT ALL Use this KEYWORD/Value if it becomes necessary to extract 
demographic data for ALL employees (if record format of 
transmission changes, for instance). 
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 DEPT 

DEPT CODE 

DEPT ID 

DEPT MAP 

DEPT NAME 

 Use these keywords the same way as GROUP, GROUP CODE, 
GROUP ID, GROUP MAP and GROUP NAME, respectively, 
described below. 

    

    

 DISTRICT 

DISTRICTCODE 

DISTRICT ID 

DISTRICT MAP 

DISTRICT NAME 

 Use these keywords in the same manner as GROUP, GROUP 
CODE, GROUP ID, GROUP MAP and GROUP NAME, 
respectively, described below. 
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 DIVISION 

DIVISIONCODE 

DIVISION ID 

DIVISION MAP 

DIVISION NAME 

 Use these keywords in the same manner as GROUP, GROUP 
CODE, GROUP ID, GROUP MAP and GROUP NAME, 
respectively, described below. 

    

    

 DISABLED cluster.attribute# ec Enter the cluster.attribute where the employee's DISABILITY 
FLAG may be found 

    

    

 DISABLED CDS xxxx,yyyy,zzzz The codes entered here are loaded into a table, and indicate that 
an employee is disabled when found in an employee's 
DISABLED field, defined above. 

    

    

 DISABLED MAP xxxx,yyyy,zzzz… Use this KEYWORD to map two or more DISABLED CDS (the 
yyyy,zzzz… parms) to a single DISABLED (the xxxx parm). 
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[1] through [18] 

[1] through [5] 

[1] through [5] 

[1] through [8] 

DUPLICATE PA  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NO 

 

 

PAYSTRING 

MISC STR 

MISC NUM 

MISC CODE 

BEGIN 

END 

Use this KEYWORD to define the fields in pay assignments 
which, when compared and found equal, define a duplicate pay 
assignment.  The current default fields that are compared for 
equality are: 

Begin and End dates 

Calendar Code 

Paystring Part# 6 

Effort [total of pay assignments not > 1.00] 

NOTE: If any DUPLICATE PA parameter is entered in common 
codes, all fields to be compared for duplicate pay assignments 
must be entered, including any of the defaults above, if needed. 

Enter the name of a field that should be compared for equality. 

Enter the word NO or NONE to disable duplicate pay assignment 
checking entirely. 

Enter the Paystring PART NUMBER in the Numeric field. 

Enter which one of the five MISC STR fields to check 

Enter which one of the five MISC NUM fields to check 

Enter which one of the eight MISC CODE fields to check 

Pay assignment Begin Date 

Pay assignment End Date 

Calendar Code in pay assignments 

Salary in pay assignment 

Regular pay rate in pay assignment 

The sum of the Effort field in pay assignments being compared
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 ELIG DATE cluster.attribute# ec Enter the cluster.attribute where the employee's DATE OF 
RETIREMENT ELIGIBILITY may be found 

 EMP FTE cluster.attribute# ec Enter the cluster.attribute where the employee's FTE is to be 
derived 

    

 EMPLOYER 

EMPLOYERCOD
E 

EMPLOYER ID 

EMPLOYERNAM
E 

EMPLOYER MAP 

 Use these KEYWORDS in the same manner as GROUP, GROUP 
CODE, GROUP ID, GROUP NAME and GROUP MAP, 
respectively. 

    

    

 EXCLUDE PER xxxx,yyyy,zzzz...… The extract process will ignore any period that has one of the 
Period Codes entered here (after the period has passed the 
EXTRACT BY date check).  Multiple EXCLUDE PER 
parameters may be entered if all Period Codes to be excluded do 
not fit in one Description field. 
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 EXTRACT BY  

 

END DATE 

 

 

BEGIN DATE 

 

B/E DATE 

 

CHECK DATE 

This KEYWORD controls how periods are included in the extract 
of payroll (work) data. 

The End Date of a period definition must fall within the date 
range entered at run-time for data from that period to be included 
in the extract 

The Begin Date of a period definition must fall within the date 
range entered at run-time 

Both the Begin and End Dates of a period must fall within the 
date range entered at run-time 

The Check Date of a period definition must fall within the date 
range entered at run-time 
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[##} FISCAL YEAR 

 

PAYSTRING 

 

 

Cluster.attribute# ec 

=[value] 

When the Fiscal Year is in employee paystrings, enter 
PAYSTRING in the Description field and enter the PART# of the 
paystring that contains the fiscal year in the Numeric Value field 

Enter the cluster.attribute from which the Fiscal Year may be 
retrieved 

Enter the equal (=) sign followed by the actual Fiscal Year value 
to be used 

    

    

[1] through [42] FLSA HB  Hour base to be used in FLSA calculations. 

    

    

[1] through [42] FLSA PB  Pay Base to be used in FLSA calculations 

    

    

    

    

 FT TYPE CODE Cluster.attribute ec Enter the cluster.attribute where the Full Time Employment 
TYPE CODE is found. 
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 FT TYPES Xxxx,yyyy,zzzz These values are loaded into a table to verify that employee FT 
TYPE CODE, described above, are valid. 

    

    

 FULLTIME CDS xxxx,yyyy,zzzz...… This entry is used to map the FT/PT field described above.  
Value(s) entered in the Description field (delimited by commas) 
will all be considered fulltime.  As many FULLTIME CDS 
entries as needed may be used if there are more values than can 
be entered in one Description field. 
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[1] through [4] 

 

 

 

[1] through [8] 

 

[1] through [10] 

[1] through [42] 

[1] through [10] 

GROUP Cluster.attribute# ec 

 

 

 

 

 

CDHA SPCL CD 

 

CDHA CODE 

CDHA MISC 

CDHA TITLE 

CDHA DESC 

CDHA SWITCH 

CDHA VALUE 

=[value] 

Enter the name of the cluster.attribute of a field that can be used 
to gather employees (agencies, districts, divisions or employers).  
For example, if all employees fall into three groups, Fire, Police 
and Non-safety, depending on each employee's Bargaining Unit, 
use the field name EMPM.UNIT in the Description Field. 

Use this option if the employee's GROUP is to be retrieved from 
one of the four Special Codes fields of a CDH assignment. 

Use one of these options if the employee's GROUP should be 
retrieved from a CDH definition for which the employee has an 
assignment. 

 

 

 

 

Use this entry if all employees are to be assigned to a single 
group. 

    

    

 GROUP CODE xxxx,yyyy Use this keyword to assign a Code to each GROUP of employees.  
xxxx is the GROUP identifier and yyyy is the GROUP CODE. 
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# GROUP ID xxxx,yyyy,zzzz,nnnn Use this KEYWORD to assign a distinct Id to each GROUP of 
employees.   # (required) is the employer frequency code.   xxxx 
(required element, up to 12 characters long) is the identifier for 
each group, for example Fire, FI, Police, PO, Non-safety, NS, 
PERS1, P1, PERS2 or P2, or any other desired group code.  yyyy 
is the Id for this group (up to 12 characters long).  For example, 
yyyy can be the employer Id needed in reporting retirement to 
PERS.  zzzz is the Pickup Type.  nnnn, if used, is the formal 
name for this group.  For example, a typical entry might appear 
as: 

 7     GROUP ID     FI,12345,B,CHICO FIRE DEPT 

    

    

 GROUP MAP xxxx,yyyy,zzzz Use this KEYWORD to map the 2nd through last values 
(yyyy,zzzz) to the first value (xxxx, the group identifier).  xxxx 
must match a GROUP ID identifier already defined.  For 
example, if, as described above in the keyword GROUP, various 
Bargaining Units are to comprise one group, FI, then xxxx will be 
replaced by FI, and yyyy and zzzz will be the Units which 
comprise the group FI. 
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 GROUP NAME xxxx,yyyy… Use this optional keyword to assign a longer name to a group if 
the space available in the GROUP ID parameter is insufficient.  
This name will be used in reports and files where appropriate.  
xxxx is the group identifier (e.g., FI) and yyyy… is the formal 
name to be assigned that group (e.g., Chico Fire Department).  
The keyword GROUP ID must be defined before GROUP 
NAME is defined. 

    

    

[##.##] HR HIGH RATE = Hourly pay rates that are greater than the amount entered in the 
Numeric Value field will be flagged on an edit list. 

    

    

[##.##] HR LOW RATE = Hourly pay rates that are less than the amount entered in the 
Numeric Value field will be flagged on an edit list. 

    

    

 INCLUDE PER xxxx,yyyy,zzzz...… The extract process will ONLY include periods that have one of 
the Code value(s) entered here (after the period has passed the 
EXTRACT BY date check).  Multiple INCLUDE PER 
parameters may be entered if all period codes do not fit in one 
Description field. 
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[##.###] Insurance % = Enter the value as a decimal, e.g. twelve-and-a-half percent 
should be entered as .125 

    

    

 JULY SALARY  

SALARY 

 

 

cluster.attribute# ec 

Used only for Non-Standard Contract work. 

Use this option if the JULY SALARY can be taken from an 
employees pay assignment Salary field  (if the begin date of the 
pay assignment is before September 1st) 

Enter the cluster.attribute where the SALARY PAID IN JULY 
may be found. 

    

    

 LAST PAYROLL cluster.attribute# ec 

 

 

For terminated/deceased/retired employees: enter the name of the 
field in the employee master or payroll assignment where the 
IFAS period number will be found in which the employee's final 
pay will be processed. 

    

    

 LEAVE CODES xxxx,yyyy,zzzz The codes entered in the Assoc Desc field of this keyword are 
loaded into a table for verification of employee LEAVE 
REASON. 
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 LEAVE REASON cluster.attribute# ec Enter the name of the field where the employee's reason for leave 
may be found.  The value found in this field will be validated 
against the LEAVE CODES described above. 

    

    

 LEAVE MAP xxxx,yyyy,zzzz… Use this KEYWORD to map two or more LEAVE REASON (the 
yyyy,zzzz… parms) to a single LEAVE REASON (the xxxx 
parm). 

    

xxxx.yy MEDI CDH  Enter the Medicare CDH number.  This is used to determine the 
Member Pays Fica Flag on the MD40 (contract record).  If the 
employee has this CDH assigned in the current timeframe then 
this flag is set to M - for medicare only.  If not it is set to N for 
None.  Example associated value says 2501.000.  The system 
would check the Employees CDH Assignments for the timeframe 
extracted and if they have CDH 2501 present they are coded with 
an M.  This must be a deduction. 

    

 MEDI FLAG X This value should be the default value for the Member has FICA 
flag on the MD40 record.  Typically this will be "N". 

    

[#####.##] MO HIGH RATE = Monthly pay rates that are greater than the amount entered in the 
Numeric field will be flagged on an edit list. 
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[######.##] MO LOW RATE = Monthly pay rates that are less than the amount entered in the 
Numeric field will be flagged on an edit list. 

    

    

 MUST HAVE xxxx,yyyy,zzzz… These codes must be defined by SBI personnel ONLY 

Enter the KEYWORDS that must be defined for this application, 
separated by commas.  This keyword may be used as many times 
as necessary to define all required parameters. 

    

    

 NON-CITIZEN xxxx,yyyy,zzzz The codes entered here are loaded into a table for verification of 
employee CITIZENSHIP codes, described above.  Only those 
codes that indicate an employee is NOT a citizen are entered 
here, any other CITIZENSHIP code denotes a citizen. 

    

    

 NON-CITI MAP xxxx,yyyy,zzzz… Use this KEYWORD to map two or more NON-CITIZEN values 
(yyyy,zzzz… parms) to a single NON-CITIZEN (the xxxx parm). 
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 NON-STD CNTR BEGIN/END 

 

 

cluster.attribute# ec 

 

=[value] 

Use this option if it can be determined from the BEGIN/END 
dates of a pay assignment (e.g., begins before September 1st or 
ends after June 30th) that the pay assignment represents a non-
standard contract 

Enter the cluster.attribute where the NON-STANDARD 
CONTRACT flag (Y/N) is located 

Enter the value to be assigned the Non-Standard Contract field 

    

    

[1] through [42} NORMAL HB HB Enter hour base to be used in reporting hours 

    

    

[1] through [42] NORMAL PB PB Pay base used for normal retirement  pay calculations 

    

    

 OFFICE CODE 

 

=[value] 

cluster.attribute# ec 

Enter the value to use for OFFICE CODE 

Enter the name of the field where OFFICE CODE is found 
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[1] through [42] PAID DAYS HB 

 

cluster.attribute# ec 

"HR PM EMPPAY" 

Enter the Hour Base that holds the number of days an employee 
is paid during the run-time dates 

Enter the cluster.attribute where this information may be found 

 

Tells the system to get the paid days from the actual days field on 
the PM Emppay that is active during the current period. 

    

    

 PAID MONTHS  

BEGIN/END 

 

 

cluster.attribute# ec 

[See also WORK MONTHS] 

Use this option if an employee's PAID MONTHS can be 
calculated from the date range encompassed by the begin and end 
dates of their primary pay assignment 

Enter the cluster.attribute where the employee's PAID MONTHS 
may be found 
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 PARTTIME CDS xxxx,yyyy,zzzz...… This entry is used to map the FT/PT field described above.  
Value(s) entered in the Assoc Description field will be considered 
part-time.  As many PARTTIME CDS entries as needed may be 
used if there are more values than can be entered in one Assoc 
Description field. 

    

    

 PAY CODE cluster.attribute# ec Enter name of the field where the PAY CODE may be found 

    

 PAY DATES "CALC DATES" Tells the system to use calc dates instead of effective dates for the 
contract begin and end dates on the contract record.  Any other 
value or blank will use effective dates. 

    

 PAY RATE cluster.attribute# ec Enter name of the field where the employee's PAY RATE may be 
found. 
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[17] 

 

PAY UNIT cluster.attribute# ec 

 

 

 

 

CDH SWITCH 

Enter the name of the field where the PAY UNIT code (S=Salary, 
H=Hourly, D=Per Diem) is located.  If this code is in an EMPM 
cluster, then all an employee's pay is treated as having been paid 
in the indicated pay unit.  If this code is in an EPAY cluster, then 
pay may be treated differently if an employee has several pay 
assignments 

Use this option if SWITCH 17 (CDH definition, screen 3) is to be 
used to determine whether the pay entered through that CDH is to 
be treated as S, H or D pay. 

    

    

[#####.##] PD HIGH RATE = Per diem (daily) pay rates greater than the amount entered in the 
Numeric Value field will be flagged on an edit list. 

    

    

[######.##] PD LOW RATE = Per diem pay rates less than the amount entered in the Numeric 
Value will be flagged on an edit list. 
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[1] through [18] POSITION PAYSTRING 

 

 

POSITION 

 

cluster.attribute# ec 

If the employee POSITION is to be retrieved from paystrings, 
enter the PART# of the paystring in the Numeric Value field. 

Use this option if the POSITION can be retrieved from the TP 
field of the Job/Position definition (mask PYUPJB) 

Enter the cluster.attribute where the POSITION may be found 

    

    

 POSITION MAP Xxxx 

 

xxxx,yyyy,zzzz… 

Use this option to verify that data retrieved for POSITION 
(described above) is valid, that is, matches the xxxx value.  

Use this to map  various POSITION values (the yyyy,zzzz… 
parameters) to a single POSITION (the xxxx parameter) 

    

 POS CBEDS  This is a Boolean setting that tells the system to get the 
Employee's Position Code from the CBEDS code on the job 
table.  Alternatives are to get the value from the paystring or other 
user defined locations on the employee master record.  This 
Position Code is then optionally mapped to the TRS Position 
Code via the POSITION MAP key word.  This is used 
exclusively for TRS Data extraction. 
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 REPORT SEQ Xxxx Use either NAME (reports appear in employee name sequence) or 
SSN (the default) 

    

    

 

 

[1] through [8] 

 

 

 

[1] through [10] 

 

[1] through [10] 

 

[1] through [42] 

RETIRE CODES  

 

CDH MISC 

 

CDH CODE 

CDH TITLE 

CDH DESC 

 

CDH VALUE 

 

CDH SWITCH 

Use this KEYWORD to indicated where RETIRE CODES may 
be found in CDH definitions: 

Codes are in the Miscellaneous Code box indicated by the 
Numeric Value field 

Codes are in the Code field of the CDH 

Codes are in the Title field of the CDH 

Codes are in the Description field of the CDH definition indicated 
by the Numeric Value field 

Codes are in the Value field of the CDH definition indicated by 
the Numeric Value field 

Codes are in one of the 42 switches of the CDH definition 
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 RETIRE DATE 

 

 

RETIRE RSN 

cluster.attribute# ec 

 

 

cluster.attribute# ec 

Enter the cluster.attribute where the employee's Retirement Date 
is to be derived. 

Enter the name of the field where an employee's reason for 
retirement may be found.  The value found in this field will be 
validated against the RETI REASONS table defined below. 

    

    

 RETI REASONS xxxx,yyyy,zzzz... Use this KEYWORD to load a table of valid retirement reasons 
used to validate the RETIRE RSN defined above. 

    

 RETI WO HST  If this keyword exits then retirement records will be created when 
there is no history and they are only created if a retirement record 
exists for the prior month.  Effectively this tells the system to 
copy the previous months record.  For instance two employee 
exist.  One has a record in January and the other February.  It is 
now March and we run the extract.  If this option is set even 
though they might not have gotten paid the employee with the 
February record will have a new march record created with the 
same values.  The Employee with a January record will be 
skipped as they were not reported in February. 

    

 RETI WRK TYP =[value] 

 

cluster.attribute# ec 

Use this option to assign the same Retiree Employee Work Type 
to all employees 

Enter the cluster.attribute where this code may be found 
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 RETI RE MAP xxxx,yyyy,zzzz… Use this KEYWORD to map two or more RETI REASONS (the 
yyyy,zzzz… parms) to a single RETI REASONS (the xxxx 
parm). 

    

    

[1] through [42] RETRO PB  Pay Base used for retirement Retroactive pay calculations 

    

    

 

 

 

SERVICE DAYS cluster.attribute# ec 

=[value] 

Enter the name of the field where the employee's SERVICE 
DAYS may be found 

Enter the actual SERVICE DAYS to be assigned to all employees 
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 SHOW ERRORS  

 

 

xxxx,yyyy,zzzz... 

Use this KEYWORD to indicate which errors should be 
displayed during the extract process.  As many of the following 
code words (separated by commas) as desired may be used: 

C/D ASSIGNS [retirement-eligible employees with no active 
retirement contribution and/or deduction assignments] 

COVERAGE [employees with missing COVERAGE keys] 

FT/PT [employees with missing/invalid FT or PT codes] 

PAY ASSIGNS [employees with no currently active 'PM' pay 
assignment] 

SKIP EMPS [employees skipped because of invalid or missing 
data; see SKIP EMPS, below] 

STATUS [employees with missing/invalid STATUS codes] 

UNIT [display employees with missing or invalid UNIT] 

If more code words than fit in one Description field need to be 
entered, multiple SHOW ERRORS entries may be used. 

    

 SKIPEMPLOYEE Xxxx,yyyy,zzzz Enter a list of employees who are a special case and need to be 
skipped.  Ie they are setup just like a TRS member but are not 
reportable. 

 SKIPEMPNAME Xxxx,yyyy,zzzz Enter a list of employee names to skip which are a special case. 

 SKIP EMP =N This should always be N and is a variable used with the 
SKIPEMPLOYEE keyword 
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 SKIP EMPS  

 

 

xxxx,yyyy,zzzz... 

Use this KEYWORD to skip employees with specific errors, use 
as many of the following code words as desired.  NOTE: the 
entries made here must not conflict with DEFAULT EMPS, 
described above. 

C ASSIGNS [skip eligible employees who have no active 
retirement Contribution assignments] 

C/D ASSIGNS [skip otherwise eligible employees who have no 
active retirement contribution and deduction assigns] 

D ASSIGNS [skip eligible employees who have no active 
retirement Deduction assignments] 

COVERAGE [employees with missing/invalid COVERAGE 
keys] 

FT/PT [skip employees with missing or invalid fulltime or part-
time codes; if this option is NOT used, employees will default to 
DEFAULT F/P value, described above] 

PAY ASSIGNS [skip employees with no active 'PM' pay assign] 

STATUS [skip employees with missing or invalid STATUS 
codes; if this option is not used, the default will be Inactive] 

UNIT [skip employees with missing or invalid UNIT; if this 
option is NOT used, employees will default to DEFAULT UNIT] 

Multiple SKIP EMPS entries may be used, if necessary. 
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 SM DAYS cluster.attribute# ec 

 

Enter the cluster.attribute where the Stat Min Days may be found.  
This is used to determine the number of days the employee is 
scheduled to work and then use that value to determine the 
appropriate State Minimum salary.  This is typically 
EMPM.VAL3 

    

[1] through [18] SM POSITION PAYSTRING 

 

 

POSITION 

 

cluster.attribute# ec 

If the employee POSITION is to be retrieved from paystrings, 
enter the PART# of the paystring in the Numeric Value field. 

Use this option if the POSITION can be retrieved from the TP 
field of the Job/Position definition (mask PYUPJB) 

Enter the cluster.attribute where the POSITION may be found 

    

 SM POS CBEDS  This is a Boolean setting that tells the system to get the 
Employee's Position Code from the CBEDS code on the job 
table.  Alternatives are to get the value from the paystring or other 
user defined locations on the employee master record.  This 
Position Code is then optionally mapped to the TRS Position 
Code via the SM POS MAP key word.  This is used exclusively 
for Stat Min. 
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 SM POS MAP  

 

xx,yyyy,zzz 

Use this to map  various SM POSITION values (the yyyy,zzzz… 
parameters) to a single table (the xx parameter).  This is used to 
determine which position codes belong to which Stat Min Table 
(table 1 or table 2). 

    

 SM STEP cluster.attribute# ec 

 

 

"PM STEP" 

Enter the cluster.attribute where the Stat Min Step may be found 

Tells the system to use the step associated with the paystring for 
the PM assignment during the timeframe extracted 

    

[1] through [42] SPECOMP PB  Pay Base used for Special Compensation calculations 
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[1] through [10] 

 

 

 

 

[1] through [4] 

SRVC DT NDX [date format] 

 

 

 

 

CDHA SPCL CD 

 

Enter the number of the numeric Value field in a CDH definition 
which may contain the Service Date (of a prior period) applicable 
to that CDH.  The [date format] is entered as either   "MMYY.F" 
or ".MMYYF" (where MM is the month, YY is the year, and F is 
the Frequency Code. 

Enter the number of the of the Special Codes field of an 
employees' CDH assignment that contains the service date in 
MMYY format. 

    

    

 STATUS  

 

ASSOC DETAIL "xxxx" 

 

 

 

 

 

cluster.attribute# ec 

This KEYWORD is used to indicate where an employee's  
STATUS may be found: 

Use this option when the employee's STATUS is in an Assoc 
Detail entry. For example, if the Assoc Detail entries that contain 
employee STATUS have an Assoc Code of STATUS, this 
parameter is entered as: ASSOC DETAIL "STATUS".  The 
actual status value in the Assoc Code Description field should be 
followed by an Effective Date in the format: mm/dd/yyyy 

Enter the name of the field where the employee's STATUS may 
be found.  Using this option will not provide an audit trail of 
previous STATUS values since there will only be one STATUS 
available. 

Note: See also DEFAULT STAT and STATUS DATE keywords. 
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 STATUS CODES xxxx,yyyy,zzzz… Use this KEYWORD to load a table with all valid STATUS 
codes. 

    

    

 STATUS MAP xxxx,yyyy,zzzz… Use this KEYWORD to map two or more STATUS CODES (the 
yyyy,zzzz… parms) to a single STATUS CODES (the xxxx 
parm). 

    

    

 STATUS DATE cluster.attribute# ec Enter the name of the field where the Effective Date of the 
employee's STATUS may be found.  This parameter is not 
needed if the Status Date is part of the Assoc Detail entry 
described above under STATUS.  This parameter must be defined 
if DEFAULT STATUS is used.  It then indicates where the date 
for that status is located.  For instance, if the DEFAULT STAT is 
"A"ctive, the EMPM.HDT or EMPM.BEG can be used as the 
STATUS DATE. 

    

    

 TERM REASON cluster.attribute# ec Enter the name of the field where a TERMINATION REASON 
may be found. 
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 TERM REASONS xxxx,yyyy,zzzz... This KEYWORD is used to load a table of valid 
TERMINATION REASON codes. 

    

    

 TERM MAP xxxx,yyyy,zzzz… Use this KEYWORD to map two or more TERM REASONS (the 
yyyy,zzzz… parms) to a single TERM REASON (the xxxx 
parm). 

    

    

[##.###] TRS CARE % = Enter the value as a decimal, e.g. twelve-and-a-half percent 
should be entered as .125 

    

    

 TYPE CODE cluster.attribute# ec Enter the name of the field where an employee's TYPE CODE 
may be found. 
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 TYPE CODES xxxx,yyyy:zz Enter all valid TYPE CODE values.  These will be loaded into a 
table used for verification of TYPE CODE, described above.  
Enter a colon followed by a code representing the type of data 
extract to allow certain type codes to only pertain to that extract.  
For instance RX:4 means to include the Type Code RX when 
doing extract type 4 (retirees).  Valid extract types are:  Work 
Data (Payroll Data) - 1 or 9, Contract Data 2, 5 or 9, 
Demographic Data 3, 5, 9, or Retirement Data 4 or 9 

    

    

 TYPE MAP xxxx,yyyy,zzzz… Use this KEYWORD to map two or more TYPE CODES (the 
yyyy,zzzz… parms) to a single TYPE CODE (the xxxx parm). 

    

    

    

    

 UNITS REQUIR cluster.attribute# ec 

 

=[value] 

Enter the cluster.attribute where the employee's UNITS 
REQUIRED may be found 

In the Numeric Value enter the actual UNITS REQUIRED to be 
assigned all employees 
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UNITS WORKED cluster.attribute# ec 

=[value] 

Enter name of the field where UNITS WORKED may be found 

Enter the UNITS WORKED to be assigned all employees 

    

    

 USE C RATE YES or NO YES indicates 'C'onstant rates (entered in the CDH definition, 
where applicable) will be used.  The default is NO. 

    

    

 USE EFFORT YES or NO YES indicates effort entered in pay assignments will be used in 
the calculation of employee pay rates.  The default is NO. 

    

    

 USE FTE YES or NO YES indicates the FTE from the employee's master record will be 
used in the calculations of pay rates.  The default is NO. 

    

    

[1] through [3] USE HISTORY YES or NO YES indicates that pay rates from Check History will be used.  A 
number (1 through 3) in the Numeric Value field indicates the 
sequence in which the USE HISTORY, USE PAYASSIGN and 
USE TIMECARD routines will be executed in search of a pay 
rate. 
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[1] through [3] USE PAYASSGN  

 

YES or NO 

 

 

 

 

BYPASS=x 

If more than 1 parameter is used , they should be separated by 
commas; for example: YES,BYPASS=I. 

YES indicates that pay rates will be retrieved from Pay 
Assignments.  A number (1 through 3) in the Numeric Value 
column, indicates the sequence in which, along with the USE 
HISTORY and USE TIMECARD parameters (if used), the search 
for Pay Rates will be made. 

BYPASS=x   If this parameter is used, x should be replaced by 
the Pay Assignment Status code value to be bypassed, normally I. 

    

    

 USE SAL GRAD YES or NO YES indicates that Salary Grade/Step tables are to be used to get 
employee Pay Rates.  The default is NO.  If this parameter has a 
YES, the USE PAYASSSIGN, USE HISTORY and USE 
TIMECARD entries are ignored. 

    

    

[1] through [3] USE TIMECARD YES or NO YES indicates that pay rates from Time Card entries will be used. 
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[###.##] VARIANCE/DY = In the Numeric Value of this parameter enter the acceptable 
variance amount for per diem (daily) pay rates.  When the extract 
process finds more than one daily pay rate for an employee, if the 
difference between these rates does not exceed the amount 
entered for this parameter, the rates will be considered equal. 

    

    

[##.##] VARIANCE/HR = In the Numeric Value of this parameter enter the acceptable 
variance amount for hourly pay rates.  If the extract process finds 
more than one hourly pay rate for an employee and the difference 
between these rates is not greater than the amount entered here, 
the rates are considered equal. 

    

    

[####.##] VARIANCE/MO = In the Numeric Value of this parameter enter the acceptable 
variance amount for monthly pay rates.  When the extract process 
finds more than one monthly pay rate for an employee, if the 
difference between these rates does not exceed the amount 
entered here, the rates are considered equal. 

    

    

[####.##] VARIANCE/YR = In the Numeric Value of this parameter enter the acceptable 
variance amount for annual pay rates.  When the extract process 
finds more than one annual pay rate for an employee, if the 
difference between these rates does not exceed the amount 
entered here, the rates are considered equal. 
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 VOTING cluster.attribute# ec 

 

=[value] 

Enter the name of the field where the employee's VOTING status 
may be found. 

Enter the actual value to be assigned to all employees. 
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[1] through [10] 

 

 

 

[1] through [8] 

 

[1] through [42] 

WAGE TYPE  

 

cluster.attribute# ec 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CDH DESC 

 

CDH TITLE 

CDH CODE 

CDH MISC 

CDH SWITCH 

Enter the name of the field where WAGE TYPE may be found.  
The option chosen will apply to all employees. 

Use this option if employees are only paid one way, that is, a 
single employee is always hourly or daily or salaried. 

Use the following options, if an employee can by paid with more 
than one wage type, that is sometimes hourly, sometimes daily or 
sometimes salaried.   In these cases the Hour used to pay the 
employee will carry a code indicating what Wage Type applies.  
The following options are all fields in a CDH definition: 

Use this option when Wage Type is in one of the 10 available 
Description fields 

Use this option when Wage Type is in the Title field 

Use this when Wage Type is in the Code field 

Use this when Wage Type is in one of the eight Misc Code fields 

Use this when Wage Type is in one of the 42 switches 
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 WAGE TYPES Xxxx,yyyy,zzzz The values entered here are loaded into a table to verify that 
WAGE TYPE, described above, is valid. 

    

    

 WAGE TYP MAP xxxx,yyyy,zzzz… Use this KEYWORD to map two or more WAGE TYPES (the 
yyyy,zzzz… parms) to a single WAGE TYPE (the xxxx parm). 

    

    

[1] through [16] WCODES CNTRL ##,PHCD,pb,hb,xxxx,y Description below: 
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NOTE:  These 
codes must be 
defined by SBI 
personnel 
ONLY and 
CANNOT be 
changed after 
the initial 
startup of 
processing. 

Parameters are 
positional and 
must be entered 
in the order 
shown. 

The codes define 
the use of two 
sixteen-entry 
groups: 

pay/hours 

contributions/de
ductions 

In the retirement 
Work dataset, 
The Numeric 
Value (1 through 
16) indicates 
which of the 16 
entries in each 
group is being 
defined. 

## equates to the 
2-digit numeric 
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[1] through [42] WORK HOURS HB Hour Base that holds the HOURS an employee worked during the 
reporting period. 

    

    

[1] through [42] WORK DAYS HB Hour Base that holds the DAYS an employee worked during the 
reporting period. 

    

    

 WORK MONTHS  

BEGIN/END 

 

 

Cluster.attribute# ec 

[See also PAID MONTHS] 

Use this option if an employee's WORK MONTHS can be 
calculated from the date range encompassed by the begin and end 
dates of their primary pay assignment 

Enter the cluster.attribute where the employee's WORK 
MONTHS may be found 

    

    

 WORK SCHED Cluster.attribute# ec Enter the cluster.attribute where the employee's WORK SCHED 
code may be found. 
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 WORK STATUS ASSOC DETAIL "xxxx" 

 

When an employee's work status can be found in the Assoc Detail 
entries (screen 3 of mask PYUPEM), use this option.  Indicate 
with a quote-delimited string, the actual Assoc Code that 
identifies the applicable Assoc Detail entries.  These entries are 
presumed to have the Status Code followed by a date in 
dd/mm/yyyy format, indicating the effective date of that Status. 

    

    

 WORK UNITS cluster.attribute# ec Enter the cluster.attribute where the WORK UNITS may be 
found 

    

    

 YEAR ROUND BEGIN/END 

 

 

cluster.attribute# ec 

 

=[value] 

Use this option if the BEGIN/END dates of a pay assignment are 
to be used to determine if the position represented is YEAR 
ROUND (e.g., begins in September and Ends in June). 

Enter the cluster.attribute where the YEAR ROUND Teacher 
Flag (Y/N) may be found. 

Enter the actual value to be assigned to all positions. 

 

Typically the value specified will be either Y/N depending on 
whether the district is a year round school.  However an option 
was added to allow a numeric value to be entered here and if the 
employee is scheduled to work more days 
(PY_EMP_MISC_VAL(3)) than the days specified they are 
coded year round.  If they work less they would be coded as N. 
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[######.##] YR HIGH RATE = Annual pay rates greater than the amount entered in the Numeric 
Value field will be flagged on an edit list 

    

    

[######.##] YR LOW RATE = Annual pay rates less than the amount entered in the Numeric 
Value field will be flagged on an edit list. 

 

 

 

23.3 Summary Setup by Mask 

23.4 PYRERRTX10 
Common Code PYFG PY268TX, PY268TX1-9 

Keyword - "TYPE CODE" 

Keyword - "SKIP EMP" 

Keyword – "SKIPEMPLOYEE"  

Keyword – "SKIPEMPNAME" 
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Keyword - "STATUS" 

Keyword - "WAGE TYPE" 

Keyword - "ANNUAL SAL" 

Keyword - "PAID DAYS" 

Keyword - "YEAR ROUND" 

Keyword - "NON-STD CNTR" 

Keyword - "MEDI FLAG" 

Keyword - "CITIZENSHIP" 

Keyword - "FT TYPE CODE" 

Keyword -"RETIRE CODES" 

Keyword - "WCODES" 

Keyword - "ADJ REASON" 

Keyword - "TAXABLE" 

Keyword - "POSITION" 

Keyword - "FUND" 

Keyword - "FISCAL YEAR" 

Keyword - "COVERAGE" 

Keyword - "DISABLE FLAG" 

Keyword - "RETI WRK TYP" 
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Keyword – "EMP FTE" 

Keyword – "DEFAULT POS" 

Keyword – "WORK UNITS" 

PYRERRTX40 

Common Code PYFG PY268TX 

Common Code PYFG PY568TX, PY568TX1-9 

 

Keyword – "RETIRE DATE" 

 

PYRERRTX41 - New Hire Report 

   1)  CDD report has replaced this option.  If you don't have the CDD report call the Help Desk letting them know whether 
you determine New Hires by Hire Date or CDH Assignment. 

 

PYRERRTX42 

1)  CDD report has replaced this option.  If you don't have the CDD report call the Help Desk. 

 

PYRERRTX49 

Common Code PYFG 783TX01-99 

Common Code PYRT TXSMT#### 
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Keyword - "TYPE CODE" 

Keyword - "SM POSITION" 

Keyword - "SM STEP" 

Keyword - "SM DAYS" 

Keyword - "FUND CODES" 

Keyword - "POSITION" 

Keyword - "FUND" 

Keyword - "FISCAL YEAR" 

Keyword - "PAID MONTHS" 

Keyword - "WORK MONTHS" 

 

 

23.5 Summary Setup by TRS File 
Member Data File 

MD00 Record 

District (1-4) – Populated from keyword DISTRICT. 

Record Type (5-6) – Hardcoded to "MD". 

Record Code (7-8) – Hardcoded to "00". 
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Report Month (9-10) – Reflects the month of the prompted End Date when the file was created (PYRERRTX40).  Only entries matching this 
end date are included. 

Report Year (11-14) - Reflects the year of the prompted End Date when the file was created (PYRERRTX40).  Only entries matching this end 
date are included. 

Count (15-23) – The sum of all MD 20, 25, 30, 40, 45 and 90 records. 

Blank (24-200) 

MD20 Record 

District (1-4) - Populated from keyword DISTRICT. 

Record Type (5-6) – Hardcoded to "MD". 

Record Code (7-8) – Hardcoded to "20". 

SSN (9-17) – The Social Security Number of the Employee to be reported. 

ID Code (18) – The ID Code is hard coded to "S" for using SSN. 

Date of Birth (19-26) – The Date of Birth from the current Payroll Employee Master Definition. 

Gender (27) – The Employee's gender from the current Payroll Employee Master Definition. 

Last Name (28-52) – The Employee's last name from the current Payroll Employee Master Definition. 

First Name (53-77) - The Employee's first name from the current Payroll Employee Master Definition. 

Suffix (78-81) - The Employee's suffix from the current Payroll Employee Master Definition. 

Middle Name (82-106) - The Employee's middle name from the current Payroll Employee Master Definition. 

Citizenship (107) - Populated from keyword CITIZENSHIP. 

Blank (108-200) 
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MD25 Record 

District (1-4) - Populated from keyword DISTRICT. 

Record Type (5-6) - Hardcoded to "MD". 

Record Code (7-8) - Hardcoded to "25". 

SSN (9-17) - Number of the Employee to be reported.  The Social Security. 

ID Code (18) - The ID Code is hard coded to "S" for using SSN. 

Date of Birth (19-26) - The Date of Birth from the latest reported MD20/MD25 record. 

Gender (27) – The Employee's gender from the latest reported MD20/MD25 record. 

Last Name (28-52) - The Employee's last name from the latest reported MD20/MD25 record. 

First Name (53-77) - The Employee's first name from the latest reported MD20/MD25 record. 

Suffix (78-81) - The Employee's suffix from the latest reported MD20/MD25 record. 

Middle Initial (82) - The Employee's first character of their middle name from the latest reported MD20/MD25 record. 

New Last Name (83-107) - The Employee's last name from the current Payroll Employee Master Definition. 

New First Name (108-132) - The Employee's first name from the current Payroll Employee Master Definition. 

New Suffix (133-136) - The Employee's suffix from the current Payroll Employee Master Definition. 

New Middle Name (137-161) - The Employee's middle name from the current Payroll Employee Master Definition. 

New Citizenship Code (162) - Populated from keyword CITIZENSHIP. 

New SSN (163-171) - Number of the Employee to be reported.  The Social Security. 

New ID Code (172) - The ID Code is hard coded to "S" for using SSN. 
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New Date of Birth (173-180) - The Date of Birth from the current Payroll Employee Master Definition. 

New Gender (181) - The Employee's gender from the current Payroll Employee Master Definition. 

Reason (182) – Not used by the state at this time, left blank. 

Blank (183-200) 

MD30 Record 

District (1-4) - Populated from keyword DISTRICT. 

Record Type (5-6) – Hardcoded to "MD". 

Record Code (7-8) – Hardcoded to "30". 

SSN (9-17) - The Social Security Number of the Employee to be reported. 

Date of Birth (18-25) - The Date of Birth from the current Payroll Employee Master Definition. 

Gender (26) – The Employee's gender from the current Payroll Employee Master Definition. 

Last Name (27-51) - The Employee's last name from the current Payroll Employee Master Definition. 

First Initial (52) - The Employee's first character of their first name from the current Payroll Employee Master Definition. 

Suffix (53-56) - The Employee's suffix from the current Payroll Employee Master Definition. 

Middle Initial (57) - The Employee's first character of their middle name from the current Payroll Employee Master Definition. 

Address Line 1 (58-97) – The Employee's first address line from the current Payroll Employee Master Definition. 

Address Line 2 (98-137) – The Employee's second address line from the current Payroll Employee Master Definition. 

City (138-162) - The Employee's city from the current Payroll Employee Master Definition. 

State (163-164) - The Employee's state from the current Payroll Employee Master Definition. 
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Zipcode (165-175) - The Employee's zip code from the current Payroll Employee Master Definition. 

Phone (176-185) - The Employee's phone number from the current Human Resource Employee Master Definition. 

Blank (186-200) 

MD40 Record 

District (1-4) - Populated from keyword DISTRICT. 

Record Type (5-6) – Hardcoded to "MD". 

Record Code (7-8) – Hardcoded to "40". 

SSN (9-17) - The Social Security Number of the Employee to be reported. 

Date of Birth (18-25) - The Date of Birth from the current Payroll Employee Master Definition. 

Gender (26) – The Employee's gender from the current Payroll Employee Master Definition. 

Last Name (27-51) - The Employee's last name from the current Payroll Employee Master Definition. 

First Name (52-76) - The Employee's first name from the current Payroll Employee Master Definition. 

Suffix (77-80) - The Employee's suffix from the current Payroll Employee Master Definition. 

Middle Name (81-105) - The Employee's middle name from the current Payroll Employee Master Definition. 

Pay Type (106) - Populated from keyword WAGE TYPE. 

Pay Rate (107-111) – For Hourly Employees (WAGE TYPE = "H") this is the regular rate from the corresponding Payroll Pay assignment. 

Year Round (112) - Populated from keyword YEAR ROUND. 

Non Standard Contract (113) – Populated from keyword NON-STD CNTR. 

Begin Date (114-121) – For a given TRS Position and Financials fiscal year the earliest begin date from assigned Payroll Pay Assignments. 
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End Date (122-129) - For a given TRS Position and Financials fiscal year the latest end date from assigned Payroll Pay Assignments. 

July Pay (130-138) – The sum of the dollars paid on the given TRS Position in the month of July. 

August Pay (139-147) - The sum of the dollars paid on the given TRS Position in the month of August. 

Paid Days (148-150) - Populated from keyword PAID DAYS. 

Effort/FTE (151-153) – Populated from keyword EMP FTE. 

Position Code (154-155) - Populated from keywords POSITION and POSITION MAP.  Can default for ineligible employees who have 
attained their 90 days in an eligible position from keyword DEFAULT POS. 

FICA Flag (156) - Populated from keywords MEDI CDH and MEDI FLAG. 

ORP Eligibility Date (157-164) – Not populated at this time (blank). 

ORP Election Date (165-172) – Not populated at this time (blank). 

ORP Vested Flag (173) – Not populated at this time (blank). 

Blank (174-200) 

MD45 Record – Same as MD40 except the last 27 characters and the record code of 45 

Record Code (7-8) – Hardcoded to "45". 

Reason (174) – Not used by TRS at this time (blank). 

Original Position (175-176) – This is the position code of the original MD40 record that was submitted (assumes a change in position code has 
occurred). 

TRS Eligibility Date (177-184) – Not populated at this time (blank). 

Blank (185-200) 

MD90 Record 
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District (1-4) - Populated from keyword DISTRICT. 

Record Type (5-6) – Hardcoded to "MD". 

Record Code (7-8) – Hardcoded to "90". 

SSN (9-17) - The Social Security Number of the Employee to be reported. 

Date of Birth (18-25) - The Date of Birth from the current Payroll Employee Master Definition. 

Gender (26) – The Employee's gender from the current Payroll Employee Master Definition. 

Last Name (27-51) - The Employee's last name from the current Payroll Employee Master Definition. 

First Name (52-76) - The Employee's first name from the current Payroll Employee Master Definition. 

Suffix (77-80) - The Employee's suffix from the current Payroll Employee Master Definition. 

Middle Name (81-105) - The Employee's middle name from the current Payroll Employee Master Definition. 

Termination Date (106-113) – This is the check date of the payroll period in which the Employee's Termination Date occurs. 

Agree Flag (114) - Hardcoded to "Y". 

Last Paid Month (115-116) – This is the month of the Termination Date reported above. 

Last Paid Year (117-120) – This is the year of the Termination Date reported above. 

Paid Days (121-123) – This is the number of paid days between the start and the new end date of the contract. 

Annual Salary (124-132) – For Deceased employees this is populated from keyword ANNUAL SAL. 

Reason (133) – This is typically populated by keyword TRSSTATUS however some clients have unique setup: 

Alief – uses termcode2 on the HR Employee Definition and converts '08' to 'O', '05' to 'D' and '06' to 'R'. 
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SISD – uses termcode on the HR Employee Definition and converts '02','05' to 'W', '06' to 'R', '15' to 'D', and everything else to 'O' except blank 
which persists. 

LISD – uses termcode on the HR Employee Definition and coverts 

 '01', '02', '03', '04', '19', '21', '22', '25', '27', '30', '31', '32', '33', '35', '38', '39', '40', '66' to 'W' 

 '06', '07', '60', '64', '65', '67' to 'R' 

'05' to 'D' 

'11', '12', '18', '20' to 'M' and everything else to 'O'. 

BISD - uses termcode on the HR Employee Definition and converts 27 -> "D", 31 -> "R", 21/37 -> "M", 45 -> "M" and everything else to "W". 

Blank (134-200) 

Payroll File 

RP00 Record 

District (1-4) - Populated from keyword DISTRICT. 

Record Type (5-6) – Hardcoded to "RP". 

Record Code (7-8) – Hardcoded to "00". 

Report Month (9-10) - Reflects the month of the prompted End Date when the file was created (PYRERRTX40).  Only entries matching this 
end date are included. 

Report Year (11-14) - Reflects the year of the prompted End Date when the file was created (PYRERRTX40).  Only entries matching this end 
date are included. 

Count (15-23) – This is the count of the number of RP records that are unique by SSN and record code. 

Pay (24-34) -  This is the sum of the Pay in the RP10/RP11 records. 
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Contribution (35-43) - This is the sum of the Contributions in the RP10/RP11 records. 

Insurance (44-52) – This is the Pay amount in this record times the insurance percentage which is specified in the PYFG PY568TX# common 
codes. 

Service Buyback (53-63) – This is the sum of the Service Buybacks in the RP10/RP11 records. 

Pay Adjustment (64-74) - This is the sum of the Pay in the RP15/RP16 records. 

Contribution Adjustment (75-83) - This is the sum of the Contributions in the RP15/RP16 records. 

Insurance Adjustment (84-92) - This is the Pay adjustment amount in this record times the insurance percentage which is specified in the PYFG 
PY568TX# common codes. 

Care Contribution (93-101) - This is the Pay amount in this record times the Care percentage which is specified in the PYFG PY568TX# 
common codes. 

Care Adjustment (102-110) - This is the Pay adjustment amount in this record times the Care percentage which is specified in the PYFG 
PY568TX# common codes. 

Blank (111-200) 

RP10 Record 

District (1-4) - Populated from keyword DISTRICT. 

Record Type (5-6) – Hardcoded to "RP". 

Record Code (7-8) – Hardcoded to "10". 

Report Month (9-10) - Reflects the month of the prompted End Date when the file was created (PYRERRTX40).  Only entries matching this 
end date are included. 

Report Year (11-14) - Reflects the year of the prompted End Date when the file was created (PYRERRTX40).  Only entries matching this end 
date are included. 

SSN (15-23) - The Social Security Number of the Employee to be reported. 
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Date of Birth (24-31) - The Date of Birth from the current Payroll Employee Master Definition. 

Gender (32) – The Employee's gender from the current Payroll Employee Master Definition. 

Last Name (33-57) - The Employee's last name from the current Payroll Employee Master Definition. 

First Name (58-82) - The Employee's first name from the current Payroll Employee Master Definition. 

Suffix (83-86) - The Employee's suffix from the current Payroll Employee Master Definition. 

Middle Name (87-111) - The Employee's middle name from the current Payroll Employee Master Definition. 

Pay (112-120) – This is the sum of the CDHs marked in the TRS misc code with R01 as specified by the keyword WCODES CNTRL. 

Contribution (121-127) - This is the sum of the Deductions marked in the TRS misc code with R21 as specified by the keyword WCODES 
CNTRL. 

Taxable Flag (128) – This fields is blank in all cases except where there is a service buy back.  In that case it is marked with 'A'. 

Service Buyback (129-137) - This is the sum of the Deductions marked in the TRS misc code with R23 as specified by the keyword WCODES 
CNTRL. 

Blank (138-200) 

RP15 Record – Same as RP10 except for the last 63 characters and Record Code 

Record Code (7-8) – Hardcoded to "15". 

Reason (138) – This is the reason code typed in on the TRS Payroll Screen when the RP15 entry was made. 

Adjustment Month (139-140) - This is the adjustment month typed in on the TRS Payroll Screen when the RP15 entry was made. 

Adjustment Year (141-144) - This is the adjustment year typed in on the TRS Payroll Screen when the RP15 entry was made. 

Blank (145-200) 

Retiree File 
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ER00 Record 

District (1-4) - Populated from keyword DISTRICT. 

Record Type (5-6) – Hardcoded to "ER". 

Record Code (7-8) – Hardcoded to "00". 

Report Month (9-10) - Reflects the month of the prompted End Date when the file was created (PYRERRTX40).  Only entries matching this 
end date are included. 

Report Year (11-14) - Reflects the year of the prompted End Date when the file was created (PYRERRTX40).  Only entries matching this end 
date are included. 

Count (15-23) – This is the total number of ER10 records in the file. 

Blank (24-200) 

ER10 Record 

    Keyword "RETIRE DATE" is used to determine when an employee retires and whether they should be in area 1 or area 2. 

District (1-4) - Populated from keyword DISTRICT. 

Record Type (5-6) – Hardcoded to "ER". 

Record Code (7-8) – Hardcoded to "10". 

Report Month (9-10) - Reflects the month of the prompted End Date when the file was created (PYRERRTX40).  Only entries matching this 
end date are included. 

Report Year (11-14) - Reflects the year of the prompted End Date when the file was created (PYRERRTX40).  Only entries matching this end 
date are included. 

SSN (15-23) - The Social Security Number of the Employee to be reported. 

Date of Birth (24-31) - The Date of Birth from the current Payroll Employee Master Definition. 
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Gender (32) - The Employee's gender from the current Payroll Employee Master Definition. 

Last Name (33-57) - The Employee's last name from the current Payroll Employee Master Definition. 

First Name (58-82) - The Employee's first name from the current Payroll Employee Master Definition. 

Units Worked (83-85) – This is the number of units work that was inputted via the TRS Retiree Screen. 

Units Scheduled (86-88) – This is the number of units scheduled that was inputted via the TRS Retiree Screen. 

Unit Code (89) – This is the unit code that was inputted via the TRS Retiree Screen. 

Service Days (90-92) – This is the number of service days that was inputted via the TRS Retiree Screen. 

Position Code (93-94) - Populated from keywords POSITION and POSITION MAP.  Can default for ineligible employees who have attained 
their 90 days in an eligible position from keyword DEFAULT POS. 

Hire Date (95-102) – This is the Employee's hire date from the current Payroll Employee Definition. 

Separation Date (103-110) – This is the Employee's separation date from the current Payroll Employee Definition. 

Disabled Flag (111) - Populated from keyword DISABLE FLAG. 

Work Type (112) - Populated from keyword RETI WRK TYP. 

Full Time Type Code (113) - Populated from keyword FT TYPE CODE. 

Blank (114-200) 
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23.6 TRAQS Regular Payroll Proof Report and File 

23.6.1 Overview 
The TRAQS (TRS Reporting and Query System) "Regular Payroll" Proof Report and File are produced in the format described at: 

http://www.trs.state.tx.us/Reporting_Officials/file_formats.htm (http://www.trs.state.tx.us/reporting_officials/file_formats.htm 
(http://www.trs.state.tx.us/reporting_officials/file_formats.htm (http://www.trs.state.tx.us/reporting_officials/file_formats.htm))). 

The process will: 

Extract pay, deduction and contribution information from paid history as it relates to TRASQS and as designated through special coding of 
CDHs and control information in common code PYFG PY781TX. 

Process TRAQS adjustments from an external Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. 

Sort (by Social Security Number), report the data and generate a file named TRAQS. 

 

 

23.6.2 Setup 
Follow these steps to set up and customize the TRAQS Regular Payroll process: 

Determine which pay base in Financials Payroll will be used to accumulate all pay and direct contributions used to compute the TRAQS 
subject salary to be reported.  Normally pay base 7 (retirement) is used for this purpose, but the user may designate any pay base and customize 
the process by indicating which pay base is to be used through common code PYFG PY781TX.   The program will capture all Paid Check 
History data (except Performance Pay) for the reporting month that affects this pay base and report the value as monthly salary. 

Use switch 17, screen three of masks PYUPCC, PYUPDD and PYUPHH to code all special contributions, deductions and pay that are to be 
reported to TRAQS.  The appropriate codes are defined as: 
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23.6.3 Codes 
CODE DESCRIPTION 

A Normal Member Contribution 

B Special Service Deduction (Before Tax) 

C Special Service Deduction (After Tax) 

D Performance Pay 

E Performance Pay Contribution 

F Insurance 

Define/customize common code PYFG PY781TX (described later in this document). 

Set up a Microsoft Excel Spreadsheet for input of TRAQS adjustments. 

 

23.6.4 Common Code PYFG PY781TX 
Short Description:  Reserved for SPS use. 

Medium Description:  Indicates how paid periods for the month being reported are to be selected.  This field may contain one of the following 
legends: 

 BEGIN DATE 
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 END DATE 

 POST DATE 

CHECK DATE 

The indicated field in the Period Definition (mask PYUPPR) will be used to select those periods to be reported.  The month and year of the 
appropriate date will be compared to the runtime-entered month and year.  Only data from matching periods will be extracted for the report and 
file.  If this field is left blank, POST DATE will be used as the default. 

Numeric Value 1:  Enter the number of the pay base that is to be used in reporting TRAQS applicable pay.  The default is 7. 

Codes 1:  Enter the District Number (4 characters) that is to be used in the Lead Record of the file generated. 

 

23.6.5 Setting Up the Excel Spreadsheet 
The Microsoft Excel spreadsheet must contain the following columns in the exact order given: 

Column Contents 

A Reporting year in  YYYY format 

B Reporting month in MM format 

C Employee Social Security Number 

D Adjustment Reason Code 

E Year to adjust in YYYY format 

F Month to adjust in MM format 

G Salary Adjustment 
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H Member Contribution Adjustment 

I Special Service Deduction Adjustment (Before Tax) - This value 
CANNOT be negative 

J Special Service Deduction Adjustment (After Tax) - This value 
CANNOT  be negative 

K Performance Pay Adjustment 

L Performance Pay Contribution Adjustment 

M Insurance Adjustment - This value is not reported to TRAQS by 
employee, rather it is reported as a lump sum in the header record.  To 
make an insurance adjustment, enter the adjustment against any valid 
employee. 

 

 

23.6.6 Getting the Excel File Ready to Transfer to Financials 
After input of any adjustments for the month, the file must be sorted then stored in a comma delimited format. 

To sort the file, click the little block to the left of the column letters row and above the row numbers column.  This will select the entire 
spreadsheet.  Now sort the spreadsheet descending (from Z to A). 

To save the file in a comma delimited format, drill down to File/Save As/Save as Type: and select the comma delimited option that will save 
the file as a *.csv file, e.g., "CSV (Comma Delimited) (*.csv)". 
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23.6.7 Transferring the File to Financials 
The comma delimited file previously saved must end up in the DATA group (MPE) or the data directory (UNIX), it must be named 
TRAQSADJ, and it must have a record length of 200.  There are many ways to get a file transferred but this document will only discuss the use 
of the Reflections Terminal Emulator to transfer the file. 

Using Reflections, get to the UNIX prompt at the data directory (UNIX systems) or the MPE prompt at the DATA group (MPE Systems). 

Drill down to File/Transfer. 

On the 'Local' side of the File Transfer window, find and select the *.csv file previously saved.  On the 'Target' side of the window, specify 
TRAQSADJ as the host file name. 

Click the 'Setup' button. 

Under the Protocol tab, select either 'To HP 3000' or 'To UNIX'. 

Under the WRQ tab, select ASCII as the transfer type.  For MPE systems, set the Record Size to 200. 

Click OK. 

Back on the File Transfer window, click the right hand Transfer button to initiate the transfer from your PC to your Financials system. 

Click 'Close'. 

On a UNIX system, issue the command: pad TRAQSADJ 200 

When the transfer is complete, the validity of the transfer can be checked.  First check the record length to verify that it is actually 200.  On 
MPE, issue the command:  LISTF TRAQSADJ,2.  On UNIX, issue the command: mpe LISTF TRAQSADJ,2.  The display should show the 
file with a record length of 200.  To check the validity of the file data, on MPE 'PRINT TRACQADJ', on UNIX 'cat TRACQADJ'.  The data 
should be recognizable.  The very first record *** MUST *** be the column labels.  The TRAQS processing will discard this record.  The most 
current adjustments should start at the 2nd record. 
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23.6.8 Excel Processing Considerations 
The TRAQS process expects to find a file named TRAQSADJ in directory data (UNIX)/group DATA (MPE) with a record length of 200.  If 
either of these conditions are not met the process will error out diagnosing something wrong with file TRAQSADJ.  Don't call the Help Desk if 
this happens, rather review the information in the previous section. 

The TRAQS process 1) discards the first record because it is a column header record, 2) then processes records until an end of file is 
encountered or a record where the first and second fields (year/month) do not match the reporting year and month.  Any remaining records are 
ignored. 

 

23.6.9 Processing 
This process is invoked through mask PYRERRTXTR.  The following process specific questions asked: 

Enter an Entity Definition code:  RETURN = ROOT 

The user may enter any valid entity code defined in their Financials Payroll system or enter 'ALL' to produce a report and file for all entities. 

Enter Year (YYYY format): 

Enter a 4-digit reporting year. 

Enter Month (MM format): 

Enter the number of the month to be reported (1=January, 2=February, etc.). 

This process may be run as many times as is deemed necessary but each time it is run the file (named TRAQS) produced by the previous run is 
over-written unless the user has renamed that file previously.  
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24 Vermont 

24.1 Employer's Quarterly Wage Report for the State of Vermont 
Process PYRESRVTSU generates a file containing unemployment tax information ready for submittal to the state plus a proof list of the file 
contents.  When run, the process, in addition to the normal selection criteria questions, will ask for the report year and report quarter to be 
reported and the desired name of the generated file. The process first extracts unemployment data using a generic unemployment data 
extraction program then this state specific program generates the report and file.  Information for the report is pulled from employee history for 
all periods with either a tax year/tax month or calendar year/calendar month (as controlled by common code PYFG/PY622C01) within the 
quarter to be reported.    

 

24.1.1 Required Common Codes 
PYFG/780VT - Common code PYFG/780VT must be defined.  Set the following field: 

Associated Description 1:  Set this to your Vermont Unemployment Account Number. 

PYFG/780VTnn - As a minimum, PYFG/780VT01 must be defined.  Common codes PYFG/780VT01 though PYFG/780VT99 control the 
determination of salaried versus hourly employees.  Salaried versus hourly distinctions are made using any EMPM attribute or the pay class of 
the employee's PM pay assignment. 

Medium Description:  Pertinent for PYFG/780VT01 only.  Set this to an EMPM cluster/attribute, e.g., EMPM.TYPE or the value 
“PAYCLASS”.  When set to an EMPM cluster/attribute, this cluster/attribute will be checked for a salaried employee value.  When set to 
PAYCLASS, PM pay assignment pay classes will be checked. 

Associated Codes 1-5 and Associated Descriptions 1-5:  Up to ten values can be set for each common code.  Each non-blank value is a value 
that defines a salaried employee, either an EMPM attribute or a Pay Class.  Note that only values that define salaried employees are defined.  If 
the process does not find a match for a particular employee, it will assume the employee is hourly.  
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PYFG/PY622C - The generic extraction program is controlled by common codes PYFG/PY622C and PYFG/PY622C01 documented 
separately.   
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25 Virginia 

25.1 Virginia Retirement System 

25.1.1 Overview 
Three processes are involved in preparing Virginia retirement data and generating files ready for submission to the state as follows: 

PYRERRVARE extracts retirement data from the database for the given month and places it in a table ready for editing or reporting. 

PYRERRVARU allows editing of the extracted data.  Add, change and delete operations are supported via a standard screen program. 

PYRERRVARR provides a batch proof report of the data that will be submitted and generates flat file(s) of retirement information ready to 
transmit to the state. 

The typical scenario involves extracting the data, generating a batch proof report/files(S), making any necessary additions, adjustments or 
corrections to via the edit program, then generation of a final batch proof report/file(s). 

All three processes will ask for a month and year for the processing when they start.  In addition, the extract program will ask for a list of pay 
periods to include in the report.  (If the answer to this question is left blank, the process will automatically determine a set of pay periods to use 
for processing by selecting all pay periods with a calendar month and year matching the input month and year.)   

 

Special Notes 

If a list of pay period is input, please note than the number of pay periods that can be input in response to the runtime question is limited.  If 
you need to list more than the question allows, enter “&” as the last character in the list and the question will be asked again allowing you to 
list more.  E.g., a response of  “0501001,0501002,0501101,0501102,0501901&” in response to the question “Enter the pay periods to include 
in the report separated by commas:” will cause the question to be asked again and you will be able to enter more periods. 
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Note that the extracted dataset and all resultant flat files are unique for each month/year.  This means you can go back and re-process any past 
month's data. 

Each month, one or more flat files will be generated.  One flat file will be generated for each employer code processed for each month reported.  
The flat file name will be “R” followed by the year and month in a YYMM format followed by the employer code, e.g., R050312345 would be 
the resultant flat file for March, 2005 for employer code 12345. 

The initial startup month is problematic in that each and every employee will be reported as a new member.  This is due to the “look back” 
capability of the extraction process.  Basically the extraction process looks back at prior months to determine if this is the first time an 
employee is reported (new member), if there is a name change, etc.  Needless to say there are no prior months to look back to for the initial 
month.  The logical cure for this is to run the extraction process for the month prior to the startup month so there is a month to look back to. 

To be reported, an employee must have a valid employer code and either 1) a demographics change (new member, name change, etc.), 2) a 
retirement, health or life contribution or a buyback or 3) be terminated during the month. 

If an employee changes employer codes, they will be reported as terminated under the last reported employer code and as a new member under 
the new employer code. 

A special debug mode had been implemented named “debug SOV” for “debug source of value”.  This debug mode is set via common code 
PYFG/268VA.  When set, the tailsheet will detail the source of each value extracted for each employee reported.  Specifically, if you wonder 
where the extraction program got a value for an employee, turn on debug SOV, extract data for the employee, then examine the tailsheet. 

If you re-extract data for an employee, all retirement data for that employee previously extracted for the target month will be deleted and 
replaced with new data.  Previously extracted data for employee's not re-extracted will be left alone.  That is, you can either start over by re-
extracting everybody or you can selectively re-extract using the run time selection criteria and employees not selected will be left alone.   

 

The Edit Screens 

The edit screens consist of two screens, a demographics screen and a transactions/adjustments screen.  All fields should be obvious.  Note that 
the Creditable Compensation field on the transactions/adjustments screen is simply a calculation of annual salary divided by the number of 
months worked (from the demographics screen).  This value will be blank for all adjustments, that is, when the Payroll Date on the screen if 
different from the Payroll Dt on the top of the screen.  Very little verification is done for the contents of the screen.  The contents represent the 
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semi-raw data prepared by the extract process that will be printed and a file records generated by the reporting process.  The “philosophy” of 
the edit screens is to pretty much allow the user to make any changes they desire to force any results they want.   

 

25.1.2 Setup 
Decide on three fields on the PYUPEM screen to hold the employer code, the annual salary and the number of months per year and populate 
these fields with appropriate values. 

For both contributions and deductions pertinent to retirement, decide on a miscellaneous code value and which miscellaneous code will carry 
the value for buybacks, health, retirement contributions, and life insurance.  Populate the appropriate miscellaneous codes with these values.   

 

Common Codes 

Please note that the “screen shots” contained in this section are simply examples provided to aid in the reader's understanding and should not be 
used verbatim.   

 

Common code PYFG 268VA controls the extraction process 

Short Description:  Set to DEBUG SOV to turn on debug SOV 

Associated Description 1:  The cluster/attribute(s) input here control the source of the employer code value. 

If a single EMPM cluster attribute is specified of the form “EMPM.attributename”, the program will use the value of this attribute as the 
employer code. 

If two EMPM attributes are specified separated by a common (of the form “EMPM.attributename1,EMPM.attributename2”), a “dual match for 
employer code” procedure is indicated.  This procedure involves the retirement data extraction process obtaining the values of both attributes 
then using these values to look up the employer code in the common codes PYFG 268VACnn (where nn = 01 to 99).  For example, if this field 
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is set to “EMPM.GENCD,EMPM.UNIT”, the program will fetch the employee's entity and the employee's bargaining unit then look for a 
matching combination of entity/bargaining unit  in the PYFG 268VACnn common codes. 

Associated Description 2:  Set this to the cluster/attribute containing the employee's annual salary. If the value needs to be divided by some 
value, add the character “/” then the divisor.  For example, if the annual salary attribute is stored in the EMPM cluster as a number with two 
decimals, e.g., 60000.00, add “/100” to the tail end of the description. 

Associated Description 3:  This value is used to control how the extraction process determines number of months worked; a direct and an 
indirect method has been implemented. 

The direct method is used if there is an EMPM attribute that contains the employee's number of months per year worked.  To use the direct 
method, simply set this field to EMPM.attributename where attributename is the name of the EMPM attribute. If the value needs to be divided 
by some value, add the character “/” then the divisor.  For example, if the number of months per year is stored as a number with two decimals, 
add “/100” after the cluster attribute. 

The indirect method uses the number of pay periods per year contained in some EMPM attribute and the employee's pay cycle to do an indirect 
lookup in common code PYFG 268VMnn.  To use the indirect method, set this field to EMPM.attributename where attributename is the 
EMPM attribute containing the number of pay periods per year.  If the value needs to be divided by some value, add the character “/” then the 
divisor.  For example, if the number of months per year is stored as a number with two decimals, add “/100” after the cluster attribute.   

 

Common code PYFG 268VA2 controls the extraction process: 

Associated Value 1:  Set this to the miscellaneous code number of the contribution/deduction miscellaneous code that will control buybacks. 

Associated Value 2:  Set this to the miscellaneous code number of the contribution/deduction miscellaneous code that will control health credit 
contributions. 

Associated Value 3:  Set this to the miscellaneous code number of the contribution/deduction miscellaneous code that will control retirement 
contributions. 

Associated Value 4:  Set this to the miscellaneous code number of the contribution/deduction miscellaneous code that will control group life 
insurance contributions. 
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Associated Code 1:  Set this to the contribution/deduction miscellaneous code value that will control buybacks. 

Associated Code 2:  Set this to the contribution/deduction miscellaneous code value that will control health credit contributions. 

Associated Code 3:  Set this to the contribution/deduction miscellaneous code value that will control retirement contributions. 

Associated Code 4:  Set this to the contribution/deduction miscellaneous code value that will control group life insurance contributions.   

 

Common codes PYFG 268VAE01 through PYFG 268VAE99 define the valid employer codes to the extraction process 

Associated Codes 1-5:  Set this to a valid 5 digit employer code.   

 

Common Codes PYFG 568VA01 through PYFG 568VA99 define various rates by employer code for the batch proof/file 
generation process reported on the total record: 

Medium Description:  Set this to the employer code for the rates listed in the Numeric Values 

Associated Value 1:  Set this to the retirement rate accurate to 5 decimal places. 

Associated Value 2:  Set this to the health rate accurate to 5 decimal places. 

Associated Value 3:  Set this to the life insurance rate accurate to 5 decimal places.   

 

Common Codes PYFG 568VAC01 through PYFG 568VAC99 define employer codes to be used based on matching the 
values of two EMPM attributes to the contents of these common codes (See Associated Description 1 of common 
code PYFG 268VA). 

Associated Codes 1-5: Set these codes to valid employer codes.  The same employer code can be used on more than one entry. 
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Associated Description 1-5:  Set the description to the values of two EMPM attributes (separated by a “|” character) that correspond to the 
Associated Code.  Using the above example, if the extract process (for a particular employee) fetches the value “SUPV” for the first EMPM 
attribute specified in Associated Description 1 of PYFG 268VA then fetches the value “ROOT” for the second EMPM attribute, employer code 
22222 would be used as the employer code for the employee. 

Medium Description:  Set this to the employer code for the rates listed in the Numeric Values 

Associated Value 1:  Set this to the retirement rate accurate to 5 decimal places. 

Associated Value 2:  Set this to the health rate accurate to 5 decimal places. 

Associated Value 3:  Set this to the life insurance rate accurate to 5 decimal places.   

 

Common Codes PYFG 568VAM01 through PYFG 568VAM99 define the number of months per year to be reported based 
on an employees pay cycle and the number of pay period per year the employee is paid (See Associated Description 
3 of common code PYFG 268VA): 

Medium Description:  Set this to the pay cycle using two numbers, e.g., “01”. 

Associated Values 1 to 5:  Set to the number of pay periods per year. 

Associated Descriptions 1-5:  Set this to the number of months per year corresponding to the number of pay periods per year contained in the 
corresponding Associated Value.   

 

25.1.3 CDD Reporting 
The retirement processing uses the PYRD_DEMO_DTL table to store employee specific information, e.g. annual salary, while the 
PYRW_WORK_DTL dataset is used to store monthly transaction and adjustment detail information.  Both tables  are “keyed” by employee ID 
and extract date.  The extract date is the last date in the month of the month/year specified at extract process runtime, e.g., if the retirement data 
is for 07/06, the extract date will be 07/31/2006. 
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The following map maps table field names to the values pertinent to Virginia Retirement (only non-obvious fields are included, e.g., 
employee's last name is not included in the map below but is obviously contained in field PYRD_EMP_L_NAME): 

PYRD_DEMO_DTL table 

Table Column Name Content 

PYRD_EMP_MSC_NUM01 Member Information Change flag where: 

0 = No change 

1 = New member 

2 = Employer code change 

3 = Terminated 

PYRD_EMP_MSC_NUM02 Name Change flag where: 

0 = No name change 

1 = Name change 

PYRD_EMP_MSC_NUM03 Gender Change flag where: 

0 = No gender change 

1 = Gender change 

PYRD_EMP_MSC_NUM04 Date of Birth (DOB) Change flag where: 

0 = No DOB change 

1 = DOB change 

PYRD_EMP_MSC_NUM05 Annual salary in whole dollars 
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PYRD_EMP_MSC_NUM06 Number of months per year employee works 

PYRD_EMP_MSC_LCHR01 Employer code 

PYRD_EMP_MSC_LCHR02 First report date (for new members) 

PYRD_EMP_MSC_LCHR03 Reported Hire Date (for new members) 

PYRD_EMP_MSC_LCHR04 Prior reported employer code (for employer code 
changes) 

 

PYRD_WORK_DTL table 

Table Column Name Content 

PYRW_FUNC_ID Comment code (“01” for new Member, otherwise 
“06”) 

PYRW_REC_ID Payroll date (YYMM format) 

PYRW_O-AMT01 Retirement Contribution amount 

PYRW_O_AMT02 Health amount 

PYRW_O_AMT03 Group Life amount 

PYRW_O_AMT04 Buyback amount 
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25.2 Quarterly Report of Unemployment Wages for the State of Virginia 
Process PYRESRVASU generates a file containing unemployment tax information in MMREF-1 format ready for electronic transmission to 
the state plus a proof list of the file contents.  When run, the process, in addition to the normal selection criteria questions, will ask for the 
report year and report quarter to be reported and the desired name of the generated file. 

The program will ask for the Entity Definition Code.  The common code setup is different for single entity and multiple entity organizations. 

For single entity organizations, leave this question blank. 

For multiple entity organizations, enter the entity for the desired report.  The entity in the PYUPEM screen will be used to select only those 
employees for the specified entity.  The process will operate more efficiently if normal selection criteria is used to select only those employees 
belonging to the specified entity, but this is not necessary.  

The process first extracts unemployment data using a generic unemployment data extraction program then this state specific program generates 
the report and file.  Information for the report is pulled from employee history for all periods with either a tax year/tax month or calendar 
year/calendar month (as controlled by common code PYFG/PY622C01) within the quarter to be reported.   

 

25.2.1 Required Common Codes 
PYFG/780VAxxx  where xxx = <blanks> for single entity organizations and E01 to E99 for multiple entity organizations.  These common 
codes must be defined.  Set the following     

Short Description:  For multiple entity organizations, set this to a valid entity code.  One common code is required for each entity to be 
reported.  Leave this field blank for single entity organizations. 

Associated Value 2:  Set this to the number of the FID field on the Entity Definition screen PYUPGN to be used to report FEIN.  For single 
entity organizations, use the screen defining entity ROOT. 

Associated Description 1:  Set this to your Virginia Unemployment Account Number for the entity to be reported. 
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Associated Description 3:  Set this to PRINT HEADER RECORDS if you want the process to print the contents of the header records (“RA” 
and “RE” records) on the first page of the report. 

PYFG/PY622C - The generic extraction program is controlled by common codes PYFG/PY622C and PYFG/PY622C01 documented 
separately.   
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26 Washington 
The Financials Washington State Retirement Module was designed to accommodate the complex processing requirements set forth by the 
Washington State Department of Retirement Systems (hereafter “DRS”).  The module (hereafter “DRSM”) is a TRIAD based system, with a 
variety of screens, 4gl programs, and CDD reports. 

Note:  The DRS Module does not support multiple Employee ID's with the same Social Security Number.   

 

26.1 Key features 
Key features of the system include: 

Substitute Teacher's Letter  (CDD Report) 

Transmittal File Report 

Calculation and reporting of deferred pay 

Automatic creation of “B” status codes. A “B” status code indicates that there is nothing to report in the current month, but because the 
employee is retirement eligible, he/she must still be reported. 

Automatic adjustments records to DRS 

Automatic payroll deduction/contribution assignments 

Ability to make last minute edits to file prior to submission 

Link status codes to hour codes. Status codes are determined by DRS. Usually, these will be 'A'. Other codes are used for exception type hours 
such as maternity, military, etc. 

View transmittal file history online 
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Ability to defer or not defer different pay types 

Make “Reverse & Reenter” adjustments online 

View what will be reported before final payroll run 

Report future earnings when paid in the current period 

Warn when user defined wage limit is exceeded 

Warn when user defined hour limit is exceeded 

Ability to derive TRS 1 days from a calendar, from timecards, or as a constant 

Online updateable rate history tables 

Allow new plans to be created 

Keep track of rejected records. DRS may reject records if there are no hours reported, or no earnings reported in a period for each employee. 

Retroactive payments reported in correct earning period 

Once all system level setup is complete, the process is roughly as follows: 

1) Update any employee retirement information. 

2) Calculate payroll. 

3) Run DRSM payroll extraction. This process: 

- Reads earnings information from employee timecards 

- Reads payment information from employee history 

- Reads what was previously reported 

- Creates adjustments when something has changed in a previous earning period 
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- Reads manually entered “Reverse & Reenter Adjustments” 

- Recalculates deferrments in each earning period 

- Writes earning and contribution info to database by earning and reporting periods 

4) Review extraction report and make necessary corrections. 

5) Repeat 2, 3 & 4 as necessary. 

6) Pay payroll. 

7) Repeat 3, 4 as necessary. 

8) Create file image for current reporting period.  This reads info from database for the reporting  as outlined in 3g. 

9) Edit file image if necessary. 

10) Create physical file. 

11) Transfer to DRS. 

The system assumes that earning dates are correctly represented in daily timecards. 

DRSM screens and processes with the exception of the CDD reports may be accessed from the menu PYRERRWA.  CDD reports are loaded 
separately and accessed via CDD, Insight, or Dashboard. 

DRSM operates in conjunction with TRIAD HR and Payroll. The necessary setup is outlined in the next sections.   

 

26.2 System Setup 
Setup Payroll Contributions & Deductions (EE/ER retirement withholdings) 
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1) Create a contribution and deduction definition for each system/plan (e.g., PERS 1, TRS 3, etc.). 

2) Pick a misc. code on screen 1 of the definition to use to identify the system/plan.  Put the system/plan in that misc. code (e.g. PRS1, PRS2, 
TRS2, TRS3, etc.).  The misc. code used cannot be code 1 or 5 (2 is suggested). 

a)   If the CDH being setup is an adjustment put the appropriate misc. code as defined above and     “ADJ” in misc. code 5.  Note that all 
corrections on a deduction or contribution should happen on an adjustments CDH.  Additive amounts CANNOT be used. 

b)   All Contribution and Deduction Definitions need to have “RETI” in misc code 1. 

3) If not already created, create common code TDHR/RETWA1.  In associated value 1, put the number of the misc. code you used in step 2. 

4) Fill in the remaining required fields on screen 1 as necessary. 

5) Go to screen 2 and fill in as necessary.  If this CDH affects reportable dollars (either earned or paid) then Pay Base 7 should show the affect 
(either “+” or “-“). 

6) Go to screen 3. 

a)   Place “Y” in switch 26 to signify this is a retirement type contribution or deduction. A “Y” indicates that the contribution or deduction 
should be included in retirement as income even if it does not touch the retirement pay base. 

7) In screen 4, put the appropriate calculation code.  These codes have been predefined and should just be loaded. 

Setup Payroll Contributions & Deductions (Affecting Earned and Paid) 

1) On Screen 2 if the CDH affects reportable earned or paid dollars put a plus in Pay Base 7 (The retirement paybase). 

2) Go to screen 3.  In switch 17 (Retire Pay Code),  place the DRS status code.  For regular earnings, this will typically be “A”.  Please see the 
DRS Manual (rules issued by DRS) for cash out and other status codes. 

3) Place “E” or “P” in switch 26 if the dollars of this CDH affect Earned or Paid dollars to the employee.  If this field is left blank or a “B” is 
entered then the CDH is considered to be both Earned and Paid. 
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26.2.1 Setup Hours 
For each hour that represents DRS reportable earnings/payments: 

1) Put “+” in pay base 7 and hour base 16 for all hours that are reportable to DRS (Earned or Paid). 

2) Go to screen 3.  In switch 17 (Retire Pay Code),  place the DRS status code.  For regular earnings, this will typically be “A”.  Please see the 
DRS Manual (rules issued by DRS) for cash out and other status codes. 

3) In switch 25, put “Y” if this a deferrable hour, blank or “N” if it is not a deferrable hour.  Non-deferrable hours are hours that must be 
reported to DRS the same month in which they are earned.  Overtime hours are a typical example. 

4) Switch 26 is used if the hour in question is to be regarded as only Earnings or Paid Dollars.  You can put an 'E' or 'P' respectively and any 
dollars associated with this hour will only appear under that column on the extraction.  Any other code will be interpreted as if it should be 
counted under both Earned and Paid columns.  The use of this code is intended for hours that may affect paid only and not earnings or earnings 
and not paid.   For instance if you are using the standard Earned/Paid setup all the earnings will need to be marked with an 'E'.  The 
contribution payments would be marked with a 'P'. 

 

26.2.2 Create Plan Definitions 
Enter the mask PYRERRWA07 to enter the DRSM Plan Definition. 

For each new system/plan: 

1) System/Plan: Enter the system and plan.  The system should match the first three characters entered in the misc. code on the payroll 
deduction/contribution definition.  The plan should match the fourth character of that misc. code. 

2) System Code: Enter the system code.  At this time, this should be the first character of the system except for  “SRS” (i.e., for “TRS”, enter 
“T” ; exception “E” for “SRS”). 

3) Group/Dept No:  Enter the Group/Department number specified by DRS. 
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4) Payroll CNT No:  Enter the contribution number (with leading “1”) for this plan as defined in System Setup, Setup Payroll Deduction and 
Contributions. The rate as defined on the rate definition screen should be displayed below when the rate table has been entered to cover 
“today”. TRS 3 and SERS 3 rates are displayed in the large box after the rate table has been entered that covers “today”. 

5) Payroll DED No:  Enter the deduction number (with leading “2”) for this plan as defined in System Setup, Setup Payroll Deductions and 
Contributions. 

Notes:  User notes may be entered in the bottom Notes block. 

If the plan is age-related (i.e., TRS 3), then the bottom portion will be filled in with rates and the top two rates will be blank.   

 

26.2.3 Setup Rate Tables 
1.  Enter the mask PYRERRWA08 to enter the DRSM Rate Table Screens.  There is one screen for non-age related plans (e.g., PERS 1, TRS 2, 
etc.), and one screen for age-related plans (e.g., TRS 

2.  Enter rates for non-age related plans in the RETWARAT screen. 

System/Plan:  Enter the system/plan as defined on the plan definition screen. 

Entity /Type & Description:  Enter the entity and the type and description.  The type and description are intended to match the rate table 
descriptions in the DRS Manual (i.e. “State Government Elected Officials”, or Non-State Agencies”).  The entity and description fields have no 
functional purpose at this time. 

From This Date:  Enter the begin date that the rate becomes effective. 

Through This Date:  Enter the ending date that this rate is effective. 

Employer Rate:  Enter the rate to be charged to the employer associated with the previous date range. 

Employee Rate:  Enter the rate to be charged to the employee associated with the previous date range. 

Enter rates for TRS 3 in the RETWART3. 
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DRSM operates in conjunction with TRIAD HR and Payroll. The necessary setup is outlined in the next sections. 

TRS/SRS/PRS:  Enter the System in which this rate applies.  Either 'T'-TRS, 'E' for SRS or 'P' for PRS. 

Option:  Enter the TRS/SRS/PRS Option (A through F) for which this set of age groups and rates apply.  Valid options are defined in the DRS 
Employer Handbook. 

Begin/End:  Enter the date range for this set of age groups and rates. 

Age From / To:  Enter the age range for the given rate.  Enter 0 for the lowest age and 999 for the highest age. 

Employer Rate:  Enter the Employer rate that applies for the given option and date range. 

Employee Rate:  Enter the Employee rate that applies for the given option and date range. 

 

26.3 Common Codes 
TDHR   RETWA 

Short Description:  Sets debug on and the level of debug that is desired.  Entered “DEBUG#” where the “#” is a number (i.e. 1). 

Associated Value 1:  Sets the Debug file level.  This is set in conjunction with the Debug File and if the value is greater than zero signifies that 
a debug file is desired. 

Associated Value 2:  Sets the flag to display warnings.  If this value is greater than zero warnings will be displayed. 

Associated Value 3:  Sets the employee processed interval.  The number entered here will cause a message to be displayed after that many 
employees have been processed. 

Associated Value 5:  Sets the rounding limit between the calculated deduction and contribution and the actual contribution and deduction in 
payroll.  This functionality is currently not being used. 
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Associated Code 1:  The debug file name.  This is the name of the debug file that will be produced when a name is entered.  This file is useful 
for figuring our what issues may exist for problem employees.  This file contains a list of all available retirement CDHs followed by earnings 
(SYSTM timecards) and history information for each person.  Using this file is a good way to verify both the earnings and payments for 
individuals that the figures are not showing up correctly.  This file will be created in your default data directory. 

Associated Code 2:  The warn file name.  This is the name of the warning file that will be produced if desired.  If “PRINTER” is used then it 
will generate a separate printed report with warning and error messages. 

Associated Code 3:  If set to “ONLY_CURRENT” will cause the system to only display error messages for the current period; other messages 
for all periods will be displayed. 

Associated Code 4:  If set to “PERIODEND” will cause the system to use the period ending date instead of the check date of the period to 
determine the reporting period of payments. 

Associated Code 5:  If set to “ESCAPE” then DRS reports will print with the standard escape sequences.   

TDHR RETWA1 

Associated Value 1:   This number identifies the miscellaneous field that signifies where 

retirement is flagged.  For instance, a 1.0 in this value would mean that misc. code 1.0 would 

signify store the values that correspond to the plans (i.e., TRS). 

Associated Value 2:  Wage Limit - A warning message will be displayed when an employees reported wage exceeds this value. This is not 
mandated by DRS. The limit is intended for error checking. 

Associated Value 3:  Hour Limit - A warning message will be displayed when an employees reported hours exceeds this value. This is not 
mandated by DRS. The limit is intended for error checking. 

Associated Value 4:  Hours in Day - A default number of hours per day.  This value is used if the Days From Field is set to “CON” and is used 
to determine the number of days worked.  It takes the total hours worked and divides by this value. 

Associated Code 2:  “NOAUTOB” in this field will mean that “B” codes will not automatically be created; otherwise “B” will be generated. A 
“B” will be automatically generated if there is nothing to report in the current month for a retirement eligible employee. 
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Associated Code 4:  Days From - This value determines how the number of days will be calculated.  “CONSTANT” means that the number of 
days will be derived from the constant value in the Hours in Day field.  “PCNTABLE” - The number of days is determined from the PCN table 
using the base hours. 

TDHR RETWAIMG 

Short Desc:  Turns “DEBUG” on.  For internal use only. 

Medium Desc:  Debug File Name - The name of the file that stores the Debug information 

Associated Code 1:  “INCLUDETITLE” - If this value is set the salutation stored in payroll will be included as part of the employee's name and 
will be stored as their title. 

Associated Code 2:  Default TRS type field.  This is the value of the default type field for TRS employees.  If the type field is not populated on 
the retirewa screen and the employee does not have a corresponding PM pay assignment then the type field will use this default. 

Associated Code 3:  Default PRS type field.  This is the value of the default type field for PRS employees.  If the type field is not populated on 
the retirewa screen and the employee does not have a corresponding PM pay assignment then the type field will use this default. 

Associated Value 1:  Enter the number of reports submitted to DRS per DRS filing period.  If you submit two reports per DRS period then 
enter a two in this field. 

TDHR RETWAPYA 

Short Desc:  Turns “DEBUG” on.  For internal use only. 

Associated Code 3:  “PYPERIOD” - confines the reporting period to the Payroll Period Entered instead of the DRS reporting Month. 

Associated Code 4:  “PERIODEND” - Allows history lookup of paid records to be by period ending date instead of check date.  This setting 
overrides the setting in TDHR RETWA which is a system wide switch.   “NO LOOKUP” -  Allows the system to use the values calculated by 
the extract for deduction and contribution regardless of what has been done in history. 
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26.4 Employee Setup 
It is assumed that the employee is already setup in HR and Payroll. 

Enter Employee retirement assignment information 

Enter the mask PYRERRWA01 to enter the DRSM Employee Retirement Info Screen (figure 5).  This screen contains current and historic 
system/plan assignments and will be referenced hereafter as retirewa. 

Entity:  Enter the Entity Code of the employee. 

 Employee ID:  Enter the employ ID.   Default employee information should be displayed once the field has been left. 

 System/Plan:  Enter the system and plan as defined on the Plan Definition Screen and as it applies to this employee. 

 Status:  Enter the status of this record; “A” for active, “I” for inactive.  A “G” or “F” can be entered into this field in place of an “A” and those 
codes will carry over to the extraction.  Basically if a “G” or “F” is entered into this status field it will replace the Status Code of all Entries 
(except B) sent to DRS. 

 PosType:  Enter the position type.  This field populates the type code on the employment information record (the “E” record) in the DRS file 
format. 

 Enrollment Beg/End:  Enter the enrollment begin and/or end date.  This date range is used only for DRS reporting and is the date transmitted 
on the “E” recorded regarding DRS enrollment. 

 Assgn Beg/End:  Enter the assignment begin and end dates.  This date range will be the begin/end dates on the payroll deduction and 
contribution assignments and determine the range of what is considered PAID to DRS.  If the end date is not known, put in a date in the distant 
future (e.g., 12/31/2050). 

 Starting Period:  This is the period in which payroll data should start being looked at.  Any payroll data that occurs in this month or after will 
be included in the extract.  If there is balancing information in the RETWARPT screen (PYRERRWA05) it will also be included in future 
extracts. 

Extract Begin/End Date:  Enter the extraction begin date.  This date represents when earnings should start to be considered pertinent to DRS.  
This should represent the earliest possible date reportable to DRS pertaining to this general information screen. Enter the extraction end date.  
This date represents when the earnings associated with this record should end. 
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Transfer Date:  Enter a Transfer Date if the employee is transferring to plan 3 or a PRS member and choosing to remain in plan 2.  This date 
will automatically create a transfer record for the employee when the Create File Image (04) Process is run. 

Plan 3 Option:  For TRS/SRS/PRS 3 assignments, enter the option (“A” through “F”) as defined in the DRS Employer Handbook. 

Manager:  Enter the manager code as defined by the DRS Employer Handbook.  Typically this is either Self or WSIB. 

Plan Choice: Enter the valid Plan Choice Code as defined by the DRS Employer Handbook that will appear on the Plan Choice/Transfer 
record. 

Retired?  If the employee is retired, enter “Y” in the “Retired?” field and the retirement date in the following field. 

NOTES:  Informational notes may be entered in the notes block. 

Info Packet:  Informational dates exist to indicate when the employ received retirement information. 

Disability:  Enter the disability dates as necessary. 

DEDU/CONT: Once the user hits enter, the screen reads the deduction and contribution for this plan (off the Plan Definition Screen), creates 
the assignments in payroll, and echoes the assignments in the center of the screen.  This information can only be changed by either altering the 
Plan Definition Screen or assigning a different System/Plan to the Employee. 

Former Info:  Shows information from a prior changed assignment 

Employees should not have overlapping date ranges.  Only one plan may be active at a time.  If an employee changes plans, the user should 
close out the old plan with an ending date in both the extraction end date and the assignment end date.  It is important to create a new screen 
and to not simply change the existing screen.  Other DRSM processes expect to find historical information it may need in the recalculation of 
deferrments.  Also note that the assignment dates determine the date range of paid items and the extraction dates determine the date range for 
earnings. 
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26.5 Monthly Transmittal Processing 
DRS requires they have the file no later that the 15th of the month following the reporting month.  Monthly DRS transmittal processing will 
typically occur after the reporting month's payroll period has been distributed and paid or can happen after each payroll if you have more than 
one a month. 

 

26.5.1 Payroll Extraction 
The extraction process reads DRS related payroll information by earning period (month), and stores it in a table (retwahst) for use in transmittal 
file creation.  Pay information is stored in the database by earning period, reporting period, and DRS status code.  The following information is 
stored: 

Employee ID 

Reporting period 

Earning period 

Earnings 

Earnings information is read from daily timecard system records.  Recall that these system records are created during the payroll calculation 
process and are comprised of all hour/pay activity in the period, including exception hours and all methods of daily patching.  It is imperative 
that the dates associated with the pay are correct.  These dates determine which DRS earning period the pay will be associated with.  Any hour 
which adds to the retirement pay base will be counted as DRS reportable earnings. 

DRS Status Code for the earnings 

 Payments 

Deferred amount 

 Previously reported amount 
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 Contribution amount 

 Deduction amount 

 Days 

 Hours 

 System and plan 

To run the extraction process, key in “PYRERRWA02”.  The user will be prompted for the reporting period, payroll period to withhold the 
deduction and contribution amount for the entered DRS reporting period, selection criterion, and printer information. 

The report is sorted by employee name and reporting period.  The transmittal file is based on information for reporting period seen here.  Along 
with employee identifier, name and plan dates, the report has the following columns: 

Reporting Period: The year and month that the rest of the line was/will be reported in. 

Earning Period: The year and month in which the compensation was actually earned.  This may differ from the reporting period if what the 
dollar amount earned in the period exceeded the dollar amount actually paid in the period (deferred pay). 

System: The system and plan associated with the line. 

Status: The DRS status code associated with the earned compensation.  If the user selected the auto-generation of "B" status codes (on leave 
without pay), then "B" will print, and the remaining amount columns will be zero. 

Earned: The compensation earned in the earning period.  Earnings information is read from daily timecard system records.  Recall that these 
system records are created during the payroll calculation process and are comprised of all hour/pay activity in the period, including exception 
hours and all methods of daily patching.  It is imperative that the dates associated with the compensation are correct.  These dates determine 
which DRS earning period the pay will be associated with.  Any hour which adds to the retirement pay base will be counted as DRS reportable 
earnings. 

Paid: The amount actually paid to the employee in the reporting period.  Payment information is read from payroll history.  Deferred pay 
scenarios will typically have a deduction which reduces the retirement earnings in history.  For school districts using contract accumulators, 
this will be the deduction which drops earnings down to the target salary. 
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Deferred:  The deferred pay; the difference between Earned and Paid. 

Reported:  The compensation actually reported to DRS in the reporting period.  This field is populated from the file image for the reporting 
period having a record status of "FC" (file created).  This is amount is used in the creation of auto-generated adjustment records. 

Hours: The hours associated with the earned compensation. 

Days: The days associated with the earned compensation for the current reporting period. 

Contribution:  The employer contribution as calculated by the paid column times the contribution rate column.  Since DRS will reject a record 
where the contribution amount does not equal compensation times rate, DRSM does not use the actual contribution amount in payroll history.  
Instead it recalculates it. 

Deduction:  The employee contribution as calculated by the paid column times the deduction rate column. Since DRS will reject a record 
where the deduction amount does not equal compensation times rate, DRSM does not use the actual deduction amount in payroll history.  
Instead it calculates it. 

Contribution Rate: The contribution rate as defined for the time frame in the rate tables. 

Deduction Rate: The deduction rate as defined for the time frame in the rate tables. 

Warn:  The warning column indicates a special processing condition, or that the line contains a warning message.   The following are valid 
indicators: 

"NoDf":  Indicates that this line contains earnings which are marked as non-deferrable by not having "Y" in switch 25 on screen three of the 
hour definition. Non-deferrable earnings must be reported in the current period. These earnings include anything on which escrow is not 
tracked (i.e., direct contributions, overtime). 

OpDf :  Means that the total dollars reported to DRS for non deferred entries in this earning period is greater than what exists in pay 
Effectively that the Non Deferred dollars have been over reported and need to be reduced. 

"P>E": Indicates what was paid in the period is greater than what was earned; that we are reporting future earnings.  DRS requires that 
earnings be reported when paid, and in this situation, the excess pay be reported in the next earning period.  This is common in deferred pay 
scenarios where an employee has a 10 month contract, but is paid over 12 months.  An employee may have less earnings due to a late start, but 
still receive the full month's pay yielding this situation. 
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"Repd":  Indicates that this line is a summary of what has been reported.  This line will show the total earnings in that period plus the total of 
what has been reported.  Any differences will be put into a queue to be reported in the current period. 

"Ohrs":  Displayed when the only thing to report for an employee in the current reporting period is Hours/Days. 

"Nern":  Displayed when an employee is paid dollars without having any earnings whatsoever.  These lines are treated as future earnings of 
the current reporting period. 

"RVRE":  Displayed when a reverse and re-enter record is reported. 

"OvrP":    DRS Reported amount exceeds total Payroll Paid.  The extraction will automatically back out dollars that have been over reported 
to DRS based on Payroll history. 

"*":  Indicates the line contains a warning message. 

Note that the Extraction appears in three sections.  The first section is what has been reported to DRS which is noted by either "000000" in the 
reported column or "Repd" in the warn column.  These lines show the total earnings in each period and the total of what has been reported to 
DRS.  If there is a difference it appears in the Deferred column and will be inserted into a queue to be reported in the current retirement period.  
The second section is noted by "NoDf" in the warn column.  These entries correspond to the nondeferred entries (timecards) for the employee.  
The last section is all the transactions in the current reporting period.  These entries should all show up with a current reporting period. 

One thing to note from the extraction is that it continuously compares against total earnings in payroll.  If those amounts change then those 
changes will be reporting in the current reporting period if dollars are reported against them.  This is of great benefit because the DRS extract 
will automatically fix any misreported amounts automatically if corrections are made. 

View Extraction Summary 

Entering the mask PYRERRWA03 allows you to view the result of the extraction (figure 6).  The information here is a subset of the 
information contained in the extraction report.  The information contained in this screen gets deleted and recreated when the extraction is run.  
For field information please refer to the column descriptions on the extraction report. 

Create File Image 

Once the extraction report has been confirmed and the monthly payroll has been paid, the file image is ready to be created.  Enter the mask 
PYRERRWA04 to launch the process.  Enter the reporting period and a file name for the DRS transmittal file.  The name you enter should not 
exceed 8 characters.  If the file name entered already exists it will delete the existing entries (as long as they don't have a status of 'FC') and 
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insert the new ones.  If a new file name is used then both file images will exist separately.  It is suggested that if you create multiple file images 
that you delete the unnecessary ones after completing the actual DRS transmittal file.  It is also suggested that some file naming convention be 
used which contains the reporting period such as "DRS9910".  Once the file name is entered the process begins, and will create an "image" of 
the actual file.  This "image" is actually each record which is to make up the file, stored in the database.  This allows for the editing of the file 
prior to submission.  The file contains six different types of records: 

1. Member Profile Record (Type "M") 

2. Employment Information Record (Type "E") 

3. Defined Benefit Record (Type "B") 

4. Defined Contribution Record (Type "C") 

5. TRS/SRS Plan 3 Transfer Record (Type "T") 

6. Summary Record (Type "S") 

Each of these record types are represented in the database as a separate table.  When the "create file image" process is run, these tables are 
populated from information stored in payroll, the Employee Retirement Info Screen, and the extraction. The summary record is derived from 
the other records.  The TRS Plan 3 Transfer Record is created automatically based on entry of the Transfer Date on the PYRERRWA01 screen.  
See the "Edit File Image" section below. 

Edit File Image 

Once the file image has been created, the user has the option to edit the system-generated fields in each record.  Enter the mask 
PYRERRWA05 to enter the edit screens.  The function key F4 will display a list of the screens available.  There is one screen for each record 
type, and a DRS File History screen which contains an overview of the DRS files that have been created. 

There are some common fields in the file record screens.  At the top are a record key, record Id and status, and file information. 

The record key consists of the group number, reporting period, report type code, and the report version number. Please refer to the DRS 
specifications for more information regarding the record key. 

1.  Group#:  Filled in from the Plan Definition screen corresponding to the plan they are assigned in the Retirement Info Screen. 
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2.  Period:  Report Period that the file image was created from. 

3.  Type:  Always set to "R". 

4.  Vers:  Unique Version number assigned to a Reporting Period.  This number typically increments by one when there are multiple runs per 
reporting period.  This number will always be assigned as one greater than the largest version number in existence. 

5.  ID:  The record Id refers to one of the six record types (e.g., "M", "E", "B", etc.). 

6.  Status:  The status field signifies the status of the record.  Valid statuses are: 

 

1.  "IC": Image Created.  The file image has been created and may be edited.  This is created when the image is created by the system, and 
should be entered by the user, if the record is hand entered. 

2.  "FC": File Created. The actual file has been created, and assumed sent to DRS. 

3.  "RJ": Rejected. This record has been submitted to DRS and has been rejected.  This is entered manually by the user from the DRS rejection 
listing. 

4.  File Name:   Shows the file name the user entered when the file image was created. 

5.  Date:  This date is initially blank but is populated when the actual file is created. 

The Member Profile Record. 

Employee ID:    This shows the ID of the Employee that the record describes. 

Soc.Sec.No.:   The Social Security Number of the Employee loaded from the hr_pe_ssn field in the HR-PE-MSTR in Payroll (Employee 
Definition Screen). 

Name Change Flag:  This is set to “Y” if there is a difference between the current name in Payroll and the last file sent to DRS.  Defaults to 
blank. 

Member Last Name:  The last name of the Employee as copied  from the py_emp_l_name field in the HR-PE-MSTR table. 
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Member First Name:  The first name of the Employee as copied from the py_emp_f_name field in the HR-PE-MSTR table. 

Member Middle Name:  The middle name of the Employee as copied from the py_emp_m_name field in the HR-PE-MSTR table. 

Name Extension:  This field is currently always set to blank. 

Title:  The salute of the Employee's name as copied from the py_emp_salute field in the HR-PE-MSTR table. 

Suffix:  The suffix of the Employee's name as copied from the py_emp_salute field in the HR-PE-MSTR table 

Address Change Flag:  This is set to “Y” if the address in payroll does not match the last address sent to DRS. 

Address Line 1:  This is the first street address from the py_emp_street_1 field in the HR-PE-MSTR table. 

Address Line 2:  This is the second street address from the py_emp_street_2 field in the HR-PE-MSTR table. 

Address Line 3:  This is always set to blank. 

City Name:  The Employee's city from the py_emp_city field in the HR-PE-MSTR table. 

State Code:  The Employee's state from the py_emp_state field in the HR-PE-MSTR table. 

ZIP Code:  The Employee's zip code as stated in the py_emp_zip field in the HR-PE-MSTR table. 

ZIP Ext:  The Employee's zip code extension from the py_emp_zip_ext in the HR-PE-MSTR table. 

Gender:  The gender of the Employee loaded from the py_emp_sex field in the HR-PE-MSTR table. 

Birth Date:  The birth date of the Employee as loaded from the py_emp_birth_dt field in the HR-PE-MSTR table. 

The Employment Information Record. 

1.  Employee ID:    This shows the ID of the Employee that the record describes. 

2.  Soc.Sec.No.:   The Social Security Number of the Employee loaded from the hr_pe_ssn field in the HR-PE-MSTR in Payroll (Employee 
Definition Screen). 
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3.  System Code:  This is the System that is assigned to the Employee on the retirewa (PYRERRWA01) screen. 

4.  Plan Code:  This is the Plan that is assigned to the Employee on the retirewa screen. 

5.  Type Code:  The Type Code can be filled in from three different sources.  The Pos Type field on the Retirewa can be populated with the 
employee's type.  If this is not done then the system will look for the "PM" pay assignment on the payroll side.  The position type that is 
associated with this assignment will be retrieved from the position definition (pyp_pos_dtl).  If the employee does not have a PM pay 
assignment it will retrieve the default Type Code from common codes (see TDHR RETWAIMG). 

6.  Eligibility Start Date:  This is the Enrollment begin date of the Employee in the current System and Plan.  This date will only be sent to DRS 
once and is only shown if the software detects that the date has not been transmitted yet. 

7.  Eligibility End Date:   This is the Enrollment end date of the Employee in the current System and Plan.  This date will only be sent to DRS 
once and is only shown if the software detects that the date has not been transmitted yet. 

8.  Leave/Disab Start Date:  This field is populated directly from the disability dates on the Retirewa Screen. 

9.  Leave/Disab End Date:  This field is populated directly from the disability dates on the Retirewa Screen. 

10.  Member Stmt Control No:  This field is populated from the worksite field (titled location) on the Empmstr2 screen in BaseHR. 

11.  Organization Display:  This field is left blank for all records. 

The Defined Benefit Record. 

1.  Employee ID:    This shows the ID of the Employee that the record describes. 

2.  Soc.Sec.No.:   The Social Security Number of the Employee loaded from the hr_pe_ssn field in the HR-PE-MSTR in Payroll (Employee 
Definition Screen). 

3.  System Code:  This is the System that is assigned to the Employee on the retirewa (PYRERRWA01) screen. 

4.  Plan Code:  This is the Plan that is assigned to the Employee on the retirewa screen. 

5.  Type Code:  The Type Code can be filled in from three different sources.  The Pos Type field on the Retirewa can be populated with the 
employee's type.  If this is not done then the system will look for the "PM" pay assignment on the payroll side.  The position type that is 
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associated with this assignment will be retrieved from the position definition (pyp_pos_dtl).  If the employee does not have a PM pay 
assignment it will retrieve the default Type Code from common codes (see TDHR RETWAIMG). 

6.  Earning Period:  The field shows the earning period of the specific amount that is being shown.  If this amount corresponds to hours then 
the earning period is typically derived from the date on the SYSTM timecard.  If it is a contribution or deduction then the earning period is 
derived from the period.  Either the Period End Date or the Check date depending on how the common code TDHR RETWA1 is setup. 

7.   Status Code:  This is the status code that applies to the specific amount.  This status code can be loaded from either the CDH definition 
switch 17 or the retirement status on the retirewa screen.  Review the DRS Employer Handbook for valid status codes. 

8.  Hours/Days:  This field stores the number of hours and days that are credited to the Employee for this record. 

9.  Employee Compensation:  This field holds the dollar amount that will be sent to DRS. 

10.  Employee Deduction:  This field shows the amount of withholdings that correspond to the Employee's compensation. 

11.  Employer Contribution:  This field shows the amount the Employer has paid corresponding to the Employee's compensation. 

12.  Warning Message:  This fields corresponds to the warn messages on the extraction.  See the section on the extraction for specific warning 
messages and what they mean. 

The Defined Contribution Record. 

1. Employee ID:    This shows the ID of the Employee that the record describes. 

2. Soc.Sec.No.:   The Social Security Number of the Employee loaded from the hr_pe_ssn field in the HR-PE-MSTR in Payroll (Employee 
Definition Screen). 

3. System Code:  This is the System that is assigned to the Employee on the retirewa (PYRERRWA01) screen. 

4. Contribution Amount:  This is the amount of the Employee's deduction associated with plan 3. 

5. Taxed/Non-Taxed Status:  This is currently left blank. 

6. Investment Manager:  This is the investment manager listed on the retirewa screen for the appropriate reporting period. 

7. Rate Option:  This is the rate option specified on the retirewa screen for the appropriate reporting period. 
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The TRS/SRS Plan 3 Transfer Record. 

1.  Employee ID: This shows the ID of the Employee that the record describes. 

2.  Soc.Sec.No.: The Social Security Number of the Employee loaded from the hr_pe_ssn field in the HR-PE-MSTR in Payroll (Employee 
Definition Screen). 

3.  System Code:  This is the System that is assigned to the Employee on the retirewa (PYRERRWA01) screen. 

4.  Transfer Date:   This is the date that will be reported to DRS as the date that the employee is transferring or making their Plan Choice. 

5.  Plan Choice:  This is the plan choice the Employee has made and was entered on the retirewa screen.  Review the DRS Employer 
Handbook for valid Plan Choices. 

The Summary Record. 

1.  Expected Monthly Reports:  This defaults to one unless a value is entered in associated value one of TDHR RETWAIMG common code.  
Otherwise the value of the common code is validated and used.  Valid values at this time are either one or two. 

2.  Total Compensation:  This is the total of all the compensation amounts on the B records. 

3.  Total Member Contributions:  This is the total of all the employee deductions from the B records plus the total of all the defined benefits 
from the C records. 

4.  Total Employer Contributions:  This is the total of all the employer contributions from the B records. 

5.  Total Hours:  This is the total hours reported on the B records. 

6.  Total Days:  This is the total days reported on the B records. 

7.  Total Records Reported:  This is the total number of M, E, B, C and T records for all employees. 

The DRS File History Screen. 

The DRS File History Screen is a reference screen, which displays the files that have been created, the date they were created, the reporting 
period, and the count for each record type. 
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DRS Total Values by Period. 

1.  Employee SSN:  Employees Social Security Number 

2.  Earning Period:  The DRS period that corresponds to the timeframe that the earnings occurred. 

3.  Earned Dollars:  The total dollars earned during this earning period 

4.  Reported Dollars:  The total dollars that have been reported to DRS (sum of the retwa_b records with status FC). 

5.  Reported Hours:  The total hours reported to DRS for this earning period. 

6.  Warn:  The Warn message that was issued on the Extract.  This message will typically be either Repd for Deferrable amounts and NoDf for 
Non-Deferrable amounts. 

Create File to Send 

Once the file image has been created and any edits made, the file is ready to be created and sent to DRS.  Enter the mask PYRERRWA06 and 
enter the file name of the existing file image for the file you wish to create.  When the process completes, a file with the file name specified will 
be created in the data directory.  The process reads what it finds in the image, and creates the "physical" file that is then, ready to send. 

Reverse and Re-enter 

The reverse and Re-enter screen is used to correct amounts that have been sent to DRS.  These entries will show up in addition to what has 
been extracted from payroll. 

NOTE: 

1) This screen should only be used when correcting payroll is not necessary.   To this point it has been used to correct rollover data.  The reason 
for this is that this correction is in addition to what happens in payroll and if the correction also takes place in payroll, it will doubly report.  
Therefore this screen is used for retirement only corrections.  If the correction takes place on the payroll side this screen should not be used and 
the payroll correction will be automatic. 

2) If a deduction or contribution amount is re-entered it will automatically affect payroll.  This is beneficial if the deduction was missed from a 
prior period because it will automatically take it from the employee the next time.  However if you need to only make a correction to the file 
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being sent to DRS then this screen wont work properly for you because it affects payroll deductions and contributions.  If you need to correct 
amounts being sent to DRS then a correction will need to be made directly in the file image. 

DRS Adjustments & Corrections     RETWAADJ                              SCOTTM 

,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 

         Soc.Sec.No. 028363397     Name LAMONT, EVELYN M                

      Earning Period 200005   Reporting Period 200006   Status Code A   

               System  SRS        Plan  2      Deferred ?  Y 

     R,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,Reverse*,,,,,,,,,,Reenter,,,,,,,,,,,T 

     .                                                                    . 

     .      Compensation                                  150.00          . 

     .      Member Contribution**                                         . 

     .      Employer Contribution                                         . 

     .      Hours                                         10.0            . 

     .      Days                                                          . 

     .                                                                    . 

     .          *Include the negative sign for reversal amounts.          . 

     .         **This is for non-TRS3 plans only.                         . 

     F,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,G 

               File Name               Creation Date          
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   Help            Options  Screen     Add     Prev     Next   Browse     Exit 

Days to reenter 

1.  Soc. Sec. No:  Employee Social Security Number 

2.  Name:  Employee Name which will default from the HR-PE-MSTR in payroll based on the SSN. 

3.  Earning Period:  Enter the earning period that the correction is to be reported. 

4.  Reporting Period:  Enter the reporting period that this correction is to happen 

5.  Status Code:  Enter the status code which this correction is to be reported. 

6.  System:  Enter the system in which the correction should occur. 

7.  Plan:  Enter the plan in which the correction should occur. 

8.  Deferred?:  (Y/N) field that designates whether the correction is a correction to deferrable dollars or non-deferred dollars. 

Reverse and Reenter - section that allows multiple entries for reversing old incorrect data and entering the new correction.  Note that all 
reversed amounts need to show the proper sign (in most cases the amounts should be negative if they are to reduce something that was done 
positively). 

A.  Compensation:  Enter the dollar amount that the employee needs to be adjusted by. 

B.  Member Contribution:  Enter the deduction amount of the correction 

C.  Employer contribution:  Enter the contribution amount of the correction. 

D.  Hours:  Enter the number of hours that need to be corrected. 

E.  Days:  Enter the number of days that need to be corrected. 

Utilities 
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A. PYRERRWA10 - Delete File Images:  This utility will ask for a File Image name and will show a count of all records associated with that 
file name.  The utility will ask whether the user wants to delete all records and if confirmed will do so. 

B. PYRERRWA11 - Investment Manager Summary:  This utility/report will show a breakout of the defined contributions for TRS 3 
employees by Investment Manager.  The report has two modes based on whether the user wants to see detail or not.  If the question is answered 
to show detail the amounts for each employee will be displayed to the screen ordered by investment manager.  If the user doesn't want to see 
details it will show grand total amounts per Investment Manager. 

C. PYRERRWAUTHS - Delete Bad System Timecards:  This utility will remove all system timecards that do not have a corresponding paid 
history record.  This is necessary to report correct retirement earnings.  Note:  When reversals are done this utility should be run on the original 
and new periods. 

D. PYRERRWAUTUS - Update Summary Record in File Image:  This utility will update the summary record in a given file image.  If you 
make corrections to any of the file images that affect total amounts reported in the summary record it becomes necessary to run this utility 
which updates the 'S' record in the specified file image.  The utility takes the reporting period and filename of the file image as input. 

E. PYRERRWAUTSN - Changes SSN of Employee that was reported incorrectly to DRS.  This will update the M, E, B, C and T records 
found in option 5 and the Retirewa Screen (PYRERRWA01).  Look in the output window for questions for New/Old SSN and final 
verification. 

F. PYRERRWAUTBF -  The balance forward utility runs a special extract that in addition to its normal features also writes total earned and 
reported amounts to the retwa_reported table (mask PYRERRWA05 - screen RETWARPT).  The amounts in the retwa_reported table are then 
used as starting point for the extract up to the starting period that is contained on the retirewa (PYRERRWA01) screen.   The starting period on 
the retirewa screen is populated when the utility is run and corresponds to the DRS period that is entered when the utility is ran.  NOTE:  This 
utility should only be run after the latest DRS period is fully processed, ie the file image is sent to DRS.  For instance if you want to limit 
through Nov. data you would process that Nov data to DRS.  Once that is finished you would run the utility for the Dec. reporting timeframe.  
This means information up to Dec. is written to the retwa_reported table and December will be the starting month in the 01 screen. 

G. PYRERRWAUTDH -  This utility will delete all extracted information from the retwahst table.  This table stores the calculated 
information from the extract for the the create file image (PYRERRWA04) process to use.  It would be necessary to run this process if you plan 
to report a subset of employees in a reporting month that has already been extracted for a different group.  Example:  Employee 1234 is given a 
supplemental check and a supplemental file is desired to send to DRS.  The current months file has already been calculated and sent.  To create 
a file with just this one employee's information it would be necessary to remove the results of the prior extract and thus deleting the information 
in the retwahst table is necessary. 
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H.  PYRERRWAUTSP - This utility is for updating the starting period located on the Retirewa screen (PYRERRWA01).  It will allow the 
user to update large numbers of employees based on selection criteria entered by the user.  If you are using Insight you will need to switch to 
the output window once the utility is ran.  In that window it will ask several questions.  First it will inquire as to what value to set the starting 
period.  This should be a valid DRS reporting period (i.e., 200409).  The second question allows you to enter a where clause to select your 
employees.  The where clause is based on the hr_retirewa table in case you want to join with other tables.  Any valid SQL should be accepted.  
For instance if you want  employee ID E100500 then you would enter 'id = E100500' and it will only update that ID.  If you want to select all 
employees just hit enter for the where clause.  Once the where clause is given the utility will display the number of records it will update and 
give one final confirmation.  If you answer in the affirmative all the records stated will be updated with the DRS period given. 

 

26.6 Reports 
A. PYRERRWARE -  This mask contains several standard reports 

01 Transmittal Rpt From Database  -  Creates a report based on the database file images which represents the information that will be extracted 
to the file that is sent to DRS. 

02 Transmittal Rpt From Flat File  - Creates a report based on the DRS file that is in the same format as the report created from the information 
in the database. 

The Transmittal Reports will display exactly what was reported to DRS during a specific period. 

03 DRS Employees With No Activity -  This report will show all employees that are in retirement and have B-records or no records at all.  This 
means that for some reason this employee was skipped or assigned to Retirement after the DRS file image was created or they had no payments 
in the current reporting period. 

04 Deduction Verification Report -  This report will validate the Deductions and Contributions in Payroll against what has been reported to 
DRS.  This report has several modes:  The first question 'Do you want to calculate using data off the DRS Extraction:' determines whether the 
DRS information comes from the extraction or the file images.   The second question 'Enter the File Name to verify (i.e., DRS0301):' allows 
the user to specify whether the report wants to look at a single period or all periods.  To look at all periods enter "000000" for the file name.  
The next two questions ask what date range of history records to load to compare against the DRS information that was specified. 
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05 Hours Exception Report - This report looks at a single reporting period and reports on all employees who are entered into retirement and 
work less that 70 hours and on all employees not in retirement that work more than 70 hours. 

Problem Solving 

A. Typically when problem solving an employee the tools required are a Employee Prelist and DRS Extraction Report.  With these two reports 
most problems can be solved. 

1.  If an Employee is not showing the correct earnings or payments, verify the totals on the prelist.  If the totals are on the prelist but not being 
picked up by DRS verify that all the CDHs that make up the total are properly setup (screen 2 and 3 of the CDH definition).  If that is correct 
and the amount corresponds to an hour verify that the date on the SYSTM timecard falls within a timeframe covered by the retirement 
assignment (PYRERRWA01).  The SYSTM batch is created when a force calc is performed and contains all hours and their respective dates.   
Typically the only date that will exclude values are the dates associated with the period the record is processed and the assignment dates on the 
retirewa screen.  2.   If an Employee deduction or contribution is incorrect verify the system and plan on the retirement extract and the 
withholding rates.  The withholding rates are determined by the date associated with the earning timeframe for each individual line item 
reported to DRS.  It is possible to have multiple rates in a single filing period but multiple system and plans is not.  If the 
deduction/contribution amount is correct on the extract but wrong on the prelist then the RETWAPYA program is where the issue resides (This 
program runs during the extract process).  This program takes the amount calculated by the extraction and reduces it by any amount in the 
appropriate accumulators.  There are a few options as to what dates it uses to look up the accumulators and reviewing the common code TDHR 
RETWAPYA is suggested. 

B.  Controlling amounts prior to the starting period on the retirewa (PYRERRWA01) screen.  During processing it may be necessary to alter 
the amounts that were created by the balance forward utility due to rounding errors in PY, missing earnings, etc.  This can be accomplished by 
running the balance forward utility for a time frame say August and then adjusting the entries so everything balances.   This can be done a 
number of ways as long as the appropriate entries in the RETWARPT screen balance.  Any imbalance (where earned does not equal reported 
for any given DRS earning period) will be reported on future extracts.  By removing the imbalance then the report will not have the carry over 
effect that happens when contracts are out of balance.  To remove the imbalance just make the entries for earned and reported match by either 
adjusting earned or by removing the entry entirely. 

1.  Example:  Contracts for teachers are starting.  How do I make sure our prior contracts are ignored?  First run the balance forward utility for 
August once that month is fully processed.  Once this utility is run there are two possible situations that will need to be addressed.  Either there 
wasn't enough earnings last year or there was too much.  If there wasn't enough earnings then the system would move those dollars into 
September as future earnings.  If there was too much earnings then in August there will  be remaining dollars from the prior contract that the 
system will think needs to be reported.    In both cases the real problem is that earned and paid are not equal and to fix the problem correctly 
that situation should be remedied however with the new processing other quick remedies exist.  For instance in the example above you could 
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easily remove any reported dollars in Sept that occur in the RETWARPT screen.  For the situation where august wasn't fully reported you 
could make that months earnings match what was reported or remove the entry altogether.  Either solution would remove the imbalance 
between earned and paid for that month.  NOTE:  When making bulk changes to this dataset via SQL or any other tool September and July start 
employees should probably be handled separately. 

C. A mistake was made when running PYRERRWAUTBF.  How do I erase the data and recreate it? 

1. This solution applies to whether this happened on everyone or just a single employee.  What needs to happen is the starting period on the 
retirewa screen (PYRERRWA01) needs to be set back to what it was before the utility was ran and the values in the retwa_reported table 
restored.  The restoration of these values can be very tricky.  If it is not known what the amounts were in this dataset before the utility is run, 
probably the best solution is to set the starting period to blank and delete everything from the retwa_reported table and recreate all the values 
from scratch.  It is probable however that the person in question has a point in time when it can be assumed they don't have a carryover, ie the 
beginning of a contract and start from that timeframe forward.  If this is the case you could remove everything after the beginning of the 
contract from the retwa_reported table and change the starting period to the first period of the contract.  At that point you should be able to run 
the utility and it will recreate the results needed.   

 

26.7 General Notes 
Washington Payroll Processing 

1. Time Card entry 

2. Patch by Payline 

3. Force Calc 

4. DRS Extract - calculates DRS contributions and deductions. Payroll cannot compute these because they are based on earned amounts and 
payroll does not accommodate earned vs. paid. These amounts are then written back to PYUPEM (3)   (Associated Detail Screen). 

5. Force Calc 

6. Prelist (repeat prior steps as necessary) 
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7. Distribute and Pay Payroll 

8. PYRERRWAUTHS 

9. DRS Extract - pulls history into DRS and make sure Include Waiting History is answered with a "N". 

10. DRS - Create File Image (04) 

11. DRS - Create File to Send (06)   

 

26.7.1 Updates 
1) 03/21/03 - Added common code TDHR RETWAPYA 

2) 04/01/03 - Added "NO LOOKUP" to TDHR RETWAPYA 

3) 04/18/03 - Added section on PYRERRWAUTSN - Change SSN 

4) 04/29/03 - Altered General Notes section on DRS processing 

5) 08/18/03 - Added more info about debug file. 

6) 08/27/03 - Review guide and update as necessary 

7) 10/26/03 - Updated TDHR RETWA common code for warnfile 

8) 11/07/03 - Added Balance Forward Utility Documentation 

9) 01/07/04 - Added Problem solving tip for retwa_reported dataset 

10) 7/30/04 - Added utility to update starting period (PYRERRWAUTSP) 

11) 9/19.05 - Added section on PYRERRWAUTDH - Delete extracted information 
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26.7.2 EMPPAY Contract Processing 
This document covers the processing and data entry required at FWPS to add or update an EMPPAY record.  There are several ways of 
processing within the Financials software and these guidelines have been developed to take simplify processing while meeting the needs of HR, 
Payroll, Retirement, Budget, Accounting, and state reporting. 

This document is divided into four sections to cover the various aspects of processing an employee's emppay. 

The GL or JL account or object on the distribution was not correct. 

The account or object was correct but we need to change it for the next payroll. 

The emppay has an incorrect PCN or Position. 

The employee has changed positions or locations. 

The employee has a change in assignment. 

A. They had an increase in their hours/pay. 

B. They had a decrease in their hours/pay. 

We had the employee at the wrong rate of pay and either paid them too much or not enough. 

We paid someone who should not have been paid. 

A. They have money they will still be paid 

B. There is no other money they will be paid 

The employee is terminating or retiring before the end of their contract 

We should have started a contract in a prior month but did not get it added. 

A. It will be paid in equal installments over the rest of the year. 
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B. We will pay what should have been paid so far on the next payroll. 

The date range for when the employee works is wrong or they have the wrong calendar code. 

The patch code was not an H and it should have been. 

The patch code was not an N and it should have been. 

 

Entering an EMPPAY for a New Contract 

Once an employee has been hired or given an additional assignment, an EMPPAY record must be added and sent to payroll in order to pay the 
person for their work.  Depending on what position the person is in, several records may need to be added.  The process for each EMPPAY is 
the same. 

The information entered on the emppay is used to drive the payroll, retirement, and S275 processing and provides the starting point for the next 
year's budget.  Errors in the information entered impact many areas and may create financial liabilities and penalties for the district. 

The employee demographic information (name, address, SSN, bargaining unit, etc.) must be in the system before we start to add the EMPPAY 
records.  If this is a new employee, be sure to add this information before proceeding.  If this is a new assignment for a current employee, 
review the information to make sure it is still correct, especially if the employee is changing bargaining units or work locations. 

To add a new EMPPAY record, use the mask TDHRPY and select the EMPPAY screen. 

Most of the fields on this screen are table driven.  Pressing F1 on a field will give you a list of valid choices for that field.  If the field is not 
table driven you will be shown help text about that field. 

FY: The fiscal year defaults in.  Enter the correct year if the default is wrong. 

RecTp, Pay Class, ReasCd, AssgSt: Enter the record type, pay class, reason and assignment status. 

We use record types to group related types of contracts: 

PM is the primary contract.  There must be at least one PM contract and there can only be one active primary contract at a time. 
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A0 - H0 are for additional pay 

I0  - O0 are for supplemental contracts 

Q0 - Z0 are for supplemental assignments 

Pay classes are in the 500 series or 999 for substitutes. 

500-529 are for base assignments 

530 is for auto allowances 

531-559 are for supplemental assignments and stipends for certificated staff 

560-569 are for coaching and other sports related assignments 

570-578 are for extra pay for various licenses and certifications 

579 is for vacation pay out for staff working less than 12 months who earn vacation but are not allowed to take it 

580-584 are for various stipends for specific functions 

585-589 are for miscellaneous stipends 

590 is for other responsibility stipends 

591-597 are for miscellaneous stipends 

598 is for pay adjustments 

599 is for contact adjustments and retro 

999 is for substitutes 

Reason Code is used to describe why this entry is made. F1 gives a list of valid reasons. 

Assignment Status is used to describe the type of assignment. F1 gives a list of valid reasons. 
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PCN#, Position: Enter the PCN# and Position for this assignment for the person. 

PCN, CntAsg, PayDT, CalcDT: Enter the date ranges for PCN, Contract Assignment, Pay and Calculation. 

PCN Dates - These are usually the same as the Pay Dates. They are not used in HR or payroll processing but are used by position budgeting. 

Contract Assignment Dates - These are usually the same as the calculation dates. 

Pay Dates - KEY SET OF DATES - These dates control when the person will be paid and how many payments will be made.  Enter the first 
day of the month when the pay is to begin and the last day of the month when the pay is to stop. These are included in the information when the 
emppay is sent to the pay string. Patch by pay line uses these dates to see if this line should be patched.  If the pay period (from payroll) 
contains a date within the pay date range the pay string will be included in pay.  If the pay start date falls within the payroll pay period then the 
systems recognizes this is the first time we are paying, calculated from the start date to the end date of the pay period. 

Calculation Dates - KEY SET OF DATES - These dates reflect the date range that is actually being worked and when the money is earned. 
These are included in the information when the emppay is sent to the pay string.  These are used by the patch process to determine which days 
are workdays.  These dates are also critical to the retirement processing as they, along with the calendar, are used to determine when the pay is 
actually earned. 

Spec Func: We do not use the special function code. Leave it blank. 

CalcOP: Enter 10 for the Calculation Option. 

PerTp: Enter an "M" for the period type to indicate monthly. 

Cal: Enter the calendar code being used for this assignment.  The calendar is used to define what are workdays, paid days and non-work days.  
For pro-rated assignments, the calculation dates entered will be used to determine the number of paid days. 

Ovrd Hrs/Days: The override hours/days flag can be used to override the default values. The default values are set for a normal assignment in 
the position. If possible, the use of an override here should be avoided. 

The default hours, days, and number of pay periods will be displayed.  This information comes from the Position on the table PCNTBLE2. 

St: Enter an "O" to tell the Financials payroll process to use the information from the EMPAY for the salary amounts.  An "I" here indicates an 
inactive record.  Do not use any other code. 
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Fq, Box, RegRte: Enter the frequency, box, and regular rate type. 

Frequency is used to indicate what payrolls this should be paid on.  Normally it will be "A" for always.  "DJ" is used for contracts paid only in 
December and June (used in conjunction with box 01).  If the contract is to be paid only in a certain month, use 01-12 to indicate which month, 
January through December, the contract will be paid (used in conjunction with box 02). 

Box is usually left blank.  This is for frequency matching. 

Regular rate type will normally be an "H" for Hourly. This impacts how actual is calculated by the system. 

Actual hours and days - This will be the same as the default hours and days unless the PCN FTE is not 1.000 or the override hours/days flag 
is set to "Y".  If the default hours and days are not correct, either correct the PCN FTE or enter a "Y" in the override flag and enter the correct 
information. 

Actual Period is set by the system based on the pay dates. 

Hrs Prorate: Enter an "H" 

Prorte Sal: Prorate salary - Enter a "Y" so that the PCNFTE will be used to adjust the base amount to get the actual amount to pay the person. 
If the person is half time in a normally full time position, we will put 0.500 in the PCNFTE and have the system reduce the base pay. 

PCN FTE: This is what their work is based on if they were doing it the whole year.  For example, if a teacher starts December 1 work7.5 hours 
for the rest of the year, they would be 1.000 for PCN FTE but their calculation dates would be 12/1 to 6/30 and their pay dates would be 12/1 to 
8/31.  If a teacher starts December 1 working in the same position for only 3.75 hours per day, put 0.500 in the PCN FTE to indicate that they 
are working half of what is normally assigned to this position. 

Unlabeled box: The box after the PCN FTE is used to access the employee's Total FTE and calculated effort.  Enter a "Y" if you wish to view 
this information. 

Indx: Index - Enter the full salary schedule index including step and grade.  This will drive the Base dollar amounts that are used in connection 
with the PCN FTE and Calc Dates to derive the Actual dollar amounts.  Avoid the use of ZZ/01/01. 

Ratio Factor: This should be "1".  ß David will check to see if we can use this instead of overriding actual hours/days 

Budget Override: Not used at this time.  Loaded with an "N". 
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Override Salary: We try to avoid the use of this field. Base pay should be processed using the index and calc beginning and ending dates.  If 
the correct base pay cannot be achieved without overriding the salary then enter a "Y" to override the calculated salary and enter the correct 
actual. 

Re-Calc Code: This field is normally not used. 

Base, Actual, Additional, Total: The base amounts come from the schedule, the actual is calculated by taking PNC FTE * base as well 
adjusting based on Calc Dates.  We do not use the fields on the Additional line.  The Total line is system calculated by summing the Actual and 
Additional lines. 

Patch Hours Code: This will be an "H" unless we are paying off someone and then we might use an "N", depending on the specific time of the 
payoff.  An "H" indicates to use fixed hours per day when patching in payroll. We do not use any of the other options available at this time. 

Rtro: This is normally left blank when adding an emppay.  Refer to the section on making changes for details. 

Payout type: This is normally left blank when adding an emppay.  Refer to the section on making changes for details. 

Retro: This is normally left blank when adding an emppay.  Refer to the section on making changes for details. 

Special code 1: Enter the contract number.  This, combined with the fiscal year and position, make up the contract ID.  The contract number 
should be unique for each assignment. 

Special code 2: not used at this time. 

Misc 1 and 2: not used at this time. 

Number 1 and 2: not used at this time. 

APU and APU2 are calculated by payroll in the monthly payroll cycle.  Any values entered here will be overwritten in the monthly pay 
process. 

Apprv Cd: Used to indicate whether this record is ready for payroll.  "SEND" indicates that HR has approved this record for transfer to payroll 
while "WAIT" indicates that HR is still working on it. 

Bargaining, Department, Division: updated with the specific information for this employee. 
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Vector Screen: Entering a "Y" in the vector field on the Emppay screen brings up the vector screen.  The vector screen is used to control 
special processing such as PSE vacation or where benefits are charged.  We only use the Special field on this screen.   

 

 

Special 

If this is a primary contract for a person in bargaining unit CK, EA, EC, or TP enter PSEVAC in the Special box.  This allows the systo cash 
out their vacation each month for those employees that are less than full time. 

If this is a primary contract for a person in bargaining unit OP enter SECVAC in the Special box.  This allows the system to cash out their 
vacation each month for those employees that are less than full time. 

We do not charge employer paid benefits to supplemental assignments.  If this is not a base contract, enter "NOBENE" in the Special box. 

Distribution Screen: Entering a "Y" in the distribution field on the Emppay screen brings up the distribution screen.  The distribution screen is 
used to enter the accounting information for this assignment. 

Tpe: This is used to distinguish one line from another.  Each distribution line for an Emppay must have a different character (0-9, A-Z). 

GL: Enter the GL 

Key: Enter the org key that is to be charged. 

Object: Enter the Object code to be charged.  Use the 200 series of objects for certificated assignments and the 300 series for classified 
assignments. 

JL Key and Object: Enter this information if needed. 

Per Cent: Enter how much of the pay is to be charged to this account.  This is expressed as a percentage.  If all of it goes to one account, enter 
1.00.  Otherwise, enter the split for this account. 

OvrCD: We do not use this as we have not yet implemented position budgeting/control. 
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Misc: Enter the S275 Grade Group in the first position.  This is needed on positions where the duty portion of the position is: 

310, 320, 330, 400, 410, 420, 430, 440, 450, 460, 470, 480, 490, 630, or 640 and the program in the account is 01, 31, 45, 62, or 97. 

910 and the program in the account is 01, 31, 45, or 62 and the activity is 27. 

312, 322, 332, 402, 412, 422, 432, 442, 452, 462, 472, 482, 492, 632, or 642 and the program in the account is 62. 

It is optional on all other assignments.  

 

Data Movement From EMPPAY to the PAYSTRING 

When an emppay is sent to payroll, the system creates a pay assignment that is used in payroll to actually pay a person and accumulate hours 
worked.  Shown below is a pay assignment screen accessed in PYUPEP followed by a listing of where the field comes from off of the emppay. 

Number: Generated by the system and is unique for the combination of fields in the box to the right which shows the pay string. 

The items in the next box comprise our pay string. Note that the FY and C# will be blank on any pay strings that have an ending pay date that is 
prior to May 1, 2000. 

GLKey - comes from the distribution GL Key. 

Obj - comes from the distribution object 

FY - comes from the fiscal year field. 

Position - Comes from the position. 

C# - the contract number comes from special code 1 

CLS - comes from the pay class. 

Step - comes from the step in the index. 
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G - grade group comes from the first position of the misc field on distribution line. 

Prjct - comes from the distribution JL key 

Jobj - comes from the distribution JL object 

St - comes from ST 

Fq - comes from Frequency 

B# - comes from Box 

Sx - comes from PerTP 

Salary - comes from Actual per Period 

Reg Rate - comes from actual hourly rate 

O/T Rate - is calculated by the system by multiplying the Reg Rate by a 1.5 overtime factor. 

RT - comes from Record Type 

Effort - is the distribution percentage times the PCN effort 

Begin Date - Comes from the PayDT begin. 

End Date - Comes from the PayDT end. 

Period - Pay period used to determine the status of this pay assignment. 

Status - The current status of this pay assignment.  This is set by the system and could be  INACTIVE, C/ACTIVE (currently active), 
F/ACTIVE (for not active now but will be in the future). 

Budget Amt - we do not use at this time. 

Bt - we do not use at this time 
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Cnt, Ded, Hrs - used to control posting of certain contributions, deductions, or hours to this line and comes from the Vector screen. 

Special - comes from the Vector screen, Special field 

Calendar - comes from Cal 

Hrs/Day - comes from ACTL HRS/DY 

Cal Percent - calculated as the ratio of Actual Hours per day divided by Default Hours per Day from the emppay. 

Patch Information: 

Type - comes from Patch Hrs Cd. 

Beg - comes from the Calc Begin Date 

End - comes from the Calc End Date 

Payout Type - comes from the Payout Code. 

Miscellaneous Fields - most of these are not currently used 

Aux Sal - comes from the vector screen. We are not using this field at this time. 

Unit - comes from Brg and is the bargaining unit. 

Code 1 - is the contract ID from special code 1. 

Ret Dt - is the retro date. 

CD - is the retro code. We don't use this at this time.   
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Making Changes to an EMPPAY Record 

There are several reasons that we would need to change an Emppay once payments have started.  These include putting in an incorrect rate or 
hours, their hours increased or decreased, the employee terminates, or the wrong position was used. 

It is critical to know if any payments have been made and what kind of change you are making to ensure that the proper steps are folso that the 
least impact is made to the whole range of processing being done involving the employee's emppay records (pay, retirement, S275, experience, 
budget). 

IF NO PAYMENTS HAVE BEEN MADE on this emppay yet, anything can simply be changed directly on the record.  Once the changes are 
complete, send the updated record to payroll.  If the emppay had been sent to payroll prior to the change, be sure to contact payroll to make 
sure that the pay strings created by the first send are deleted from the employee's record on the payroll side. 

IF PAYMENTS HAVE STARTED on this emppay, STOP.  Make no change until you know what needs to be changed. 

If the change is for the just one or more of the following fields, a start and stop is not needed.  The change can be made on the existing emppay 
screen and the updated emppay sent to payroll: 

Emppay Screen: PCN Dates Vector Screen:Special Fields 

CntAsg Dates 

Bargaining unit 

Department 

Division 

If this change involves any part of the pay string or affects dollars, hours, or effort, then the current emppay will most likely need to be stopped 
and a new one started or pay history must be corrected before changing the emppay.  Some changes to pay string parts may be done directly on 
the emppay if the payroll history is first transferred from where is was paid to where it should have been paid. 

IF IN DOUBT - STOP AND START THE EMPPAY. 

Changes can be divided into the following cases: 
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1. The GL or JL account or object on the distribution was not correct. 

2. The account or object was correct but we need to change it for the next payroll. 

3. The emppay has an incorrect PCN or Position. 

4. The employee has changed positions or locations. 

5. The employee has a change in assignment. 

A. They had an increase in their hours/pay. 

B. They had a decrease in their hours/pay. 

6. We had the employee at the wrong rate of pay and either paid them too much or not enough. 

7. We paid someone who should not have been paid. 

8. The employee is terminating or retiring before the end of their contract 

9. We should have started a contract in a prior month but did not get it added. 

A. It will be paid in equal installments over the rest of the year. 

B. We will pay what should have been paid so far on the next payroll. 

10. The date range for when the employee works is wrong or they have the wrong calendar code. 

11. The patch code was not an H and it should have been. 

12. The patch code was not an N and it should have been. 

Correcting the information in the system normally requires that we stop the current emppay and start a new one.  This allows the system to 
process the S275, budget, experience, employee's pay, and retirement correctly.  If someone has two or more of these situations on one 
emppay, corrections can be processed for each situation with one stop and start.  If someone is at the wrong rate of pay and we have the wrong 
date range for when they are working, we can do one stop and start and make all of the adjustments on the new emppay. 
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There are some situations that can be corrected by correcting the pay history and then changing the emppay. Those are outlined below as well. 

If you run into a situation that is not covered here, please contact your supervisor and/or the Business Applications Administrator.  The 
situation needs to be analyzed so that the corrections can be done in a manner that has the least impact overall on the various process driven by 
the emppay. 

The situations outlined above are discussed in detail on the following pages. 

Stopping and starting can be done by using the pay utility to automate most if not all of the corrections, manually stopping and starting 
emppays, or a combination of the two.  

 

Using the Pay Utility 

The utility is access in TDHRUT.  The basic steps are: 

Select the Pay Utility screen in TDHRUT. 

Enter the selection information. 

Enter what the new values should be. 

Run the process in report mode. 

Review the report. 

If everything is correct, run the process for real. Otherwise, make changes to the selection or update information and rerun the report. 

Manually update the new EMPPAY if needed. 

Manually Add a Second Emppay and Have the System Stop the First One 

The basic process to make these types of change is to: 

Find the person in TDHRPY 
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Find the current emppay that needs to be changed (switch to the EMPPAY screen in browse mode) 

Switch to Collect mode 

Enter the record type in the new Emppay of the existing EMPPAY needing the change. 

Enter a reason code 

Enter the new information including new pay and calc begin dates 

Save the changes 

Do a send pay to transfer the information to payroll 

Make sure the old pay strings are shut down. 

The system will take the old emppay and change the pay and calc end dates to be the day before the new begin dates.  

 

Adjust Pay History and Change EMPPAY 

The basic process to make these types of change is to: 

Change the payroll history period by period using PYUTRTCR (refer to appendix B) 

Find the current emppay that needs to be changed (switch to the EMPPAY screen in browse mode) 

Change the emppay 

Save the changes 

Do a send pay to transfer the information to payroll 

Make sure the old pay strings are shut down.  
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The GL or JL Account or Object on the distribution was not correct. 

This is an exception to the start and stop.  There is a Payroll History Transfer process (PYUTHT) that will correct the pay history and the 
information posted in the General Ledger.  By using this process, the account code can be changed directly on the Emppay without having to 
start and stop.   

 

HR or Budget 

Change the history using the Payroll History Transfer process. Refer to Appendix B for details. 

Once the history has been corrected, change the distribution on the emppay. DO NOT START AND STOP. 

Send the emppay to payroll. 

Notify payroll of the change to the emppay and pay history. 

If HR is making the change, notify Budget of the change. 

If Budget is making the change, notify HR of the change. 

The account or object was correct but we need to change it for the next payroll. 

This requires a start and stop.  In this case, the prior postings and pay history are correct so we don't want to change them - we just want to 
change where the posting goes from here on out. The emppay must be stopped and started and the account code changed on the new emppay.  

Find the emppay with the incorrect account. 

Stop the current emppay and start a new one emppay. 

Change the account code on the new emppay. 

Send the emppay to payroll 
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If HR is making the change, notify Budget of the change. 

If Budget is making the change, notify HR of the change. 

Notify Payroll of the change.   

 

Payroll 

Make sure that the old assignment is inactive. 

The Emppay has an incorrect PCN or Position.  

 

HR 

Change the history using the Payroll History Transfer process.  Update the position and account, if needed, in the history.  

Use the Pay Assignment Utility (TDHRUT, PAYUTIL) to correct the PCN or Position on the EMPPAY. 

Review the account code on the distribution for the emppay and update if needed. 

Send the emppay to payroll. 

Notify Budget of the change. 

Notify Payroll of the change.  

 

Payroll 

Make sure that the old assignment is inactive. 
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The employee has changed positions or locations. 

The employee had a change in assignment that increased their hours/pay. 

HR 

ADD A NEW EMPPAY FOR THE ADDITIONAL WORK 

Send the emppay to payroll 

OR 

Find the emppay that had the increase. Stop and start the emppay using the start date of when the hours or pay on the position increased. 

If the emppay is being updated after the period in which the change occurred has been paid update the retro date with the first day of increased 
hours or pay. 

Do not tab through the fields on the old emppay. 

Send the emppay to payroll 

Notify payroll in writing of any retro amount.  Include the contract id (fiscal year and contract number) 

Notify the employee. 

Make sure that the S275 has the correct salary.  

 

26.7.3 Examples 
The employee had a change in assignment that decreased their hours/pay. 

HR 

Find the emppay that had the decrease. Stop and start the emppay using the start date of when the hours or pay on the position decreased. 
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If the emppay is being updated after the period in which the change occurred has been paid update the retro date with the first day of decreased 
hours or pay. 

Do not tab through the fields on the old emppay. 

Send the emppay to payroll 

Notify payroll in writing of any retro amount.  Include the contract id (fiscal year and contract number) 

Notify the employee. 

Make sure that the S275 has the correct salary. 

Payroll 

Verify the retroactive adjustment on the payroll. 

We had the employee at the wrong rate of pay and either paid them too much or not enough. 

HR 

Find the emppay that is not correct.  Stop and start the emppay. 

Correct the schedule code in the emppay if is the wrong schedule or update the amount in the schedule.  On some emppays, you may need to 
override the salary to get the correct amount of pay. 

Tab through the fields on the new emppay to get the updated salary amounts. 

Enter a retro date using the date that pay should have been earned at the revised rate. 

Send the emppay to payroll 

Notify payroll in writing of the retro amount. Include the contract id (fiscal year and contract number). 

Notify the employee. 

Make sure that the S275 has the correct salary. 
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Payroll 

Verify the retroactive adjustment on the payroll. 

We paid someone who should not have been paid and they have money they will still be paid. 

This is where we had an emppay that should not have been paid and the person has other money still to be paid that we can deduct from. 

HR 

Stop and Start the incorrect emppay. 

Change the hours and dollars to zero on the new emppay. 

Enter a retro date back to the calc beginning date from the old emppay. 

Send the emppay to payroll 

Notify payroll of the overpayment. 

Notify the employee of the need to recover the money. 

Make sure they are not included on the S275. 

PAYROLL 

Verify the retro adjustment on the payroll. 

We paid someone who should not have been paid and there is no other money they will be paid. 

This is where we had an emppay that should not have been paid and the person is no longer being paid. 

HR 

Stop and Start the incorrect emppay. 

Change the hours and dollars to zero on the new emppay. 
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Enter a retro date back to the calc beginning date from the old emppay. 

Send the emppay to payroll 

Notify payroll of the overpayment. 

Notify the employee of the need to recover the money. 

Make sure they are not included on the S275. 

PAYROLL 

Verify that the pay has been shut down. 

When the money has been recovered, adjust the pay history to reflect the recovery so that the W-2 will be correct.  If recovery is not made 
before the need to issue W-2's, be sure to include the overpayment on the person's W-2.  When the money is re-paid issue a corrected W-2. 

The employee is terminating or retiring before the end of their contract. 

HR 

Find the employee that is terminating or retiring. 

Stop and start the emppay. 

Enter zero for the hours and dollars on the new emppay.  Make sure the patch code is an "H". 

Enter a retro date of the day after their last day of work. 

Update the payout code with a "PF". 

Send the emppay to payroll 

Notify payroll in writing of the overpayment amount. Include the record type. 

Notify the employee. 
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Make sure that the S275 has the correct salary. 

PAYROLL 

Make sure the retirement report is updated to reflect their job status. 

We should have started a contract in a prior month but did not get it added. It will be paid in equal installments over the rest of the year. 

HR 

Find the employee who should have had the emppay. 

Add the emppay using pay dates beginning this month.  The calc dates will be for the time they actually worked. 

Send the emppay to payroll 

Notify the employee. 

Make sure that the S275 has the correct salary. 

PAYROLL 

Verify that payment will begin. 

We should have started a contract in a prior month but did not get it added.  We will pay what should have been paid so far on the next payroll. 

HR 

Find the employee who should have had the emppay. 

Add the emppay using the dates as they should have been had we processed correctly and use zero for the dollars (OK, put in 0.01 for the 
dollars as the system wants some money on the first emppay in a retro situation) and zero hours. 

Stop and start the emppay just added.  Enter the correct hours and full dollars on the new emppay.  The start date is the first of this month and 
the retro date is the calc beginning date from the zero dollar emppay. 

Send the emppay to payroll 
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Notify the employee. 

Make sure that the S275 has the correct salary. 

PAYROLL 

Verify that payment will begin 

The date range for when the employee works is wrong or they have the wrong calendar code. 

HR 

Find the emppay that is wrong. 

Change the patch code to an H. 

Send the emppay to payroll 

Notify payroll. 

PAYROLL 

Run the patch correction (PYUTRTCR). 

Verify the patch information. 

Verify the retirement information. 

The patch code was not an N and it should have been. 

HR 

Find the emppay that is wrong. 

Stop and start the emppay changing the patch code to N 

Change the hours per day to zero and enter a retro date that is the same as the calc begin date. 
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Send the emppay to payroll 

Notify payroll 

PAYROLL 

Run the patch correction (PYUTRTCR). 

Verify the patch information. 

Verify the retirement information. 

 

26.8 Additional Information 

26.8.1 Changing EMPPAY using the Pay Utility 
The utility is accessed in TDHRUT.  Use the F4 function to select the PAYUTIL screen.  Complete details on using A sample screen is shown 
below: 

The options for this screen can be found by pressing the Help key when the cursor is on the run option.  Options are: 

1. Update pay assignments with new salary schedules 

2. Update salaries - insert new records 

3. Close pay assignments 

4. Assign a template pay assignment to selection criteria. 

7. Apply step increase using Experience information 

8. Change course/grade using Education and Course information 
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9. Run steps 7 and 8 sequentially 

Most of the emppay changes will be processed using option 2 which stops one emppay in order to create a new one.  Option 1 is used to 
prepare the EMPPAY entries for the new year after they have been rolled forward.  Option 2 is used to make changes to existing EMP Option 3 
is used to close pay assignments while options 7, 8, and 9 are used to place people on salary schedules. 

The basic steps are: 

Select the Pay Utility screen PAYUTIL in TDHRUT. 

Enter the Pay Utility Option in the upper left corner of the screen - usually a 2. 

Enter a "Y" in the Report Only box in the upper right corner. 

Fill out the top box with enough information to select only the EMPPAY or EMPAYS to be changed. 

Enter the new information in the bottom box. 

Press ENTER to run the Utility. 

When the utility has finished, press F4 and switch to the PAYLIST screen. 

Find the report from your run. 

Review the report. 

If everything is correct, run the update for real by going back to PAYUTIL and access the change you ran in a test mode.  Change the report 
only flag in the upper right corner to an "N" and run the process. 

Go into the EMPPAY in TDHRPY. 

Review the EMPPAY entries to make sure they are correct 

Update the new EMPPAY manually for those fields that can't be changed through the utility. 

Send the updated information to payroll. 
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26.8.2 Using the Payroll History Transfer to correct pay history and GL. 
This process is accessed in PYUPHT and allows the pay string in the history to be corrected as well as split or combined. The process also 
allows the GL to be adjusted from the same entries used to correct the pay history. 

Adjustments are made by pay period so if, for example, an incorrect account code was used for three months before being discovered, 
PYUPHT will need to be run 3 times - once for each pay period. 

To run the process, use mask PYUPHT and enter the employee ID and Pay Period to correct. 

The employee ID information displayed along with first pay string found for the period.  F5/F6 can be used to move forward and backThere are 
5 lines displayed as well.  This will allow this line to be split up to 5 ways. On line 1 enter the corrected pay string by changing the information 
that is there.  If there are additional splits, continue with line 2. Allocate what percent of the original amount to transfer to each of the five lines.  
If nothing is to be transferred to a line, leave the box empty.  If the pay string is being split into two different accounts, update lines 1 and 2, 
and enter percentages in TRANSFER 1 and TRANSFER 2. 

Enter the date these should be posted to in the Post Date. Press Enter and verify the information.   The hour, pay, contribution, and deduction 
amounts shown on the left under the percent boxes will be distributed to the lines based on the percentages entered.  Press Enter a second time 
to save the changes.The pay string will now show as transferred in the time card batch number. 

The information in the pay history has now been corrected.  The changes have not been posted in the GL.  The normal PY Check Maintenance 
process is used to post these changes to the GL.  This is done using masks PYRECM, PYTPCM, and PYPACM. 

Running a check maintenance report in PYRECM or a trial post in PYTPCM can be used to verify the adjustments produce a zero net affect 
and are posting to the correct accounts.  PYPACM is used to post the changes to the GL.  BE SURE TO SELECT THE EMPLOYEE(S).  Refer 
to the Check Maintenance Distribution Section in the SunGard Payroll Manual for more information.    
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26.9 Employment Security Department 

26.9.1 UI Tax Administration 
Employer Information Package 

The New User Defined Reports capability has been modified so the information required to satisfy the Employer Information Package can be 
readily satisfied.  To generate the report/magnetic media file, simply run the New User Defined Report, WASUI, available under mask 
PYREUNPS.  Said report will generate both a paper proof file and a file suitable for the magnetic media requirements.  The report will ask for 
the magnetic media file name at run time. 

The proof report supplies sufficient data for form EMS 5208.  If your organization has SUI exempt employees, the selection criteria presented 
prior the running the report should be used to select all employees except the exempt employees.  Another simple report can be specified by 
your organization to report the gross wages of these exempt employees for inclusion on the summary sheets submitted with the magnetic 
media. 

It is suggested that you make a USE file for running the program.  The only ASKME entries in the use file should be: 

1. The magnetic media file name (unless you decides to always use the same file name) 

2. Selection  criteria if needed 

3. The tax year 

4. The tax quarter 

The following page shows run time questions and answers for an actual run.  With the exception of the selection criteria answers which must be 
determined by your organization, answers that are not in bold face italics don't really matter for this report and the operator can simply take the 
default answer.  Answers in bold face italics within parentheses are important but the default answer is the needed answer.  Other bold face 
italic answers must be supplied by the operator. 

Enter the name of the user-defined report: WASUI 

Suppress records when all amounts are zero (Y/N): (Y) 
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Suppress records that have negative amounts? (Y/N): Y 

How would you like employees selected? RETURN = SC 

ID Select by ID                         SC Select by Selection Criteria 

SC 

Enter Selection Criteria No's (2-digit, separated by commas): RETURN=00 

00 No Criteria; Select ALL                 01 Employee Information 

02 Pay Assignment Information           03 CDH Assignment Information 

04 History Information                        05 XTD Information 

06 Daily Timecard Information            07 Emp Association Information 

00 

Does this report include magnetic media output (RETURN = PA) 

MA Report has mag media output          PA Report is paper output only 

MA 

Please enter the name of the magnetic media file: YourFileName 

Include mag media header records after subtotal records (Y/N): Y 

Allow leading minus signs for numbers in mag media records (Y/N): (N) 

Allow trailing minus signs for numbers in mag media records (Y/N): (N) 

Line Printer Copies, Name, Pri., & Option: 01TERMINAL01 

A summary of your job request is given below: 
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Figure 1: .  DRS Total Values by Period. 
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26.10 Washington State New Hire Report 
Washington's New Hire report is available via payroll's New User Defined Report (NUDR) capability (mask PYREUN).  The report is called 
WANUHI. 

Before running the report, it is necessary to change some of the report specifications via mask PYREUNUP.  (NUDR is documented in Chapter 
14 of the Payroll manual.)  The following screen page must be changed - put the Federal ID number for reporting in the Character 
String/Reserved Word field (note that the Washington state specifications stipulate that the Federal ID does not include a hyphen): 

:                    << F I E L D    D E F I N I T I O N >>                   : 

:                                                                             : 

:  Report Name    Record Name   Start Position   End Position     Length      : 

:  WANUHI            MD1             224             232             9        : 

!,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,," 

:                 Cluster Name    Attribute Name    SubScript                 : 

:                                                                             : 

!,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,," 

:  Cnt  Ded  Hrs  HBs  PBs                 Miscellaneous Codes                : 

:                                                                             : 

!,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,," 

:                        Character String/Reserved Word                       : 

:                   988888889                                                 : 

!,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,," 
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:                           Report Writer Calc Code                           : 

:                                                                             : 

!,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,," 

:  Conditional:                                                               : 

:     Show value if    to                                                     : 

The following field definition must be reviewed - allowable values for the Character String/Reserved Word field are “7” if a tape cartridge will 
be submitted, “8” if a diskette will be submitted or “9” if a tape will be submitted: 

:                    << F I E L D    D E F I N I T I O N >>                   : 

:                                                                             : 

:  Report Name    Record Name   Start Position   End Position     Length      : 

:  WANUHI            MD1             241             241             1        : 

!,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,," 

:                 Cluster Name    Attribute Name    SubScript                 : 

:                                                                             : 

!,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,," 

:  Cnt  Ded  Hrs  HBs  PBs                 Miscellaneous Codes                : 

:                                                                             : 

!,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,," 

:                        Character String/Reserved Word                       : 
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:                   8                                                         : 

!,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,," 

:                           Report Writer Calc Code                           : 

:                                                                             : 

!,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,," 

:  Conditional:                                                               : 

:     Show value if    to                                                     : 

To run the report, run mask PYREUNPS and select report WANUHI.  Use selection criteria and select a range of hire dates.  Default answers 
can be taken for most runtime questions with the following exceptions: 

When the program asks if you want to suppress records with all zero values, answer “N”. 

Indicate “MA” when the program asks if the output includes magnetic media. 

Specify a file name for the magnetic media output. 

The installed NUDR includes a proof report with a total of all new hires.  You can leave the report as is, modify it, report only the total number 
of new hires, or delete the report via mask PYREUNUP. 

SPECIAL NOTE:  Employees reported are based on a range of hire dates stipulated each run.  Presumably the report will be run twice a month 
to pick up employees hired in either the first or second half of the month.  As per the state specification, penalties can be applied for late or 
non-reporting.  This presents a dilemma:  Suppose you miss entering an employee master for a new employee and, by the time you find out and 
enter the employee master, the New Hire report that should have included this employee has already been run.  This means that when you 
specify a hire date range the next time you run the report, this employee will be missed. 

To avoid this type of error, some states allow reporting of new hires more than once.  For example, in California, you can specify a hire date 
range that goes back one full month or more instead of simply going back a half a month.  This results in multiple reporting of new hires but 
picks up any employees that might have been otherwise missed.  It is suggested that you check with your state to determine if this is allowable.   
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26.11 Quarterly Report for Self-Insured Business for the State of Washington 
The Quarterly Report for Self-Insured Business is simply a report of total hours by Industrial Classification Code.  It is presumed that an hour 
base has been selected for tracking these hours.  If this has not been done, an hour base must be selected and all applicable hour codes changed 
to add or subtract to/from this hour base (screen 2 of PYUPHH).  The particular hour base is controlled by a common code. 

To run the report, use mask PYRESRWASI.  The report allows for the normal Payroll selection criteria plus it will ask for the beginning and 
ending check dates for the desired time frame.  All pay periods with a check date within this time frame will be processed for the report.  The 
report uses payroll history to derive the hours by Industrial Classification Code. 

There is a Debug/Audit mode build into the program.  This mode was used during the program debug phase but the mode is intended also for 
audit purposes.  If you turn on Debug/Audit, an auditor can sample the database almost any way desired and detail raw data will display on the 
tail sheet showing the derivation of the numbers.  Things displayed include all CDHs that either add or subtract from the L&I hour base, all 
CDHs that contribute to the Gross Pay, and all detail information by employee that adds or subtracts from the L&I hour base for the selected 
time period.  Note this data is raw data so is presented without decimal places, etc.  In the Financials system, raw hours have an implied five 
decimal places.  For example, 12.6 hours would be +001260000. 

Setting the Short Description to “DEBUG” will turn on the debug/audit mode. 

Numeric value (1) is used to specify the L&I hour base number.   
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27 Wisconsin 

27.1 Quarterly SUI Reporting for Wisconsin 

27.1.1 Overview 
This process produces the State of Wisconsin Quarterly SUI Report and File.   

 

27.1.2 Set up 
Before the report and file can be produced, common code PYFG PY780WI must be defined: 

Short Desc:  Reserved for SPS use 

Medium Desc:  Entity Code (ROOT, etc) 

Long Desc:  Client Name 

Numeric Value 1:  Index indicating which one of four SID fields in the Entity Definition (mask PYUPGN) contains the UI number to report 

Assoc Code 1:  Enter the UI number to report if the SID fields of the Entity Definition screen are not to be used (numeric value 1 is zero) 

Assoc Code 5:  Enter 'SSN' to report on SSN, instead of PEIDs. 

Numeric Value 2:  SUI pay base to be used. Use 4-digits. (default is 6012) 

Numeric Value 3:  SUI exclusion amount; default is $10,500   
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27.1.3 Generating the Report and File 
To produce the report and file invoke mask PYRESRWIQW 

The first question asked is for the reporting year.  The reply to this question determines, of course, what accumulators will be used for the pay 
base specified in the common code described above. 

The second question asked by the mask is the quarter number (1, 2, 3 or 4) to be reported. 

The third question is for the name of the file to be created.  The name must start with an alphabetic character and may be up to 8 characters 
long.  On Unix environments, the file will be created with the name in upper-case characters.  The file will be in the 'data' directory of the user's 
working account. The file created can then be either copied to tape or diskette, or electronically transmitted to the proper state agency. 

 

27.2 Annual Retirement Reporting for Wisconsin 

27.2.1 Preface 
This process has been in production for a number of years.  A couple issues have been problematic in the past, namely 1) summertime deferred 
pay is to be included in the 1st six months earnings and 2) employees regularly working 7.0 and 7.5 hour days are to be “upscaled” and 
reported as 8.0 hours.  Before the implementation of Patch by Payline, it was almost impossible to provide the correct values to WRS and there 
was a lot of options dealing with calendars in an attempt to get as close as possible. 

Now that Patch by Payline is a reality, it is strongly recommended that Patch by Payline be used and all other options dealing with calendars 
abandoned.  To use the recommended methodology, 1) make sure Patch by Payline has been used the entire calendar year, 2) all time that is to 
be upscaled is entered on a daily basis, 3) no earnings are entered as simply dollars (using the hours are dollars option on screen 3 of 
PYUPHH), 4) delete common code PYFG/PY268WI1-9, and 5) set the HOURS FROM TIMECARDS and USE HISTORY options in 
common code PYFG/PY268WIA. 

If this recommended methodology is used, much of the below discussion can be totally ignored and all data will be developed from history and 
system timecards for the target year. 
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One word of caution:  The fiscal year/month/quarter must be set properly in the Period Definition screen (PYUPPR) for the report to work 
properly.  “Deferred” pay (or “escrow” pay) periods for July and August must have the fiscal year/quarter/month corresponding to the last 
month of the prior fiscal year.   

 

Preface - Derivation of Values 

History and SYSTM timecards will be used to derive values.  SYSTM timecards are developed by force calc and contain the calculated or real 
timecards substantiating the pay.  SYSTM timecards are placed in a timecard batch named SYSTMnnnnnnn where nnnnnnn is the period 
number.  SYSTM timecards can be viewed via PYTCDTUB. 

Calendar year hours:  SYSTM timecards are examined for all periods with a check date in the year to be reported.  SYSTM timecards contain 
time for each day that has earned pay.  Each day's hours are upscaled if needed (e.g., 7.5 hours may become 8 hours) then the sum becomes the 
value reported.  That is, the hours reported are earned hours upscaled to full days as appropriate for all periods with a check date in the reported 
year. 

Calendar year pay:  Using payroll history, all pay affecting the retirement paybase for all periods with a check date in the reporting year is 
summed and reported. 

Month 1-6 hours: SYSTM timecards are examined for all periods with a check date in the year to be reported.  The periods are restricted to 
those periods with a calendar month less than or equal to six.  SYSTM timecards contain time for each day that has earned pay.  Each day's 
hours are upscaled if needed (e.g., 7.5 hours may become 8 hours) then the sum becomes the value reported.  That is, the hours reported are 
earned hours upscaled to full days as appropriate for all periods with a check date in the reported year for the first six months of the year only. 

Month 1-6 pay:  Using payroll history, all pay affecting the retirement paybase for all periods with a check date in the reporting year and a 
fiscal month between 7 and 12 is summed and reported.  

 

27.2.2 Overview 
This process produces the State of Wisconsin Annual Retirement Report and File.  The file layout is per publication ET-1127 (REV 05/99). 
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The process assumes a pay base of 7 and an hour base of 16 for its calculations unless overridden by the user in common code PYFG 
PY268WI, described below. 

Calendar Year hours and earnings are taken from accumulators (XTDs) for the reporting year. 

There are three options available (controlled through common code PYFG PY268WI1) that determine how an employee is assigned a contract 
end-date and how fiscal year earnings and hours are calculated: 

The CONTRACT-FY option (this is the default) assumes a contract end-date of June 30th for all employees.  Fiscal year amounts computed for 
earnings and hours are taken from accumulators (XTDs) for the period January 1st through June 30th. 

The BARG-UNIT/CALENDAR option determines a contract end-date for each employee based on the employee's Bargaining Unit and 
Calendar in the employee master record.  The user enters contract end-date values for different unit/calendar combinations in common code 
PYFG PY268WIx, described below.  Fiscal year earnings are accumulated from paid Check History entries for the period January 1st through 
the contract end-date assigned to each employee.  Fiscal year hours are calculated by counting the number of work days in the employee's 
calendar from the beginning of the year through June 30th and multiplying that count by the hours-per-day entered in the employee's 
Miscellaneous Value 1 field of the employee master unless the common code entry contains the legend FYH=ACTUAL.  For those 
unit/calendar combinations that have this legend, fiscal year hours are the actual hours worked. 

The EMPLOYEE-TYPE option determines individual contract end-dates for each employee based on the employee's Type in the employee 
master record, and using date values entered by the user for different Types in the common code(s) PYFG PY268Wx.  The fiscal year earnings 
and hours are calculated from paid Check History for January 1st of the reporting year through the employee's contract end-date.   

 

Determination of Employee Category 

The process will initially use the assignment of WR10 or WR12 contributions to determine employee category.  If this does not produce correct 
results (e.g., when all contributions are coded as WR10 for whatever reason), any other EMPM attribute (fields on the PYUPEM screen) can be 
used to determine the category, e.g., TYPE, UNIT, MNUM1.  This attribute is specified in common code PYFG/PY268WIA.  If the value of 
the attribute is not 10 or 12, but rather it points to a category of employees that are 10 or 12,e.g., when the attribute is UNIT, a table of values is 
specified via common code PYFG/PY268WI. 

If you have WR10 and WR12 retirement contributions assigned and these contributions adequately determine employee category, you need to 
do nothing special. 
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If WR10 and WR12 contributions do not adequately determine employee category and you have some numeric field on one of the PYUPEM 
screens containing a 10 or 12 that adequately determines employee category, specify this attribute in common code PYFG/PY268WIA. 

If WR10/WR12 assigned contributions and no numeric field on the PYUPEM screen adequately determines employee category, set the 
PYFG/PY268WI attribute to something like TYPE or UNIT then specify which TYPEs or UNITs or whatever are to be used to determine 
categories 10 and 12 via common code PYFG/PY268WI.   

 

Determination of Hours 

Reported hours are normally taken from employee accumulators or calendars.  They may also be taken directly from timecards.  This is the 
only way to “up-calculate” from 7.0 or 7.5 hours per day calendars to 8.0 reported hours.  For hours to be up-calculated, they must be entered 
on a daily basis.  The easiest way to do this is to use Payroll's PATCH BY PAYLINE feature to patch hours.  If this option is selected, all daily 
charges between 7.0 and 7.5 hours that are charged against a calendar with daily hours between 7 and 8 will be up-calculated to 8.0 hours.   

 

27.2.3 Set up 
Before the report and file can be produced, contribution and deduction definitions must be properly coded, employees must be assigned the 
appropriate contributions and/or deductions, and common codes must be defined. 

Contributions and deductions that apply to retirement reporting must be coded in one of the eight Miscellaneous Code boxes of the C/D 
definition.  Which box is used is at the user's discretion, but the same box must be available for all the retirement C/D definitions.  When the 
box to be used is determined, designate the number of that box in common code PYFG PY268WI in the third Numeric Value field.  The codes 
to be used and their meaning are: 

WR10 Regular employer contribution for employment category 10 (teachers)

WR12 Regular employer contribution for employment category 12 (support) 

WRSA Regular employee deduction 
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WRSB Benefit Adjustment deduction 

WRSC Employee Additional Fixed deduction 

WRSD Employee Additional Variable deduction 

WRSE Tax-deferred Additional Fixed deduction 

WRSF Tax-deferred Additional Variable deduction 

WRS1 Employer Additional Fixed contribution 

WRS2 Employer Additional Variable contribution 

It is recommended that you set up pay base control on all contributions/deductions used by the retirement processing.  To do this, set switch 5 
(pay base control) on screen three of PYUPDD and PYUPCC to “Y” or “A” and set the PB number on screen 1 to the pay base you use for 
retirement (usually 7). 

The following data must be available for each employee: 

Employees must be assigned all applicable contributions and deductions. 

Each employee must be identifiable as either a category 10 or 12.  The category is normally determined from an assignment of a contribution 
that has either the WR10 or WR12 code in the contribution definition.  Optionally, employee category may be assigned through common code 
PYFG PY268WI, described below or a specific field can be identified specifying the employee category through common code PYFG 
PY268WIA. 

If the BARG-UNIT/CALENDAR or EMPLOYEE-TYPE option defined in common code PYFG PY268WI1, described below, is used, all 
employees must have the proper hours-per-day value in the first Miscellaneous Value field of the employee's master record (use mask 
PYUPEM to view or change). 

Set up common code PYFG PY268WI. 

Numeric Value 1 is the Hour Base to be used for hours worked.  Default is 16. 

Numeric Value 2 holds the Pay Base to be used to report earnings.  Default is 7. 
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Numeric Value 3 is the number of the Miscellaneous Code box in contribution and deduction definitions where the WR code is entered. 

Numeric Value 5:  If set to 1.00000, all selected employees will be reported even if all their PERS values are zero. 

Employee category may be assigned through the use of the Code and Description columns.  Each pair of 5 Codes and Descriptions in the lower 
part of the screen may be used to enter a category and the “values” of those employees who belong in that category.  If common code 
PYFG/PY268WIA specifies an EMPM attribute, this attrbute will be used to fetch the values, otherwise EMPM.TYPE will be used to fetch the 
values.  (The values will be various bargaining units, employee types, etc. based on the EMPM attribute used.) Enter EMPCATxx in the Code 
field (where xx is the category code: 10 or 12).  In the corresponding Description field enter a comma-separated list of employee values for that 
category.  When the number of employee values to be entered exceeds the space available in a Description field, continue on the next line, re-
entering the EMPCATxx data in the code field of that line.  The Type value must completely fit in the Description field, that is, do not split a 
Type code over two Description lines. 

Set up common code PYFG PY268WIx (where x is sequentially from 1 through 9). This common code is required if the contract end-date for 
all employees is not June 30th or the user wishes to suppress sorting and totaling by Distribution (District or Location) code. 

If the Medium Description contains the legend NO-DISTRIBUTION, then the distribution in the WI Retirement record will be left blank, and 
no sorting or totaling on this code will take place.  Otherwise, the District or Location will be fetched from Education Code (5) of the 
Employee Definition screen and used for sorting and totaling. 

The Long Description of this common code must designate what method will be used in assigning various groups of employees a contract end-
date.  To assign employees a contract end-date based on their bargaining unit and calendar, enter the legend BARG-UNIT/CALENDAR in the 
long description.  To assign employees a contract end-date based on the value in the type field of the employee master, enter the legend 
EMPLOYEE-TYPE in the long description.  To assign employees a contract end-date based on the fiscal year end (June 30th), enter the legend 
CONTRACT-FY. 

NOTE: The BARG-UNIT/CALENDAR, EMPLOYEE-TYPE and CONTRACT-FY legends must appear in the first common code of this 
series (PYFG PY268WI1).  If these legends appear in any other common code the program will not recognize them.  If common code PYFG 
PY268WI1 is not used, or the Long Description of this common code contains an unknown value or is blank, CONTRACT-FY is assumed as 
the default option. 

Use the Codes column of this common code to enter contract end-dates in the format MM/DD/YYYY.  (Actually, the “YYYY” part of  the 
date is meaningless as the process will substitute the report year for the “YYYY” portion of the date.) 

If using the BARG-UNIT/CALENDAR option, enter the bargaining-unit and calendar (separated by a comma) whose contract end-date is to be 
assigned the value in the Codes column of the same line. The wildcard @@ may be substituted for either the bargaining unit or calendar or 
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both.  For example, to use the wild card characters for the calendar, enter “ADMN, @@” and all employees in bargaining unit ADMN will be 
assigned the same calendar end-date, regardless of their calendar assignment in the employee master.  To assign all employees with the 
calendar NORMAL the same calendar end-date, regardless of what unit they are in, enter “@@,NORMAL”.  Wildcard entries must appear last 
in the common code(s) used, so that other unit/calendar combinations will be assigned before defaulting to the wildcard's contract end-date.  If 
fiscal year hours are to be the actual hours worked, append the legend FYH=ACTUAL to the appropriate description lines of the common 
code. 

If the hours are not coming out correctly, a couple other methods of determining hour hours are to be calculated are available.  Use either 
ECASD or DCE in the Short Description to invoke these other methods. 

If using the EMPLOYEE-TYPE option, enter a list of comma-separated employee Types that should be assigned the contract end-date entered 
in the Codes column of the same line. 

Set up common code PYFG PY268WIA. 

If the employee category is to be determined by some specific numeric EMPM attribute, set Associated Code 1 to the EMPM attribute followed 
by a comma followed by the number of decimal places in the number of the EMPM numeric attribute containing a 10 or a 12 for employee 
category, e.g., MNUM1,2. 
If the employee category is to be determined by some alphanumeric EMPM attribute then the category is determined by a table lookup based 
on the EMPM attribute, set this field to the EMPM attribute followed by a comma followed by the attribute, e.g., EMPM.UNIT.  (The table is 
defined with the EMPCATxx values in common code PYFG/PY268WI.) 

Set Associated Description 1 to DONT SORT BY EDUC CODE 5 to prohibit the program from doing a primary sort on “distribution code”. 

Set Associated Description 2 to RETIREMENT CDH REQUIRED to eliminate reporting of any employees that do not have a WR10, WR12, 
WR1 or WR2 CDH assigned. 

Set Associated Description 3 to HOURS FROM TIMECARDS to develop reported hours from timecards. 

Set Associated Description 4 to USE HISTORY to develop earnings and possibly hours from history instead of employee accumulators.  This 
allows summertime deferred pay to be added to the 1st six months earnings as per WI law. 
Set up of common code PYFG PY568WI. 

The Medium Description must contain the Employer ID (7 digits). 

The Long Description should have the name of the client, as it is to appear on the report.   
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Generating the Report and File 

Retirement report processing consists of the following three processes: 

PYRERRWIRE - Extract retirement data from the Financials database. 

PYRERRWIRU - Make changes to the retirement data via this screen. 

PYRERRWIRR - Generate the report and the file to be submitted to the state. 

The typical scenario is to extract the data, generate the report, then verify the correctness of the report.  If corrections are needed, the correction 
screen is used and the report re-generated.  Once the report is satisfactory, the final report is kept and the file sent to the state. 

After all the needed set up is complete, invoke mask PYRERRWIRE to extract the retirement data. 

The first question asked by the mask pertains to the use of Selection Criteria.  Selection Criteria may be used to produce only a limited-scope 
report and file, usually for testing the accuracy of the report and integrity of the file. 

The second question asked is for the reporting year.  The reply to this question determines, of course, what accumulator and/or check history 
information will be included. 

To make corrections, invoke the mask PYRERRWIRU.  The screen called up by this mask is very 

obvious and probably requires no documentation. 

To generate the report and file, invoke the mask PYRERRWIRR. 

The first question asked by the mask pertains to the use of Selection Criteria.  Selection Criteria may be used to produce only a limited-scope 
report and file, usually for testing the accuracy of the report and integrity of the file. 

The second question asked is for the reporting year.  This question limits reporting of extracted data to the desired year. 

The third question is for the name of the file to be created.  The name must start with an alphabetic character and can be up to 8 characters long.  
On Unix environments, the file will be created with the name in upper-case characters.  The file will be in the 'data' directory of the user's 
working account.   
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27.2.4 Notes on Extracted Values 

Fiscal Year Earnings 

Earnings reported will be for the pay base designated in the common codes' Numeric Value 1.  Pay base 7 is the default, if the common code 
does not specify a value. 

If common code PYFG PY268WI1 is not defined or the long description of this common code does not contain either the BARG-
UNIT/CALENDAR or EMPLOYEE-TYPE legends, then all employees are assumed to use the CONTRACT-FY option. 

The CONTRACT-FY option assumes a contract end-date of June 30th, and the earnings for the fiscal year will be added from accumulators 
(XTDs) for January 1st through June 30th for the pay base chosen. 

If the BARG-UNIT/CALENDAR option is used, the data accumulated for fiscal year earnings will be from employee paid Check History.  
Check History data will be included for all check dates up to and including the contract end-date determined for each employee.  Earnings are 
calculated for all pay and contributions that affect the pay base designated in common code PYFG PY268WI, Numeric Value 1 (pay base 7 is 
the default). 

If the EMPLOYEE-TYPE option is used, fiscal year earnings (default pay base 7) will be accumulated from employee paid Check History for 
all check dates up to and including the contract end-date specified for each employee type.   

 

Fiscal Year Hours 

Hours reported will be for the hour base designated in the common codes' Numeric Value 2.  Hour base 16 is the default, if the common code 
does not specify a value. 

If the BARG-UNIT/CALENDAR option is used, designated workdays in the calendar definition associated with each employee in the January 
1st through June 30th time period are counted.  The resulting count is multiplied by the hours-per-day appearing in the first Miscellaneous 
Value field of the employee's master record to arrive at the Fiscal Year Hours total.  This calculation will be replaced, however, by the actual 
hours worked if the legend FYH=ACTUAL appears on the applicable lines of the common code. 
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If the CONTRACT-FY option is used, the fiscal year hours are taken from accumulators (XTDs) for January 1st through June 30th for the hour 
base chosen. 

If the EMPLOYEE-TYPE option is used, fiscal year hours are accumulated from Check History for the period January 1st through the 
employee's contract end-date.  
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